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The cruise director was charming and very efficient. All staff on board 
were friendly, polite and helpful; they couldn’t do enough for us.

Mrs Garlick

What a wonderful holiday! It far exceeded our expectations – 
memories of it are beginning to settle in my mind and will last forever.” 

Ms Ford

See page 170

See page 222

See pages 196

See page 134

See page 118

See page 60
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LET OUR PASSION 
INSPIRE YOURS

Meander through the Douro’s beautifully patterned valley of 
terraced vineyards and indulge in delicious port wine at one of 
the region’s best quintas, or cruise through the Great Kazan 
Gorge, where the Danube narrows to just 500 feet, and gaze up 
at the magnificent rock sculpture of Decebalus – all our river 
cruises promise genuine, life-enriching experiences.

We are totally passionate about the world’s immense diversity and devote  
meticulous care to crafting inspirational journeys studded with enlightening visits 
that teach and entertain, but with so many subtle and unique touches included 
beyond the obvious sights. You’ll return feeling connected with and understanding 
the hidden heart of your destination. This is what makes us the UK’s leader in river 
cruising, recognised by Which? for many of our 34 years.

Our customers appreciate our thoughtful approach and often compare our warmth 
and hospitality to travelling with friends. From the expertise of our friendly holiday 
advisers, to the care and attention of our dedicated tour managers and cruise 
directors, delivering experiences that create lifelong memories is a passion for the 
whole team.

David Clemson 
Managing Director

  
WHAT’S NEW

A RUSSIAN ODYSSEY RIVER CRUISE
Cruise Russia’s captivating waterways, 
from enigmatic Moscow to enchanting St 
Petersburg along the ‘Mother Volga’ and 
Neva, stopping at charming historic cities 
lost in time. See page 116.

WONDERS OF THE NILE:
THE LONG CRUISE FROM CAIRO
Cruise in luxury on the famed River 
Nile and experience incredible ancient 
pyramids, astonishing temples and lesser-
known monuments. See page 128.

CRUISING RENAISSANCE ITALY, 
CORSICA & HISTORIC ISLANDS
Uncover the secrets of Renaissance 
Italy, the islands inextricably linked with 
Napoleon, and two of Spain’s stunning 
Balearic Islands. See page 178.

CRUISING THE SOUTHERN SPANISH 
COAST & GIBRALTAR
Experience sun-drenched Andalusian and 
its spectacular coast, plus tiny yet mighty 
Gibraltar and historic Palma with its 
superb cathedral. See page 182.

QUEEN MARY 2, NEW YORK & 
WASHINGTON, DC
Embark on a once-in-a-lifetime journey 
aboard Queen Mary 2 to New York City, 
and take an unforgettable tour of the Big 
Apple and the US capital. See page 202.

VOYAGE TO ANTARCTICA
Explore the sheer majesty of the 
unspoiled wilderness on this classic 
expedition cruise to the Antarctic 
Peninsula and the South Shetland Islands. 
See page 228.
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ESPECIALLY FOR SOLO TRAVELLERS

Travelling on your own doesn’t have to mean travelling  
alone. A number of our cruises are also available just for solo 
travellers. Pick up a solo collection brochure 
from your travel agent.
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OUTSTANDING CRUISE HOLIDAYS

Expect only the best on a Riviera Travel cruise: the most luxurious 
ships; spacious suites with everything you would expect from a 
superbly appointed boutique hotel; a gastronomic journey 
sampling the finest cuisine; and first-class service from a crew 
ready to tend to your every need. 

FIVE-STAR EXPERIENCES

Our enthusiastic experts will bring to life the world’s most 
fascinating destinations, so you come away with a greater 
appreciation of culture, history and more. We personally  
select every aspect of your cruise and ensure our itineraries  
are thoughtfully balanced, so there’s time to explore at a  
relaxing pace. 

FINE CULINARY EXPERIENCES

Indulge in the finest cuisine throughout your stay on board.  
Our menus feature a varied selection of European specialties  
and international favourites, so there’s something to suit  
every palate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE GUARANTEED

Our cruise holidays offer incredible value for money and include 
everything you need for an unforgettable experience: return 
journeys and transfers, your choice of beautifully appointed suites 
or cabins, meals on board, land visits, guided tours, taxes and fuel 
supplements. Please compare the quality and prices of everything 
we offer – you won’t find better for less. 

OUR PRICE PROMISE

Call us old-fashioned, but we believe your holiday should be fairly 
priced without any compromise on quality. That’s why we don’t 
discount our prices, why there are no seasonal sales, and why there 
are no deals for booking early or late. This means you can book 
with confidence knowing that you’re always getting the very best 
value with honest and straightforward prices all year round. 

A GENUINE PASSION FOR CUSTOMERS

We care about making your cruise holiday the best it can be. Our 
time is devoted to considering the minutest of details and 
improving what we do. Our staff are selected not only for their 
expertise but also their passion for delighting customers. This is, 
and always has been, our philosophy to ensure your time with us is 
not just time away – it is always a pleasure.

THE RIVIERA TRAVEL 
DIFFERENCE

6

Since 1984, Riviera Travel has been creating exceptional holidays that offer the very best value. 
Our commitment to outstanding quality and our passion for our customers have made us the UK’s 
leader in river and ocean cruising.

Parliament Building, Budapest
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Moselle Valley

AWARD-WINNING REPUTATION
Since our inception in 1984, we have been consistently 
recognised for outstanding service, value and quality.  
For six years, Which? has awarded us the highly coveted 
Recommended Provider status.

INTRIGUING INSIGHTS  
BY EXPERTS
Making wine entertaining and exciting is what Susie Barrie 
and Peter Richards do best. These award-winning Masters of 
Wine, well-known for presenting the wine slots on BBC1’s 
‘Saturday Kitchen’, impart fascinating insights into the wine 
and spirits of the places we visit.

FULL PROTECTION
Rest assured that come what may, your money is safe and 
fully protected. We are a fully bonded member of ABTA 
(number V4744) and all flights are protected by ATOL 
(number 3430).

ABTA  No. V4744
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Wake up to a different view every morning 
from the comfort of your luxurious suite. 
What wondrous sights await when you step 
out on to your private balcony? Dramatic 
terraced vineyards, gentle rolling countryside 
or astounding fairy-tale castles? A Riviera 
Travel river cruise is carefully choreographed 
to ensure your journey will always be a 
memorable one.

Every single detail is meticulously inspected 
before a friendly crew welcomes you on 
board, ready to tend to your every need.  
As your floating boutique hotel gracefully 
glides between towns and cities, relax in the 
privacy of your spacious suite, unwind on 
deck with a refreshing drink, or enjoy the 
finest cuisine in a choice of superb 
restaurants on board. What better way is 
there to discover Europe’s most awe- 
inspiring landscapes?

8

Decebalus Rex statue

MS Robert Burns & MS William Wordsworth

DISCOVER UNIQUE 
PERSPECTIVES

NEW SHIPS FOR 2018/2019

MS Douro Splendour – artist’s impression
MS George Eliot – artist’s impression

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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Strasbourg old town

FASCINATING  EXCURSIONS 
INCLUDED

Join us on an unforgettable journey through 
time and culture, breaking through any 
obvious veneer to the real destination 
beyond. See the classic sights of Europe – 
many on our insightful guided tours, all 
conducted in English – and become 
acquainted with the lesser-known places  
that are often even more intriguing.

Our highly engaging and informative 
excursions will take you further so you can 
truly appreciate the destinations. We take 
you to baroque Salzburg in Austria with its 
storybook Old Town; to medieval Beaune, 
the wine capital of Burgundy in France, where 
we enjoy a wine tasting; and to the scenic 
Puszta, where the beauty of the Hungarian 
Great Plain will take your breath away.

Our itineraries are thoughtfully balanced, so 
there is ample time to relax and watch the 
world go by. If you wish to immerse yourself 
in local culture, there are opportunities to 
explore at leisure or personalise your holiday 
with a special excursion. 

We are known for our outstanding service, 
thanks to our experienced team who are 
passionate about travel. Our cruise directors 
and tour managers are always at your service 
and ready to help you personalise your 
holiday. Our local guides will bring to life the 
places we visit – you’ll learn far more from 
them than you would from any guidebook.

PERSONALISE  
YOUR HOLIDAY
There is plenty of time to explore on  
a Riviera Travel river cruise. Make  
your voyage more memorable with  
a visit to a world-renowned gallery,  
a tour of a famed riding school, or a 
wine tasting at a celebrated vineyard. 
Refer to our cruise itineraries for 
further details. 

To make a booking, simply inform 
your dedicated cruise director, who 
will make the necessary arrangements 
on your behalf.

Salzburg

Spanish Riding School

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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LIFE ON BOARD IS  FULL OF 
DELIGHTFUL  SURPRISES
When you’re on board a Riviera Travel river cruise ship, you’re staying in a floating, luxury boutique 
hotel. Our fine fleet of five-star and four-star superior vessels are hallmarks of distinction and truly 
world-class. Primarily Swiss-built and operated, they are rated by the Berlitz Guide to River 
Cruising as some of the finest river cruise ships to grace Europe’s waterways.

Sustainable hardwoods, gleaming brass, 
polished copper, intricate wrought iron, and 
sparkling glass combine harmoniously with 
soft leather furnishings and tasteful colour 
palettes. Immediately striking is just how 
remarkably spacious and beautifully 
illuminated these vessels are. Set foot in the 
grand marble-floored lobby and you are 
bathed in natural light, streaming in through 
the glass roof of the impressive atrium above.

Every step is taken to ensure our customers 
receive unparalleled standards of service and 
comfort. All our ships have an excellent ratio 
of crew to guests, so you are guaranteed 
personal attention. Our English-speaking 

crew will anticipate your every need in a 
manner which is intuitive and efficient yet 
discreet, graceful and friendly.

The exceptional pedigree continues through 
to our on-board facilities. Fully air-conditioned 
decks, all easily accessed via lift or stairs, 
offer different vantage points of the 
surrounding scenery. Take in sweeping views 
from a panoramic observation lounge and 
bar, complete with sumptuous seating and 
plush carpets. Most of our vessels feature a 
sauna, steam room, pool, fitness suite, library, 
and even a hair salon or treatment room. 
Complimentary Wi-Fi is also available on 
every ship.

MS Jane Austen

Spa, MS Robert Burns

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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WORLD-CL ASS 
FACILITIES

LUXURIOUS CABINS AND SUITES

Our suites and cabins are among the largest 
on any river cruise vessel – 83% of our cabins 
feature a French or full balcony. They are 
well-appointed with all the facilities you’d 
expect from a luxury boutique hotel.

Choose from a range of standard or superior 
suites and cabins. For the ultimate in luxury, 
treat yourself to a stay in a deluxe suite with 
floor-to-ceiling doors that open up to a 
French balcony or lead to a private balcony. 
Here, you can enjoy a refreshing drink while 
watching the ever-changing landscapes drift 
by. Our largest suite measures a generous  
29 square metres (312 square feet) so there’s 
plenty of room for relaxation.

Step beyond the wooden door into a 
beautifully designed room, complete with 
hotel-style bed, crisp cotton linen and 
sumptuous pillows. Your cabin comes with an 
en-suite bathroom and shower, thick fluffy 
towels and complimentary toiletries. All 
cabins are equipped with air-conditioning or 
heating, a small desk, flat-screen TV, 
hairdryer, safe, telephone and complimentary 
Wi-Fi. To make you feel at home, there are 
facilities for making coffee and tea – our 
thoughtful planning means we can offer you 
well-loved brands.

Standard cabin, MS Douro Elegance MS Emily Brontë, superior suite

Deluxe balcony suite, MS Thomas Hardy

Standard bathroom, MS Jane Austen

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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FINE  CULINARY  
EXPERIENCES
A river cruise is a wondrous journey of discovery that should also be a culinary pleasure. With 
Riviera Travel, we offer a wide variety of fine dining experiences waiting to be savoured. From 
sumptuous breakfasts with over 60 options to superb buffet lunches and fine four-course dinners, 
our menus feature international classics and regional specialities.

Quality is an integral part of dining with us, and our ships take this to 
the highest five-star levels with delicious cuisine prepared by a 
brigade of professional chefs. Friendly and smartly uniformed staff 
are always ready and at your service.

At Riviera Travel, we want you to feel like you’re at home with 
friends, so we have a policy of informal free seating and smaller 
tables, unlike the typical regimentation of many cruise ships. Our 
wine list includes an extensive range of local wines in addition to 
classic favourites. We cater for most dietary requirements – just 
remember to tell us about them when booking your river cruise. 

YOUR CHOICE OF DINING EXPERIENCES

Enjoy first-class cuisine in the ship’s excellent main restaurant, or if 
you prefer a more intimate setting, on our five-star vessels (apart 
from Douro Elegance and Douro Splendour) the Stern Bar transforms 
into our ‘chef’s restaurant’ with seating for no more than 34 diners. 
Here, take in the fantastic views through panoramic windows, as the 
chefs present their signature dishes made with the freshest  
seasonal produce.

DINNER MENU
~

Warm smoked duck breast with apple red wine chutney, 
mandarin and cranberry salad

or
Arugula strawberry salad grissini with Dutch smoked ham 

and white balsamic honey dressing
~

Foamy pumpkin soup with cinnamon croutons
or

Bouillabaisse à la Marseillaise
~

Pan-seared sea bass with tomato vinaigrette,  
grilled parsnips, snow peas and pearl barley

or
Herb crusted rack of lamb with sweet rosemary sauce, 

mint jelly, horseradish flageolet beans, roasted tomatoes, 
dauphinoise potatoes

or
Swiss chard and salsify gratin with garlic cream  

and oyster mushrooms
~

Warm crisp pear tart
~

Apple sorbet and cider foam
or

Fresh fruit or continental cheeses
~

Coffee or tea
Sample menu

YOUR CHOICE OF DRINKS

While we include everything you might 
need in our prices, we never charge for 
something you might not. If you prefer 
to pre-order your drinks, you can 
purchase our drinks package which 
offers a selection of drinks during lunch 
and dinner. Simply relax and when it’s 
time to dine in the restaurant, take 
your pick from a range of: draught beer; 
non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; 
red, white and rosé house wines; and 
wine recommendations from the menu 
by the glass.

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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SO MUCH IS  INCLUDED  
IN THE PRICE

Return flights from a choice of regional airports or 
travel by Eurostar*, plus transfers

Surprisingly spacious cabins and suites with beautifully 
appointed en-suite bathrooms and river views

Exceptional dining from early risers’ breakfast to 
midnight snacks

Fascinating tours and excursions with expert  
guides and tour managers

Complimentary tea, coffee and Wi-Fi  
on board

Our professional crew is on call 24/7 to make  
your stay more enjoyable

*A supplement may apply

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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For centuries, Europe’s majestic rivers have carried travellers 
for many reasons – to explore, trade and sometimes, 
conquer. Steeped in history and culture, these aqueous 
arteries connect the continent’s greatest and most renowned 
destinations, bridging the past with the present, flowing 
through some of the world’s most stunning scenery. From 
picturesque countryside to historic landmarks, enjoy a 
different perspective on a variety of destinations in style  
and luxury. 

THE DOURO 
Linking Spain and Portugal, the Douro weaves through one of 
the most photogenic river valleys and the sun-soaked Iberian 
countryside, past lovely hillside villages and vineyard terraces. 
 

THE DUTCH WATERWAYS
On the delta of three major rivers – the Rhine, Maas and 
Scheldt – these waterways flow past traditional windmills, 
colourful bulbfields and the old Zuiderzee.

THE SEINE 
The main commercial waterway of Paris takes you around 
sweeping bends, past stunning chalk cliffs and through  
lush green countryside into the heart of picturesque 
Normandy. 
 
THE SAÔNE
Flowing through the famous Burgundy wine region in France, 
the Saône offers wonderful views of vine-clad hills and 
extraordinary medieval villages. 

WHERE CAN 
WE TAKE YOU?

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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THE RHÔNE 
Flowing through the south of France, take in the beautiful 
Provençal scenery, the sun-baked vineyards, charming villages, 
and colourful fields of wild flowers.

THE MOSELLE 
Meander along the serene and beautiful river valley past 
ancient ruined castles, impossibly steep vineyards and sleepy 
half-timbered villages.
 
THE RHINE 
Steeped in myth, the famous Rhine has captivated writers and 
warriors alike, flowing past fairytale castles, medieval towns 
and lush vineyards.
 

THE MAIN 
Experience the gentle meandering bends that characterise the 
Main, its lush green landscapes strewn with pretty medieval 
villages and quintessentially quaint timber houses. 
 
THE MAIN-DANUBE CANAL 
From Bamberg on the Main to Kelheim on the Danube, this is 
an amazing feat of German engineering with many iconic locks. 
 
THE DANUBE 
Cruise along Europe’s most famous and cultured river which 
flows through and along 10 countries. Absorb the breathtaking 
views of baroque architecture, medieval cities and sights that 
inspired Strauss and Mozart on the Upper Danube, while the 
Lower Danube takes us through the spectacular Iron Gates 
Gorge and the Danube Delta, home to numerous species of 
flora and fauna.

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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AMSTERDAM, KINDERDIJK &  
THE DUTCH BULBFIELDS 
5 days from only £699pp 
Departing April 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN AMSTERDAM 
Fly to Amsterdam or take the Eurostar / Thalys train to 
Amsterdam, changing in Brussels.
 
DAY 2 – ENKHUIZEN 
Enjoy a visit to the quaint port of Enkhuizen, nestled at the edge 
of the Zuiderzee before a relaxed afternoon’s cruising.
 
DAY 3 – ROTTERDAM & KINDERDIJK 
Discover historic Rotterdam, a vibrant metropolis at the gateway 
to Europe with a strong maritime heritage, plus a visit to the 
stunning windmills at Kinderdijk, and tour one of these authentic 
and iconic gems of Dutch history. 
 

DAY  4 – KEUKENHOF & AMSTERDAM 
Drive through the heart of the stunning bulbfields to the 
magnificent Keukenhof Gardens, a world-famous floral display 
and then enjoy 
a guided tour 
of fascinating 
Amsterdam, one 
of the world’s 
most distinctive 
cities, in a glass-
topped canal 
cruiser.
 
DAY 5 – 
RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the 
airport or train 
station for your 
return journey.

NE THERLANDS

Amsterdam

Rotterdam

Enkhuizen

Markermeer

IJsselmeer

Keukenhof

Kinderdijk

De Lek

Brussels/Eurostar
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See the iconic windmills of Kinderdijk

Amsterdam

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

PERFECT FOR...
Experiencing historic maritime cities, where  

innovation meets the traditions of the past, plus the 
authenticity of iconic windmills and the floral  

masterpiece of the colourful bulbfields.

Rotterdam

Keukenhof Gardens

Beer is one of many Dutch 
specialities – try local labels and 
seasonal specialities like the dark 
bok lager in autumn. Less known is 
the country’s small but notable wine 
production. The best producers are 
making crisp whites and reds from 
grape varieties like Riesling, Pinot 
Gris (white) and Regent (red).  
Cheers in Dutch? Proost!

SUSIE & PETER RECOMMEND

Susie Barrie & Peter Richards

• 5 visits and tours including visits to the Keukenhof  
 Gardens, Enkhuizen, Kinderdijk and Rotterdam,  
 and a canal cruise in Amsterdam

• 4 nights on board in your choice of luxury cabin  
 or suite, with river views

• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of  
 departure, including welcome cocktails and the  
 Captain’s Dinner

• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee

• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi 
 (connection speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...

• Return scheduled flights from 15 regional  
 airports or seats on Eurostar / Thalys from  
 London St Pancras International*

• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides

• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director  
 and tour manager

• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers

• No surcharges guaranteed

• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection

* a supplement may apply
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN AMSTERDAM

Fly to Amsterdam from a choice of regional 

airports or take the Eurostar from London St 

Pancras International to Brussels, where you 

change trains and continue to Amsterdam. 

On arrival, transfer by coach to your five-star 

cruise ship. The friendly crew welcomes you on 

board, helping you settle into your spacious and 

exquisitely furnished accommodation – you’ll feel 

immediately at home.

DAY 2 – ENKHUIZEN

Overnight the ship slips its moorings, steering a 

course north. As dawn breaks, you’re greeted by 

views of Enkhuizen, a picturesque port nestling 

at the edge of the former Zuiderzee. During 

the Dutch Golden Age of the 17th century, the 

Netherlands dominated world maritime trade, 

becoming fabulously prosperous. Enkhuizen, as 

one of the country’s principal ports specialising in 

trade in the East Indies, flourished. Merchants keen 

to display their wealth created this town of gabled 

houses, narrow streets, bridges and waterways. It’s 

a delight to explore, taking in the atmosphere of 

its little streets and jumble of sailing boats in the 

harbour. Fittingly, it is also home to the Zuiderzee 

Museum. This superbly recreates the 19th-century 

heritage of Holland’s inland bay and combines 

permanent exhibits with demonstrations of the 

artisan skills of yesteryear such as sailmaking, fish 

curing and blacksmithing, to make our visit here a 

fascinating experience. 

After a delicious lunch on board, we cruise 

along the Markermeer, the southwestern part of 

the IJsselmeer, the great freshwater lake created 

when the Zuiderzee was separated from the North 

Sea by a series of dams and dykes built during 

the 1920 and ’30s. This mammoth engineering 

achievement, now protects low-lying areas from 

flooding and has allowed the reclamation of 626 

square miles of fertile land. Before long, thoughts 

turn to tonight’s à la carte dinner, served with 

panache by the restaurant staff, after which 

why not unwind with a digestif at the bar to the 

soothing sound of the ship’s pianist. 

DAY 3 – ROTTERDAM & KINDERDIJK

Wake this morning in historic Rotterdam, the 

Netherlands’ second largest metropolis, situated 

where the Rhine flows into the North Sea. Known 

as the ‘Gateway to Europe’, it is the largest 

European cargo port and has been a conduit for 

trade since the 14th century. Unsurprisingly, its 

logistical significance made it a target for bombing 

during the Second World War and its old town 

was destroyed, with only the Church of Saint 

Lawrence left standing. During the following 

decades Rotterdam was reconstructed with 

typical Dutch optimism and engineering expertise 

and now boasts an abundance of innovative 

YOUR CRUISE

Amsterdam

and imaginative architecture. Highlights include 

Europe’s largest swing bridge, the cable-stayed 

Erasmus Bridge (known as ‘the Swan’), arched 

Markthal (market hall) and Cube Houses built on 

stilts and tilted at bizarre angles. There are also 

excellent museums, such as the vast Boijmans Van 

Beuningen, which houses a world-class collection 

of works by old and modern masters, from 

Rembrandt to Van Gogh to Dalí, and some rare 

and beautiful glassware.

During lunch on board you can enjoy a 

kaleidoscope of views through the restaurant’s 

panoramic windows as we leave Rotterdam’s 

skyline behind. A significant part of the 

Netherlands lies up to 22 feet below sea level, 

but an intricate network of dykes and polders, the 

Netherland’s unique drainage systems, has kept 

the seawater at bay and allowed land reclamation. 

At the very heart of this fascinating reclaimed 

region is Kinderdijk, our next port of call. Here, you 

can witness a truly iconic polder scene – a series of 

19 authentic windmills lining the canal banks, set 

against a starkly beautiful backdrop of pancake-

flat marshland. 

Windmills are symbolic of Dutch history 

and the never-ending battle with the sea, and 

visiting these beautifully preserved structures 

is like stepping back in time. Our expert guide 

tells the extraordinary history of Kinderdijk and 

its windmills, bringing to life the experience of 

surviving in this watery landscape. Later we return 

to the cruise ship, where the chef has prepared a 

sumptuous dinner. 

DAY 4 – KEUKENHOF & AMSTERDAM

A long spring season and the polders’ well-

drained soil create the perfect environment 

for growing the Netherlands’ world-famous 

tulips, first imported into the country from the 

Ottoman Empire in the late 16th century. This 

morning we drive through the scenic bulb fields 

to Keukenhof, the world’s largest flower garden, 

covering nearly 80 acres. Nothing prepares you 

for the dazzling carpet of colours created by the 

seven million tulips, hyacinths, daffodils and other 

blooms arranged in rows, swirls and every other 

imaginable shape. The art of flower planting 

reaches breathtaking heights in Keukenhof’s 

themed areas, and wandering among this dramatic 

pageant of hues set in a landscape of lakes, trees, 

pavilions and water features is magical – and 

provides gardeners with a wealth of inspiration to 

take home!

We return to Amsterdam to explore this 

beautiful city on a classic glass-topped canal 

cruiser. A network of 165 canals built in rings 

during the 17th century defines life in its centre, 

and our ‘water’s-eye view’ is the best way to 

absorb Amsterdam’s history. Relax and watch 

this unique cityscape unfold as our guide explains 

the many intriguing aspects of life here. You’ll 

see moored houseboats, quirky bridges, cobbled 

streets lined with tall, narrow merchants’ houses, 

gabled civic buildings and homes of famous former 

residents such as Rembrandt, the greatest Dutch 

Golden Age artist, and Anne Frank, whose diaries 

tell a poignant tale of life under the Nazis. 

Amsterdam is the ideal walking city and we 

remain moored dockside so you can explore its 

characterful streets at your leisure. Exceptional 

art is always close by, from small galleries to the 

world-class Rijksmuseum and the Van Gogh 

Museum, both holding huge collections. You might 

choose to discover the interior of Anne Frank’s 

house, rummage through the Waterlooplein flea 

market or relax at a café sipping a rich Dutch 

coffee and watching the locals trundle over 

cobbles along the canals on their high-handlebar 

bicycles. Wrapping up a memorable day is the 

lavish Captain’s Dinner in the ship’s restaurant, as 

evening falls and the lights of this unforgettable 

city sparkle in the night. 

DAY 5 – RETURN HOME

This morning, we transfer to the railway station or 

airport for our return journey.
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £69pp. Drinks packages must be 
purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Choose to travel from regional airports or by 
Eurostar from London St Pancras (a supplement 
may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES & CABINS 
Our luxurious suites and cabins come with an  
en-suite bathroom and offer river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home. 

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.

Prices are per person based on two sharing. Some regional flights and rail connections carry a supplement - see 
below. Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability and timings, call us or visit our website.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Suite Suite Superior Suite Suite Superior Suite Stern Superior Suite Deluxe Balcony Suite
01/04/19 £749 £949 £1,049 £1,049 £1,149 £1,099 £1,349
09/04/19 £849 £1,049 £1,149 £1,149 £1,249 £1,199 £1,449
13/04/19 £899 £1,099 £1,199 £1,199 £1,299 £1,249 £1,499

AMSTERDAM, KINDERDIJK & THE DUTCH BULBFIELDS

MS EMILY BRONTË Five-star

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On the lower deck there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single Supplement, subject 
to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above, less £320.

Departure Point (UK) Carrier Supplement Arrival Point (Resort) Departure Point (Resort)
St Pancras International Eurostar / Thalys £30 Amsterdam Station Amsterdam Station

Belfast Easyjet Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Birmingham Flybe / KLM £30 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

Bristol KLM Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Cardiff KLM £50 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Dublin Ryanair Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

East Midlands Flybe £50 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Edinburgh Easyjet Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Glasgow KLM £30 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

Leeds Bradford KLM £30 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Liverpool Easyjet Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

London Gatwick Easyjet Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
London Heathrow British Airways £20 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
London Stansted Easyjet Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

Manchester Flybe/Easyjet £20 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Newcastle KLM £30 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Superior Stern Suite Deluxe Suite
03/04/19 £699 £799 £899 £999 £999 £1,099 £1,049 £1,199
07/04/19 £749 £849 £949 £1,049 £1,049 £1,149 £1,099 £1,249
11/04/19 £799 £899 £999 £1,099 £1,099 £1,199 £1,149 £1,299

MS JANE AUSTEN Five-star

TRANSFER TIMES - Between Amsterdam airport and the ship -  approx 45 mins; between Amsterdam station and the ship -   
approx 20 mins.

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person.
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DAY 6 – BRUGES 
Drive to Bruges and enjoy a guided tour of this perfectly preserved 
medieval town. 
 
DAY 7 – KEUKENHOF & AMSTERDAM 
Visit the 
magnificent 
Keukenhof 
Gardens with 
their world-
famous floral 
display, returning 
to the ship in 
Amsterdam for a 
free afternoon.
 
DAY 8 – 
RETURN 
HOME 
Transfer to 
the airport or 
train station 
in Amsterdam 
for your return 
journey. 

BRUGES, MEDIEVAL  
FLANDERS, AMSTERDAM &  
THE DUTCH BULBFIELDS 
8 days from only £1,199pp 
Departing April 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN AMSTERDAM 
Fly to Amsterdam or take the Eurostar/Thalys train to Amsterdam, 
changing trains in Brussels. 
 
DAY 2 – AMSTERDAM & HOORN 
Guided tour of Amsterdam, one of the world’s most fascinating 
cities, in a glass-topped canal cruiser; then cruise along the 
Zuiderzee to visit historic Hoorn.
 
DAY 3 – ARNHEM 
Visit Arnhem, synonymous with the 1944 battle vividly depicted in 
the film, A Bridge Too Far, and the former British HQ at Oosterbeek, 
plus the poignant Commonwealth War Cemetery.
 
DAY 4 – ANTWERP 
Sightseeing tour of Antwerp, 
birthplace of Rubens and a city 
steeped in history.
 
DAY 5 – GHENT & YPRES 
Guided tour of medieval 
Ghent with its delightful 
waterfront, followed by a visit 
to Ypres, home to the Menin 
Gate, Tyne Cot Cemetery and 
the infamous battlefield of 
Passchendaele.
 

NE THERLANDS

BELGIUM

FRANCE

Amsterdam

Hoorn

Keukenhof
Utrecht

Arnhem

Antwerp

Ghent
Ypres

Bruges

River Rhine
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• 8 visits and tours including visits to Hoorn,  
 Arnhem and Keukenhof Gardens, a canal cruise  
 in Amsterdam and guided tours of Antwerp,  
 Ghent, Ypres and Bruges
• 7 nights on board in your choice of luxury  
 cabin or suite, with river views
• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of  
 departure, including welcome cocktails, a  
 welcome dinner and the Captain’s Dinner
• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee 
• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi 
 (connection speeds may vary) 

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from 15 regional airports  
 or seats on Eurostar / Thalys from London  
 St Pancras International* 
• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides
• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director  
 and tour manager
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers
• No surcharges guaranteed
• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 
* a supplement may apply

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

PERFECT FOR...
Discovering the artisanal traditions of what was once 

the world’s greatest naval power,
the remarkable art of Flemish masters and

the old Zuiderzee.

Bruges’ historic centre  
at night

The Netherlands and Belgium 
have historic links to the wine 
trade – vineyards were grown 
by monks in southern Belgium 
during Charlemagne’s time – 
but really, this is beer country. 
Belgium reputedly makes 
more than 400 different kinds 
of beer, from Trappist ales to 
Lambic, saison and wheat. Try 
them with various foods, from 
cheese to local chocolate. 

SUSIE & PETER RECOMMEND

Susie Barrie & Peter Richards

PERSONALISE  
YOUR HOLIDAY

Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam 
The Rijksmuseum’s vast 

collection boasts more than 
5,000 paintings in a beautifully 
restored building. See incredible 

paintings by the likes of 
Rembrandt, Van Gogh  
and countless other  

Dutch greats. 
From €17.50 per person.
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN AMSTERDAM

Fly to Amsterdam from a choice of regional 

airports or take the Eurostar from London St 

Pancras International to Brussels, where you 

change trains connecting to Amsterdam. On 

arrival, a coach transfers you to your five-star 

cruise ship. The dedicated crew welcomes you 

aboard, ensuring you settle in to your extremely 

comfortable and well-appointed cabin. There’s 

time to familiarise yourself with your first-class 

floating hotel before experiencing the chef’s 

specially chosen menu for your first dinner  

on board.

DAY 2 – AMSTERDAM & HOORN

Breakfast is an on-board institution and 

you’re always assured of an enticing range of 

choices. We’re moored in the heart of delightful 

Amsterdam, and there’s no better way to explore 

than taking a classic glass-topped boat tour 

through the network of canals that infuse every 

aspect of life here. The tour brings a real insight 

into the history and everyday life of Amsterdam, 

a maritime, financial and cultural powerhouse 

uniquely located facing both the sea and the 

heartlands of Europe. As we glide over the calm 

canal waters, you’ll see a fascinating variety of 

typically Dutch narrow gabled buildings, bustling 

streets and historic bridges immortalised by the 

great artists, and learn about its famous canalside 

residents, from the tragic Anne Frank, who wrote 

her diaries hidden in a merchant’s house, to 

Rembrandt, the Dutch Old Master.

A splendid buffet lunch awaits our return as 

we slip away from the quayside towards the 

IJsselmeer, the enormous inland lake created when 

the Zuiderzee was cut off from the North Sea 

by a series of dykes and dams. Our port of call is 

Hoorn, once a prosperous port of the Dutch East 

India Company. Reminiscent of another age, it’s a 

charming mix of imposing buildings dating from 

the 15th century onwards, brick-built warehouses, 

cobbled squares and twisting alleys. Hoorn’s ships 

traded the world over, with one sailor even naming 

the southern tip of South America after his home 

town – Cape Horn. There’s time to explore this 

intriguing spot before returning to our cruise  

ship to enjoy dinner and maybe a nightcap in  

the lounge.

DAY 3 – ARNHEM

One of the delights of river cruising is the 

enchanting experience of waking somewhere new, 

the water gently lapping as the ship glides almost 

imperceptibly along. We’re now deep in the heart 

of Holland, passing flower-bedecked houseboats, 

flocks of wildfowl and, of course, windmills! We 

soon arrive in Arnhem, synonymous with the 

ill-fated 1944 aerial assault depicted in the film 

A Bridge Too Far. We visit the battle HQ of the 

British 1st Airborne Division at Oosterbeek, now 

an excellent museum, and the Commonwealth 

War Cemetery, the final resting place of so many. 

Back on board, we continue our passage along 

the mighty River Rhine, one of Europe’s most 

important arterial waterways, before enjoying 

another sumptuous dinner on board, as distant 

lights glint on the waterfront as we silently slip by.

DAY 4 – ANTWERP

This morning there’s a chance to marvel at the 

Captain’s skill as he calmly navigates the busy 

River Scheldt and moors in Antwerp, birthplace 

of the Baroque master Peter Paul Rubens. This 

morning we enjoy a tour led by a local guide 

taking in its numerous highlights and lesser-

known features. At its heart is the captivating 

main square – the Grote Markt – dominated by 

ornately gabled guildhouses, the Renaissance 

town hall and opulent Brabo Fountain. This 

afternoon is free to explore as you wish, perhaps 

visiting Rubens’ extravagant former home and 

studio, the magnificent Gothic cathedral or even 

the painstakingly restored train station, of such 

architectural splendour it is often called the 

‘Railway Cathedral’. 

YOUR CRUISE

Amsterdam 
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DAY 5 – GHENT & YPRES

Today we awake in picturesque Ghent, once 

Western Europe’s second largest city after Paris. 

Fortunate to escape the ravages of the 20th 

century and often overlooked by tourists, Ghent is 

a medieval gem we explore in the company of an 

experienced guide. Highlights include a gorgeously 

unspoilt waterfront, the 13th-century skyline 

punctured by soaring belfries, the 12th-century 

Gravenstein fortress towering above the river, and 

one of the world’s foremost art treasures – the van 

Eyck brothers’ Adoration of the Mystic Lamb, the 

altarpiece adorning Saint Bavo’s Cathedral. 

After lunch on board, there’s the option to 

spend the afternoon in Ghent, maybe taking a 

horse-drawn carriage ride or finding a cosy spot in 

a quintessential Flemish café. 

Alternatively, you can join our tour to Ypres, a 

name synonymous with the horrors of the Great 

War. Almost totally destroyed during a series of 

battles, Ypres is now a place of peace, reverence 

and reflection. You may wish to visit the award-

winning In Flanders Fields Museum that tells the 

haunting story of the conflict, providing a thought-

provoking insight into the extraordinary lives of 

the soldiers and civilians; it’s located in the Cloth 

Hall in the heart of Ypres’ beautifully restored 

town centre. Nearby are many battlefields 

synonymous with the horrors of trench warfare, 

including Passchendaele, where around 600,000 

perished. In addition we visit Tyne Cot, the largest 

Commonwealth war cemetery in the world. Ypres 

is also the home of the Menin Gate, the deeply 

moving memorial to the missing where the ‘Last 

Post’ is played every evening.

DAY 6 – BRUGES

After breakfast we take the short drive to 

Bruges and have a guided walk of this beautiful 

town, which really does carry its remarkable 

medieval legacy with charm and to perfection. 

The atmosphere here is pure romance and its 

streets are crammed with fascination. Exquisitely 

compact, its entire historic centre is a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site made up of serene canals, 

narrow cobbled streets, romantic gabled houses, 

exquisite churches and myriad shops selling artisan 

goods – including its legendary chocolate! Its main 

square is dominated by the soaring Belfry, whose 

47 bells chime to create an idyllic atmosphere. It’s 

a 366-step climb to the top, but the breathtaking 

views are well worth it. You’ll also see the City 

Hall and the Basilica of the Holy Blood, home to a 

venerated relic – a phial of Jesus’s blood reputedly 

brought back from the Crusades. Another must 

is the Church of Our Lady, where you can see 

See Amsterdam by night Memorial site of the  
Battle of Arnhem

Michelangelo’s Madonna and Child, a work of 

incomparable beauty carved in white Carrara 

marble. You’ll be reluctant to leave this enchanting 

place, although the promise of more first-class 

dining in the ship’s restaurant will lure you back. 

DAY 7 – KEUKENHOF & AMSTERDAM

Early risers discover the ship making effortless 

progress along the delightful waterways and you 

experience the somewhat surreal effect of cruising 

above the surrounding reclaimed polders – it’s 

almost like flying! Today we visit Keukenhof, the 

heart of the glorious Dutch bulbfields. On arrival, 

nothing prepares you for the dazzling spectrum 

of colours stretched out before you in the world’s 

largest flower garden, covering nearly 80 acres. 

The art of flower planting reaches breathtaking 

heights at Keukenhof, a gardener’s heaven created 

by more than seven million tulips, daffodils and 

other blooms set among a beautiful landscape of 

shimmering lakes, ancient trees, flowering shrubs 

and water gardens. 

We re-join our ship in Amsterdam and 

after lunch you’re free to explore as you 

wish. Amsterdam is an art-lover’s dream. The 

Rijksmuseum is an architectural marvel itself, 

but it holds a magnificent collection of works by 

Dutch masters such as Rembrandt and Vermeer, 

while admirers of Post-Impressionism might  

prefer the Van Gogh Museum, housing the  

world’s greatest collection of works by this 

genius of a man. Tonight there’s another culinary 

highlight – the Captain’s Dinner, when the chef 

prepares his superb ‘signature’ dishes for you 

to enjoy in the splendid surroundings of the 

ship’s restaurant, with a chance to reflect on the 

fascinating places you have discovered, poignant 

stories you have heard and the new friends you 

have made.

DAY 8 – RETURN HOME

After breakfast, your friendly crew bid you 

farewell, then we transfer to the railway station or 

airport for our return journey.
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RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Choose to travel from regional airports or by 
Eurostar from London St Pancras (a supplement 
may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES & CABINS 
Our luxurious suites and cabins come with  
an en-suite bathroom and offer river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home. 

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.

MS Emily Brontë  see p102

MS Jane Austen  see p106

Standard suite, MS Emily Brontë

Superior suite, MS Jane Austen

Bruges Antwerp Bulbfields
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu 
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £109pp. Drinks packages must be 
purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Superior Stern Suite Deluxe Suite
15/04/19 £1,349 £1,449 £1,649 £1,799 £1,749 £1,899 £1,849 £2,149
22/04/19 £1,449 £1,549 £1,749 £1,899 £1,849 £1,999 £1,949 £2,249

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Deluxe Suite
04/04/19 £1,199 £1,299 £1,499 £1,649 £1,599 £1,749 £2,099
11/04/19 £1,399 £1,499 £1,699 £1,849 £1,799 £1,949 £2,299
18/04/19 £1,499 £1,599 £1,799 £1,949 £1,899 £2,049 £2,399

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Suite Suite Superior Suite Suite Superior Suite Stern Superior Suite Deluxe Balcony Suite
02/04/19 £1,199 £1,499 £1,699 £1,599 £1,799 £1,699 £2,099
09/04/19 £1,399 £1,699 £1,899 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,299

16/04/19, 17/04/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399
24/04/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399

BRUGES, MEDIEVAL FLANDERS, AMSTERDAM 
& THE DUTCH BULBFIELDS

MS JANE AUSTEN Five-star

MS EMILY BRONTË & MS OSCAR WILDE Five-star

MS GEORGE ELIOT Five-star

The prices are per person, based on two people sharing. Some regional rail connections and airports carry a 
supplement - please see below.

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On the lower deck there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single Supplement, subject 
to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above, less £420.

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person.

Departure Point (UK) Carrier Supplement Arrival Point (Resort) Departure Point (Resort)
St Pancras International Eurostar / Thalys £30 Amsterdam Station Amsterdam Station

Belfast Easyjet Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Birmingham Flybe / KLM £30 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

Bristol KLM Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Cardiff KLM £50 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Dublin Ryanair/Aer Lingus Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

East Midlands Flybe £50 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Edinburgh Easyjet Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Glasgow KLM/Easyjet £30 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

Leeds Bradford KLM £30 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Liverpool Easyjet Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

London Gatwick Easyjet Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
London Heathrow British Airways £20 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
London Stansted Easyjet Nil Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

Manchester Flybe/Easyjet/KLM £20 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport
Newcastle KLM £30 Amsterdam Airport Amsterdam Airport

TRANSFER TIMES - Between Amsterdam airport and the ship - approx 45 mins; between Amsterdam station and the ship - approx  
20 mins. 

PLEASE NOTE - Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and timings 
please call or check on our website.
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CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN COLOGNE 
Fly to Düsseldorf or Cologne or take the Eurostar to Brussels and 
transfer by coach to the ship.
 
DAY 2 – COCHEM 
Cruise along one of the most famous and dramatic waterways in 
Europe, before arriving in charming Cochem with time to explore 
this delightful town.
 
DAY 3 – TRIER 
Cruise through the Moselle’s stunning winelands then enjoy a 
guided tour of fascinating Trier, the oldest city in Germany.
 
DAY 4 – BERNKASTEL 
Wander the ancient streets of picturesque Bernkastel with its 
quaint cobbled market square and half-timbered houses before 
enjoying an afternoon at leisure on board.
 
DAY 5 – KOBLENZ & BOPPARD 
Enjoy a guided tour of Koblenz, dramatically situated at the 
confluence of these two mighty rivers, before cruising on to 
Boppard. There is time to wander around this enchanting village, 
often called the ‘Pearl of the Rhine’.
 

DAY 6 – RHINE GORGE & RÜDESHEIM 
Cruise through the world famous and dramatic Rhine Gorge before 
arriving in the renowned wine town of Rüdesheim. Spend the 
afternoon wandering the narrow streets of this charming spot.
 
DAY 7 – 
COLOGNE 
Experience 
spectacular river 
views before 
arriving in 
Cologne to enjoy 
an afternoon 
guided tour of 
this beautiful 
city and see 
its impressive 
Gothic cathedral.
 
DAY 8 – 
RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the 
airport or train 
station for your 
return journey.

GERMANY
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Koblenz
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Cochem
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RHINE & MOSELLE 
8 days from only £1,199pp 
Departing April to October 2019

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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• 7 visits and guided tours including guided tours of  
 Cologne, Koblenz and Trier; and visits to Boppard,  
 Bernkastel, Rüdesheim and Cochem
• 7 nights on board in your choice of luxury cabin  
 or suite, with river views
• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of  
 departure, including welcome cocktails, a  
 welcome dinner and the Captain’s Dinner
• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee
• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from 11 regional airports  
 or seats on Eurostar from London St Pancras  
 International with regional rail connections available*
• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides
• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director and  
 tour manager
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers
• No surcharges guaranteed
• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 
* a supplement may apply

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

Discover Cologne and its 
renowned cathedral

Trier

Cochem

Experiencing the contrast between the bustling Rhine 
and the serene Moselle, lined with castle ruins, steep 

vineyards and sleepy half-timbered villages.

PERFECT FOR... PERSONALISE  
YOUR HOLIDAY

Moselle  
wine tasting

Sample a selection 
of the delightful 

wines produced in 
the stunning Moselle 
valley, reputedly the 
steepest cultivated 

vineyards in the world. 
From €10 per person.

Many of the vineyards you glide 
past on this captivating route were 
first planted by the Romans in 
the 4th century. Their continued 
existence proves the enduring 
quality of the wines, which are 
testament to a blend of geological 
and climatic good fortune, plus an 
indomitable human spirit. History, 
agriculture, architecture, wine and 
gastronomy come to life along 
these rivers – savour them all.

SUSIE & PETER RECOMMEND

Susie Barrie & Peter Richards
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN COLOGNE

Arrive for your flight to Düsseldorf or Cologne, 

or take the Eurostar from London St Pancras 

International to Brussels. On arrival, transfer by 

coach to your five-star cruise ship moored in the 

heart of Cologne, one of Germany’s oldest cities. 

The friendly crew will welcome you and help you 

to your cabin. After settling into your spacious 

and well-equipped accommodation, it’s time 

to familiarise yourself with the many first-class 

aspects of this floating boutique hotel. 

DAY 2 – COCHEM

The first morning on board a river cruise is always 

a thrill, awakening to the peaceful lapping of the 

water outside as the scenic valley sides slip past 

your cabin window – there’s no other holiday 

experience quite like it. Breakfast is a leisurely 

affair; life on board is unhurried, so you can linger 

over that extra cup of tea or coffee.

You’re cruising some of Europe’s most dramatic 

and romantic waterways – the mighty River 

Rhine and its tributary the Moselle. The Sun 

Deck is perfect for an invigorating mid-morning 

stroll, watching picture-postcard villages with 

slanting timber-framed houses pass by. After a 

delicious lunch we glide into our moorings at 

Cochem, the traditional centre of the Moselle 

wine trade. Dominating the scene is a multi-

turreted castle crowning a vineyard-covered 

hillside, but Cochem’s real charm is its jumble 

of narrow streets lined with pastel-coloured 

buildings and peppered with quirky shops and 

wine cellars. There’s ample time to explore here, 

immersing yourself in the relaxed ambience of this 

quintessential riverside town, before stepping  

back on board to enjoy the chef’s choices for 

dinner, served in the splendid environs of the  

ship’s restaurant.

DAY 3 – TRIER

Leaving Cochem, we pass through an impressive 

series of four locks. All around are steep, tree-

crested slopes covered in a patchwork of vineyards, 

crisscrossed by narrow tracks and roads giving 

workers access to the vines – it’s a miracle that 

anything can be cultivated on such terrain. Before 

long we approach the delightful town of Zell.

After lunch we drive to Trier for an afternoon 

tour of one of Germany’s most fascinating cities 

– and its oldest. Founded by the Romans, it was 

the capital of much of their empire, encompassing 

present-day Spain, France, Britain and parts of 

Germany. The city had a population of 80,000 

people – an enormous number in ancient 

times – and the Emperor Constantine lived here. 

Many of its Roman monuments, including the 

amphitheatre, baths and bridge, have survived 

surprisingly intact, but most impressive is the 

Porta Nigra, a fortified gate made of huge stone 

blocks that towers above the surrounding 

medieval buildings. This is the largest and best-

preserved Roman city gate north of the Alps and 

stands as testimony to their architectural genius. 

Such is the significance of Trier’s Roman heritage 

and its other buildings, including its Cathedral, the 

oldest bishop’s church in Germany, that together 

they form a UNESCO World Heritage Site.  

We return to our ship, moored in the charming 

town of Bernkastel, in time for another exquisite 

meal.

DAY 4 – BERNKASTEL

The ship remains moored, so after an unhurried 

breakfast you’re free to explore Bernkastel, a 

romantic wonder from another age. Wander its 

cobbled streets– to the market square, where 

you’ll be surrounded by some of the finest, most 

ornate half-timbered houses you’ll ever see, many 

dating from the 15th century. Most famous is the 

Pointed House, a jewel of the rustic middle-class 

building tradition from the Middle Ages and a 

classic example of a Moselle vintner’s dwelling.

We have lunch on board as the ship slips 

its moorings and our cruise back downstream 

commences. This afternoon, just sit back on one 

of the comfortable deck chairs on the Sun Deck 

and soak up the atmosphere of this magical river, 

breathing in the clean air, listening to the rippling 

water and absorbing the scenery in all its majesty. 

Another gourmet experience awaits this evening 

in the ship’s restaurant, possibly followed by a 

nightcap in the company of newly made friends.

DAY 5 – KOBLENZ & BOPPARD

Early this morning, we reach Koblenz. Strategically 

situated at the confluence of these two great 

rivers, this 2,000-year-old city, with its mighty 

fortress towering above, is full of appeal. A 

knowledgeable local guide accompanies us 

around its principal monuments and intriguing 

centre, taking in historic squares, highlighting 

painstakingly restored house frontages and 

revealing hidden aspects of the city that only 

locals know. Koblenz is a joy to wander through, 

pausing to window shop while trying to resist the 

YOUR CRUISE
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the river, towering valley slopes are crowned by 

the precarious ruins of castles built by princes to 

display their power and extort tolls from passing 

river traffic. The Gorge is home to medieval 

legends, tales of mysterious happenings and dark 

deeds, most famously the Lorelei – or ‘murmuring 

rock’ – said to have lured passing boats onto the 

rocks with its irresistible song. 

The villages drifting by – Saint Goar, Bacharach 

and Kaub – are synonymous with wine production 

and one of the many thoughtful details of this 

cruise is the carefully compiled wine list, from 

which you can choose fine Rhine and Moselle 

wines to enjoy with the foods sourced from the 

region. During lunch, we arrive in Rüdesheim, 

perhaps the best known of all the wine towns, 

with crooked houses sloping down from wooded 

hillsides and terraced vineyards. There’s a range of 

options to experience here, including visiting the 

Asbach brandy distillery (a tasting of this speciality 

wine is assured, of course) or you could take the 

unusual gondola lift for its panoramic river views. 

Especially worth a visit is the excellent mechanical 

music museum: a collection of around 350 

intricate antique musical instruments and  

musical boxes from all over the world, many in 

working order, still playing the delicate sounds  

of yesteryear.

DAY 7 – COLOGNE

We slip our mooring early this morning as you 

enjoy another fine breakfast with views of pretty 

riverside towns, backed by the rolling volcanic 

hills for which the area is renowned. It’s not long 

before we reach the railway bridge at Remagen, 

captured intact towards the end of the Second 

World War, thereby arguably shortening the war in 

Germany. Not long after, we draw in to the heart 

of Cologne, in the shadow of the magnificent 

dual-spired Gothic cathedral for which the city is 

so famous. It’s a truly monumental building, taking 

over 600 years to build and featuring myriad 

religious and art treasures and perhaps the most 

intricate stained glass windows in Europe. After 

lunch, we join a local guide for an informative 

tour of the city, with time to explore its tree-lined 

squares and perhaps visit one of its traditional 

bars, many of which still brew their own beer. 

This evening the Captain’s Dinner takes place on 

board, during which delicious specialities of the 

regions you’ve visited will be served, hosted by 

the Captain himself, of course. After dinner, enjoy 

a final digestif in the bar while reflecting on the 

memories made on this wonderful cruise through 

the romantic heartlands of Germany’s most  

iconic rivers.

DAY 8 – RETURN HOME

Bid farewell to your friendly crew before 

transferring to the airport for your return flight or 

to Brussels to connect with the Eurostar service to 

London St Pancras International. 

Reichsburg Castle, Cochem

The famous Boppard ‘S’ bend 
on the Rhine

aromas of fresh coffee and cakes drifting from the 

numerous traditional cafés.

Returning to our ship for lunch, we proceed 

to Boppard, also known as the ‘Pearl of the 

Rhine’, a famously picturesque town located on 

a long, looping bend of the river. Captivating 

cobbled streets, lined by half-timbered houses, 

tucked-away shops selling traditional goods and 

characterful restaurants, lead into the town and 

its main square. Like many riverside settlements 

in the area, the Romans founded Boppard and 

their legacy remains in the superbly preserved 

town walls, the finest in Germany. There’s time 

to explore or promenade along the river, gazing at 

views of the vineyard-covered hillsides. Or you can 

simply pass time on board in anticipation of more 

fine dining in the ship’s restaurant this evening.

DAY 6 – RHINE GORGE & RÜDESHEIM

Leaving Boppard, as the sun crests the surrounding 

hilltops, expectation rises at what lies in store 

as we journey through the outstanding natural 

beauty of the Rhine Gorge, a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site. Here, at every dramatic turn of 
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RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Choose to travel from regional airports or  
your local train station (a supplement  
may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES & CABINS 
Our luxurious suites and cabins come with an  
en-suite bathroom and offer river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home. 

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.

“ Our previous holidays with Riviera Travel have been excellent and this   
 cruise was no exception. What a lovely holiday.” - Mr & Mrs Byard

MS Emily Brontë & MS Oscar Wilde  see p102

MS Jane Austen  see p106

MS Charles Dickens  see p108

Standard suite, Emily Brontë 

Superior suite, Jane Austen

Standard cabin, Charles Dickens
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £109pp. Drinks packages must be 
purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Superior Stern Suite Deluxe Suite
24/07/19 £1,499 £1,599 £1,799 £1,949 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,299

24/10/19 £1,199 £1,299 £1,499 £1,649 £1,599 £1,749 £1,699 £1,999

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Standard Standard Deluxe Balcony Suite
28/04/19 £1,399 £1,699 £1,799 £2,299

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Suite Suite Superior Suite Suite Superior Suite Stern Superior Suite Deluxe Balcony Suite
30/05/19 £1,799 £2,099 £2,299 £2,199 £2,399 £2,299 £2,699
15/07/19 £1,549 £1,849 £2,049 £1,949 £2,149 £2,049 £2,449
01/08/19 £1,549 £1,849 £2,049 £1,949 £2,149 £2,049 £2,449
04/09/19 £1,899 £2,199 £2,399 £2,299 £2,499 £2,399 £2,799
02/10/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399

MS JANE AUSTEN Five-star

MS EMILY BRONTË, MS THOMAS HARDY & MS OSCAR WILDE Five-star

MS CHARLES DICKENS Five-star

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On lower decks on all ships there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single Supplement, 
subject to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above, less 
£360.

Departure Point (UK) Carrier Supplement Arrival Point (Resort) Departure Point (Resort)
St Pancras International Eurostar Nil/£30* Brussels Midi Station Brussels Midi Station

Birmingham Flybe £90 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
Bristol BMI Regional £120 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
Dublin Ryanair £90 Cologne Airport Cologne Airport

Edinburgh Eurowings £120 Cologne Airport Cologne Airport
Glasgow Eurowings £90 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport

Leeds Bradford Flybe £90 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
London Heathrow Eurowings/British Airways £80 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
London Stansted Eurowings/Ryanair £80 Cologne Airport Cologne Airport

Manchester Flybe £90 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
Newcastle Eurowings £120 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport

Southampton Flybe £120 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport

TRANSFER TIMES – Between Dusseldorf airport and the ship - approx. 1hr; between Cologne airport and the ship - approx. 30 mins; 
between Brussels station and the ship - approx. 3hrs 30 mins (including comfort stop).

PLEASE NOTE - Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and timings 
please call or check on our website. *Applies to later Eurostar departure.

RHINE & MOSELLE

Connecting rail to London is available at supplements from £30-£80. In order to enjoy your Eurostar experience to the full, you 
may upgrade to Standard Premier Class for only £139 return, subject to availability. This price includes a complimentary light meal, 
offered from a selection of sweet and savoury cold snacks and includes a drink appropriate to that time of day, served at your seat 
while you relax in the spacious comfort of Standard Premier Class. 

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Deluxe Suite
10/05/19 £1,699 £1,799 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,249 £2,599
14/06/19 £1,799 £1,899 £2,099 £2,249 £2,199 £2,349 £2,699
09/08/19 £1,549 £1,649 £1,849 £1,999 £1,949 £2,099 £2,449
20/09/19 £1,899 £1,999 £2,199 £2,349 £2,299 £2,449 £2,799

MS GEORGE ELIOT Five-star

The prices are per person, based on two people sharing and travelling by Eurostar from St Pancras International. 
Regional rail connections and airports are available at a supplement - please see below.
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RHINE, STRASBOURG & 
HEIDELBERG 
8 days from only £1,199pp 
Departing April to October 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN COLOGNE 
Fly to Düsseldorf or Cologne or take the Eurostar to Brussels and 
transfer by coach to the ship.
 
DAY 2 – KOBLENZ & BOPPARD 
Enjoy a guided tour of Koblenz, dramatically situated at the 
confluence of two mighty rivers, before cruising on to Boppard. 
There is time to wander around this enchanting village, often 
called the ‘Pearl of the Rhine’.
 
DAY 3 – RHINE GORGE & MAINZ 
Cruise through the world-famous and dramatic Rhine Gorge 
before enjoying a visit to historic Mainz.
 
DAY 4 – HEIDELBERG 
Discover delightful Heidelberg with its lovely historic Old Town 
on a guided walking tour, with some time at leisure before 
rejoining the ship.
 
DAY 5 – STRASBOURG & COLMAR 
This morning you arrive in charming Strasbourg for a guided tour 
of this fascinating capital of Alsace. Then enjoy a scenic drive to 
wonderfully preserved 16th-century Colmar.
 

DAY 6 – RÜDESHEIM 
Experience more spectacular river views today before mooring in 
the renowned wine town of Rüdesheim, with time to explore this 
charming spot.
 
DAY 7 – 
COLOGNE 
Arrive in Cologne 
for an afternoon 
guided tour of this 
beautiful city and 
see its impressive 
Gothic cathedral.
 
DAY 8 – RETURN 
HOME 
Transfer to the 
airport or train 
station for your 
return journey.
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PERFECT FOR...
Meandering between picture-postcard towns and 

cities, from delightful Boppard to sophisticated 
Heidelberg and medieval Strasbourg.

• 8 visits and tours including guided tours of  
 Strasbourg, Heidelberg, Cologne and Koblenz;  
 and visits to Rüdesheim, Mainz, Colmar  
 and Boppard
• 7 nights on board in your choice of luxury cabin  
 or suite, with river views
• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of  
 departure, including welcome cocktails, a welcome  
 dinner and the Captain’s Dinner
• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee
• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from 11 regional airports  
 or seats on Eurostar from London St Pancras  
 International with regional rail connections available*
• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides
• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director  
 and tour manager
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers
• No surcharges guaranteed
• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 
* a supplement may apply

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
Visit picturesque Heidelberg

PERSONALISE  
YOUR HOLIDAY

Visit Siegfried’s Mechanical 
Music Cabinet

Embark on a fantastical adventure 
into the world of automatic 

musical instruments. See the 
impressive collection  

of fascinating musical instruments 
that function like computers, 

ranging from tiny, delicate music 
boxes to an enormous orchestrion. 

From €6.30 per person.

Compare and contrast the wines 
of Germany and France. Both on 
the Rhine and in Alsace, the noble 
white Riesling variety is undisputed 
king. Notice how different the 
styles can be – from beautifully 
delicate (tangy, light but succulent) 
to powerfully strident (dry, 
spicy and full-bodied) and even 
sumptuously sweet. Above all, 
enjoy how wine is a civilising force 
that brings people together and 
helps make sense of places.

SUSIE & PETER RECOMMEND

Susie Barrie & Peter Richards
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN COLOGNE

Arrive at the airport for your flight to Düsseldorf 

or Cologne, or take the Eurostar to Brussels from 

London St Pancras International. On arrival, 

transfer by coach to your five-star cruise ship 

moored in picturesque Cologne. The dedicated 

English-speaking crew welcomes you on board 

and helps you to your cabin. After settling 

into your spacious and tastefully furnished 

accommodation, there’s time to familiarise 

yourself with this splendid ship. 

DAY 2 – KOBLENZ & BOPPARD

When you peek out from your cabin this morning, 

you’ll realise the ship has slipped quietly away 

from Cologne; the view that greets you is of 

vine-covered valleys sides aglow in the morning 

light, bidding you a warm welcome to the charms 

of the Rhine. There’s nothing quite like that 

feeling of anticipation when gliding alongside the 

promenade of a river port, snatching tantalising 

glimpses of what lies ashore, and Koblenz – 

beautifully located at the confluence of the Rhine 

and Moselle Rivers – doesn’t disappoint. The city 

is immersed in two millennia of history: founded 

by the Romans, it was successively occupied by 

the Franks, chosen as a residence of the German 

prince electors, conquered by the French and 

fortified by the Prussians! All have left their marks 

in the city’s rich array of castles, churches and 

historic buildings. 

Koblenz is a romantic’s dream – forest-covered 

hillsides dominate the skyline, while the lower 

slopes are strewn with pretty, half-timbered 

buildings so typical of the Rhineland. After a 

satisfying breakfast, we disembark to enjoy an 

insightful guided tour through ‘Old Koblenz’, a 

patchwork of narrow streets and squares, many 

lined with exquisitely restored traditional houses 

and cosy cafés. There’s time to explore on your 

own, maybe taking in a little shopping, before 

ambling back to the cruise ship. We continue 

upstream as we enjoy our first relaxing lunch on 

board and before long we arrive in Boppard, a 

gorgeous town on a dramatic, almost U-shaped 

river bend. Known as the ‘Pearl of the Rhine’, 

Boppard is renowned for its storybook medieval 

atmosphere of cobbled streets and ancient 

houses. It’s a delight to explore, or you can simply 

relax on board and watch life go by. The early 

evening is an ideal time to wander along the 

town’s attractive riverside Rheinallee promenade 

before thoughts turn to tonight’s menu, prepared 

by the ship’s chef and served to your delight in  

the restaurant.

DAY 3 – RHINE GORGE & MAINZ

Slipping our mooring in Boppard we cruise 

through the Rhine Gorge, where the waters 

narrow to one-fifth their normal width and flow 

more swiftly. Sheer valley walls soar 600 feet and 

magnificent birds of prey glide on the thermals 

above. Teutonic knights built the numerous 

redoubtable castles as symbols of their power 

and to extract tolls from ships, but the fortresses 

now stand as silent ruins on forested hillsides 

as reminders of how fortunes change with the 

passage of history. This really is the magical Rhine 

of our imagination, so find a comfortable spot on 

the Sun Deck or in the forward observation lounge 

and enjoy the experience of cruising this famous 

stretch of water.

Your next port of call is historic Mainz, 

renowned today as Germany’s wine capital but 

whose most famous son was Johannes Gutenberg, 

inventor of the movable type printing press. 

You can visit the excellent museum housing a 

reconstruction of his workshop and, outstandingly, 

two original 1455 Gutenberg Bibles. The museum 

is in a beautifully restored 17th-century building 

in the heart of Mainz’s Old Town, opposite the 

impressive Romanesque cathedral. 

DAY 4 – HEIDELBERG

Overnight we cruise further downstream 

and, after breakfast, we take a short drive to 

Heidelberg, undoubtedly one of Germany’s most 

perfect architectural treasures and all the more 

remarkable because it escaped bombing during 

the Second World War. Set in an almost idealised 

German landscape, this jewel sits on the banks 

of the River Neckar, surrounded by forests and 

with an imposing castle dominating the church 

spires and terracotta gabled roofs of the compact 

Aldstadt – the romantic Old Town. Its 14th-

century university, one of the most prestigious in 

Europe, lends Heidelberg a genteel atmosphere 

rather similar to its ‘twin’ town – Cambridge. 

During the 19th century it was the centre of 

Germany’s Romantic Movement, on the route 

of the ‘Grand Tour’ and visited by many artists 

including JMW Turner, who captured its splendours 

for eternity. There are few more delightful places 

to explore, as you’ll discover on our guided walking 

tour, which reveals its principal attractions – 

including the magical stone bridge with its twin 

white towers – and local secrets. Afterwards, you’ll 

have time to explore on your own before returning 

to the ship to enjoy the gorgeous views as the  

sun sets. 

DAY 5 – STRASBOURG & COLMAR

By breakfast we’ve arrived in France and the 

charming city of Strasbourg, capital of the Alsace 

region. The city is a complete delight – its centre 

a mosaic of winding alleys and lanes lined with 

quirkily crooked, half-timbered houses largely 

unchanged since the 14th century. During its 

history Strasbourg has been both German and 

French, and you see influences of both in its 

language, cuisine and appearance, creating a truly 

individual ambience. This morning, we explore 

this delightful city on a walking tour with a local 

guide leading us to its enchanting centre – a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site – taking in the 

Petite France quarter of pretty canals lined with 

classic pastel-coloured houses crisscrossed with 

timbers and with flower-filled window boxes, the 

famous multi-towered Ponts Couverts, or covered 

bridges, and, of course, the stunning Gothic Notre-

Dame Cathedral, which Victor Hugo memorably 

described as a ‘veritable tiara of stone’. 

Just south of Strasbourg lies a picturesque wine 

route, virtually an open-air museum of romantic 

YOUR CRUISE
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medieval villages, cobbled streets and Renaissance 

chateaux strung like pearls on a necklace against a 

sweeping backdrop of rolling hills. We enjoy all this 

on a splendidly scenic drive, soon arriving in the 

medieval town of Colmar, the best-preserved in 

Alsace. Little known outside the area, it’s a magical 

concoction of canals, former merchants’ houses, 

ancient religious buildings and antique shops. The 

cathedral quarter is surrounded by pastel-coloured 

half-timbered houses displaying the intricate 

wrought-iron hanging signs so typical of this area 

of Europe. We’ve plenty of time here to sit, enjoy a 

coffee and watch the world go by or just wander. 

We return to the ship in Strasbourg for dinner.

DAY 6 – RÜDESHEIM

One of the joys of life aboard our cruise ship is the 

sheer sense of relaxation it brings: time to catch 

up on some reading, enjoy a game of chess or 

perhaps improve your ‘putting’ on the Sun Deck 

golf green. Why not enjoy a coffee with your 

congenial travelling companions or simply watch 

the river traffic still using this vital artery through 

central Europe?

In the late afternoon we visit Rüdesheim 

– if you imagine a typical Rhine town, then 

this would be it! Narrow crooked streets lead 

down to the sweeping river with a backdrop of 

wooded and vine-covered slopes. Riesling is the 

speciality grape here and Rüdesheim has many 

atmospheric Weinstuben where you can sample 

local wines produced from the surrounding 

vineyards. 

On board tonight, we enjoy a culinary 

spectacular – the Captain’s Dinner – featuring a 

range of irresistible specialities from the countries 

and regions we visit during our cruise. This special 

occasion is hosted, of course, by the Captain himself.

DAY 7 – COLOGNE 

This morning, early risers can enjoy phenomenal 

views as once again we pass through the Rhine 

Gorge where, in Wagner’s Ring Cycle, the Rhine 

Maidens guard lost treasure, the ‘Rheingold’. What 

better way to spend the morning than relaxing on 

the Sun Deck beneath dramatic rocky, vineyard-

topped valley sides dotted with romantic ruined 

castles.

The valley sides dissolve and hills give way to 

plains as we progress majestically to Cologne. This 

afternoon you can discover this fascinating city on 

our tour led by a local guide who’ll help you get  

the most out of your visit, which of course takes  

in the twin-spired cathedral, the largest Gothic 

church in Northern Europe, miraculous survivor  

of Second World War bombing and a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site. It took six centuries to 

complete, and among its many treasures are the 

magnificent stained glass windows and gilded 

sarcophagus said to contain the remains of the 

three kings from the Nativity story. We also see  

the vibrant Old Town, beautifully restored and 

boasting an abundance of excellent shopping and 

cosy bars, some of which still brew their own beer. 

As night falls, a sumptuous dinner provides the 

perfect finale to this memorable cruise through  

the romantic River Rhine. 

DAY 8 – RETURN HOME

Say farewell to your newly made friends and the 

crew before transferring to the airport for your 

return flight or to Brussels to connect with the 

Eurostar service to London St Pancras International. 

Strasbourg old town

Assmannshausen,  
near Rüdesheim

Mainz
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RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Choose to travel from regional airports or  
your local train station (a supplement  
may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES & CABINS 
Our luxurious suites and cabins come with  
an en-suite bathroom and offer river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home. 

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.

“ We have just returned from our first river cruise and I have to say we are  
 hooked. The ship was superb and the places visited very interesting, but  
 what really made it special were the crew and Riviera Travel staff.” - Ms Ryder

MS Emily Brontë & MS Oscar Wilde  see p102

MS Jane Austen  see p106

MS George Eliot  see p104

Standard suite, Oscar Wilde

Superior suite, Jane Austen

Standard cabin, George Eliot
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £109pp. Drinks packages must be 
purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

TRANSFER TIMES – Between Dusseldorf airport and the ship - approx. 1hr; between Cologne airport and the ship - approx. 30 mins; 
between Brussels station and the ship - approx. 3hrs 30 mins (including comfort stop).

PLEASE NOTE - Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and timings 
please call or check on our website. *Applies to later Eurostar departure.

RHINE, STRASBOURG & HEIDELBERG

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Superior Stern Suite Deluxe Suite
30/04/19 £1,399 £1,499 £1,699 £1,849 £1,799 £1,949 £1,899 £2,199
17/07/19 £1,549 £1,649 £1,849 £1,999 £1,949 £2,099 £2,049 £2,349

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Suite Suite Superior Suite Suite Superior Suite Stern Superior Suite Deluxe Balcony Suite
20/06/19 £1,799 £2,099 £2,299 £2,199 £2,399 £2,299 £2,699
22/07/19 £1,599 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,199 £2,099 £2,499
25/07/19 £1,599 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,199 £2,099 £2,499
28/08/19 £1,699 £1,999 £2,199 £2,099 £2,299 £2,199 £2,599
25/09/19 £1,899 £2,199 £2,399 £2,299 £2,499 £2,399 £2,799
23/10/19 £1,199 £1,499 £1,699 £1,599 £1,799 £1,699 £2,099

MS JANE AUSTEN Five-star

MS EMILY BRONTË & MS OSCAR WILDE Five-star

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On lower decks on all ships there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single Supplement, 
subject to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above, less £360.

Departure Point (UK) Carrier Supplement Arrival Point (Resort) Departure Point (Resort)
St Pancras International Eurostar Nil/£30* Brussels Midi Station Brussels Midi Station

Birmingham Flybe £90 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
Bristol BMI Regional £120 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
Dublin Ryanair £90 Cologne Airport Cologne Airport

Edinburgh Eurowings £120 Cologne Airport Cologne Airport
Glasgow Eurowings £90 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport

Leeds Bradford Flybe £90 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
London Heathrow Eurowings/British Airways £80 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
London Stansted Eurowings/Ryanair £80 Cologne Airport Cologne Airport

Manchester Flybe £90 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
Newcastle Eurowings £120 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport

Southampton Flybe £120 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport

Connecting rail to London is available at supplements from £30-£80. In order to enjoy your Eurostar experience to the full, you 
may upgrade to Standard Premier Class for only £139 return, subject to availability. This price includes a complimentary light meal, 
offered from a selection of sweet and savoury cold snacks and includes a drink appropriate to that time of day, served at your seat 
while you relax in the spacious comfort of Standard Premier Class. 

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Deluxe Suite
17/05/19 £1,699 £1,799 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,249 £2,599
07/06/19 £1,799 £1,899 £2,099 £2,249 £2,199 £2,349 £2,699
02/08/19 £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,499
13/09/19 £1,899 £1,999 £2,199 £2,349 £2,299 £2,449 £2,799
11/10/19 £1,499 £1,599 £1,799 £1,949 £1,899 £2,049 £2,399

MS GEORGE ELIOT Five-star

The prices are per person, based on two people sharing and travelling by Eurostar from St Pancras International. 
Regional rail connections and airports are available at a supplement - please see below.
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MEDIEVAL GERMANY 
8 days from only £1,199pp 
Departing May to October 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN MAINZ 
Fly to Frankfurt and transfer to the ship in Mainz.
 
DAY 2 – MAINZ 
Explore the Roman city of Mainz with its 12th-century cathedral 
and museum dedicated to Gutenberg, the father of modern 
printing, before an afternoon at leisure on board.
 
DAY 3 – MILTENBERG & WERTHEIM 
Visit pretty medieval Miltenberg before cruising on to delightful 
Wertheim, where you have time to explore this undiscovered gem 
with its lovely castle and Old Town.
 
DAY 4 – WÜRZBURG 
This afternoon we enjoy a guided tour of Bavarian Würzburg, 
impressively situated on the banks of the Main.
 
DAY 5 – ROTHENBURG & MARKTBREIT 
After breakfast, we take a drive along the Romantic Road to hilltop 
Rothenburg with its marvellous views. This afternoon wander the 
medieval town of Marktbreit.
 
DAY 6 – BAMBERG 
After a relaxing morning on board, we moor in beautiful UNESCO-
listed Bamberg and have a guided tour before joining the Main-
Danube Canal.

 
DAY 7 – NUREMBERG 
Spend another morning on board at leisure taking in the stunning 
views. Later we enjoy a guided tour of Nuremberg, an intriguing 
Bavarian city steeped in history.
 
DAY 8 – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to Munich airport for your return flight home.
 
PLEASE NOTE  
On some dates, this cruise operates in reverse order. You will experience 
the same tours and visits. Please see the Pricing & Departures page  
for details.

GERMANY

AUSTRIA
HUNGARY

SLOVAKIA

POLAND

Vienna
Budapest

Bamberg
Würzburg

Rothenburg

Nuremberg

Mainz
Frankfurt

Munich

Miltenberg Wertheim

River Main

Marktbreit

River Danube

1
2

3
4

5

6

7
8
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PERFECT FOR...
Exploring quintessential medieval Germany, the aptly 

named Romantic Road, and some of Bavaria’s most 
enchanting towns and cities.

• 7 visits and tours including guided tours of Bamberg,  
 Würzburg and Nuremberg; and visits to Rothenburg,  
 Mainz, Wertheim and Miltenberg

• 7 nights on board in your choice of luxury cabin  
 or suite, with river views

• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of departure,  
 including welcome cocktails, a welcome dinner and  
 the Captain’s Dinner

• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee

• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...

• Return scheduled flights from 7 regional airports*

• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides

• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director  
 and tour manager

• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers

• No surcharges guaranteed

• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 

* a supplement may apply

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

Journey back in time in  
fairy-tale Rothenburg

Würzburg is one of the world’s great 
wine capitals. Bavaria’s Franconia (or 
Franken) is famous not only for its 
intense yet elegant wines, but also 
for its distinctively wide, round and 
flat wine bottle, the Bocksbeutel. 
As for the beer, Franconia also has 
more breweries per square mile than 
almost any other place on the planet: 
try the local smoky Rauchbier. 

SUSIE & PETER RECOMMEND

Susie Barrie & Peter Richards
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN MAINZ

Arrive at the airport for your flight to Frankfurt, 

where a comfortable coach awaits to take 

you to your five-star cruise ship in Mainz. The 

friendly crew welcomes you, and there’s an air 

of anticipation and excitement as you acquaint 

yourself with the luxury surroundings of the ship 

that will be your home for the next seven days. 

You’ll soon be settled into your exceptionally well-

equipped, spacious cabin and looking forward to a 

first-night dinner to start off your cruise in style.

DAY 2 – MAINZ

Whether you decide to take breakfast in bed or 

set yourself up for the day at the plentiful buffet, 

afterwards you can enjoy a morning exploring 

bustling Mainz. Dominating its skyline is the 

colossal six-towered 12th-century cathedral – 

Martinsdom – a pinnacle of German Romanesque 

architecture that houses a spectacular nave, 

many elaborate tombs and a peaceful colonnaded 

cloister. Also unmissable is Saint Stephen’s Church, 

which features nine breathtaking stained glass 

windows, created by the artist Marc Chagall, that 

bathe the interior in magical blue light. Book-lovers 

will appreciate the Gutenberg Museum, located  

in a gorgeous 17th-century building in Mainz’s  

Old Town, whose star attractions are two  

1455 Gutenberg Bibles, among the first books  

ever printed. 

Of course, Mainz is also at the heart of 

Germany’s winelands, so it’s a pleasure to seek 

out a traditional wine tavern in the pastel-painted, 

timber-crisscrossed buildings of the Old Town 

to sample a glass. If you prefer beer, the vaulted 

chambers of the Eisgrub-Bräu beer hall are a fine 

place for a mug of the local dark brew.

Back on board your floating boutique hotel in 

the afternoon, find a relaxing seat in the lounge 

to take in the lovely views of lush woodland and 

fertile vineyards seamlessly idling by.  As evening 

approaches, why not enjoy an apéritif in the bar 

before choosing a table in the restaurant to enjoy 

the chef’s masterful creations for dinner?

DAY 3 – MILTENBERG & WERTHEIM

Awaking refreshed, look out of your cabin window 

to find a complete change of scenery. We’re 

moored in Miltenberg, a beautifully preserved 

medieval village whose labyrinth of winding alleys 

and lanes begs exploration. Admire the impressive 

gatehouse which stands like a proud guardian 

of the village, and wander across the charming 

marketplace, lined by traditional fachwerk 

buildings instantly recognisable by their grids of 

timber framing. The story goes that locals were 

allowed free wood from the surrounding forests, 

hence the abundance of this architectural style. 

Highlights of this beautiful square include the 

trickling fountain, ornately carved from stone and 

complete with dancing cherubs, and the intricately 

detailed Gasthaus Zum Riesen, which claims to be 

Germany’s oldest tavern. 

In the afternoon we pass under Miltenberg’s 

red-brick bridge and continue to Wertheim, 

navigating the gentle meandering bends typical 

of the Main River. Relax and take in the scenery 

while sipping your choice of tea or coffee or maybe 

something a little more fortifying from the bar. 

Wertheim is completely off the main tourist 

trail, making it a delightful surprise, all the 

better for its untouched ambience. We pass the 

fishing boats riding at anchor while admiring the 

muted colours of the sage-green, pale lilac and 

buttercup-yellow houses opposite. A russet-walled 

12th-century castle overlooks the Old Town, 

surveying the church spires, turrets and patchwork 

of multicoloured buildings below. There’s time 

to explore here and, as you wander the quaint 

and colourful market square, look out for the 

blink-and-miss-it Zobelhaus, a contender for the 

narrowest house in Germany.

This evening you’ll be served another delectable 

dinner, and overnight we cruise to Würzburg.

DAY 4 – WÜRZBURG 

One of the delights of river cruising is indulging in 

complete relaxation. Catch up on some reading, 

relax as you watch the world float by or maybe 

indulge in a little pampering in the sauna and 

steam room. This afternoon we arrive at elegant 

Würzburg, which contrasts with the quaint 

towns and villages you’ve encountered so far. We 

have a guided tour of this Bavarian city sitting 

resplendent on the banks of the Main, founded 

in the 10th century as the centre of the kingdom 

known as Franconia. The impressive Marienberg 

Fortress overlooks the neat blocks of grand pastel-

coloured buildings punctuated by the spires and 

domes of the city’s many churches. The jewel in 

Würzburg’s illustrious crown is the Residenz, a 

magnificent Baroque palace that whisks you back 

to a more romantic age. Originally conceived to 

rival the Palace of Versailles in scale, it is now a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site, and features one of 

Germany’s most spectacularly ornate staircases 

and dozens of interconnecting rooms adorned 

with gorgeous frescoes, priceless tapestries, 

sculptures and paintings. There’s ample time to 

explore here as you wish  before returning to the 

ship, enjoying another evening of exceptional 

cuisine and a drink in the bar as the pianist works 

his magic at the keyboard.

DAY 5 – ROTHENBURG & MARKTBREIT 

After breakfast we take a drive along the Romantic 

Road – the perfectly named route made up of 

a spellbinding procession of folkloric scenery, 

medieval towns, lofty castles and grand palaces, 

so picture-perfect they could all serve as film 

YOUR CRUISE
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sets. We arrive at gorgeous Rothenburg, crowning 

a hill with glorious views over the meandering 

river below. The Old Town is cradled within 

immaculately preserved walls, and there’s time to 

explore its narrow, cobbled streets lined with tall 

gabled half-timbered houses. 

A short drive takes us to Marktbreit, the 

southernmost point of the Main River and where 

our ship and another superb lunch await. This 

afternoon you may choose to explore Marktbreit, 

a romantic town with elegant buildings recalling 

the grandeur of days past. Wander the Old Town 

and admire its Renaissance-style town hall, 16th-

century castle and Baroque trading houses before 

rejoining the cruise this evening. 

DAY 6 – BAMBERG 

Another day dawns and this morning is free to 

enjoy the ship’s five-star facilities while admiring 

the magnificent undulating landscape. There’s 

nothing quite as refreshing as the gentle breeze as 

we progress along the serene waters of the Main. 

Alternatively, why not find a quiet al fresco seat 

at the Lido Lounge at the stern of the ship and 

admire one enchanting vista after another?

We moor this afternoon in Bamberg, 

undoubtedly one of the prettiest small towns in 

the whole of Europe and so precious that UNESCO 

declared it a World Heritage Site. Planned by 

Emperor Heinrich II in the 11th century as a 

These include the Church of Saint Lawrence, a 

stunning example of Gothic architecture, and the 

intricate Church of Our Lady, which features a 

working mechanical clock dating from 1506 and 

overlooks the bustling Hauptmarkt square, itself 

renowned for its intricate fountain resembling 

a Gothic church tower. Amid all this splendour, 

spare a moment to taste Nuremberg’s famous 

gingerbread, perhaps stocking up with a packet  

to spice up the biscuit tin back home! Afterwards 

you return to the ship for your final dinner on 

board, perhaps selecting a local white from 

the wine list and, later, enjoying a coffee in the 

lounge with your travel companions while sharing 

memories of your exploration of Germany’s 

medieval heart. 

DAY 8 – RETURN HOME

Today you return to Munich airport for your  

return flight.

PLEASE NOTE: On some dates, this tour operates 

in reverse order. You will experience the same 

tours and visits. See the Pricing & Departure page 

for details.

Nuremberg

City Hall building 
in Bamberg

Franconian capital, it sits on seven lush green 

hills, a similar setting to the city whose grandeur 

it was meant to equal – Rome! You’ll discover its 

history and many architectural highlights on our 

informative tour led by a local guide, which takes 

in the exquisite Old Town and impressive multi-

spired cathedral. Perhaps the most noticeable 

and intriguing landmark is Bamberg’s Old Town 

Hall, which sits on an island in the middle of the 

burbling river, flanked by bridges either side. From 

here you can also see ‘Little Venice’ – a delightful 

cluster of former fishermen’s houses built along 

the waterfront, mostly dating from the Middle 

Ages. Leaving Bamberg, we join the Main–Danube 

canal, a superb feat of engineering guiding us to 

our next fascinating stop, Nuremberg.

DAY 7 – NUREMBERG 

Of course, this Bavarian city is intriguing for its 

association with the Second World War, as the 

site of many pre-war Nazi rallies and, later, the 

war crimes trials. What’s little known, however, 

is that Nuremberg also captivates visitors with 

its cobbled streets with classic half-timbered 

houses, an enchanting castle (rebuilt after 

wartime bombings) and many historic landmarks. 
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RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Travel from a choice of regional airports  
(a supplement may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES & CABINS 
Our luxurious suites and cabins come with  
an en-suite bathroom and offer river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home. 

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.

“ I thought the cruise was fantastic value for  
 money and we had a wonderful time! What  
 stood out for me was the quality of the service,  
 which was unbelievable.” - Mr Royce

Rothenburg

Mainz Cathedral
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £109pp. Drinks packages must be 
purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

MEDIEVAL GERMANY
The prices are per person, based on two people sharing and travelling from London Heathrow or London Stansted. 
Flights from regional airports are available at a supplement - please see below. Dates marked with an asterisk * 
operate a reverse itinerary.

MS JANE AUSTEN Five-star

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On lower decks on all ships there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single Supplement, 
subject to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above, less 
£430.

Departure Point (UK) Carrier Supplement Arrival Point (Resort) Departure Point (Resort)
Birmingham Lufthansa £20 Frankfurt Airport Munich Airport

Bristol BMI Regional/Lufthansa £90 Frankfurt Airport Munich Airport
Dublin Lufthansa £20 Frankfurt Airport Munich Airport

Edinburgh Lufthansa/Eurowings £90 Frankfurt Airport Munich Airport
London Heathrow British Airways/Lufthansa Nil Frankfurt Airport Munich Airport
London Stansted Easyjet/Ryanair Nil Frankfurt Airport Munich Airport

Manchester Lufthansa £20 Frankfurt Airport Munich Airport

Please note that on reverse itineraries, arrival and departure points are the opposite way around.

TRANSFER TIMES – Between Frankfurt airport and the ship in Mainz - approx. 45 mins; between Munich airport and the ship in 
Nuremburg – approx. 2hrs.

PLEASE NOTE - Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and timings 
please call or check on our website.

Due to locks and low bridges the main part of the sun deck will be closed between Frankfurt and Nuremberg. The other outside 
areas in front of the lounge, the lido bar and the lower section of the sun deck are still accessible. 

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Superior Stern Suite Deluxe Suite
08/05/19 £1,199 £1,299 £1,499 £1,649 £1,599 £1,749 £1,699 £1,999
15/05/19* £1,399 £1,499 £1,699 £1,849 £1,799 £1,949 £1,899 £2,199
22/05/19 £1,499 £1,599 £1,799 £1,949 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,299
29/05/19* £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,399

05/06/19, 12/06/19* £1,699 £1,799 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,249 £2,199 £2,499
19/06/19 £1,699 £1,799 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,249 £2,199 £2,499
26/06/19* £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,399
29/08/19 £1,699 £1,799 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,249 £2,199 £2,499

05/09/19*, 12/09/19 £1,799 £1,899 £2,099 £2,249 £2,199 £2,349 £2,299 £2,599
19/09/19* £1,799 £1,899 £2,099 £2,249 £2,199 £2,349 £2,299 £2,599
26/09/19 £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,399
03/10/19* £1,199 £1,299 £1,499 £1,649 £1,599 £1,749 £1,699 £1,999

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person.
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RHINE CRUISE 
TO SWITZERLAND 
8 days from only £1,199pp 
Departing October 2018 & April to October 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN COLOGNE 
Fly to Düsseldorf or Cologne or take the Eurostar to Brussels and 
transfer by coach to the ship.
 
DAY 2 – KOBLENZ 
Spend the morning at leisure on board enjoying the spectacular 
river scenery before arriving in Koblenz; explore this Roman city 
with its stunning waterfront.
 
DAY 3 – RHINE GORGE & RÜDESHEIM 
Cruise through the world famous and dramatic Rhine Gorge before 
arriving in the renowned wine town of Rüdesheim with time to 
wander the narrow streets of this charming town.
 
DAY 4 – SPEYER 
Unwind on board whilst cruising through the picturesque 
winelands, before berthing in delightful Speyer. Enjoy discovering 
this medieval gem as you wander its ancient streets.
 
DAY 5 – STRASBOURG 
More beautiful landscapes unfold on our cruise this morning which 
takes us to Strasbourg. Enjoy a guided tour of the capital of Alsace.
 
DAY 6 – BREISACH & BLACK FOREST 
Absorb the breathtaking vistas of the Vosges and Black Forest as 
we arrive in historic Breisach. Later drive through the heart of this 
stunning region to the archetypal lakeside town of Titisee.

 
DAY 7 – BERNESE OBERLAND & LUCERNE  
Take a stunning rail journey into the magnificent Bernese 
Oberland, then drive to Lucerne and enjoy some free time 
discovering Switzerland’s most beautiful city.
 
DAY 8 –  
RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the 
airport or train 
station for your 
return journey.
 
PLEASE NOTE  
On some dates, this 
cruise operates in 
reverse order. You 
will experience the 
same tours and 
visits. Please see the 
Pricing & Departures 
page for details.

River Rhine
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

PERFECT  
FOR...

taking in some of the 
most breathtaking views, 
such as the spectacular 

Rhine Gorge, the 
beautiful Black Forest 
and the majestic Swiss 

alpine peaks.

• 7 visits and tours including a guided tour of  
 Strasbourg, a drive through the Black Forest to  
 Titisee, and a full-day excursion to Lucerne and  
 the Bernese Oberland. Plus visits to Koblenz,  
 Rüdesheim, Breisach and Speyer 
• 7 nights on board in your choice of luxury  
 cabin or suite, with river views
• All meals on board from dinner on your day of arrival  
 through to breakfast on your day of departure  
 (except one lunch), including welcome cocktails,  
 a welcome dinner and the Captain’s Dinner
• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee
• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from 7 regional airports  
 or seats on Eurostar from London St Pancras  
 International and TGV*
• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides
• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director  
 and tour manager
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers
• No surcharges guaranteed
• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 
* a supplement may apply

Marvel at the magnificent peaks of 
the Bernese Oberland

Less than 1% of Swiss wine is 
exported, but the country grows 
over 200 different wine grapes. 
It’s also worth noting that the 
two great wine rivers of Europe – 
the Rhine and Rhône – rise very 
close to each other in the Swiss 
mountains. The Rhine has many 
stories to tell, from those of the 
Brothers Grimm to that of Martin 
Luther, and there’s another 
multitude told in its wine.

SUSIE & PETER RECOMMEND

Susie Barrie & Peter Richards

Lucerne

Ehrenfels Castle

Speyer Cathedral
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN COLOGNE

Arrive at the airport for your flight to Düsseldorf 

or Cologne, or take the Eurostar to Brussels from 

London St Pancras International. On arrival, 

transfer by coach to your cruise ship moored in 

the heart of picturesque Cologne. The dedicated 

English-speaking crew will welcome you aboard 

your first-class floating hotel, ensuring you settle 

into your luxurious, well-equipped cabin and 

familiarise yourself with the ship.

DAY 2 – KOBLENZ

As you wake and enjoy a sumptuous breakfast, the 

delights of this river cruise begin to emerge as we 

drift past the first rolling hills of the Rhine Valley. 

The forested Siebengebirge – Seven Mountains – a 

cluster of ancient volcanic hills that inspired many 

of the Brothers Grimm’s legends, including ‘Snow 

White’, act as the overture for even more dramatic 

scenery upstream. We cruise past the famous 

ruined bridge at Remagen, which was captured 

intact by the Allies towards the end of the Second 

World War, allowing thousands of troops to cross 

into Germany’s heartland. Pretty waterfront 

towns and carefully tended vineyards come into 

view as we glide gently into our mooring to visit 

delightful Koblenz.

Founded by the Romans, this historic city is 

beautifully located at the confluence of the Rhine 

and its sister river the Moselle. Your afternoon 

is free to explore Koblenz’s maze of medieval 

buildings in the Altstadt – Old Town – which is 

studded with a fine array of traditional shops and 

classic Rhineland cafés. As you wander, historic 

buildings appear seemingly at every turn; see a 

former mint, the Four Towers – 17th-century 

houses with striking turrets set at a crossroads 

– and many fascinating squares and churches, 

including the 9th-century Basilica of Saint Kastor. 

Wherever you wander you’re never far from a 

riverbank, and it’s worth crossing the 14th-century 

stone Balduin Bridge across the Moselle for fine 

views back across the spires of the Altstadt. If 

you can resist the many tempting cakes on offer 

from beckoning pavement cafés you’ll be ready 

for your meticulously prepared dinner on board, 

and afterwards perhaps a quiet stroll along the 

riverside promenade to the Deutsches Eck – 

‘German Corner’ – where the great rivers Rhine 

and Moselle meet.

DAY 3 – RHINE GORGE & RÜDESHEIM

Slipping our mooring at Koblenz we proceed 

upstream on the Rhine and soon encounter 

the impressive Marksburg Castle, a fortress 

dating back to the 13th century. We then weave 

through the huge looping bend – one of the most 

impressive on the river – at Boppard, a wonderfully 

picturesque town known as the ‘Pearl of the Rhine’.

Journeying further, you explore the most 

famous of all the river’s reaches and a real 

highlight of the cruise, the dramatic Rhine Gorge: 

steep vineyards give way to almost vertical rocky 

outcrops towering more than 600 feet above the 

sweeping valley sides. Sailing past Saint Goar and 

the many ruined castles, there’s a real sense of 

the myths surrounding this historic river coming 

alive around you. No legend is more famous than 

that of the Lorelei – or ‘murmuring rock’ – where 

beautiful nymphs distracted sailors and lured them 

to their deaths in the treacherous waters.

After lunch we moor in Rüdesheim, a classic 

Rhine wine village with crooked houses sloping 

down from wooded hillsides and terraced 

vineyards. The afternoon is free to relax in its 

bustling cafés, find a traditional Weinstube to 

enjoy a glass of excellent local wine, take a quiet 

stroll through the vineyards or maybe a gondola 

ride to the striking statue of Germania overlooking 

the river’s exit from the Gorge. After dinner this 

evening, another sumptuous affair prepared by 

your chef, maybe sample a small Asbach – the 

famous brandy distilled in Rüdesheim – while 

watching the last of the ferries crossing the river  

in the moonlight glow.

DAY 4 – SPEYER

Still sailing upstream, the landscape becomes 

much wider and flatter, with gently rolling hills 

and vineyards that are home to the Liebfraumilch 

wines. Occasionally the excited chatter of birdlife 

breaks out as we pass oxbow lakes, long deserted 

by the river flow, which are now havens for over a 

hundred bird species.

Today we berth in historic Speyer, founded 

by the Celts and one of Germany’s oldest cities, 

celebrated for its illustrious past. The breathtaking 

Imperial Cathedral, a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site, is among the largest Romanesque churches 

in the world; it’s also one of the finest. Its beautiful 

four-roomed crypt is the resting place of many 

Holy Roman emperors and German kings. 

Another landmark is the magnificent neo-Gothic 

Gedächtniskirche, built at the turn of the 20th 

century to commemorate the 1529 ‘Protestation 

at Speyer’, a significant event when a group of 

Martin Luther’s followers protested against his 

imperial ban – henceforth Luther’s religious 

followers were known as ‘Protestants’. There’s  

free time to explore here before stepping back  

on board for another splendid dinner.

DAY 5 – STRASBOURG

This morning we cruise gently upstream, passing 

through two spectacular locks, whose elaborate 

engineering never ceases to fascinate. Why 

not find a comfortable chair and catch up on 

some reading, play chess or watch the rolling 

kaleidoscope of scenery from the Sun Deck?

We soon arrive in France and moor in 

Strasbourg, capital of the Alsace region. 

This afternoon we have a walking tour of its 

YOUR CRUISE
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picturesque Old Town, bisected by canals and 

made up of a maze of narrow streets lined with 

timber-framed houses and sculptured portals. 

Unforgettable sites include the stupendous 

Gothic Notre-Dame Cathedral, multi-towered 

Ponts Couverts – covered bridges – and the 

pretty Petite France quarter of pastel-coloured 

former artisans’ houses lining the canals. Don’t 

be surprised if you’re tempted to linger a while 

in a typical Alsatian café to sample some of the 

region’s world-famous wines – a crisp Riesling 

or that particular speciality of Alsace, spicy 

Gewürztraminer. Back on board this evening 

there’s a truly memorable occasion – the ‘Captain’s 

Dinner’, featuring delicious specialities of the 

countries and regions we visit during our cruise.

DAY 6 – BREISACH & BLACK FOREST

Your final day cruising is spent gliding through the 

dramatic scenery of the rift valley separating the 

Vosges and Black Forest mountains. We arrive at 

the ancient town of Breisach, whose historic heart 

is surrounded by stone ramparts and dominated 

by the impressive Saint Stephan’s Cathedral.

This afternoon you drive through some of 

Central Europe’s most stunning scenery – the 

Black Forest Mountains. This is a fabled landscape 

EXTEND YOUR HOLIDAY 

Add four days to your trip, staying in Chur and Zermatt, travelling on the Glacier Express, and 
seeing the most iconic peak in Switzerland, the Matterhorn. See details on the next page.

Feldberg mountain - 
Black Forest

Strasbourg

of rugged valleys, white-water rivers, cascading 

waterfalls and rolling hillsides covered with huge, 

densely packed pine trees – exactly as you expect it 

to be. Our destination is the idyllic village of Titisee, 

nestling on the shores of its crystal-clear lake.

Rejoining the ship, we resume our stately 

passage upriver. As the sun sets and the riverside 

lights begin to twinkle there are wonderful views 

over the imposing Vosges massif. You enjoy this 

evening’s dinner en route to Switzerland and our 

next mooring at Basel. 

DAY 7 – BERNESE OBERLAND & LUCERNE

For many today will be the highlight of the cruise. 

This morning we drive into the stunning Bernese 

Oberland where the views become ever more 

breathtaking. This is the grand alpine heart of 

Europe with some of the finest mountain scenery 

on earth, described by the composer Mendelssohn 

as ‘the most wonderful of all in this unbelievably 

beautiful country’. On viewing the legendary snow-

capped peaks of the Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau 

you’ll be quite simply awestruck. 

We then ascend by mountain railway for 

more extraordinary vistas, with the crystal-clear 

lakes reflecting the grassy meadows and lush 

forests below. This truly magical landscape is 

sure to enchant you. Later we’ll descend again 

by mountain railway before taking the short 

drive to Lucerne, often considered Switzerland’s 

most beautiful city, spectacularly situated among 

stunning mountain views. It has been attracting 

well-heeled visitors for two centuries, including our 

very own Queen Victoria. Highly recommended 

is an invigorating stroll along the Chapel Bridge, 

a unique covered wooden walkway crossing the 

lake, supported by stilts and lined with colourful 

flower-filled window boxes. Not only is it the city’s 

most iconic structure, it’s a superb way to absorb 

Lucerne’s regal atmosphere. 

Please note, temperatures will be significantly 

lower at altitude, even during the summer months, 

so it’s advisable to pack suitable clothing. Lunch is 

not included on this full day excursion; however the 

ship will offer a packed lunch.

DAY 8 – RETURN HOME

Today we transfer either to the airport for your 

flight home or the railway station to take the TGV 

to Paris, connecting with the Eurostar service to 

London St Pancras International. 

PLEASE NOTE: On some dates, this tour operates 

in reverse order. You will experience the same  

tours and visits. See the Pricing & Departure page 

for details.
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DAY 8/DAY 1 EXTENSION – CHUR

We leave our cruise ship and take the train to 

historic Chur at the heart of Graubünden, the 

largest canton in Switzerland. As we leave behind 

Basel’s city skyline the scenery becomes ever more 

picturesque – a wild landscape of deep isolated 

valleys, sheer rocky summits and thick pine 

forests. Glittering sunlight pours from the blue 

skies above on to sparkling glaciers oozing from 

the lofty summits; this is truly some of the most 

awe-inspiring mountain scenery in the world. 

We arrive in Switzerland’s oldest city, nestled 

in a forested valley with the Alps rising like 

an amphitheatre around it. Chur has been 

inhabited for over 5,000 years; the Celts, Romans, 

Ostrogoths and Franks have all ruled here due to 

FOUR-DAY 
SWITZERLAND 
EXTENSION 
4 days from only £699pp 
Departing April to October 2019

GERMANY

AUSTRIA

ITALY

SWITZERLAND

FRANCE
Basel Zürich

Rh
in
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Zermatt

Glacier Express Chur
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
• 3 nights in charming hotels with breakfast

• Explore Switzerland by train

• Visit historic Chur, spectacularly located at the heart of this  
 magical Alpine landscape

• Experience the legendary Glacier Express, Europe’s most scenic  
 rail journey

• Stay in world-famous Zermatt, home to the iconic Matterhorn  
 and a perfect base for exploring thebreathtaking Alpine scenery

Extension Itinerary 
DAY 8/DAY 1 EXTENSION – CHUR 
Journey by InterCity train from Basel to Chur, 
Switzerland’s oldest city with a magnificent 
cathedral at the heart of its Old Town. Stay one 
night at the historic Hotel Stern.
 
DAY 9/DAY 2 EXTENSION – GLACIER EXPRESS 
Board the legendary Glacier Express to Zermatt. See 
the iconic Matterhorn. Stay two nights at the Hotel 
Simi in the heart of this idyllic village.
 
DAY 10/DAY 3 EXTENSION – ZERMATT 
Option to ride the highest open-air cog railway to 
the Gornergrat for astounding views. Or simply 
explore Zermatt under your own steam.
 
DAY 11/DAY 4 EXTENSION – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the airport by train for your return flight.

its strategic position as a gateway to high alpine 

passes and important trade routes. Its characterful 

Old Town is a maze of winding cobbled alleys, 

handsome townhouses, refreshing fountains and 

quiet courtyards. Set high above the streets, its 

rising spires puncturing the sky, is the magnificent 

Cathedral of Saint Mary’s Ascension, a fascinating 

mix of Gothic and Romanesque styles with a 

fantastically ornate interior.

Officially trilingual, Chur has a distinctly 

cosmopolitan, almost Mediterranean ambience. 

It’s a centre for outdoor activities such as hiking 

and skiing, but also a spot to indulge in the more 

leisurely pastimes of eating and window-shopping 

– its streets are lined with restaurants, boutiques 

and traditional shops. If you’re feeling hungry, look 

out for the regional speciality of Bündnerfleisch 

– prime beef traditionally air-dried in the eaves of 

a barn or open attic, then carved into wafer-thin 

slices. It’s usually enjoyed with other cold meats 

and washed down with a cooling glass of the 

purest local mineral water. For something stronger, 

enjoy a refreshing drink in your choice of the city’s 

many atmospheric bars and cafés.

There’s free time to explore the city at your 

leisure. We stay one night at the historic Hotel 

Stern Chur, with breakfast. Centrally located, 

this charming former inn dates back over 300 

years and has a welcoming atmosphere, with 

echoes of a typical Swiss chalet in its authentic 

wooden beams and floors. All the rooms are 

comfortably furnished in warm, relaxing tones. 

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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Matterhorn, Switzerland

This evening you can choose to dine in the hotel’s 

excellent traditional restaurant serving seasonal 

dishes, or sample one of the city’s many local 

establishments. 

DAY 9/DAY 2 EXTENSION – GLACIER EXPRESS

After breakfast we embark on an unforgettably 

scenic and spectacular rail journey – the legendary 

Glacier Express. Our starting point at Chur is the 

lowest point of the route to Zermatt and the 

iconic Matterhorn, Switzerland’s most famous 

mountain and a ‘must-see’ highlight for many. The 

train first winds its way through the ‘Swiss Grand 

Canyon’, a dramatic section of the Upper Rhine 

where the river has carved deep into an eerie 

landscape of white rocks, climbing ever higher 

along the Oberalp Pass to a height of 6,673 feet. 

At this altitude the mountain landscape 

becomes ever more eye-catching – lush wild 

flower meadows are studded with tiny shepherds’ 

shelters, dense forests sweep up scree-covered 

mountainsides and snow-capped mountains 

glisten in the sunshine. You could be lucky and 

catch a glimpse of an elusive ibex or chamois 

negotiating a rocky ledge, or even a golden eagle 

soaring high above. 

It’s impossible not to marvel at the engineering 

achievements as the track traverses jaw-dropping 

precipices and snakes into tunnels hewn through 

mountain walls into the Upper Rhône Valley, with 

dramatic views at every turn. We pass countless 

torrential mountain streams and tumbling 

waterfalls before arriving at the legendary village 

of Zermatt, nestling at the foot of the instantly 

recognisable Matterhorn.

Zermatt itself is iconically Swiss. It’s a car-

free jumble of chalets and wooden farm huts 

strewn across the valley floor, surrounded by 

lush pastures alive with the sound of cowbells, 

while dramatic cable cars and soaring footpaths 

weave ever upwards to a majestic amphitheatre 

of lofty summits. Overseeing it all is the ultimate 

attraction in this alpine wonderland – the mighty, 

mythical Matterhorn. Seeing this pyramid-shaped 

symbol of Switzerland in its unrivalled glory is 

truly one of life’s ‘wow’ moments and it doesn’t 

disappoint!

We stay two nights at chalet-style Hotel Simi, 

with breakfast. This comfortable hotel at the 

heart of the village provides an excellent base for 

exploring the numerous restaurants and cafés  

that cater for every taste.

DAY 10/DAY 3 EXTENSION – ZERMATT

Today you may wish to explore Zermatt further 

under your own steam, or you can take Europe’s 

highest open-air cog railway to the Gornergrat for 

more stupendous vistas. This extraordinary train 

service departs from Zermatt and climbs through 

a glorious landscape of mountains, valleys, lakes, 

streams and grassy meadows; you won’t be 

surprised that some of the country’s best hiking 

trails are here. The train stops at the summit of 

the Gornergrat, an altitude of just over 10,000 

feet, where you’re surrounded by 29 snow-capped 

peaks – including the Matterhorn – and numerous 

glaciers, together creating an absolutely jaw-

dropping mountain panorama. Sit back and  

admire a view of some of the mightiest peaks 

in the world – their magnitude and beauty will 

simply astound you.

Maybe enjoy a leisurely lunch against this 

most dazzling of backdrops before descending 

to Zermatt. Perhaps take a cable car ride for 

more dramatic views or visit the Alpine Museum 

with its intriguing collection of mountaineering 

memorabilia. Or you can simply relax over 

afternoon tea in a cosy café and soak up the 

magical alpine ambience.

DAY 11/DAY 4 EXTENSION – RETURN HOME

Today we take the train back to the airport for 

your flight home.

Reverse Itinerary 
On some dates this extension operates 
as a pre-stay before the start of your 
cruise from Basel.  
DAY 1 EXTENSION – ZERMATT 
Journey by train from the airport to 
picturesque Zermatt, surrounded 
by Alpine summits including the 
Matterhorn. Stay two nights at the  
Hotel Simi.
 
DAY 2 EXTENSION – ZERMATT 
Spend the day exploring Zermatt with an 
option to ride the highest open-air cog 
railway to the Gornergrat. 
 
DAY 3 EXTENSION – GLACIER 
EXPRESS 
Board the legendary Glacier Express to 
Chur and experience one of the world’s 
greatest rail journeys. Stay one night at 
the historic Hotel Stern.
 
DAY 4 EXTENSION – CHUR & BASEL  
Enjoy free time in Chur before taking an 
InterCity train to Basel, where you will 
join your ship.
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £109pp for 2019 departures and £99pp 
for 2018 departures. Drinks packages must be purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

RHINE CRUISE TO SWITZERLAND

MS EMILY BRONTË, MS OSCAR WILDE & MS THOMAS HARDY Five-star

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Suite Suite Superior Suite Suite Superior Suite Stern Superior Suite Deluxe Balcony Suite
02/05/19† £1,549 £1,849 £2,049 £1,949 £2,149 £2,049 £2,449
09/05/19* £1,599 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,199 £2,099 £2,499

16/05/19, 23/05/19* † £1,649 £1,949 £2,149 £2,049 £2,249 £2,149 £2,549
06/06/19†, 13/06/19*, 27/06/19 £1,849 £2,149 £2,349 £2,249 £2,449 £2,349 £2,749
04/07/19*, 11/07/19, 18/07/19* £1,649 £1,949 £2,149 £2,049 £2,249 £2,149 £2,549
29/07/19†, 05/08/19*, 08/08/19 £1,649 £1,949 £2,149 £2,049 £2,249 £2,149 £2,549
14/08/19†, 15/08/19*, 21/08/19* £1,649 £1,949 £2,149 £2,049 £2,249 £2,149 £2,549

11/09/19†, 18/09/19 £1,899 £2,199 £2,399 £2,299 £2,499 £2,399 £2,799
09/10/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399
16/10/19* £1,299 £1,599 £1,799 £1,699 £1,899 £1,799 £2,199

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Deluxe Suite
26/04/19† £1,399 £1,499 £1,699 £1,849 £1,799 £1,949 £2,299
03/05/19* £1,549 £1,649 £1,849 £1,999 £1,949 £2,099 £2,449

24/05/19†, 31/05/19*† £1,649 £1,749 £1,949 £2,099 £2,049 £2,199 £2,549
21/06/19†, 28/06/19* £1,849 £1,949 £2,149 £2,299 £2,249 £2,399 £2,749
16/08/19 †, 23/08/19* £1,649 £1,749 £1,949 £2,099 £2,049 £2,199 £2,549

30/08/19† £1,749 £1,849 £2,049 £2,199 £2,149 £2,299 £2,649
06/09/19*† £1,899 £1,999 £2,199 £2,349 £2,299 £2,449 £2,799

27/09/19 £1,749 £1,849 £2,049 £2,199 £2,149 £2,299 £2,649
04/10/19* £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,499
18/10/19† £1,299 £1,399 £1,599 £1,749 £1,699 £1,849 £2,199
25/10/19* £1,199 £1,299 £1,499 £1,649 £1,599 £1,749 £2,099

MS GEORGE ELIOT Five-star

RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Choose to travel from a regional airport  
local to you (a supplement may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES & CABINS 
Our luxurious suites and cabins come with  
an en-suite bathroom and offer river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home. 

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.

Prices are per person based on two sharing. Some regional flights and rail connections carry a supplement - see below. 
Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability and timings, call us or visit our website. Dates marked 
with an asterisk * operate a reverse itinerary. Dates marked with a † have the option of an extension in Switzerland. 
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GLACIER EXPRESS EXTENSION - 4 days
The dates shown have the option to extend 
your stay for 3 nights in Chur and Zermatt, this 
is to be added to the cost of your cabin. Prices 
are per person based on two sharing. Single 
rooms are available subject to availability at a 
supplement of £89 per person.

PLEASE NOTE: For a Glacier Express Extension 
taken at the end of the cruise, the Departure 
Point (Resort) will be Zurich Airport. Where the 
Extension is operated as a pre-stay, the Arrival 
Point (Resort) will be Zurich Airport.

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is 
£250 per person.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Superior Stern Suite Deluxe Suite
18/10/18* £1,199 £1,299 £1,499 £1,649 £1,599 £1,749 £1,699 £1,999

03/07/19†, 10/07/19*† £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,399
31/07/19†, 07/08/19* £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,399
14/08/19, 21/08/19* £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,399

10/10/19 £1,449 £1,549 £1,749 £1,899 £1,849 £1,999 £1,949 £2,249
17/10/19* £1,199 £1,299 £1,499 £1,649 £1,599 £1,749 £1,699 £1,999

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Standard Standard Deluxe Balcony Suite
07/07/19, 14/07/19*, 21/07/19†, 28/07/19* £1,549 £1,849 £1,949 £2,449

MS JANE AUSTEN Five-star

MS CHARLES DICKENS Five-star

Departure Point (UK) Carrier Supplement Arrival Point (Resort) Departure Point (Resort)
St Pancras International Eurostar/TGV £30 (2018) / £50 (2019) Brussels Midi Station Basel Station

Birmingham Flybe/Swiss £70 (2018) / £80 (2019) Dusseldorf Airport Zurich Airport
Bristol BMI Regional/Easyjet £50 (2018) / £30 (2019) Dusseldorf Airport Basel Airport
Dublin Ryanair/Aer Lingus/Swiss £50 (2018) / £30 (2019)  Cologne Airport Basel Airport

Edinburgh Eurowings/Easyjet/Swiss £50 (2018) / £30 (2019)  Cologne Airport Basel Airport
London Heathrow British Airways/Swiss Nil Dusseldorf Airport Basel Airport
London Stansted Eurowings/Ryanair Nil Cologne Airport Basel Airport

Manchester Flybe/Easyjet £70 (2018) / £50 (2019) Dusseldorf Airport Basel Airport

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On lower decks on all ships there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single Supplement, 
subject to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above,  
less £480 (£430 for 2018 departures).

Please note that on reverse itineraries, arrival and departure points are the opposite way around.

TRANSFER TIMES – Between Dusseldorf airport and the ship in Cologne - approx. 1hr; between Cologne airport and the ship in 
Cologne - approx. 30 mins; between Brussels station and the ship in Cologne - approx. 3hrs 30 mins (including comfort stop); 
between Basel airport and the ship in Basel - approx. 30 mins; between Zurich airport and the ship in Basel - approx. 1hr 30 mins; 
between Basel station and the ship in Basel - approx. 20 mins. For departures with Glacier Express Extension, transfer time by train 
between the Hotel in Zermatt and Zurich airport – approx. 3hrs 40 mins (including change of train).

GLACIER EXPRESS 
EXTENSION

Departure Date
Ship Price  

per person Hotel

26/04/19, 24/05/19, 18/10/19 MS George Eliot £699 Hotel Stern/Hotel Simi
02/05/19 MS Emily Brontë £699 Hotel Stern/Hotel Simi
20/05/19* MS Emily Brontë £699 Hotel Simi/Hotel Stern
28/05/19* MS George Eliot £699 Hotel Stern/Hotel Simi
06/06/19 MS Emily Brontë £749 Hotel Stern/Hotel Simi

21/06/19, 30/08/19 MS George Eliot £749 Hotel Stern/Hotel Simi
03/07/19, 31/07/19 MS Jane Austen £729 Hotel Stern/Hotel Simi

07/07/19* MS Jane Austen £729 Hotel Simi/Hotel Stern
21/07/19 MS Charles Dickens £729 Hotel Stern/Hotel Simi
29/07/19 MS Thomas Hardy £729 Hotel Stern/Hotel Simi
14/08/19 MS Oscar Wilde £729 Hotel Stern/Hotel Simi
16/08/19 MS George Eliot £729 Hotel Stern/Hotel Simi
03/09/19* MS George Eliot £729 Hotel Simi/Hotel Stern
11/09/19 MS Oscar Wilde £749 Hotel Stern/Hotel Simi

*On these dates, the extension operates before the cruise.
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CRUISE THE HEART OF EUROPE 
FROM THE RHINE TO THE DANUBE,  
VIENNA & BUDAPEST 
15 days from only £1,899pp 
Departing October 2018 & April to October 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN COLOGNE 
Fly to Düsseldorf or Cologne or take the Eurostar to Brussels  
and transfer by coach to the ship.
 
DAY 2 – KOBLENZ & BOPPARD 
Enjoy a guided tour of Koblenz, before cruising on to Boppard. 
There is time to wander around this enchanting village, often 
called the ‘Pearl of the Rhine’.
 
DAY 3 – RÜDESHEIM 
Cruise through the world famous Rhine Gorge before arriving in 
the wine town of Rüdesheim with time to explore.
 
DAY 4 – MAINZ 
Explore the Roman city of Mainz, with 
its 12th-century cathedral and museum 
dedicated to Gutenberg, the father of 
modern printing.
 
DAY 5 – MILTENBERG & WERTHEIM 
Visit medieval Miltenberg before cruising 
to Wertheim with time to discover its 
charming highlights.
 
DAY 6 – WÜRZBURG 
Enjoy a guided tour of Bavarian Würzburg 
before an afternoon at leisure on board.

 
DAY 7 – BAMBERG 
We have a guided tour of this UNESCO World Heritage Site before 
joining the Main-Danube Canal.
 
DAY 8 – NUREMBERG 
We enjoy a guided tour here before enjoying another relaxing 
afternoon on board taking in the stunning views.
 
DAY 9 – REGENSBURG 
After a leisurely morning on board, wander the Roman city of 
Regensburg, now a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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Discover Budapest,  
the ‘Little Paris  

of Middle Europe’
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

PERFECT FOR...
Absorbing some of Europe’s most stunning scenery,  

such as the impressive Rhine Gorge, as well as picturesque 
medieval towns and cities along the way.

DAY 10 – PASSAU 
Moored in Passau this morning, spend some time exploring this 
picturesque town before an afternoon on board.
 
DAY 11 – MELK & VIENNA 
This morning, we have a tour of the Benedictine Melk Abbey 
before cruising on to Vienna.
 
DAY 12 -  VIENNA 
Today we enjoy a guided tour of Vienna and the afternoon is  
then free to explore the city further. Tonight a string quartet 
performs a recital on board.
 
DAY 13 -  BRATISLAVA 
This morning we explore Bratislava on a guided tour. Wander  
the winding streets of the restored Baroque old town before  
an afternoon’s cruising.
 
DAY 14 – BUDAPEST 
We have a guided tour of this beautiful capital before you have  
the rest of the day to explore at your leisure.
 
DAY 15 – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the airport at the appropriate time for your return 
flight.
 

NurembergBudapest

• 15 visits and tours including guided tours in Budapest,  
 Vienna, Nuremberg, Bamberg, Bratislava, Koblenz  
 and Würzburg; plus a visit to the Benedictine  
 monastery, Melk Abbey

• 14 nights on board in your choice of luxury  
 cabin or suite, with river views

• All meals on board from dinner on your day  
 of arrival through to breakfast on your day of  
 departure, including welcome cocktails, a welcome  
 dinner and the Captain’s Dinner

• Live classical quartet recital on board

• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee

• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...

• Return scheduled flights from 7 regional airports,  
 or Eurostar seats from London St Pancras  
 International and a one-way flight from Budapest* 

• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides

• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director  
 and tour manager

• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers

• No surcharges guaranteed

• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 

* a supplement may apply

Please note: on some dates, this cruise operates in reverse order. 
You will experience the same tours and visits. See the Pricing & 
Departures page for details.

Susie Barrie & Peter Richards

Join renowned Masters of Wine, Susie Barrie  
and Peter Richards exclusively on our departure  
on 19 October 2018. Enjoy an insightful after dinner 
talk on day 11, and the following morning they’ll  
host an informal question and answer session.
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN COLOGNE

Arrive for your flight to Düsseldorf or Cologne, 

or take the Eurostar from London St Pancras 

International to Brussels. On arrival, transfer by 

coach to your cruise ship moored in Cologne’s 

picturesque centre. The dedicated English-speaking 

crew will welcome you aboard your first-class 

floating hotel, ensuring you settle in to your 

luxurious and well-equipped cabin and familiarise 

yourself with the ship. 

DAY 2 – KOBLENZ & BOPPARD

The first morning on a river cruise is always a 

thrill as you awake to the gentle lapping of the 

water and the colourful valley sides slipping 

effortlessly past your cabin window – there really 

is no other holiday experience quite like it. We 

call at historic Koblenz, situated at the confluence 

of the Rhine and Moselle Rivers and dominated 

by the immense Ehrenbreitstein Fortress. This 

morning we take a guided walk around the Old 

Town, exploring its twisting streets and charming 

squares.

During a relaxed lunch we cruise to Boppard, 

known as the ‘Pearl of the Rhine’. Wonderfully 

situated on a sweeping meander, it is one of the 

the Alps, Mainz is also home to the magnificent 

Romanesque Saint Martin’s Cathedral and the 

fine Saint Stephen’s Church, whose interior is 

filled with beautiful blue light flooding through 

stained-glass windows featuring intricate biblical 

figures – a masterpiece by the great artist Marc 

Chagall. Mainz’s most famous son is Johannes 

Gutenberg, father of modern printing, and there’s 

an excellent museum housing a reconstruction of 

his workshop and two original 1455 Gutenberg 

Bibles, among the earliest books ever printed. 

This afternoon our ship cruises up the Main River.

Please note: when cruising from Mainz to 

Passau the main part of the Sun Deck is closed 

because we pass under low bridges.

DAY 5 – MILTENBERG & WERTHEIM

The views this morning are of dense emerald-

green forests as we cruise to Miltenberg, one of 

Germany’s best-preserved medieval villages. It 

became prosperous during the Middle Ages under 

the protection of its castle and today its colourful 

half-timbered houses and market square with 

its octagonal Renaissance fountain are an 

atmospheric reminder of times past. 

During lunch we cruise around the first of the 

many meandering bends that characterise the 

Main River, pausing at Wertheim, one of those 

towns that’s a joy to stumble across because 

it’s completely unknown on the mainstream 

tourist trail. A russet-walled 12th-century castle 

overlooks the Old Town, with views of the church 

spires, turrets and patchwork of multicoloured 

buildings below.

DAY 6 – WÜRZBURG

Enjoy a leisurely breakfast this morning as we 

glide towards Würzburg, situated at the head 

of Germany’s Romantic Road, so called because 

of its spellbinding procession of captivating 

scenery, medieval towns, lofty castles and grand 

palaces. Würzburg is best explored on foot and 

we have a walking tour through neat streets 

dotted with fine pastel-coloured Baroque and 

Rococo buildings. Its crowning jewel is the 

truly magnificent Residenz, the former seat of 

the prince-bishops and one of Europe’s finest 

Baroque palaces, constructed to compete with 

the greatest courts of the day such as Vienna  

and Versailles.

DAY 7 – BAMBERG

Today we visit Bamberg, a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site that’s quite simply one of the most 

outstandingly preserved and beautiful small 

towns in Europe, easily on a par with Prague. 

The masterpiece you see today began its artistic 

journey during the 11th century when Emperor 

Heinrich II chose Bamberg as the location for a 

capital city he planned to be as grand as Rome. 

Although it never became as large as Italy’s 

capital, Bamberg nevertheless has a wealth of 

YOUR CRUISE Rhineland’s most attractive villages. Its stone 

quayside is lined with boats of all descriptions set 

against a backdrop of archetypal half-timbered 

buildings and cobbled streets. There are also  

some superb Roman walls, reputed to be the finest 

in Germany.

DAY 3 – RHINE GORGE & RÜDESHEIM

Today you experience one of the real highlights 

of your cruise – the passage through the Rhine 

Gorge. Here the river narrows, the current is 

swifter and the towering valley sides soar 600 

feet, while the ruins of castles, which once held 

sway over passing mariners, crown every tortuous 

turn. We pass rocky outcrops and cruise around 

endless twisting bends to the famous Lorelei or 

‘murmuring rock’, where according to legend, 

enchanting maidens lured unsuspecting sailors to 

watery graves. Next we call at Rüdesheim, a true 

Rhine wine town surrounded by vineyards whose 

fruits you can sample in the many wine taverns 

you’ll find in its cobbled streets.

DAY 4 – MAINZ

This morning we take the short cruise to the town 

of Mainz, situated at the confluence of the Rhine 

and Main Rivers. An important Roman city for over 

450 years with the largest amphitheatre north of 

Budapest
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fine buildings including a stupendous cathedral, a 

town hall built in the middle of the Regnitz River, a 

network of canals and former fishermen’s houses 

called ‘Little Venice’ and hundreds of medieval 

buildings in the tangled lanes of its Old Town.

DAY 8 – NUREMBERG

Today we call at Nuremberg, the Bavarian 

city which will always be associated with the 

Nazi period – Hitler’s pre-war rallies and the 

international war crimes trials that brought down 

the final curtain on that notorious regime. What 

is less well known is that Nuremberg is regarded 

as the unofficial capital of Germany’s First Reich, 

better known as the Holy Roman Empire, which 

was founded with the coronation of Charlemagne 

in 800 AD and lasted for over a thousand years. 

This morning we have a fascinating guided 

tour taking in the city’s great ramparts and many 

fine historic buildings, including the enormous 

Kaiserburg castle, Craftsmen’s Court, the Church 

of Saint Lawrence and the Market Square, with  

its exquisite fountain that resembles a Gothic 

church tower.

DAY 9 – REGENSBURG

This morning we cruise along the Main–Danube 

Canal to Kelheim, where we join the enchanting 

Danube River. Our next port of call is Regensburg, 

formerly an important garrison guarding the most 

northwesterly point of the Roman Empire whose 

camp gate, the Porta Praetoria, can still be seen. 

Regensburg was spared war damage and today 

its historic centre is a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site that’s a delight to explore. This afternoon take 

a stroll along the iconic stone bridge; see the Altes 

Rathaus – the seat of the Diet, or parliament, of 

the Holy Roman Empire from 1663 to 1806 – and 

gaze in wonder at the Gothic cathedral, the most 

exceptional in Bavaria. Regensburg calls itself 

‘Germany’s medieval miracle’, and it’s hard to 

argue as you wander along the glorious winding 

streets and elegant squares of the Old Town.

DAY 10 – PASSAU

Another day dawns as our journey brings us to 

Passau, the last town we stop at in Germany, 

nestling where the Inn and Ilz Rivers join the 

Danube. After a leisurely breakfast take the 

opportunity to explore the ‘Three Rivers City’, 

overlooked by the Veste Oberhaus, a 13th-century 

hilltop fortress. The Old Town below is known for 

its Baroque architecture including Saint Stephen’s 

City Hall building, Bamberg
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Cathedral, where the world’s largest cathedral 

organ sounds.

Back on board this afternoon, make sure 

to keep an eye on the superb riverside views 

slipping silently by as we cross into Austria. It’s a 

country synonymous with superb scenery, but 

this beautiful section of the Danube Valley is 

something of a secret. 

DAY 11 – MELK

On a striking rocky bluff above the town of Melk 

is the enormous Benedictine Abbey, which we 

visit this morning. This extraordinary building 

was originally a castle that was subsequently 

bequeathed to the Benedictine order during the 

11th century and has been a monastery ever 

since. Reconstructed in full Baroque style during 

the 18th century, the Abbey has many fine rooms 

and a stupendous library with 100,000 priceless 

volumes, including some intricate illuminated 

manuscripts.

As lunch is served we cruise downstream 

through the delightfully picturesque Wachau 

Valley before approaching our next destination: 

Vienna, the city of Strauss. To celebrate Vienna’s 

wonderful legacy we have arranged a recital on 

board by a quartet of talented classical musicians. 

Listening to this exquisite music while in the city of 

its creation makes a wonderful finale to the day.

DAY 12 – VIENNA

Imagine Vienna and you think of an elegant 

imperial city that’s one of the gems of Central 

Europe, and perhaps the world’s most musical city. 

Its name conjures up an image of culture, ornate 

architecture, resplendent cafés, aristocratic palaces 

and imposing cathedrals, with the romantic music 

of the great composers filling the air. In fact, the 

reality is little different and there’s an absolute 

wealth of things to see in this former capital of 

the Habsburg Empire, which held sway over much 

of Central and Eastern Europe for centuries until 

its demise at the end of the First World War. For 

such a grand city Vienna is quite compact and 

this morning we enjoy an enlightening guided 

tour. This most civilised of cities first rose to 

prominence in the 17th century, and over the 

next 200 years a magnificent array of galleries, 

churches and palaces was built. At its heart we 

have the lovely Saint Stephen’s Cathedral with 

its dazzling patterned roof of glazed tiles, then 

the awe-inspiring Hofburg Palace, the former 

royal court that’s now a collection of museums, 

home to the Crown Jewels and relics of the Holy 

Hofburg Imperial Palace

Danube River
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Parliament Building, Budapest 

Bridge Tower and tower of Town Hall 
in Regensburg

Roman Empire as well as the famous Spanish 

Riding School, and where the Vienna Boys’ Choir 

performs. The rest of the afternoon is free to enjoy 

this wonderful city at your leisure. 

DAY 13 – BRATISLAVA

This morning we explore Slovakia’s capital, 

Bratislava, which has shrugged off the greyness of 

the communist era and rekindled the splendour 

of its imperial past in its painstakingly restored 

Baroque Old Town. Wander the winding streets 

to the main square where you’ll find the former 

Old Town Hall, now housing a museum dedicated 

to the history of the city and where you may 

climb the tower for some lovely views. Equally 

impressive is the great 9th-century castle that 

dominates the city, with its expansive views across 

the Danube. Or head to the neoclassical Primatial 

Palace with its fabulous Hall of Mirrors and rare 

collection of 17th-century English tapestries. 

For something more relaxing, perhaps enjoy a 

refreshing homemade lemonade – a speciality of 

the city – in one of the many cafés. 

Our cruise reaches another highlight this 

afternoon as we navigate the dramatic Danube 

Bend, one of the most spectacular stretches of 

this mighty river. Winding our way through a 

narrow twisting valley flanked by high mountains 

and verdant hillsides, we pass a kaleidoscope of 

exceptional river views, ancient castle ruins and 

historic towns. We reach our journey’s end cruising 

into Budapest and enjoying spectacular views of 

this breathtaking city on our stately final approach.

DAY 14 – BUDAPEST

You rise refreshed in this breathtakingly beautiful 

imperial capital that straddles the great Danube 

River, and we have a whole day to enjoy it. 

Dominated by its castle, Budapest has been called 

‘Little Paris of Middle Europe’ and, with its truly 

magnificent skyline of soaring spires and grand 

domes, it’s not hard to see why. It’s renowned for 

the bewitching blend of monuments reflecting 

Hungary’s national culture and those of the foreign 

powers that have dominated most of the city’s 

history. Today Budapest is a collage of Roman ruins, 

Turkish baths from the Ottoman Empire, palatial 

buildings, Baroque churches and sensational Art 

Nouveau architecture and design – all wrapped 

up in a wonderful atmosphere enhanced by the 

unique sound of Hungary’s music and language.

You’ll really get to know this beguiling city on 

our guided tour of the main sights, such as the 

iconic Parliament Building, a huge neo-Gothic 

building that dominates the river bank with its 

striking central dome and multitude of soaring 

spires. You have the rest of the day free to explore 

at your leisure, and culturally you’re spoilt for 

choice with the city’s array of fine museums  

and art galleries. Alternatively you might want to 

wander the ancient streets of the Castle District 

while you enjoy panoramic views of the city, 

stroll down elegant Andrassy Avenue or visit the 

spectacular Central Market Hall, where  

you can find everything from traditional foods  

to handicrafts. 

The main event this evening is the ‘Captain’s 

Dinner’, the chef’s delicious selection of specialities 

from the countries and regions we’ve visited  

during our cruise. Afterwards, perhaps retire for a 

digestif in the bar to reflect on all the wonderful 

sights you’ve seen and the people you’ve met on 

this unforgettable river cruise through the heart  

of Europe.

DAY 15 – RETURN HOME

After breakfast, transfer to the airport at the 

appropriate time for your return flight. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: On some dates, this tour operates 

in reverse order. You will experience the same  

tours and visits. See the Pricing & Departure page 

for details.
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RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Choose to travel from a regional airport  
local to you (a supplement may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES & CABINS 
Our luxurious suites and cabins come with  
an en-suite bathroom and offer river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home. 

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.

“ We have enjoyed several holidays with Riviera Travel but this was our  
 first river cruise and we really enjoyed it. The Emily Brontë is a luxurious  
 ship with a wonderful crew. Everything was spotlessly clean and the  
 food was excellent.” - Mrs Owen

MS Emily Brontë & MS Oscar Wilde  see p102

MS Charles Dickens  see p108

Standard suite, Oscar Wilde

Standard cabin, Charles Dickens
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £209pp for 2019 departures and £199pp 
for 2018 departures. Drinks packages must be purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Suite Suite Superior Suite Suite Superior Suite Stern Superior Suite Deluxe Balcony Suite
19/10/18* £2,499 £2,899 £3,099 £3,099 £3,299 £3,199 £3,699
29/10/18* £1,899 £2,299 £2,499 £2,499 £2,699 £2,599 £3,099
24/04/19 £2,399 £2,799 £2,999 £2,999 £3,199 £3,099 £3,599
01/07/19* £2,799 £3,199 £3,399 £3,399 £3,599 £3,499 £3,999
31/07/19* £2,799 £3,199 £3,399 £3,399 £3,599 £3,499 £3,999
12/08/19 £2,799 £3,199 £3,399 £3,399 £3,599 £3,499 £3,999
22/08/19 £2,799 £3,199 £3,399  £3,399 £3,599 £3,499 £3,999
31/10/19* £1,899 £2,299 £2,499 £2,499 £2,699 £2,599 £3,099

MS EMILY BRONTË, MS OSCAR WILDE & MS THOMAS HARDY Five-star

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Standard Standard Deluxe Balcony Suite
05/05/19 £2,699 £3,099 £3,299 £3,899
23/06/19* £2,799 £3,199 £3,399 £3,999
04/08/19 £2,699 £3,099 £3,299 £3,899
29/09/19* £2,799 £3,199 £3,399 £3,999

MS CHARLES DICKENS Five-star

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On lower decks on all ships there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single Supplement, 
subject to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above, less £640 
(£570 for 2018 departures).

Departure Point Carrier Supplement Arrival Points (Resort) Departure Point (Resort)
Outbound flight to Düsseldorf or Cologne and inbound flight from Budapest (or vice versa)

Bristol Ryanair/BMI Regional £60 Dusseldorf Airport Budapest Airport
Dublin Ryanair £20 Cologne Airport Budapest Airport

Edinburgh Eurowings/Jet2/Ryanair £50 (2018) / £60 (2019) Cologne Airport Budapest Airport
Leeds Bradford Jet2/Flybe £60 Dusseldorf Airport Budapest Airport

London Heathrow British Airways £60 Dusseldorf Airport Budapest Airport
London Stansted Ryanair/Eurowings £20 Cologne Airport Budapest Airport

Manchester Flybe/Jet2/Ryanair £60 Dusseldorf Airport Budapest Airport

One way Eurostar to/from St Pancras to/from Brussels and return flight from Budapest
Bristol Ryanair Nil Brussels Midi Station Budapest Airport

East Midlands Jet2/Ryanair Nil Brussels Midi Station Budapest Airport
London Gatwick Easyjet Nil Brussels Midi Station Budapest Airport
London Stansted Ryanair Nil Brussels Midi Station Budapest Airport

PLEASE NOTE - Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and timings 
please call or check on our website. 

When Cruising from Mainz to Passau, the Sun Deck is closed due to low bridges.

CRUISE THE HEART OF EUROPE

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Deluxe Suite
05/07/19 £2,799 £2,949 £3,199 £3,399 £3,399 £3,599 £3,999
19/07/19* £2,799 £2,949 £3,199 £3,399 £3,399 £3,599 £3,999

MS GEORGE ELIOT Five-star

The prices are per person, based on two people sharing. Flights from some regional airports carry a supplement - 
please see below. Dates marked with an asterisk * operate a reverse itinerary.

Please note that on reverse itineraries, arrival and departure points are the opposite way around.

TRANSFER TIMES – Between Dusseldorf airport and the ship in Cologne - approx. 1hr; between Cologne airport and the ship in 
Cologne - approx. 30 mins; between Brussels station and the ship in Cologne - approx. 3hrs 30 mins (including comfort stop); 
between Budapest airport and the ship in Budapest - approx. 45 mins.
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THE BLUE DANUBE 
VIENNA, BUDAPEST  
& SALZBURG 
8 days from only £999pp 
Departing October to November 2018  
& April to October 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN BUDAPEST 
Fly to Budapest and transfer by coach to the ship.
 
DAY 2 – ESZTERGOM 
This morning visit Esztergom’s renowned Renaissance Basilica 
boasting one of the world’s largest altars. Spend the afternoon  
at leisure on board cruising to your next destination.
 
DAY 3 – BRATISLAVA 
Today explore Bratislava’s imperial history on a guided tour, so 
evident in its astonishing Baroque Old Town and atmospheric 
17th-century fortress guarding the Danube, before cruising  
towards Austria. 
 
DAY 4 – DÜRNSTEIN & MELK ABBEY 
Dürnstein is famous for its outstanding ice-blue 
Baroque basilica. This afternoon visit the Benedictine 
monastery above the town of Melk, on a rocky outcrop 
overlooking the Danube.   
 
DAY 5 – SALZBURG OR LINZ 
Today you have the choice to tour atmospheric 
Salzburg with its timeless architecture from the 
medieval to the 18th century, dominated by its huge 
Hohensalzburg Fortress, or discover the baroque old 
town of Linz on a guided tour. 
 

DAY 6 – VIENNA 
Enjoy a guided tour of the seat of the Habsburg Emperor with its 
former royal court, the Hofburg, now a collection of museums, 
home to the Vienna Boys’ Choir, the Spanish Riding School, the 
crown jewels and the world’s largest art collection. Tonight enjoy  
a recital on board.
 
DAY 7 – BUDAPEST  
Visit this imperial city of two halves, Buda and Pest, built on 
opposite banks of the Danube on a guided tour. Tonight a 
Hungarian folklore show will follow the gala dinner.
 
DAY 8 – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the airport for your return journey.

GERMANY 

AUSTRIA 

CZECH REPUBLIC

HUNGARY 

SLOVAKIA 

Melk 

Budapest 

Durnstein 

Bratislava 

Esztergom 
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• 7 visits and tours including guided tours in  
 Vienna, Salzburg, Budapest and Bratislava; and  
 visits to Esztergom, Dürnstein and Melk Abbey
• 7 nights on board in your choice of luxury cabin  
 or suite, with river views
• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of departure  
 (except one lunch), including welcome cocktails,  
 a welcome dinner and the Captain’s Dinner 
• Live classical quartet recital on board
• Hungarian folklore show on board
• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee
• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from 10 regional airports*
• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides
• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director and  
 tour manager
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers
• No surcharges guaranteed
• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 
* a supplement may apply

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

PERFECT 
FOR...

Soaking up all that 
Europe’s most cultured 

river has to offer, 
featuring baroque 

architecture, medieval 
cities and the sights 
that inspired Strauss 

and Mozart.

Natural History 
Museum, Vienna

Beethoven’s last words were 
supposedly about wine, not 
music. It could be apocryphal 
but why not indulge in some 
of Middle Europe’s finest wines 
while treading in his footsteps? 
There are great sweet wines 
in both Austria and Hungary, 
while excellent dry whites and 
reds can be found in every port 
along this route.

SUSIE & PETER RECOMMEND

Susie Barrie & Peter Richards

PERSONALISE  
YOUR HOLIDAY

Visit the Spanish Riding 
School, Vienna 

Enjoy a visit to the Spanish  
Riding School, the only  
institution in the world  

that has practised  
classical equitation in the 

Renaissance tradition of the 
haute école for over 440 years 

and continues to do so. 
From €15 per person.

Exclusive departures 
available for solo 

travellers. See page 
66 for details.
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN BUDAPEST

You fly to Budapest, where a coach takes you to 

your cruise ship. The dedicated crew are there to 

welcome you on board, ensuring you settle in and 

familiarise yourself with this first-class floating 

hotel. There’s always a sense of expectancy 

and excitement on the eve of a cruise and, after 

an excellent dinner in the stylish restaurant, 

conversation is sure to revolve around the  

delights ahead.

DAY 2 – ESZTERGOM

Overnight we have cruised upstream to 

Esztergom, one of Hungary’s oldest towns, a royal 

capital during medieval times and today the seat 

of the country’s archbishop. Esztergom is famous 

for its enormous neoclassical basilica, standing 

sentinel over the Danube on the border with 

Slovakia, and boasting one of the world’s largest 

altarpieces and a wealth of priceless religious 

artefacts. The castle is also worth exploring; it 

was the seat of government until the Ottomans 

invaded in the 16th century. Nestling below are 

myriad atmospheric churches resonating with 

the enchanting sounds of choir; this is the best 

of provincial Hungary and is little changed since 

Habsburg times. As you enjoy your first lunch on 

board we gently leave Esztergom in our wake, 

affording a fascinating opportunity to compare 

the different landscapes, towns and villages of 

Hungary on one river bank and of Slovakia on  

the other.

DAY 3 – BRATISLAVA

This morning we explore Slovakia’s fast-emerging 

capital city, Bratislava, on a guided tour. Until 

recently swathed in the drab uniformity of 

Communism, the city has rekindled the splendour 

of its imperial past in its beautifully restored 

Old Town. Equally impressive is the imposing 

17th-century castle commanding expansive views 

across the Danube. 

This afternoon we cruise into Lower Austria, 

a peaceful, bucolic region and home to some of 

the country’s best wines. By now the stresses 

of everyday life seem distant as you absorb the 

ever-changing scenes we pass: children playing on 

the river banks, young couples strolling arm in arm 

like generations before them, vignerons carefully 

pruning their vines, and cobbled quaysides lined 

by half-timbered buildings. You’ll marvel as the 

Captain skilfully navigates the ship along the 

serene river and through locks whose mechanisms 

never cease to fascinate, as we cruise towards 

Dürnstein during dinner.

DAY 4 – DÜRNSTEIN & MELK

Dürnstein is known principally for two things: 

first, for the ice-blue tower of its abbey, which 

dominates the view, and second, for the castle 

where Richard the Lionheart was imprisoned in 

1192 after being shipwrecked on his return from 

the crusades. Set on a rocky outcrop high above 

the river, the castle is now ruined, but it’s easy to 

imagine England’s legendary monarch seething 

with frustration far from home, while waiting for 

his family to raise funds to pay his ransom. 

After lunch you visit the remarkable Melk 

Abbey. Nothing quite prepares you for your first 

sight of this enormous honey-coloured building, 

standing resplendent above the surrounding 

countryside. Originally a castle, it was gifted to 

the Benedictine Order in the 11th century and, 

although reconstructed in Baroque style during 

the 18th century, it has remained a monastic 

school and monastery ever since. The Abbey is 

renowned for its 214-yard-long Emperor’s Gallery 

lined with portraits, many fine rooms and an 

ornate library.. After we re-join the ship, dinner is 

served during the final part of our cruise upstream 

through the pretty Nibelungengau, immortalised 

in the music of Wagner.

DAY 5 – SALZBURG

Reaching Linz, you will have the choice to stay in 

the city and take a guided walking tour, exploring 

its charming baroque old town. At its heart you’ll 

see one of the finest squares in Austria, lined by 

grand pastel-coloured facades with an impressive 

central Trinity Column of white marble, crowned 

by a gilded sunburst. There’s also the fortress-

like castle, built high above the city by Emperor  

YOUR CRUISE

Bratislava
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Europe’s great capitals – the seat of the Habsburg 

emperors and home to some of the world’s 

finest classical composers, including Beethoven, 

Brahms, Mozart and, of course, a whole family 

of Strausses. During the afternoon you’re free to 

explore as you wish. Take a stroll in the Prater, 

notable for the huge Ferris wheel that features in 

several Cold War spy thrillers. Or, for something 

quite different, visit the Schönbrunn Palace, a 

former royal residence now housing a range of 

world-class museums and galleries. Perhaps, 

though, just take a stroll through Vienna’s 

atmospheric side streets, or enjoy a coffee and a 

slice of delicious Sachertorte in one of the lovely 

coffee houses.

This evening we’ve arranged truly the ‘icing on 

the cake’: no visit to Vienna is complete without 

a live musical experience, so after dinner we have 

a classical recital on board. To hear this exquisite 

music played in the city of its creation makes a 

wonderful finale to the day.

DAY 7 – BUDAPEST

Enjoy a leisurely morning as we cruise 

majestically through Hungary’s peaceful pastoral 

landscape towards Budapest. After lunch we 

enjoy a sightseeing tour of this captivating city, 

which truly lives up to its reputation as the ‘Pearl 

of the Danube’. The twin cities of Buda, built 

around the hilltop fortress, and Pest, with its 

wide boulevards, were fought over through the 

centuries. The Ottomans ruled here for 150 years 

before being ousted in the late 17th century, but 

their legacy lives on in the many thermal baths 

fed by hot springs, giving rise to Budapest’s other 

sobriquet  – the ‘City of Spas’. After the end of 

Ottoman rule, Budapest became an imperial city 

of the Habsburg Empire, attracting great cultural 

and commercial wealth. 

Castle Hill is Budapest in microcosm: two 

churches, seven museums and a theatre among 

streets and squares with their own special 

atmosphere and a dramatic view across the river 

to the awe-inspiring neo-Gothic Parliament 

Building. Budapest’s endless galleries, museums, 

outstanding Art Nouveau architecture and 

excellent shopping offer a fittingly elegant 

end to your Danube cruise. This evening’s Gala 

Dinner closes with a Hungarian folklore show, 

giving you time to bid farewell to your travelling 

companions and reflect on all the inspirational 

places, sights and sounds you have experienced 

on a truly ‘imperial’ cruise.

DAY 8 – RETURN HOME

Transfer to the airport for your return flight to 

the UK.

EXTEND YOUR HOLIDAY 
Add four days to your trip, staying in Budapest ‘the Pearl of the Danube’, attending a performance by 
Hungarian horsemen on the Great Plain, and more. See details on the next page.

Salzburg

Dürnstein

Friedrich III, now a museum housing a fine 

collection of nineteenth and twentieth-century 

artworks. Alternatively, we drive to Salzburg, once 

an independent state whose archbishops turned it 

into one of the most sophisticated cities north of 

the Alps. Dominating the skyline is one of Europe’s 

largest stone fortresses, the Hohensalzburg, while 

beneath its walls church domes and spires rise 

from the delightful Altstadt, or Old Town. Then 

there’s the wonderful Hellbrunn Palace and the 

splendid formal gardens of the Mirabell Palace –  

a must for horticulture fans. 

This morning discover some of the city’s 

main sights in the company of an expert local 

guide, then you’re free to explore as you wish. 

Everywhere there are sights associated with 

the city’s most famous resident, Mozart, who 

played the harpsichord aged three, composed 

rudimentary music at five and wrote his first  

 opera when he was 11! Please note lunch is  

not included on this full day excursion to Salzburg; 

however, the ship will offer a packed lunch.

We return to the ship for another splendid 

dinner. 

DAY 6 – VIENNA

For many, today’s visit to Vienna will be one 

of the highlights of the cruise. The city’s very 

name provokes images of elegance, fine music, 

wide boulevards, Baroque architecture and a rich 

tapestry of peoples who were drawn here from 

all corners of Europe. For 200 years until the 

First World War, Vienna was the cultural centre 

of Europe and many of the showpiece buildings, 

galleries, aristocratic palaces and magnificent 

churches you see today were built to reflect its 

imperial status. 

The city’s most iconic monument is the 

breathtaking Saint Stephen’s Cathedral, whose 

striking multicoloured roof and huge Gothic South 

Tower dominate the skyline. There’s also the 

colossal Hofburg, the former royal court that is 

now home to a collection of museums, the Crown 

Jewels and the Spanish Riding School, and where 

the Vienna Boys’ Choir performs. Then there are 

the lavish Imperial Apartments and an outstanding 

collection of relics of the Holy Roman Empire, 

including, allegedly, the sabre of Charlemagne 

himself. The Kunsthistorisches Museum, which 

contains the world’s fourth largest collection of 

paintings, is just across the road. 

This morning we have a tour with a local 

guide offering insights into why Vienna is one of 
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DAY 8/DAY 1 EXTENSION – VISEGRAD & 

SZENTENDRE

For those continuing their holiday with our 

three-night extension, we leave the ship and 

return to the dramatic Danube Bend to explore 

some of the region’s hidden gems. First we visit 

the medieval town of Visegrad, renowned for its 

historic Royal Palace and fantastically preserved 

citadel. The palace, now beautifully restored, was 

originally built by King Charles Robert in the 14th 

century when he decided to move the royal court 

to Visegrad from Budapest. It was abandoned 

after the Ottoman conquest and lay buried for 

centuries under mud washed down from the 

BUDAPEST 
EXTENSION 
4 days from only £499pp 
Departing April to October 2019

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
• 3 nights in an excellent, centrally located hotel with breakfast 

• Visit the medieval town of Visegrád and enjoy  
 a Hungarian lunch 

• Visit picturesque Szentendre, ‘Montmartre of the Danube’

• Guided visit of Budapest’s iconic Parliament Building 

• Visit the famous National Gallery with its world-class  
 collection of Hungarian masterpieces and antiquities

• Tour of the Royal Palace and stunning gardens at  
 Gödöllő, former summer residence of the Habsburgs

• Experience the dramatic ‘Puszta’ on our scenic tour into  
 Hungary’s Great Plain and after lunch, watch a performance  
 by some of the region’s most famous horsemen

Gödöllő

The Puszta

Lázár Equestrian Park

Szentendre

Visegrád
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EXTENSION ITINERARY 
 
DAY 8/DAY 1 EXTENSION – VISEGRAD & 
SZENTENDRE 
See the medieval town of Visegrád and perhaps explore 
the beautifully restored Royal Palace and gardens. After 
a tasty Hungarian lunch, spend a relaxing afternoon in 
delightful Szentendre. 
 
DAY 9/DAY 2 EXTENSION – BUDAPEST 
Enjoy a guided visit of the iconic Parliament Building, 
followed by a visit to the National Gallery with its 
impressive collection of Hungarian masterpieces.  
The rest of the day is at leisure.
 
DAY 10/DAY 3 EXTENSION – GÖDÖLLŐ & PUSZTA 
Tour the impressive Royal Palace at Gödöllő this 
morning before enjoying a scenic drive through the 
‘Puszta’, Hungary’s Great Plain. After lunch, watch 
a performance by some of the region’s most skilled 
horsemen at the famous Equestrian Park.
 
DAY 11/DAY 4 EXTENSION – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the airport for your flight home.

surrounding hills until a chance discovery by 

an archaeologist in 1934 helped identify the 

building’s location. You may wish to visit the 

palace, gardens and remarkable royal chapel 

featuring a stunning gilded wooden ceiling before 

enjoying a tasty lunch. There’s also a chance to 

visit Solomon’s Tower, a 13th-century hexagonal 

keep housing a museum with fascinating Gothic 

and Renaissance discoveries excavated from  

the town.

We spend the rest of the day in picturesque 

Szentendre. Nestling below the rolling hills 

behind, this charming riverside town has a lovely 

Baroque square lined with brightly painted 

facades and pretty churches. Described as the 

‘Montmartre of the Danube’, the rich, rusty 

reds and warm orange and yellow hues of its 

handsome townhouses dazzle in the rosy light. 

This is the perfect spot to while away a lazy 

afternoon, exploring the Old Town’s delightful 

maze of cobblestone streets.

We return to Budapest where we stay for the 

next three nights, with breakfast, at the Hilton 

Budapest City. Centrally located, the hotel has 

smart, spacious public areas, a stylish bar and a 

restaurant serving both local and international 

cuisine. The rooms are elegantly furnished in cool, 

calming tones and are superbly appointed.

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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Please note that river cruises departing in 2019 

stay at the K+K Opera Hotel. Superbly located 

next to the State Opera House, this boutique-style 

hotel has a sophisticated yet welcoming ambience. 

The stylishly furnished rooms are well-appointed 

with all the facilities you would expect in a hotel of  

this quality.

DAY 9/DAY 2 EXTENSION – BUDAPEST

Budapest is truly a magnificent city – an alluring 

collage of palatial buildings and grand churches 

with dramatic spires and magnificent domes 

straddling the vast waters of the Danube. 

Numerous foreign powers have ruled here and this 

is reflected in the city’s eclectic architectural mix, 

including Roman ruins and Turkish baths recalling 

the days of the Ottoman Empire, but the greatest 

influence on its architecture was Hungary’s union 

with Austria in 1867, which initiated a period of 

huge growth continuing up to the First World War. 

This resulted in some sensational buildings in a 

range of styles, including the elegant Art Nouveau 

Gellert Hotel and its sumptuous thermal baths, 

resplendent with gleaming majolica tiles and 

colourful mosaics.

The iconic Parliament Building – the world’s 

third largest – was also built during this period. 

Constructed in neo-Gothic style and arguably 

grander than our own Houses of Parliament, it 

dominates the river bank with its striking central 

dome and spires soaring into the sky above. Its 

cathedral-like interior is breathtakingly ornate, 

with fabulous frescoes, stained glass and mosaics. 

During an included tour we’ll see the Domed 

Hall, home to the Hungarian Crown Jewels, the 

16-sided Central Hall with its stunning gilded 

ceiling and intricate carvings, and the astonishing 

Golden Staircase.

Our next stop is the impressive National 

Gallery, which is located in Buda Castle and 

includes a phenomenal collection of Hungarian 

masterpieces spanning the centuries as well as 

a crypt containing tombs of several members of 

the Habsburg dynasty. We enjoy a visit to this 

world-famous collection, then the rest of the day 

is free for you to explore this fantastic city and its 

multitude of cultural attractions. 

When it’s time for a well-earned break, try one 

of Budapest’s many cellar cafés or sample local 

cuisine in a cosy restaurant. Hungary is legendary 

for its goulash and dumplings, but you’ll find many 

other hearty dishes on offer, often seasoned with 

the locally produced paprika, which ranges from 

sweet to hot and is said to be the best in the world 

due to its rich colour and robust flavour.

DAY 10/DAY 3 EXTENSION – GÖDÖLLŐ  

& THE PUSZTA

Today we leave the bustling city behind for 

something different. The landscape gradually 

begins to change as the thickly forested hills of 

the uplands to the north come into view, while 

isolated sleepy villages and remote ruined castles 

are all that interrupt the swathes of lush vineyards 

of this world-class wine-producing region. Our 

first port of call is the attractive Baroque town of 

Gödöllő, where we have a tour of the impressive 

Royal Palace. Known as ‘Hungary’s Versailles’, it 

was used by Queen Elisabeth of Hungary as a 

residence during the spring and autumn hunting 

seasons and is surrounded by a large park and 

gorgeous manicured gardens. Inside we see the 

stately private apartments, lavishly decorated with 

exquisite furniture and antiques, and the Queen’s 

secret staircase linking her bedroom to the library. 

Our scenic drive continues south into the 

Puszta, Hungary’s Great Plain, which covers half 

the entire country. Although prone to flooding 

the soil was rich with volcanic silt, and in medieval 

times vast numbers worked the land here. But in 

the decades of war that followed, villages were 

deserted and the once-thick forests destroyed so 

entirely that the region became an inhospitable 

swamp. Today this huge, flat expanse is a 

protected prairie stretching endlessly for miles into 

the horizon; romantically desolate, the wild, lonely 

silence of this landscape is broken only by the 

sound of livestock on the occasional whitewashed 

farm, where ruby-coloured peppers dry in the hazy 

sun before being ground into paprika.

We visit the renowned Equestrian Park owned 

by the Lazar brothers – world coach-driving 

champions! After a welcome drink, we enjoy a 

traditional fortifying lunch accompanied by the 

authentic sounds of Hungarian gypsy music. Later 

we sit back to watch a spectacular performance 

by some of the most skilled horsemen in the area, 

and you’ll have the opportunity to take a scenic 

carriage ride to experience this unique landscape 

from a different perspective.

DAY 11/DAY 4 EXTENSION –  

RETURN HOME

Today we transfer to the airport for our  

flight home.

Fisherman’s Bastion,  
Budapest
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £109pp for 2019 departures and £99pp 
for 2018 departures. Drinks packages must be purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

THE BLUE DANUBE

MS EMILY BRONTË, MS THOMAS HARDY, MS OSCAR WILDE,
MS ROBERT BURNS & MS WILLIAM WORDSWORTH Five-star

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Suite Suite Superior Suite Suite Superior Suite Stern Superior Suite Deluxe Balcony Suite
14/10/18, 15/10/18, 18/10/18 £1,299 £1,599 £1,799 £1,699 £1,899 £1,799 £2,199

21/10/18 £1,099 £1,399 £1,599 £1,499 £1,699 £1,599 £1,999
22/10/18, 25/10/18, 28/10/18 £999 £1,299 £1,499 £1,399 £1,599 £1,499 £1,899

01/04/19† £999 £1,299 £1,499 £1,399 £1,599 £1,499 £1,899
05/04/19 , 08/04/19 £1,099 £1,399 £1,599 £1,499 £1,699 £1,599 £1,999

12/04/19 £1,199 £1,499 £1,699 £1,599 £1,799 £1,699 £2,099
19/04/19†, 22/04/19 £1,299 £1,599 £1,799 £1,699 £1,899 £1,799 £2,199
08/05/19†, 15/05/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399

22/05/19† £1,599 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,199 £2,099 £2,499
29/05/19 £1,649 £1,949 £2,149 £2,049 £2,249 £2,149 £2,549

05/06/19†, 12/06/19, 19/06/19 £1,699 £1,999 £2,199 £2,099 £2,299 £2,199 £2,599
24/06/19†, 26/06/19 £1,699 £1,999 £2,199 £2,099 £2,299 £2,199 £2,599

 01/07/19, 03/07/19, 05/07/19† £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399
08/07/19, 10/07/19†, 12/07/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399
15/07/19, 17/07/19, 19/07/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399
22/07/19, 24/07/19, 26/07/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399

29/07/19, 02/08/19, 05/08/19† £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399
09/08/19, 12/08/19, 16/08/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399

19/08/19, 23/08/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399
26/08/19† £1,599 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,199 £2,099 £2,499

02/09/19, 05/09/19, 12/09/19 £1,799 £2,099 £2,299 £2,199 £2,399 £2,299 £2,699
19/09/19, 26/09/19 £1,799 £2,099 £2,299 £2,199 £2,399 £2,299 £2,699
03/10/19, 07/10/19 £1,599 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,199 £2,099 £2,499

10/10/19, 11/10/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,099 £1,999 £2,399

14/10/19 £1,399 £1,699 £1,899 £1,799 £1,999 £1,899 £2,299
17/10/19, 18/10/19 £1,299 £1,599 £1,799 £1,699 £1,899 £1,799 £2,199

21/10/19† £1,199 £1,499 £1,699 £1,599 £1,799 £1,699 £2,099
24/10/19 £1,099 £1,399 £1,599 £1,499 £1,699 £1,599 £1,999

25/10/19†, 28/10/19 £999 £1,299 £1,499 £1,399 £1,599 £1,499 £1,899

    Exclusive departures for solo travellers ∆ 

01/04/19, 28/10/19 £1,399 £1,699 £1,899 £1,799 £2,099 £1,899 £2,299

RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Travel from a choice of regional airports  
(a supplement may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES & CABINS 
Our luxurious suites and cabins come with  
an en-suite bathroom and offer river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home. 

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.

Prices are per person based on two sharing. Some regional flights carry a supplement - see below. Not all airports are 
available for every departure. For availability and timings, call us or visit our website. Dates marked with a † have the 
option of an extension in Budapest.
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Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Standard Standard Deluxe Balcony Suite
19/05/19 £1,449 £1,749 £1,849 £2,349
26/05/19 £1,549 £1,849 £1,949 £2,449

02/06/19, 09/06/19, 16/06/19 £1,599 £1,899 £1,999 £2,499
18/08/19 £1,399 £1,699 £1,799 £2,299
25/08/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,899 £2,399

01/09/19†, 08/09/19, 15/09/19†, 22/09/19 £1,699 £1,999 £2,099 £2,599

MS CHARLES DICKENS Five-star

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On lower decks on all ships and all dates there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single 
Supplement, subject to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin 
as above, less £500 (£430 for 2018 departures). Δ The departures on 1/1/18, 4/11/18, 01/04/19 and 28/10/19 are exclusively for solo 
travellers and no single supplement applies.

BUDAPEST 
EXTENSION

Departure Date
Ship Price  

per person Hotel

01/04/19 MS Thomas Hardy £499 K+K Opera Hotel Budapest
19/04/19 MS William Wordsworth £499 K+K Opera Hotel Budapest
08/05/19 MS Oscar Wilde £499 Museum Hotel Budapest

22/05/19, 05/06/19 MS Oscar Wilde £549 Museum Hotel Budapest
24/06/19 MS Robert Burns £499 K+K Opera Hotel Budapest
05/07/19 MS William Wordsworth £499 K+K Opera Hotel Budapest
10/07/19 MS Oscar Wilde £499 K+K Opera Hotel Budapest
05/08/19 MS Robert Burns £499 K+K Opera Hotel Budapest
26/08/19 MS Thomas Hardy £499 Museum Hotel Budapest

01/09/19, 15/09/19 MS Charles Dickens £549 K+K Opera Hotel Budapest
21/10/19 MS Robert Burns £499 K+K Opera Hotel Budapest
25/10/19 MS William Wordsworth £499 K+K Opera Hotel Budapest

Departure Point Carrier Supplement Arrival Point (Resort) Departure Point (Resort)
Bristol Ryanair £50 (2018) / £20 (2019) Budapest Airport Budapest Airport
Dublin Ryanair £50 (2018) / £40 (2019) Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

East Midlands Jet2/Ryanair £50 (2018) / £40 (2019) Budapest Airport Budapest Airport
Edinburgh Jet2/Ryanair £60 (2018) / £40 (2019) Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

Leeds Bradford Jet2 £50 (2018) / £20 (2019) Budapest Airport Budapest Airport
London Gatwick Easyjet £50 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

London Heathrow British Airways £80 (2018) / £60 (2019) Budapest Airport Budapest Airport
London Stansted Ryanair Nil Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

London Southend Flybe Nil Budapest Airport Budapest Airport
Manchester Jet2 £60 (2018) / £50 (2019) Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

BUDAPEST EXTENSION - 4 days: The 
dates below have the option to extend 
your stay for 3 nights in Budapest, 
this is to be added to the cost of your 
cabin (prices are per person, based on 
two people sharing). Single rooms are 
available subject to availability at a 
supplement of £209 per person. 

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise 
is £250 per person.

TRANSFER TIMES – Between Budapest airport and the ship - approx. 45 mins. For departures with Budapest Extension, transfer 
time between Hotel in Budapest and the airport – approx. 45 mins.
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BUDAPEST TO THE BLACK SEA   
- GEMS OF EASTERN EUROPE
15 days from only £2,299pp 
Departing April to September 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN BUDAPEST 
Fly to Budapest and transfer by coach to the ship.
 
DAY 2 – KALOCSA & PÉCS 
Arrive in Kalocsa and either take a walking tour seeing the 
cathedral, Archbishop’s Palace and Paprika Museum. Or enjoy a 
visit to a paprika house then a scenic drive into the ‘Puszta’ and 
watch a performance by skilled horsemen. Later enjoy a visit to 
historic Pécs.
 
DAY 3 – BELGRADE 
Tour the historic city of Belgrade, seeing one of the world’s largest 
church buildings and the magnificent Kalemegdan Fortess with its 
superb views.
 
DAY 4 – IRON GATES GORGE 
Today cruise through one of the most spectacular stretches of the 
entire Danube, the Iron Gates Gorge, and pass through the Djerdap 
locks, the largest European dam outside Russia.
 
DAY 5 – PLEVEN 
Visit Pleven, the scene of a major battle during 
the Russo-Turkish War and the Pleven Panorama 
depicting these historic events. Or explore Nikopol 
with its ruined fortress and ancient churches.
 
DAY 6 – BUCHAREST 
Guided tour of Bucharest, Romania’s capital, 
known as ‘Little Paris’, seeing the main sights of 
this beautiful city with its wealth of belle-époque 
buildings and tree-lined boulevards.
 

DAY 7 – DANUBE DELTA 
Experience the vast nature reserve of the Danube Delta and enjoy 
a cruise on smaller boats into the heart of  Europe’s largest area of 
wetlands and marshlands, a UNESCO-listed site.
 
DAY 8 – CONSTANTA 
After a relaxed morning’s cruising, visit the ancient Romanian 
port of Constanta on the Black Sea. Explore its Old Town and 
museums, one of which houses the world’s largest and best 
preserved Roman mosaic.
 
DAY 9 – ROUSSE – IVANOVO & VELIKO TARNOVO/
ARBANASSI 
Visit fascinating Veliko Tarnovo, spectacularly sited on three hills, 
the village of Arbanassi and its ancient Church of the Nativity with 
lovely frescoes, plus the magnificent Churches of Ivanovo, hewn 
out of solid rock.
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

DAY 10 – BELOGRADCHIK 
We moor in Vidin, home to the impressively preserved 
Baba Vida medieval fortress, and take a scenic drive to the 
spectacular rock formations at Belogradchik, at the foothills of 
the Balkans.
 
DAY 11 – IRON GATES & LEPENSKI VIR 
We cruise once again between the towering limestone cliffs of 
the breathtaking Iron Gates Gorge. Later we visit Lepenski Vir, 
one of the most important Mesolithic archaeological sites  
in Serbia.
 
DAY 12 – NOVI SAD 
Cruise past the magnificent Smederevo Fortress, a medieval 
fortified city and once the capital of Serbia, then enjoy a guided 
tour of cosmopolitan Novi Sad, with its historic Old Town and 
fine 19th-century buildings.
 
DAY 13 – OSIJEK & VUKOVAR 
This morning we take a thought-provoking journey to the 
Croatian cities of Vukovar and Osijek, both synonymous with 
the Yugoslavian Civil War, now being restored to their former 
baroque glory.
 
DAY 14 – BUDAPEST 
Visit this imperial city of two halves, Buda and Pest, on opposite 
banks of the Danube and see its iconic architectural gems – the 
neo-Gothic Parliament Building, Fisherman’s Bastion and Buda 
Castle on a guided tour.
 
DAY 15 – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the airport for your return flight.

• 16 visits and tours including guided tours in  
 Budapest, Belgrade, Bucharest, Novi Sad, Kalocsa,  
 Pecs, Osijek, Vukovar and Pleven; a scenic drive into  
 the Puszta with an equestrian show; a cruise into  
 the Danube Delta; guided visits to Veliko Tarnovo  
 and Arbanassi, the churches of Ivanovo, the rock  
 formations at Belogradchik, and the Mesolithic  
 archaeological site of Lepenski Vir; and a visit to  
 the ancient city of Constanta

• 14 nights on board in your choice of luxury cabin  
 or suite, with river views

• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of  
 departure (except one lunch), including welcome  
 cocktails, a welcome dinner and the Captain’s Dinner

• Spectacular cruising through the magnificent  
 Iron Gates Gorge

• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee

• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...

• Return scheduled flights from 9 regional airports*

• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides

• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director and  
 tour manager

• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers

• No surcharges guaranteed

• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 

* a supplement may apply

PERFECT FOR...
Discovering extraordinary scenery, and exploring the 
architectural and cultural heritage of towns and cities 
that are steeped in history and tradition, once beyond  

the Iron Curtain

Visit the astonishing  
Palace of the Parliament  

in Bucharest

Veliko Tarnovo
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN BUDAPEST 

You fly to Budapest, where a coach transfers 

you to your five-star cruise ship, moored in this 

beautiful city. The friendly crew will welcome you 

on board and help you settle into your spacious, 

luxuriously appointed suite. The ship remains here 

overnight, so watch dusk descend over Hungary’s 

capital as you enjoy your first dinner on board. 

DAY 2 – KALOCSA & PÉCS 

One of the most thrilling aspects of a cruise 

is waking up somewhere new, and there’s a 

real sense of excitement as we explore lands 

unknown to many until the Iron Curtain lifted. 

Hungary itself has so much to offer; situated at 

a crossroads in central Europe, it’s a mesmerising 

blend of European and Ottoman influences, rich 

in culture and history. Our adventure begins this 

morning when we arrive in Kalocsa, a city whose 

1,000-year-old lore swirls with tales of warlike 

bishops, saintly kings, rampaging Ottomans 

and Magyar heroes. Among its fine buildings 

there’s an impressive Baroque cathedral and the 

grand Archbishop’s Palace, with its Ceremonial 

Hall displaying a replica of the Hungarian holy 

crown. You can choose to enjoy a walking tour 

of the town seeing the sights plus the fascinating 

Paprika Museum; the region is one of the biggest 

producers of the seasoning that’s an essential part 

of Hungarian cuisine - goulash being a famous 

example. There are many types and strengths 

of ‘red gold’, but the best variety is said to come 

from here, due to its rich colour and robust flavour. 

Alternatively, we take the short drive to a paprika 

YOUR CRUISE

Saint Sava Cathedral and monument  
of Karageorge Petrovitch, Belgrade

house on the outskirts of the town to learn more 

about its production before continuing on a scenic 

drive into the Puszta, Hungary’s Great Plain, a 

hauntingly atmospheric prairie whose spirit is 

burnt into the Magyar soul. Stretching as far as 

the eye can see, it is home to villages seemingly 

frozen in time, while Hungarian grey cattle, spiral-

horned sheep and buffalo graze on its pastures. 

The Puszta is also famed for its horses, and we visit 

an equestrian farm to watch a performance by 

some of the region’s most skilled riders. You’ll have 

the opportunity to take a horse-drawn carriage 

ride and experience this unique wilderness from a 

different perspective.

We return to the ship for lunch as our elegant 

vessel seamlessly glides away from her mooring. 

Later we’ll drive to the delightful city of Pécs, one 

of the many gems waiting to be discovered on 

this cruise, and it’s all the more engaging because 

so few have heard of it. It’s a wonderful cultural 

and artistic mélange reflecting the many peoples 

who, over time, have held sway in this region. 

Nestling against the verdant slopes of the Mecsek 

mountains, its almost Mediterranean climate 

yields a fertile harvest of fruits and almonds. After 

a short orienteering walk through the rambling 

streets you’ll discover a 4th-century Christian 

mausoleum - now a UNESCO World Heritage 

site - as well as a former mosque turned into a 

Catholic church, the ruins of Turkish baths, the 

magnificent cathedral and the Zsolnay Porcelain 

Museum, with its impressive collection of vases 

and figurines. Later we return to our ship for a 

welcome drink with the Captain in the lounge 

before descending the elegant staircase to the 

restaurant for a special Welcome Dinner.

DAY 3 – BELGRADE

This morning we arrive in historic Belgrade. The 

only European capital built at the confluence 

of two rivers, the city has been fought over 

numerous times, most recently during the Second 

World War and the Kosovo War, when it faced 

months of NATO airstrikes. Dramatically sited 

overlooking both rivers is Kalemegdan Park, which 

includes in its grounds the city’s iconic fortress, 

a stronghold built by the Celts, expanded by the 

Romans and besieged over a hundred times during 

its history – all detailed in its military museum. 

Despite its past, Belgrade is now a revitalised and 

forward-looking city and a delightful and varied 

place to explore, with delicate Art Nouveau 

facades tucked away among the stark concrete 

towers of the Communist era. We enjoy a guided 

tour, seeing all the main sights such as the 

cathedral, Republic Square and Prince Michael 

Street with its wealth of 19th-century buildings, 

some bearing the scars of recent conflicts among 

their intricate Habsburg ornamentation. After 

lunch, you are free to explore this fascinating 

capital, still one of the least visited in Europe. 

Maybe you’d like to wander the Old Town’s 

lattice of winding streets, pausing for a welcome 

drink in one of the grand coffee houses or visit 

the bubbling bohemian quarter, which is being 

transformed into a 21st-century cultural hub by 

an influx of creative talent. 

As the evening draws in, relax with a stroll  

or a drink on the Sun Deck before tonight’s 

culinary delights.

DAY 4 – IRON GATES GORGE

For many, today will be a highlight of the cruise 

as we begin our passage through the magnificent 

Iron Gates Gorge. One of the most memorable 

stretches of the Danube, this is where the river 

cuts its mighty path between the Carpathian 

and Balkan mountain ranges, forming part of 

the boundary between Serbia and Romania. The 

‘true’ Iron Gates is a single narrow gorge, but the 

name covers an entire 83-mile stretch of valleys 

where towering limestone cliffs plunge into the 

depths below. During the 1960s and ’70s, two 

hydroelectric power stations were built here and 

their dams raised the river level by over 100 feet, 

submerging a number of historic settlements.  

We pass through the Great Kazan, meaning 

‘cauldron’, where the river narrows to just 500 

feet. As the Captain skilfully steers us through, 

you’ll see the huge sculpture of a Romanian hero – 

Decebalus – carved into the rock. Created in  

the 1990s, at over 130 feet high it is the largest 

rock relief in Europe – it even dwarfs the US 

presidents at Mount Rushmore. Decebalus was 

the last king of Dacia, the kingdom stretching 

from the Carpathians to the Black Sea. A warrior 

through and through, he fought the Roman 

Empire in three campaigns before the Emperor 

Trajan got the better of him. Decebalus fled into 
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Decebalus Rex statue

the Carpathians, taking his own life rather than 

being captured. 

On a day like this, the spacious Sun Deck comes 

into its own. Watch the spectacular scenery drift 

by from the comfort of a sun lounger or maybe 

enjoy a drink with new friends. You may even find 

an ice cream being served on the Bow Deck, which 

is beautifully attired with soft furnishings and 

stylish wooden fittings.

DAY 5 – PLEVEN

By now you’ll have come to appreciate the 

luxuries on board your five-star ship – little 

touches from complimentary dressing gowns 

and slippers to plush carpets in the corridors and 

the marble-topped bar. Crossing the border into 

Bulgaria tonight, you awake in Nikopol, a town 

dating back to Roman times, and after breakfast 

we drive across the Danubian Plain to Pleven. 

Surrounded by several thousand acres of parks 

and forest, the town is famed as the scene of a 

major siege in the Russo-Turkish War of 1877. 

The joint Russian and Romanian army took five 

months to take the town, partly because the 

defending Turks were the first in European history 

to use repeating rifles. Pleven was a decisive 

battle, leading to the collapse of the Ottoman 

Empire, the restoration of Bulgaria as a state 

and the independence of Romania. Opened to 

commemorate the battle’s centenary, the Pleven 

Panorama tells the story of this engagement 

through a series of moving photographs and 

canvasses. We enjoy some free time here, so 

perhaps visit the St George Chapel Mausoleum, 

a memorial to the soldiers killed during the siege, 

or one of the town’s many other museums. Or 

simply wander the Old Town and enjoy the 

tranquillity of its pedestrian-only streets.

During lunch we slip our moorings for an 

afternoon’s cruising, so why not enjoy the 

invigorating river breeze up on the Sun Deck? It 

will soon be time for dinner, so reconvene with 

your fellow travellers for an aperitif in the bar. 

DAY 6 – BUCHAREST

Today we visit Bucharest, with its tree-lined 

boulevards and elegant belle-époque villas 

– echoes of the hedonistic 1900s when it 

earned the nickname ‘Little Paris’ – dotted 

among the utilitarian architectural legacy 

of Communist rule. Dominating the capital 

city of Romania, though, is the astonishing 

Palace of the Parliament, a colossal concrete 

extravagance commissioned by the Communist 

dictator, Nicolae Ceausescu. Started in 1984 

and still unfinished, it is the second-largest 

administrative building in the world after the 

Pentagon – so big that only 400 of the 1,100 

rooms are used. Furnished with all the gaudiness 

expected from a heartless despot at the head 

of a bankrupt state, from marble staircases to 

mosaics and chandeliers, to some it’s a marvel, to 

others a monument to vanity. 

On our guided tour we see the Palace of the 

Parliament, which really has to be seen to be 

believed, and the city’s other main sights, such 

as the former royal palace – now the national 

art museum – and the Athenaeum with its 

impressive Baroque cupola and remarkable 

acoustics. There are also some superb Orthodox 

churches and squares, including Revolution 

Square, named after the 1989 uprising that swept 

away Ceausescu’s regime. 

Lunch isn’t included today, so seek out a cosy 

restaurant in the Old Town for a fortifying plate 

of traditional meatballs, generously spiced with 

garlic, dill and parsley; freshly stuffed peppers or a 

hearty vegetable and dumpling soup. 

We return to the ship with time to relax 

before dinner. Perhaps borrow a board game or 

novel from the library or book yourself in for a 

manicure or pedicure at the on-board Hair and 

Nail Salon.
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DAY 7 – DANUBE DELTA

Overnight we cruise towards the city of Tulcea, 

clinging to seven hills overlooking the river and 

regarded as the gateway to the vast Danube Delta 

on the edge of the Black Sea. Now a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site, the Danube Delta is the best 

preserved and second largest river delta in Europe, 

consisting of 2,200 square miles of rivers, marshes, 

tree-fringed lakes and reed islands, where nearly 

3,500 animal and fish species, and 1,700 types of 

plant, make their home. A bird-watcher’s paradise, 

the maze of canals bordered by willows and oaks 

offers the perfect breeding ground for many 

species. Millions of Egyptian white pelicans arrive 

here every spring to raise their young, while equal 

numbers of Arctic geese come to escape the harsh 

Northern European winters. Keep an eye out for 

cormorants and white-tailed eagles. After lunch, 

we disembark to take an excursion on smaller 

boats into the heart of this inspirational and 

tranquil place. Our guide helps to point out some 

of the fascinating flora and fauna – you could spot 

a colourful kingfisher or a catfish darting beneath 

the water’s glassy surface. 

As dusk begins to fall on this magical landscape, 

we slip our moorings again. Enjoy another delicious 

dinner, maybe tonight choosing a more intimate 

dining experience in the Bistro at the stern. 

DAY 8 – CONSTANTA

Today we begin our return passage, but these 

lands still have so much to reveal. Hold on to 

your hat up on deck, as this area is well known 

for its windy weather and windmills were once a 

common sight. Watch the rocky shoreline drift 

by, dotted with the occasional ruined fortress. We 

depart for the ancient city of Constanta, described 

by the Roman poet Ovid as ‘the end of the world’ 

and with a history dating back over 2,500 years. 

Originally known as Tomis, it is said that Jason 

landed here with the Argonauts after finding the 

Golden Fleece. Situated on several trade routes, 

it became a thriving commercial centre during 

Roman times and still is today. Numerous remains 

from Greek and Roman times are on display in 

the city’s archaeological and mosaics museums, 

the latter housing the largest – an impressive 

9,150 square feet – and best-preserved Roman 

mosaic in the world. Constanta’s landmark is the 

Art Nouveau casino, with its views of the Black 

Sea. Now unused, it was built by the Romanian 

King Carol I, who hoped its construction would 

transform the city into a bathing resort for the 

elite during the inter-war years, something that 

never quite transpired. More recently, it became 

one end of the shortest navigable route between 

the North and Black Seas when the Main-Danube 

Canal opened in 1992.

There is free time to explore, so perhaps visit 

one of the museums or simply enjoy the sea air 

with a portside walk.

DAY 9 – VELIKO TARNOVO, ARBANASSI  

& IVANOVO

Crossing into Bulgaria, we arrive in Rousse, a city 

known as ‘Little Vienna’ for its wealth of fine 

19th-century buildings. A scenic drive brings us 

to possibly Bulgaria’s most beautiful city – Veliko 

Tarnovo, the ‘City of the Tsars’ and former capital, 

located in a rugged landscape entangled by the 

meanderings of the Yantra River. Its Old Town is 

clustered on three hills with its houses stacked 

on steeply sided valleys, while the remains of the 

once-impregnable fortress complex stands on 

Tsarevets Hill. Within the walls of this redoubt 

are the ruins of the Tsar’s Palace and, at the 

summit, the Patriarch’s Palace, which includes the 

Patriarchal Cathedral of the Holy Ascension of 

God. Much of Veliko Tarnovo was destroyed by 

the Ottomans, but in the 19th century it became 

an important trading centre again. Tucked away in 

its picturesque cobbled streets are tiny workshops, 

where you can watch copper pots being beaten 

or wooden utensils skilfully carved. It is delightful 

to wander here, keeping an eye out for interesting 

traditional snacks to try, admiring the architecture 

while soaking up the atmosphere.

Later we head to the village of Arbanassi, set 

high on a plateau. During Ottoman times, it 

became a commercial centre for traders and their 

caravans, crammed with wares bound for places as 

distant as Italy, Russia and even India. Perhaps visit 

one of the richly ornamented mansion houses  

of the period, with their fortress-like stone walls, 

or the unassuming Church of the Nativity –  

once inside you’ll be dazzled by the intensely 

coloured frescoes. 

We end the day with a visit to the Churches 

of Ivanovo, a fascinating complex of churches, 

chapels and monasteries hewn into the solid 

rock during the 12th century and with frescoes 

dating back to the 14th century, so exquisite 

and historically significant they are now on the 

UNESCO World Heritage List.

 

DAY 10 – BELOGRADCHIK

This morning why not take a cup of coffee up on 

deck and soak up the spectacular open spaces 

of this landscape, where thick woods of fragrant 

pine and silver fir cling to the banks, forming a 

hazy outline on the distant horizon? After lunch 

we moor in Vidin, home to the Baba Vida, the 

only entirely preserved medieval fortress in the 

country. From here, we drive into this rugged 

wilderness and suddenly the horizon is dotted with 

huge sandstone cliffs, in a spectrum of orange-

reds and yellows, eroded into huge, bizarre shapes. 

These are the Belogradchik Rocks – unique and 

dramatic, they cover an area of 35 square miles, 

some reaching as high as 600 feet. Many of these 

gigantic natural sculptures are named after people 

or objects they are thought to resemble, while 

others are associated with colourful legends. 

We return to the ship for dinner. Later on, 

maybe enjoy a drink in the lounge with your 

companions while the resident pianist plays  

gentle melodies.

DAY 11 – IRON GATES & LEPENSKI VIR

This morning’s cruising brings us once again to 

the dramatic splendour of the Iron Gates Gorge, 

at the heart of Serbia’s Djerdap National Park. The 

gorge was cut out of the Carpathian mountains 

over millions of years as the Danube drained 

the Pannonian Sea. Among the park’s forests of 

ancient oak, hazel and beech lies a rich preserve 

of game, including deer and wild boar. Mountain 

goats roam the rocky cliffs of Djerdap Kazan,  

while bears, wolves, foxes and wildcats populate 

the dense woodland. Keep an eye out for eagles 

and falcons, too. Why not enjoy the splendour  

of this stretch of the river from a sun lounger on 

deck or through the panoramic windows in the 

ship’s lounge? 

This afternoon we moor in Donji Milanovac 

and take the short drive to Lepenski Vir, one of 

the most important archaeological sites in Europe, 

dating back to 9,500 BC. It consists of a series 

of Mesolithic villages located on a high terrace 

overlooking the Danube. The wooden houses were 

laid out in a fan shape and used one of the first 

types of concrete as their foundations, while their 

floors were made of sandstone, often covered 
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Belgrade

with limestone plaster and decorated with red and 

white pigments. Our guided tour will reveal more 

about this fascinating place and how these ancient 

people lived. 

DAY 12 – NOVI SAD

The numerous fortresses along the Danube are 

reminders that the area has been fought over 

for centuries and this morning we pass one of 

the most impressive – the medieval Smederevo 

Fortress. After a lazy day we moor in Novi Sad, 

Serbia’s second-largest city, in the shadow of the 

Fruska Gora mountain, its fertile slopes terraced 

Belogradchik

with vineyards. The climate and the proximity 

to the Danube make this region ideal for wine 

production, particularly Riesling, but there are 

many others produced here including Bermet, 

a vermouth-like dessert wine with a unique 

aromatic sweetness. Enjoy a guided tour of this 

vibrant city which flourished during the 18th and 

19th centuries, becoming known as the ‘Athens 

of Serbia’. See its old Town Hall on the impressive 

main square, flanked by lovely 19th-century 

architecture, its ancient castle and synagogue. 

Towering over it all is the mighty Petrovaradin 

Fortress with its complex system of underground 

tunnels. The minute and hour hands of its iconic 

clock face are reversed, supposedly so that 

fishermen could still tell the time at a distance. 

We moor here this evening, so why not enjoy  

an after-dinner stroll and take in the relaxed 

ambience of this lovely city?

DAY 13 – VUKOVAR & OSIJEK

Today we cross into Croatia and stop in Vukovar, 

the country’s largest river port, located at the 

confluence of the Danube and Vuka Rivers. 

Vukovar boasted a prosperous manufacturing 

industry and a picturesque Baroque centre 

until the tragic events of the civil war unfolded, 

and the city was almost completely destroyed. 

Renovation to restore the city to its former glory 

is very much ongoing.

Here we enjoy a guided tour, seeing the main 

sights and learning about the city’s tumultuous 

past. We then drive to the historic city of Osijek, 

which hugs the banks of the River Drava. We 

explore the Old Town – behind its thick stone  

walls lies an intriguing market square, lined by 

handsome public buildings with pastel-coloured 

facades. In the Upper City you’ll see the neo-

Gothic cathedral, its red-brick spire soaring  

above the rooftops. Much of Osijek has been 

restored, but some buildings still bear the scars  

of the fighting. 

This evening we cross into Hungary again, as  

the chef presents tonight’s appetising menu.

DAY 14 – BUDAPEST

As gentle pastoral landscapes slip by, Budapest’s 

brooding skyline comes into view once more. 

Straddling the Danube, this imperial capital is a 

collage of palatial buildings, grand domes and 

attractive Baroque churches with soaring spires. 

From Roman ruins to Ottoman Turkish baths and 

elegant Art Nouveau facades, the eclectic mix of 

architectural styles reflects the city’s varied  

history, with numerous foreign powers ruling  

here over the centuries. We enjoy a guided 

tour, seeing all the main sights of this lovely 

city including the iconic Parliament Building, 

the National Gallery with its huge collection 

of Hungarian masterpieces, and the Matthias 

Church with its intricate rose windows. The rest 

of the day is at leisure. Perhaps head back to the 

Castle District to take in the panoramic views 

or explore one of the city’s many museums and 

galleries.

The Captain’s Dinner is served this evening,  

with a superb menu reflecting the countries and 

regions we have visited. As the sun sets on this 

memorable city, retire to the bar with your fellow 

travellers to reflect on all you have seen during  

this exceptional cruise.

DAY 15 – RETURN HOME

Today you return to the airport for your return 

flight.
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RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Travel from a choice of regional airports  
(a supplement may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES WITH RIVER VIEWS 
Our luxurious suites all come with an en-suite 
bathroom and offer exceptional river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home.  
 
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.

Standard suite

Superior suiteDeluxe balcony suite

Standard suite 
bathroom

“ The guided tours in the places we visited were more than interesting with very  
 knowledgeable guides. Would highly recommend this river cruise to anyone looking for a  
 little luxury mixed with a little intellect and history and a lot of fun.” - Mr Parsons 
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £209pp. Drinks packages must be 
purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

BUDAPEST TO THE BLACK SEA
The prices are per person, based on two people sharing. Flights from some regional airports carry a supplement - 
please see below.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Suite Suite Superior Suite Suite Superior Suite Stern Superior Suite Deluxe Balcony Suite
22/04/19 £2,299 £2,699 £2,899 £2,899 £3,099 £2,999 £3,499

26/04/19, 29/04/19 £2,499 £2,899 £3,099 £3,099 £3,299 £3,199 £3,699
06/05/19, 10/05/19 £2,799 £3,199 £3,399 £3,399 £3,599 £3,499 £3,999
13/05/19, 20/05/19 £2,799 £3,199 £3,399 £3,399 £3,599 £3,499 £3,999
24/05/19, 27/05/19 £2,899 £3,299 £3,499 £3,499 £3,699 £3,599 £4,099
03/06/19, 07/06/19 £2,999 £3,399 £3,599 £3,599 £3,799 £3,699 £4,199
10/06/19, 17/06/19 £2,999 £3,399 £3,599 £3,599 £3,799 £3,699 £4,199

21/06/19 £2,999 £3,399 £3,599 £3,599 £3,799 £3,699 £4,199
30/08/19 £3,099 £3,499 £3,699 £3,699 £3,899 £3,799 £4,299

02/09/19, 09/09/19 £3,199 £3,599 £3,799 £3,799 £3,999 £3,899 £4,399
13/09/19, 16/09/19 £3,199 £3,599 £3,799 £3,799 £3,999 £3,899 £4,399

23/09/19 £3,099 £3,499 £3,699 £3,699 £3,899 £3,799 £4,299
27/09/19 £2,899 £3,299 £3,499 £3,499 £3,699 £3,599 £4,099
30/09/19 £2,799 £3,199 £3,399 £3,399 £3,599 £3,499 £3,999

MS THOMAS HARDY, MS ROBERT BURNS &  
MS WILLIAM WORDSWORTH Five-star

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On the lower deck there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single Supplement, subject 
to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above, less £740.

Departure Point Carrier Supplement Arrival Points (Resort) Departure Point (Resort)
Bristol Ryanair £20 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

Dublin Ryanair £40 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

East Midlands Jet2/Ryanair £40 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport
Edinburgh Jet2/Ryanair £40 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

Leeds Bradford Jet2 £20 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport
London Gatwick Easyjet £50 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

London Heathrow British Airways £60 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

London Stansted Ryanair Nil Budapest Airport Budapest Airport
Manchester Jet2 £50 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

TRANSFER TIMES - Between Budapest airport and the ship - approx 45 mins.
 
PLEASE NOTE - Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and timings 
please call or check on our website.

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person.
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THE DOURO, PORTO & 
SALAMANCA 
8 days from only £1,299pp 
Departing October to November 2018 & March to November 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN PORTO 
Fly to Lisbon or Porto, and transfer to the ship moored  
in Porto.
 
DAY 2 – LAMEGO 
After a first morning’s scenic cruising, this afternoon we take the 
short drive to the historic town of Lamego where you can visit 
the Sanctuary of our Lady of Remedies church. We then visit a 
typical Portuguese quinta to learn how port is produced.
 
DAY 3 – CASTELO RODRIGO 
Relax on board whilst the stunning views of this spectacular 
region drift by. This afternoon visit Castelo Rodrigo, a 12th-
century walled hilltop village with its stupendous panoramic 
views.
 
DAY 4 – SALAMANCA 
Today we drive to Salamanca, 
for a guided tour of this 
beautiful city. Over lunch, 
we experience a traditional 
flamenco show.
 
DAY 5 – PESO DA REGUA 
We cruise to Peso da Régua 
where there is time at 
leisure this afternoon. This 
evening we enjoy dinner at a 

traditional quinta, with the opportunity to sample some of  
their produce.
 
DAY 6 – MATEUS PALACE GARDENS 
This morning, we visit the famous Mateus Palace gardens. After 
dinner tonight, we enjoy a wonderful performance of traditional 
Portuguese folk music.
 
DAY 7 – PORTO 
We firstly enjoy a tour and tasting at one of the best-known port 
wine cellars. Later we have a guided tour of the city with free 
time to further explore.
 
DAY 8 – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the airport for your flight home.

River Douro
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• 8 visits and tours including a full-day excursion  
 to Salamanca with a walking tour; lunch and a  
 flamenco show; a guided tour of Porto with a  
 wine-tasting; dinner at a typical Portuguese quinta;  
 and visits to Castelo Rodrigo, Mateus Palace gardens  
 and Lamego

• 7 nights on board in your choice of luxury cabin  
 or suite, with river views

• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of  
 departure, including welcome cocktails, a welcome  
 dinner and the Captain’s Dinner 

• Traditional Portuguese folk music show

• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee

• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...

• Return scheduled flights from 9 regional airports* 

• Five-star service from an English-speaking 
 crew and knowledgeable local guides

• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director 

• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers

• No surcharges guaranteed

• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 

* a supplement may apply

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

PERFECT FOR...
Exploring what is possibly Europe’s most  
undiscovered river through the stunning  

Douro Valley, dotted with charming villages,  
age-old traditions and wonderful wines.

Mateus Palace

The Douro Valley is one of the 
world’s oldest delimited wine 
regions and one of the most 
stunning. Legend has it that 
it was an Englishman from 
Liverpool who discovered the 
monks of Lamego making Port 
wines back in the 17th century. 
A visit to the region wouldn’t 
be complete without tasting 
the various styles, from Ruby to 
Tawny, Vintage and White Port.

SUSIE & PETER RECOMMEND

Susie Barrie & Peter Richards

Exclusive departure 
available for solo 

travellers. See page 
82 for details.

Uncover Porto’s many  
fascinating gems
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DAY 1 - ARRIVAL IN PORTO 

Fly to Lisbon or Porto, where we’ll meet and 

transfer you to your five-star cruise ship in Porto. 

From the moment you board, the welcoming 

crew are at your service. In no time you’ll be 

settled into your luxurious, thoughtfully furnished 

accommodation and familiarising yourself with  

all the first-class aspects of this floating  

boutique hotel.

DAY 2 – LAMEGO  

As dawn breaks, the ship slips away from Porto 

and you awake to the gentle sound of water 

lapping against the sleek hull and – that most 

relaxing of travellers’ joys – you’ll witness the 

ship’s stately process upstream. The Douro is one 

of Europe’s most captivating rivers, and you can 

acquaint yourself with its natural beauty from the 

comfort of your cabin.

You’ll be welcomed in the restaurant for your 

first breakfast and immediately spoilt for choice – 

the omelette station is a favourite of many! In the 

late morning, the ship approaches its first port of 

call at the small town of Peso da Régua. We’re in 

port wine territory, where the lush hillsides have 

largely given way to a patterned landscape of 

terraced vineyards. Inland from the Atlantic, the 

climate has changed, too; it’s noticeably warmer 

and drier, while the area has a Mediterranean 

appearance with orangey, earthy colours replacing 

verdant greens.

This afternoon, we take a short drive to 

historic Lamego, home of Portugal’s sparkling 

wine, Raposeira, and one of the first places to be 

reclaimed from the Moors in the 12th century. 

Situated atop the hill overlooking this lovely town 

is the ancient Sanctuary of Our Lady of Remedies 

church, its stairways adorned with attractive 

azulejos, the country’s characteristic painted 

ceramic tiles. We then enjoy a little indulgence 

as we visit one of the region’s best port quintas, 

or estate-vineyards, to learn how the legendary 

fortified wine is produced. This experience 

culminates in a much-anticipated tasting of the 

delicious final product.

Tonight as you enter the restaurant for the 

Welcome Dinner, feel free to choose your table.  

All are expertly set with four or more seats  

and have excellent views through the large 

panoramic windows. 

DAY 3 – CASTELO RODRIGO  

The Douro was once a wild river, notoriously 

challenging to navigate, especially for the 

traditional flat-bottomed boats, which often 

foundered in its waters. Today it has been tamed 

by a system of dams and locks, which have 

raised the water level to produce a topography 

reminiscent of Scotland’s lochs that enhances the 

valley’s charm. As we cruise into ever more rural 

territory towards the Spanish border, the river here 

is at its most peaceful. It’s the perfect time to take 

a refreshing dip in the Sun Deck pool – a rare treat 

on a cruise ship – or catch up on some reading, 

perhaps with a cool pre-lunch glass of vinho verde, 

the local, gently fizzy white wine. Portuguese wine 

is simply outstanding but production is low, so 

the best is rarely exported. Our on-board wine list 

includes some excellent regional wines and the 

friendly and attentive restaurant staff will gladly 

guide you through them. Do experiment a little 

and you’ll be greatly rewarded. 

This afternoon we visit Castelo Rodrigo, a 

delightful 12th-century walled village tucked 

away in the picturesque highland ranges bordering 

Spain. Its church was a resting place on the 

pilgrimage route to Santiago de Compostela and 

it is said that Saint Francis himself stayed here. 

The views are simply stupendous, stretching 

across almost-deserted ochre hillsides. Listen to 

the unmistakable sound of crickets and breathe in 

the scents from the surrounding valley slopes that 

pervade the warm evening air.

This evening is the Captain’s Dinner, a truly 

memorable experience featuring exquisite regional 

specialities, followed by a colourful performance 

of traditional Portuguese folk music by a local 

cultural group. 

DAY 4 – SALAMANCA  

Today we visit historic Salamanca, one of the 

many UNESCO World Heritage Sites on this 

journey, regarded by many Spaniards as their 

nation’s most beautiful city. Founded by the 

Romans, who erected its 389-yard-long bridge, 

Salamanca is mostly built from local sandstone 

that emanates a gorgeous rose-coloured glow 

in the sunlight. Perched on a hill on a bend in 

the serene River Tormes, the city is a picture of 

tranquillity but its history is turbulent, having been 

successively fought over by Hannibal, the Moors, 

then the Duke of Wellington and Napoleon. 

Salamanca is dominated by its two cathedrals 

and its university. Founded in 1218, the university 

is the oldest in Spain and was one of the civilised 

world’s most important seats of study for over 

400 years. The Spanish Inquisition’s records are 

still kept here, and as early as the 16th century 

it boasted some 12,000 students. Seeing its 

immaculately preserved lecture halls with their 

vaulted ceilings, it’s easy to conjure an image of 

Christopher Columbus addressing the learned 

men of the day or legal experts constructing the 

international laws that originate here.

Over lunch you enjoy a traditional flamenco 

show, then you are free to explore Salamanca 

as you wish. You may choose to linger, admiring 

the ornate interiors of its cathedrals – the more 

recent dates from the 16th century – or explore its 

tiny streets, medieval squares, traditional shops, 

gardens and marketplaces. The main square, the 

Plaza Mayor, is unmissable. Possibly Spain’s finest 

public square, it was built in the 18th century in 

Spanish Baroque style with colonnaded walkways 

all around at ground level, ideal for finding a 

shaded spot to sit and watch the locals go about 

their daily lives.

DAY 5 – PESO DA REGUA  

During breakfast, the ship slips its moorings and 

cruises towards Peso da Régua. One of the benefits 

YOUR CRUISE
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of life aboard a river cruise is the sheer sense of 

relaxation it brings. There is plenty of time for a 

spot of pampering in the on-board spa, or simply 

watch the ever-changing scenery pass by from the 

comfort of the lounge. In the late afternoon you 

may wish to stroll along the quayside, watching 

the occasional river traffic or enjoying a coffee in 

one of the many cafés. 

This evening we enjoy a truly authentic 

experience as we take the short drive to a 

traditional quinta for tonight’s delicious dinner. 

You will have time to wander through part of the 

quinta’s fertile estate, set in a beautiful location 

with spectacular views over the magnificent Douro 

landscape, before sampling a selection of its finest 

wines over dinner.

DAY 6 – MATEUS PALACE GARDENS  

This morning we visit the grounds of the splendid 

Mateus Palace. Anyone familiar with Mateus 

Rosé and its characteristic ‘squashed’ bottle will 

recognise the palace from the label. Whatever 

your opinion of the wine, it is an impressive 18th-

century Baroque edifice, mirrored in its stunning 

pond, surrounded by landscaped French gardens. 

By the time we return to our ship, our chef and 

his team will be adding the finishing touches to 

another delicious lunch, ready to be served as we 

depart for Entre-os-Rios. 

This afternoon is spent cruising. It’s a perfect 

opportunity to avail yourself of some of the 

ship’s range of five-star facilities – maybe a little 

gentle exercise in the fitness room before heading 

up to the Sun Deck to enjoy the ever-changing 

kaleidoscope of the Douro.

DAY 7 – PORTO  

We arrive in Porto this morning, passing under 

the city’s spectacular bridges. Strategically 

sited overlooking the Douro as it empties into 

the Atlantic, Portugal’s second largest city was 

originally a Roman town, but its wealth is derived 

from its knowledge of the sea routes to India,  

with fortunes made from trading spices, silks 

and other fine goods. Porto is synonymous with 

wonderful port wine and all the famous port 

producers are here, such as Cálem, Sandeman  

and Ferreira, so a visit here would not be complete 

without a tour of one of them. You’ll learn about 

this fortified wine’s fascinating history and its 

close British connections. Port is made from 

grapes still pressed in the traditional way – by  

feet – then lovingly matured, sometimes for 

decades, before you can enjoy its subtle flavours. 

Of course, you’ll get the chance to sample various 

port styles at the end of our visit.

After lunch on board, our guided tour of 

Porto unveils some of the city’s major and more 

surprising sights. You’ll experience the tangled 

lanes of the medieval quarter, the splendid 

Praça da Ribeira square with its characteristic 

tiled townhouses and fine views to the wine 

lodges across the river. Gustav Eiffel designed 

one of the bridges, and you can immediately see 

the connection with his more famous Parisian 

creation! You’ll gaze up at the city’s imposing 

fortress, its fine cathedral and Baroque Clérigos 

Tower. Porto is wonderfully free of the chain shops 

prevalent elsewhere, and it’s a joy to see what the 

many traditional traders have to offer, from fine 

art, antiques and ceramics to some of the most 

wonderful cakes you’ll ever taste.

This evening, enjoy a final dinner on board 

expertly served by our restaurant staff under the 

supervision of the maître d’. Afterwards, perhaps 

settle into the lounge to chat into the evening  

and reflect on the splendours of the remarkable 

River Douro – over a glass of port, of course.

DAY 8 – RETURN HOME  

After breakfast, you’ll be transferred to the airport 

at the appropriate time, with memories of one of 

the most unspoilt corners of Europe to savour for 

a long time to come.

EXTEND YOUR HOLIDAY 
Add four days to your trip, staying in Lisbon, Portugal’s elegant and eccentric capital city, seeing its 
many wonderful highlights. See the next page for details. 

City of Salamanca
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LISBON EXTENSION 
4 days from only £449pp 
Departing November 2018 & April to November 2019

EXTENSION ITINERARY 
 
DAY 8 / DAY 1 EXTENSION 
Head south to the beautiful Roman city of Coimbra and enjoy a visit to the ancient 
university and its superb library before driving on to Fatima with time to visit the 
extraordinary sanctuary complex – one of Catholicism’s most important pilgrimages. We 
arrive in Lisbon and stay three nights at the centrally located Hotel Marquês de Pombal  
or Real Palacio Hotel..
 
DAY 9 / DAY 2 EXTENSION 
Enjoy a fascinating tour of Lisbon seeing all the famous sights including the 
Monument to the Discoveries, Belem Tower and 16th-century Jeronimos Monastery. 
The rest of the day is free for you to explore.
 
DAY 10 / DAY 3 EXTENSION 
Today’s tour takes us to the lovely town of Sintra, with its panoramic views and the 
famous Royal Palace. Enjoy free time exploring here before we return to Lisbon along 
the stunning coastline.
 
DAY 11 / DAY 4 EXTENSION – RETURN HOME 
Today transfer to the airport for your return flight.

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
• 3 nights at a centrally located hotel with breakfast

• Guided tour of Lisbon with its magnificent squares, Baixa  
 and Moorish quarters, cathedral and castle

• Visit to the spectacular historic town of Sintra and its Royal  
 Palace, summer residence of the Portuguese monarchy

• Visit the astounding Monastery of Jeronimos with its  
 outstanding 16th-century stonework

• See the holy shrine of Fatima, famous for its apparitions  
 and one of Catholicism’s most renowned pilgrimage sites

• Tour Coimbra University, one of Europe’s oldest seats of  
 learning with its astonishing gilded, baroque library of  
 300,000 medieval volumes

POR TUGAL
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DAY 8/DAY 1 EXTENSION  

- COIMBRA & FATIMA  

For those choosing to extend their holiday with 

our three-night tour to Lisbon, we depart the 

ship and leave behind the terraced hillsides of the 

Douro Valley. Heading south, our journey takes us 

inland as the wild seascapes of the Atlantic coast 

gradually give way to a hinterland of fertile fields 

and pine forests.  

Our first destination is the ancient city of 

Coimbra, renowned for the impressive Roman 

aqueduct striding across the city and the historic 

university, one of Europe’s oldest and a rival to 

Salamanca’s. With its labyrinthine lanes, charming 

Moorish quarter and pretty squares, this city 

is a fascinating place to explore and its many 

historical buildings are collectively classified as a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site. Once a capital city, 

Coimbra became a major cultural centre during 

the Middle Ages with the university at its heart. 

We have the privilege of a visit to the university, 

which is situated on a hill overlooking the city. Its 

Baroque library – rich in giltwork, exotic woods 

and with a dazzling frescoed ceiling – contains over 

200,000 leather-bound, centuries-old volumes. 

Equally extraordinary is the chapel, so exquisitely 

decorated it would be considered a cathedral 

in most places, and in complete contrast to the 

university prison, which is suitably austere and 

dates back to the mid 16th century. 

We drive on through olive groves and wheat 

fields to Fátima, an unremarkable small town 

until 1917 when three children experienced an 

apparition of the Virgin Mary and it suddenly 

became an important Catholic pilgrimage site and 

a national shrine. The original chapel built to mark 

the site of the apparition is now part of a large 

and impressive Sanctuary Complex, which is well 

worth exploring.

Later we arrive in Lisbon, the capital of Portugal 

and the country’s finest natural harbour, situated 

at the mouth of the River Tagus. Nestled amid 

seven hills, the city’s skyline is a mosaic of pastel 

and ochre shades, peppered with elegant domes 

and soaring spires. We stay three nights at either 

the Hotel Marques du Pombal or the Real 

Palacio Hotel. The Hotel Marques du Pombal is 

located on the famous Avenida de Liberdade at 

the very heart of this vibrant capital. The hotel 

has a contemporary feel with stylish public areas, 

elegant restaurant and bar, plus a gym sauna 

and hairdresser’s salon. The Real Palacio Hotel is 

creatively constructed around the renovation of 

a historic 17th-century palace giving the hotel a 

modern yet classic feel, with elegantly furnished 

public areas, restaurant, bar, health club and 

spa. Well-located in close proximity to plenty of 

restaurants and cafés, it provides the perfect base 

from which to explore the city.

DAY 9/DAY 2 EXTENSION – LISBON 

After a leisurely breakfast, we set out to discover 

Lisbon’s highlights, many of which have attained 

the status of UNESCO World Heritage Site. On our 

tour we’ll see the strikingly modern Monument 

to the Discoveries and its 16th-century fortified 

counterpart, the Belém Tower, then visit 

the Jerónimos Monastery. One of the most 

magnificent buildings in Europe, the Monastery is 

a symbol of Portuguese wealth and power during 

the Age of Discovery. Founded by Henry the 

Navigator and containing the tomb of Vasco da 

Gama, it is an enormous, dazzlingly white edifice 

in classic Portuguese Gothic style, intricately 

decorated throughout with maritime motifs. We 

also see the impressive Terreiro do Paço square, 

facing out to sea, the majestic castle and Sé, the 

12th-century Romanesque cathedral. There’s  

also Alfama, the Moorish quarter of timeless 

cobbled streets, and the wonderful belvedere at 

São Pedro de Alcântara with its expansive views 

across the rooftops.

Lisbon’s charm is its mix of ancient, modern, 

bustling and peaceful, so this afternoon is free to 

explore. You might be tempted by the chic shops 

of the elegant Baixa quarter, rebuilt after the 

devastating earthquake of 1755, or decide to seek 

out a café to enjoy a bica – a strong espresso often 

taken with a nata, the city’s devilishly moreish 

custard tart. Art-lovers can savour the Gulbenkian 

Foundation, established by an Armenian oil 

magnate who bought art from Saint Petersburg’s 

Hermitage after the Russian Revolution for 

bargain prices. This world-class institution has 

exhibits ranging from ancient Egyptian treasures 

to Impressionist paintings to a superb collection 

of Lalique jewellery and glass. And don’t forget to 

take a ride on one of the clanging, rattling yellow 

trams; seemingly well past their sell-by date, 

they’re still the best way to negotiate the sharp 

bends of the historic quarter.

DAY 10/DAY 3 EXTENSION – SINTRA 

We take a short drive to the hillside town of Sintra, 

whose verdant slopes were memorably described 

by Byron as a ‘glorious Eden’. Spectacularly 

perched on a hillside with views towards the 

nearby Atlantic coast, this is where Henry the 

Navigator grew up and doubtless gazed out to 

sea, imagining what lay beyond the horizon. It was 

also the retreat of Portugal’s royalty during the hot 

summer months. The narrow streets of the Old 

Town wind their way to the main square where 

you’ll find the National Palace, a wonderful mix of 

Gothic and Moorish styles crowned by a pair  

of huge white conical chimneys. Today this 

landmark is a museum with grand rooms and 

priceless art collections. 

You may also choose to make your own way 

to the romantic 19th-century Pena Palace. Built 

as a summer residence, it is a living fairy tale; its 

colourful turrets, ramparts, gargoyles, domes 

and Moorish arches are a mystical mix of styles, 

while the interior is extravagantly decorated and 

features a ballroom and magnificent Arab Room. 

The surrounding park and lakes display an equally 

eclectic mix of ferns, rhododendrons and exotic 

plants from the former Portuguese colonies. 

Should you wish to spend a little longer in Sintra 

and return to Lisbon under your own steam, your 

Tour Manager will be able to advise how this can 

be done easily by train.

Otherwise we return to Lisbon along the 

coastline where Atlantic rollers crash onto endless 

golden beaches. Lisbon has an amazing old quarter 

that still follows the original Phoenician street 

grid, so spend this evening wandering through its 

atmospheric lanes lined with bars and restaurants, 

often decorated with the colourful ceramic tiles 

so typical of this city. Many will be buzzing with 

the sound of fado – a unique and infectious 

musical mix evolved from folk, colonial African 

and Brazilian styles. Don’t leave Lisbon without 

experiencing this.

DAY 11/DAY 4 EXTENSION – RETURN HOME 

Today we transfer to the airport at the appropriate 

time for your return flight after a memorable tour 

into one of the most unspoilt corners of Europe.
Fatima church

Lisbon
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THE DOURO, PORTO & SALAMANCA

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Standard Stern 
Sole Occupancy Standard Standard 

Stern Standard Superior Suite Deluxe Suite

19/10/18 £1,599 £1,599 £1,899 £1,849 £1,999 £2,299 £2,499
26/10/18 £1,399 £1,399 £1,699 £1,649 £1,799 £2,099 £2,299

02/11/18† £1,299 £1,299 £1,599 £1,549 £1,699 £1,999 £2,199
05/04/19† £1,499 £1,499 £1,799 £1,749 £1,899 £2,199 £2,399
12/04/19† £1,599 £1,599 £1,899 £1,849 £1,999 £2,299 £2,499
19/04/19 £1,699 £1,699 £1,999 £1,949 £2,099 £2,399 £2,599
26/04/19 £1,749 £1,749 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,449 £2,649

03/05/19†, 10/05/19† £1,799 £1,799 £2,099 £2,049 £2,199 £2,499 £2,699
17/05/19†, 24/05/19 £1,899 £1,899 £2,199 £2,149 £2,299 £2,599 £2,799

31/05/19 £1,949 £1,949 £2,249 £2,199 £2,349 £2,649 £2,849
07/06/19†, 14/06/19, 21/06/19† £1,999 £1,999 £2,299 £2,249 £2,399 £2,699 £2,899

28/06/19† £1,949 £1,949 £2,249 £2,199 £2,349 £2,649 £2,849
05/07/19, 12/07/19, 19/07/19†, 26/07/19†, 02/08/19† £1,799 £1,799 £2,099 £2,049 £2,199 £2,499 £2,699

09/08/2019†, 16/08/19, 23/08/19† £1,799 £1,799 £2,099 £2,049 £2,199 £2,499 £2,699
30/08/19 £1,999 £1,999 £2,299 £2,249 £2,399 £2,699 £2,899

06/09/19†, 13/09/19, 20/09/19, 27/09/19† £2,099 £2,099 £2,399 £2,349 £2,499 £2,799 £2,999
04/10/19 £1,899 £1,899 £2,199 £2,149 £2,299 £2,599 £2,799
11/10/19 £1,799 £1,799 £2,099 £2,049 £2,199 £2,499 £2,699

18/10/19† £1,599 £1,599 £1,899 £1,849 £1,999 £2,299 £2,499
25/10/19† £1,399 £1,399 £1,699 £1,649 £1,799 £2,099 £2,299
01/11/19† £1,299 £1,299 £1,599 £1,549 £1,699 £1,999 £2,199

MS DOURO ELEGANCE Five-star

LISBON EXTENSION - 4 days: The dates 
below have the option to extend your stay 
for 3 nights in Lisbon, this is to be added 
to the cost of your cabin (prices are per 
person, based on two people sharing). Single 
rooms are available subject to availability 
at a supplement of £139 per person at 
Real Palacio and £159 per person at Hotel 
Marques de Pombal (£199 per person for 2018 
departures).

PLEASE NOTE: For a Lisbon Extension, the 
Departure Point (Resort) will be Lisbon 
Airport.

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is 
£250 per person.

LISBON EXTENSION
Departure Date Ship Price  

per person Hotel

02/11/18 MS Douro Elegance £449 Hotel Marques de Pombal
05/04/19, 12/04/19 MS Douro Elegance £449 Real Palacio
03/05/19, 10/05/19 MS Douro Elegance £499 Real Palacio

17/05/19 MS Douro Elegance £499 Real Palacio
02/06/2019 MS Douro Splendour £549 Hotel Marques de Pombal

07/06/19, 21/06/19 MS Douro Elegance £549 Real Palacio
07/07/2019 MS Douro Splendour £499 Hotel Marques de Pombal

19/07/19 MS Douro Elegance £449 Real Palacio
28/07/19 , 04/08/19, 

11/08/19 
MS Douro Splendour £499 Hotel Marques de Pombal

23/08/19 MS Douro Elegance £449 Real Palacio
06/09/19, 27/09/19 MS Douro Elegance £549 Real Palacio

13/10/2019 MS Douro Splendour £499 Hotel Marques de Pombal
18/10/19 MS Douro Elegance £499 Real Palacio
25/10/19 MS Douro Elegance £499 Real Palacio
01/11/19 MS Douro Elegance £449 Real Palacio

03/11/2019 MS Douro Splendour £449 Hotel Marques de Pombal

Prices are per person based on two sharing. Some regional flights and rail connections carry a supplement - see below. 
Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability and timings, call us or visit our website. Dates marked 
with a † have the option of an extension in Lisbon.

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S

RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Travel from a choice of regional airports  
(a supplement may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES & CABINS 
Our luxurious suites and cabins come with  
an en-suite bathroom and offer river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home. 

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu by 
the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £99pp. Drinks packages must be purchased 
by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

MS DOURO SPLENDOUR Five-star

Departure Point Carrier Supplement Arrival Point (Resort)  Departure Point (Resort)
Birmingham Ryanair £30 Porto Airport Porto Airport

Bristol Easyjet Nil (2018) / £50 (2019) Porto Airport Porto Airport
Dublin Ryanair Nil Porto Airport Porto Airport

Liverpool Ryanair/Easyjet Nil Porto Airport Porto Airport
London Gatwick Air Portugal/Easyjet Nil (2018) / £30 (2019) Porto Airport Porto Airport

London Heathrow Air Portugal £50 Lisbon Airport Lisbon Airport
London Stansted Ryanair £30 Porto Airport Porto Airport

London Luton Easyjet Nil (2018) / £30 (2019) Lisbon Airport Lisbon Airport
Manchester Easyjet/Air Portugal £30 (2018) / Nil (2019) Porto Airport Porto Airport

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Standard Stern 
Sole Occupancy Standard Standard 

Stern Standard Superior Suite Deluxe Suite

18/10/18 £1,599 £1,599 £1,899 £1,849 £1,999 £2,299 £2,499
25/10/18 £1,399 £1,399 £1,699 £1,649 £1,799 £2,099 £2,299
07/04/19 £1,499 £1,499 £1,799 £1,749 £1,899 £2,199 £2,399
14/04/19 £1,599 £1,599 £1,899 £1,849 £1,999 £2,299 £2,499
21/04/19 £1,699 £1,699 £1,999 £1,949 £2,099 £2,399 £2,599
28/04/19 £1,749 £1,749 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,449 £2,649

05/05/19, 12/05/19 £1,799 £1,799 £2,099 £2,049 £2,199 £2,499 £2,699
19/05/19, 26/05/19 £1,899 £1,899 £2,199 £2,149 £2,299 £2,599 £2,799

02/06/19 †, 09/06/19, 16/06/19, 23/06/19 £1,999 £1,999 £2,299 £2,249 £2,399 £2,699 £2,899
30/06/19 £1,949 £1,949 £2,249 £2,199 £2,349 £2,649 £2,849

07/07/19†, 14/07/19, 21/07/19†, 28/07/19†, 04/08/19† £1,799 £1,799 £2,099 £2,049 £2,199 £2,499 £2,699
11/08/19†,18/08/19, 25/08/19 £1,799 £1,799 £2,099 £2,049 £2,199 £2,499 £2,699

01/09/19, 08/09/19, 15/09/19, 22/09/19, 29/09/19 £2,099 £2,099 £2,399 £2,349 £2,499 £2,799 £2,999
06/10/19 £1,899 £1,899 £2,199 £2,149 £2,299 £2,599 £2,799

13/10/19 † £1,799 £1,799 £2,099 £2,049 £2,199 £2,499 £2,699
20/10/19 £1,599 £1,599 £1,899 £1,849 £1,999 £2,299 £2,499
27/10/19 £1,399 £1,399 £1,699 £1,649 £1,799 £2,099 £2,299

03/11/19 † £1,299 £1,299 £1,599 £1,549 £1,699 £1,999 £2,199

   Exclusive departure for solo travellers ∆
29/03/19 £1,749 £1,699 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,449 £2,649

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On lower decks on all ships there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single Supplement, 
subject to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above, less 
£500 (£400 for 2018 departures)  
Δ The departure on 29/03/19 is exclusively for solo travellers and no single supplement applies.

TRANSFER TIMES – Between Porto airport and the ship - approx. 45 mins; between Lisbon airport and the ship - approx. 
4hrs (including comfort stop). For departures with Lisbon Extension, transfer time between Hotel in Lisbon and the airport – 
approx. 30 mins.

Artist’s impression
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BURGUNDY,  
THE RIVER RHÔNE &  
PROVENCE 
8 days from only £1,199pp 
Departing November 2018  
& April to October 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN LYON 
Fly to Lyon, Marseille or Montpellier, or take the Eurostar / TGV to 
Lyon and transfer to the ship moored in historic Lyon.
 
DAY 2 – LYON 
After a guided tour of this city situated at 
the confluence of the Rhône and Saône 
rivers, take in the contrasting views of the 
green Beaujolais hills and snowy Mont 
Blanc, whilst cruising towards Chalon this 
afternoon.
 
DAY 3 – BEAUNE AND BURGUNDY 
This morning’s tour takes us through this 
wine producing region to atmospheric 
Beaune with its multi-coloured Hotel Dieu. 
Explore the twisting streets and enjoy a 
traditional wine tasting. 
 
DAY 4 – VIENNE AND TOURNON 
Explore Vienne’s treasure trove of Roman 
remains before we cruise through the most 
picturesque section of the Rhône Valley to 
the pretty provincial town of Tournon.   
 
DAY 5 – ARDÈCHE GORGES 
This afternoon we tour the Ardèche 
gorges, the scale of which is a fitting 

reminder of Mother Nature’s awesome power. With caves, 
grottoes and natural sculptures, there are amazing views at  
every turn. 
 

DAY 6 – ARLES AND THE  
PONT DU GARD 
Enjoy a guided tour of Arles, the capital of 
Roman Gaul and Spain. This afternoon visit 
the amazing Roman aqueduct, the Pont du 
Gard, one of the wonders of the ancient 
world. 
 
DAY 7 – AVIGNON  
Home of the Papacy for 100 years, we visit 
the imposing Popes’ Palace, an architectural 
masterpiece on a guided walking tour. 
Wander Avignon’s delightful streets, alleys 
and markets, little changed in centuries.
 
DAY 8 – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the airport or train station for 
your return journey. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: on dates marked with 
an asterisk on the departure details, this 
cruise operates in reverse order. You will 
experience the same tours and visits.
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• 7 visits and tours including guided tours of Lyon,  
 Arles, Avignon and the stunning Popes’ Palace;  
 visits to Vienne and Beaune; and excursions to  
 the Ardèche Gorges and the Pont du Gard
• 7 nights on board in your choice of luxury cabin  
 or suite, with river views
• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of departure,  
 including welcome cocktails, a welcome dinner and  
 the Captain’s Dinner
• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee
• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from 9 regional airports  
 or return Eurostar / TGV from London St Pancras  
 International* 
• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides
• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director  
 and tour manager
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers
• No surcharges guaranteed
• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 
* a supplement may apply

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

PERFECT FOR...
Enjoying the scenic wine regions in the south of France, 

from lush terraced vineyards and sun-baked hills, to 
dramatic rugged gorges and medieval towns.

Beaune

Lyon

Vallon-Pont-d’Arc

Exclusive departure 
available for solo 

travellers. See page 
88 for details.

Beautiful Burgundy produces 
some of the finest wines 
on the planet. Chardonnay 
(white) and Pinot Noir (red) 
rule supreme here and are 
responsible for famous 
names, such as Meursault, 
Puligny-Montrachet, 
Gevrey-Chambertin and 
Vosne-Romanée. If you’re 

interested in the best of the best, look for ‘Grand Cru’ on the 
label. The Rhône Valley is renowned for its eclectic range of 
savoury reds and sumptuous whites, while a day in Provence 
wouldn’t be complete without some cherry-scented rosé.

SUSIE & PETER RECOMMEND

Susie Barrie & Peter Richards
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DAY 1 - ARRIVAL IN LYON  

Arrive for your flight to Lyon, Marseille or 

Montpellier, or take the Eurostar from London 

St Pancras International to Paris Gare du Nord, 

where you will be met by a guide and escorted 

on a coach transfer to Gare de Lyon to board a 

high-speed TGV to Lyon. On arrival we transfer by 

coach to our ship moored in Lyon’s historic centre. 

Our dedicated English-speaking crew will welcome 

you on board and help you to your cabin. After 

settling in to your spacious and tastefully furnished 

accommodation, there’s time to familiarise 

yourself with this floating five-star hotel.

DAY 2 – LYON

After our first splendid breakfast, we’ve a leisurely 

start enjoying a guided tour of Lyon, one of 

France’s most fascinating cities. The Rhône Valley 

had been the route of choice for marauding 

armies and peaceful traders for centuries, and 

Lyon’s current site, at the confluence of the 

Rhône and Saône Rivers, cried out to be fortified. 

In 43 BC the Romans founded the city, which 

subsequently grew in importance; the Emperor 

Claudius, conqueror of Britain, was born here. 

There are many Roman remains to see, but it 

was the production of silk that brought Lyon 

to prominence during the Middle Ages, and 

throughout the city you can see signs of the 

wealth that poured in – Renaissance buildings, 

imposing churches and Europe’s largest pedestrian 

square, Place Bellecour, with a statue of Louis XIV 

as its focus. The Old Town, a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site, is crammed with antique shops and 

intriguing traboules – narrow covered passageways 

enabling silk merchants to transport their wares 

to the river without getting wet – that today are 

a joy to amble through. As well as its glorious 

architecture, Lyon is generally acknowledged as 

France’s (and to locals the world’s) gastronomic 

capital. In fairness it has much to commend it: 

nouvelle cuisine was invented near here and the 

city boasts a huge array of speciality food shops 

and eateries, including 20 restaurants with one 

or more Michelin stars and countless little places 

to eat. 

While you enjoy your first lunch the ship quietly 

slips its mooring. Cruising upstream, we catch 

the first glimpses of the vine-clad slopes of the 

hazy green Beaujolais hills as we approach one 

of the world’s most revered red-wine-producing 

regions. On our left we see the picturesque villages 

of Morgon, Fleurie, Juliénas, Chénas and many 

more, while on the right you may be lucky enough 

to catch a glimpse of snow-capped Mont Blanc 

– Western Europe’s highest mountain. As the 

afternoon drifts into evening and we cruise past 

the town that gives them their name, the white 

wines of Mâcon hold sway – and what could be 

better than a cool, crisp glass in the lounge before 

enjoying this evening’s culinary delights in the 

restaurant, prepared by our outstanding chef.

DAY 3 – CHALON & BEAUNE

Rising this morning we’re berthed in Chalon, 

gateway to Burgundy and home of Nicéphore 

Niépce, the inventor of photography. On this 

morning’s tour we see some of the pretty yet 

surprisingly small villages that produce some 

of the world’s most sublime wines – Meursault, 

Volnay, Pommard, Gevrey-Chambertin and many 

more. Nearby is medieval Beaune, Burgundy’s 

wine capital, which is wonderful to wander around. 

At its centre is the Hospices de Beaune, also 

known as the Hôtel-Dieu. Originally built in the 

15th century as a hospital for the disadvantaged, 

it’s a jewel of High Gothic architecture, instantly 

recognisable for its colourful glazed roof tiles 

arranged in dazzling geometric patterns. A 

prestigious annual wine auction takes place here 

each November, with proceeds going to benefit 

the Hospices and its charity work. Of course you 

can’t visit Burgundy without sampling its amazing 

wines, so we visit the cellars of a leading traditional 

winemaker for a tour and tasting before returning 

to the ship for lunch.

DAY 4 – VIENNE & TOURNON

One of river cruising’s great pleasures is waking 

in a different place to the one you fell asleep 

in. Overnight the ship has cruised almost 

imperceptibly downstream and we enjoy breakfast 

in Vienne, first a Celtic settlement, then a Roman 

stronghold under Julius Caesar. Strikingly located 

in a narrow section of the Rhône where the river 

meanders dramatically around a steep bluff, 

Vienne is a treasure trove of historic remains, 

including the stunning Roman Temple of Augustus 

and Livia, and a walk around its streets really 

brings its heritage to life.

During another superb lunch, we enter perhaps 

the most picturesque section of the Rhône as the 

river squeezes and twists past Condrieu, Saint-

Rambert-d’Albon and Saint-Vallier, with wooded 

cliffs rising high on both sides. Traditionally these 

stretches were the most dangerous due to fierce 

currents and varying water levels but, with the 

waters now tamed by a series of locks whose 

complex mechanisms never cease to fascinate, this 

afternoon can be spent relaxing on the Sun Deck 

taking in the exceptional views. Later we moor 

in the pretty provincial town of Tournon, with its 

imposing castle and tree-lined avenues on one side 

of the river, while on the other are the steep vine-

covered hillsides of Hermitage, where another of 

the world’s most revered wines is produced – a 

fitting view as we enjoy another exquisite dinner.

DAY 5 – ARDÈCHE GORGES

This morning we cruise effortlessly downstream. 

In the distance you’ll catch glimpses of the Alps 

and, as we approach Valence, the landscape 

gradually becomes less green with more ochres 

and magentas, the houses have sloping terracotta 

roofs typical of the Mediterranean and the air 

carries heady aromas of pine and cypress. You can 

only be in the Midi or – as we call it – the south of 

France. It’s so relaxing to catch up on some reading 

or just laze in the sun.

After lunch we explore one of France’s most 

outstanding landscapes – the Ardèche Gorges, 

whose scale is a fitting reminder of Mother 

Nature’s awesome power. Sheer limestone cliffs 

plunge almost 1,000 feet to the river’s blue 

waters, which elegantly snake their way through 

stupendous rock formations, culminating in a 

YOUR CRUISE
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But to truly embrace the feel of papal Avignon, 

imagine yourself here during the Middle Ages 

amid the Palace’s rich furnishings and extravagant 

decoration, with cardinals, princes and ambassadors 

milling about its candle-lit halls and corridors, while in 

the streets below countless pilgrims eagerly anticipate 

benediction. This was Avignon’s brief golden age, 

when it was truly the centre of Christendom.

After lunch you’re free to explore as you wish, 

perhaps visiting the nearby Petit Palais, the former 

home of the archbishops of Avignon, to cast a 

critical eye over the remarkable collection of over 

300 paintings and sculptures from the Middle 

Ages and Renaissance, including works by Botticelli 

and Carpaccio. Or take a stroll on the iconic Pont 

d’Avignon, which, dramatically, ends halfway across 

the river, made famous by the melody we all recall 

from our first French lessons. It’s our final afternoon 

so you may wish to do some shopping, or just find a 

quiet café in a shady Provençal square to watch the 

world go by. Perhaps though, return to the luxurious 

surroundings of our ship, finding a quiet spot to 

contemplate the many wondrous places you’ve seen 

and experienced over a quiet cup of tea!

This evening we enjoy the sumptuous Captain’s 

Dinner, with the chef serving specialities of the regions 

you’ve visited during your voyage of discovery.

DAY 8 – RETURN HOME

After breakfast you bid farewell to the ship and her 

dedicated crew, before transferring to the airport for 

your return flight or to Avignon for your high-speed 

rail journey home. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: On some dates, this tour operates  

in reverse order. You will experience the same  

tours and visits. See the Pricing & Departure page  

for details.

–the Romans themselves considered it the most 

important testimony to their greatness. Its 

statistics are staggering: over 900 feet long and 

almost 160 feet high, with its stones each weighing 

up to six tons. To put this in perspective, the span 

of the Pont du Gard is greater than the width of the 

River Thames at London Bridge – and no mortar 

was used in its construction! The situation is lovely 

too, with pine- and cypress-covered hills adding 

to the harmonious setting. Rejoining the ship, we 

cruise along the Rhône and, during dinner, pass the 

imposing 15th-century castle at Tarascon standing 

guard on the river bank.

DAY 7 – AVIGNON

The light catching the red roofs of Avignon’s 

majestic skyline is a sight to behold over breakfast, 

after which we embark on a guided tour of one 

of the most extraordinary and intriguing cities 

in France. Avignon’s destiny changed during the 

14th century, when the Pope’s court moved 

here to avoid strife in Rome. Igniting a century of 

prosperity, the Pontiff commissioned a host of 

ambitious building projects, and today the city 

is immaculately preserved, nestling behind its 

almost-intact 14th-century walls and boasting 

more remarkable monuments, superbly decorated 

buildings, churches, chapels and convents than 

you can possibly count. Most important is the 

stunning Popes’ Palace, made up of two buildings 

that together form the largest Gothic palace in the 

world. With turrets, towers, parapets and other 

fortifications, its exterior resembles a mighty 

fortress, while the interior is a tour de force of 

medieval architecture and ornamentation, adorned 

with priceless frescoes, Gobelin tapestries and 

graceful sculptures. The ceremonial hall, chapels, 

cloisters and private apartments are all unmissable. 

huge natural arch, the Pont d’Arc. Caves, grottoes 

and natural sculptures create marvellous views at 

every turn before we return to the gentler slopes 

of the Rhône Valley, where our ship is moored 

in charming Viviers, a medieval town clustered 

around its 12th-century cathedral. We slip our 

mooring and proceed through the famous lock at 

Bollène, one of the deepest in France, as you relax 

over dinner.

DAY 6 – ARLES & PONT DU GARD

You awake under the azure skies of deepest 

Provence and amid the warm stone colours 

of Arles, many of whose historic monuments 

are UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Although 

small in size, it was the key stronghold on the 

Roman road to Spain, one of the empire’s richest 

possessions. Seagoing ships could reach here 

and the city became a regional capital, briefly 

ruling over Gaul, Spain and Britain. Our guided 

tour will help you appreciate the finer points of 

Arles’s magnificent Roman remains, including the 

splendid amphitheatre, one of the best preserved 

in the world, the earlier theatre built during the 

reign of Augustus and the Alyscamps, the ancient 

necropolis with its extraordinary atmosphere. The 

disturbed but great genius of an artist Van Gogh 

lived in Arles for just over a year, from February 

1888. It was his most prolific period and, inspired 

by Arles and the light and beauty of the Provençal 

countryside, he produced around 300 works, 

including The Night Café, The Sower and, of 

course, Sunflowers.

After lunch we visit the amazing Pont du Gard 

Roman aqueduct, one of the wonders of the 

ancient world. No amount of fame can diminish 

the first sight of this 2,000-year-old structure, 

which was the highest bridge built in the Empire 

Avignon Bridge 
with Popes’ Palace

Pont du Gard
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RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Choose to travel from a regional airport  
local to you (a supplement may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES & CABINS 
Our luxurious suites and cabins come with  
an en-suite bathroom and offer river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home. 

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.

BURGUNDY, THE RIVER RHÔNE & PROVENCE

MS LORD BYRON Five-star

Prices are per person based on two sharing. Some regional flights and rail connections carry a supplement - see below. 
Not all airports are available for every departure. Dates marked with an asterisk * operate a reverse itinerary. For 
availability and timings, call us or visit our website.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Standard Superior Suite Superior Stern Suite Deluxe Suite
04/04/19* £1,249 £1,349 £1,549 £1,699 £1,649 £1,799 £1,749 £2,049

11/04/19, 18/04/19* £1,299 £1,399 £1,599 £1,749 £1,699 £1,849 £1,799 £2,099
25/04/19 £1,399 £1,499 £1,699 £1,849 £1,799 £1,949 £1,899 £2,199

02/05/19*, 09/05/19, 16/05/19* £1,499 £1,599 £1,799 £1,949 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,299
23/05/19 £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,399
30/05/19* £1,699 £1,799 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,249 £2,199 £2,499

06/06/19, 13/06/19*, 20/06/19 £1,799 £1,899 £2,099 £2,249 £2,199 £2,349 £2,299 £2,599
27/06/19* £1,699 £1,799 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,249 £2,199 £2,499
04/07/19 £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,399
11/07/19* £1,499 £1,599 £1,799 £1,949 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,299

18/07/19, 25/07/2019*, 01/08/19 £1,449 £1,549 £1,749 £1,899 £1,849 £1,999 £1,949 £2,249
08/08/19*, 15/08/19, 22/08/19* £1,449 £1,549 £1,749 £1,899 £1,849 £1,999 £1,949 £2,249

29/08/19 £1,649 £1,749 £1,949 £2,099 £2,049 £2,199 £2,149 £2,449
05/09/19*, 12/09/19, 19/09/19* £1,899 £1,999 £2,199 £2,349 £2,299 £2,449 £2,399 £2,699

26/09/19 £1,799 £1,899 £2,099 £2,249 £2,199 £2,349 £2,299 £2,599
03/10/19* £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £2,049 £1,999 £2,149 £2,099 £2,399
10/10/19 £1,449 £1,549 £1,749 £1,899 £1,849 £1,999 £1,949 £2,249
17/10/19* £1,349 £1,449 £1,649 £1,799 £1,749 £1,899 £1,849 £2,149
24/10/19 £1,199 £1,299 £1,499 £1,649 £1,599 £1,749 £1,699 £1,999

   Exclusive departure for solo travellers ∆
31/10/19 £1,549 £1,649 £1,849 £1,999 £1,949 £2,099 £2,049 £2,349

“ We have recently returned from another excellent Riviera Travel cruise. The  
 ship and all the crew were certainly five-star. The journey and the excursions  
 were all very enjoyable. We have just booked another cruise for next year. We  
 thoroughly recommend it.” - Mr Wright
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £109pp for 2019 departures and £99pp 
for 2018 departures. Drinks packages must be purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

Please note that on reverse itineraries, arrival and departure points are the opposite way around.

TRANSFER TIMES – Between Marseille/Montpellier airport and the ship in Lyon - approx. 4hrs (including comfort stop); between 
Lyon airport and the ship in Lyon - approx. 30 mins; between Lyon station and the ship in Lyon - approx. 20 mins; between Marseille 
/Montpellier airport and the ship in Avignon - approx. 1hr 30 mins; between Lyon airport and the ship in Avignon - approx. 3hrs  
30 mins (including comfort stop); between Avignon station and the ship in Avignon - approx. 20 mins. 
 
DEPOSIT: The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person.

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On lower decks on all ships and all dates there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single 
Supplement, subject to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as 
above, less £420. Δ The departures on 06/11/18 and  31/10/19 are exclusively for solo travellers and no single supplement applies.

Departure Point Carrier Supplement Arrival Point (Resort)  Departure Point (Resort)
St Pancras International Eurostar/TGV £30 (2018) / £20 (2019) Lyon Part Dieu Avignon TGV

Birmingham Flybe Nil (2018) / £20 (2019) Lyon Airport Lyon Airport
Bristol Easyjet £30 (2018) / £20 (2019) Marseille Airport Marseille Airport

Edinburgh Ryanair £50 (2018) / £70 (2019) Marseille Airport Marseille Airport
Dublin Aer Lingus £90 (2018) / £120 (2019) Lyon Airport Lyon Airport

London Gatwick Easyjet Nil Lyon Airport Marseille/Montpellier Airport
London Heathrow British Airways £50 (2018) / £20 (2019) Lyon Airport Marseille Airport

London Luton Easyjet Nil Lyon Airport Lyon/Marseille Airport
London Stansted Ryanair Nil Marseille Airport Marseille Airport

Manchester Flybe Nil (2018) / £50 (2019) Lyon Airport Lyon Airport

MS WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE Five-star

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Standard Standard Deluxe Balcony Suite
08/04/19 £1,249 £1,549 £1,649 £2,149

15/04/19*, 22/04/19 £1,299 £1,599 £1,699 £2,199
29/04/19* £1,399 £1,699 £1,799 £2,299

06/05/19, 13/05/19*, 20/05/2019 £1,499 £1,799 £1,899 £2,399
27/05/19* £1,599 £1,899 £1,999 £2,499

03/06/19, 10/06/19*, 17/06/19, 24/06/19* £1,799 £2,099 £2,199 £2,699
01/07/19 £1,699 £1,999 £2,099 £2,599
08/07/19* £1,599 £1,899 £1,999 £2,499
15/07/19 £1,499 £1,799 £1,899 £2,399

22/07/19*, 05/08/19*, 12/08/19 £1,449 £1,749 £1,849 £2,349
19/08/219*, 26/08/19 £1,449 £1,749 £1,849 £2,349

02/09/19*, 09/09/19, 16/09/19*, 23/09/19 £1,899 £2,199 £2,299 £2,799
30/09/19* £1,799 £2,099 £2,199 £2,699
07/10/19 £1,599 £1,899 £1,999 £2,499
14/10/19* £1,449 £1,749 £1,849 £2,349
21/10/19 £1,349 £1,649 £1,749 £2,249
28/10/19* £1,199 £1,499 £1,599 £2,099
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THE SEINE, PARIS & 
NORMANDY 
8 days from only £1,499pp 
Departing June to October 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN PARIS 
Fly or take the Eurostar to Paris and transfer to the ship.
 
DAY 2 – LES ANDELYS 
After a relaxing morning on board taking in the stunning 
riverside views, arrive in the historic little town of Les Andelys, 
picturesquely situated in the shadow of the Chateau Gaillard, a 
huge medieval legacy built by Richard the Lionheart.
 
DAY 3 – ROUEN 
Awake in Rouen and enjoy a guided tour of this lovely historic city 
before another afternoon cruising this spectacular river. We moor 
in the pretty village of Caudebec, perfect for an after-dinner stroll.
 
DAY 4 – BAYEUX & ARROMANCHES 
Today enjoy a full day of touring, firstly to Bayeux, seeing the 
world-famous tapestry, and then to some of the many 
monuments and places that make up part of the story 
of the D-Day landings, including Gold Beach.
 
DAY 5 – HONFLEUR 
Enjoy a morning visit to Honfleur with its charming 
waterfront of pastel-coloured 18th-century houses and 
traditional shops. Later return to the ship for lunch and 
a relaxing afternoon of cruising.
 

DAY 6 – GIVERNY & VERNON 
This morning’s tour is to Giverny and the home of the great 
Impressionist painter Claude Monet with one of the most famous 
gardens in the world. After lunch explore the quintessentially  
half-timbered houses and ancient winding streets of Vernon.
 
DAY 7 – PARIS 
We take a sightseeing tour of this iconic city: Notre Dame, the 
Arc de Triomphe, Champs Élysées, Sacré-Coeur, the Eiffel Tower, 
we see all these and more. After lunch enjoy free time exploring 
this unique and beautiful capital.
 
DAY 8 – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the train station or airport for your return journey.

Paris

Rouen

Les Andelys

Caudebec

Vernon

River Seine

Hon�eur
Arromanches

Bayeux Giverny

FRANCE
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

PERFECT FOR...
Catching the remarkable sights that  

line the majestic Seine, with visits to iconic Paris,  
Richard the Lionheart’s imposing castle and  

a charming, ancient fishing port.

• 9 visits and tours including guided tours of Paris  
 and Rouen; visits to Caudebec, Les Andelys and  
 Vernon; and excursions to Claude Monet’s house,  
 Honfleur, the D-Day Normandy Beaches  
 and the world-famous Bayeux Tapestry
• 7 nights on board in your choice of luxury cabin,  
 with river views
• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of departure  
 (except one lunch), including welcome cocktails, a  
 welcome dinner and the Captain’s Dinner
• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee
• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from 9 regional airports  
 or seats on Eurostar from London St Pancras  
 International with regional rail connections available*
• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides
• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director 
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers
• No surcharges guaranteed
• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 
* a supplement may apply

Admire the colourful houses along 
Honfleur’s picturesque harbour

Bayeux Tapestry

Rouen

As you sail away from Paris, 
it’s time to move from 
vineyards to apple orchards. 
Heading towards Normandy 
you enter cider and Calvados 
country: the region is reputed 
to grow around 300 different 
varieties of apple. Normandy 
cider can be anything from 
brut (dry) to demi-sec 
(medium) or doux (sweet) 
while a traditional ‘AOP 

Pays d’Auge’ may have been aged in oak. Calvados is another 
speciality and unique to Normandy.

SUSIE & PETER RECOMMEND

Susie Barrie & Peter Richards

PERSONALISE YOUR HOLIDAY
Visit the Louvre Museum, Paris

Don’t miss your chance to visit the world’s largest museum and 
admire one of the most impressive art collections in history. 

From €17 per person.
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DAY 1 - ARRIVAL IN PARIS  

Take the Eurostar from London St Pancras 

International to Paris or fly to Paris Charles de 

Gaulle Airport. On arrival, transfer by coach to 

your cruise ship moored on the River Seine in the 

heart of the city. The friendly crew will welcome 

you on board, helping you settle into your spacious 

and exquisitely furnished accommodation – you’ll 

immediately feel at home. This evening you enjoy 

your first sumptuous dinner, served in the ship’s 

restaurant.

DAY 2 – LES ANDELYS

During the night our ship slips her mooring and, 

as you enjoy breakfast, the landscape passes by 

serenely and you quickly get used to this luxurious 

sightseeing experience. Rounding a sweeping 

bend so typical of the Seine, we reach the town 

of Mantes-la-Jolie with its imposing church – so 

large and architecturally impressive it could be 

a cathedral – while straight ahead is a medieval 

stone bridge. The central section of the bridge was 

destroyed during the Second World War and never 

repaired – it’s the first of many poignant reminders 

that this region of France has been a battleground 

for centuries.

Beyond Mantes we encounter another 

typical feature of the Seine as it flows seaward 

– picturesque chalk cliffs, almost resembling 

a giant’s teeth. Beautiful villages like La Roche 

Guyon slide by, surrounded by bocage countryside 

of lush pastures and high hedgerows, countless 

cider orchards, half-timbered barns and ancient 

wooden farmhouses. We’re truly in the heart of 

one of France’s historic and stunningly attractive 

dukedoms – Normandy. 

While you’re enjoying your first delicious 

lunch, the captain has skilfully berthed at Les 

Andelys, a small town dominated by one of the 

most spectacular sights along the entire valley – 

Château Gaillard. This remarkable castle guards 

the apex of the river bend and was built by Richard 

the Lionheart in the 12th century to defend Rouen 

from the French. Besieged many times during the 

turbulent history of northern France, Château 

Gaillard is now one of the most dramatic ruins in 

the region.

A much-appreciated feature of our river cruises 

is that they’re thoughtfully planned and paced, 

allowing time to explore the many places of 

interest we visit. So this afternoon you are free 

to roam the town of Les Andelys at your leisure, 

investigating the Gallo-Roman remains, churches 

and museums of two former fishing villages that 

grew together, or alternatively join the short drive 

up to Château Gaillard. From this spectacular 

vantage point – probably the finest of the entire 

cruise – you enjoy stupendous views across the 

countryside.

During your second excellent dinner we slip our 

mooring unobtrusively, and what could be better 

than heading to the lounge for a digestif and a 

chance to discuss your impressions of the Seine 

with your like-minded companions? The evening 

cruise is delightful as we glide past more bucolic 

scenery, some of the finest France can offer. 

Should you wish why not visit the wheelhouse, 

the Captain is always delighted to explain to those 

interested how the highly sophisticated navigation 

and safety systems operate.

DAY 3 – ROUEN

We awake in Rouen, Normandy’s capital, one of 

Europe’s finest medieval cities and scene of many 

momentous events over the centuries. Pride of 

place on our guided tour of the city belongs to its 

stunning Gothic cathedral, which was immortalised 

by the great Impressionist Claude Monet in a series 

of 28 paintings showing the facade at varying times 

of day and in different weather conditions. Briefly 

becoming the world’s tallest building when the 

soaring spire was added in the 19th century, the 

cathedral is also notable for the recumbent statue 

reputedly containing the heart of Richard  

the Lionheart. 

Rouen’s beautifully tangled alleyways are a 

revelation, lined with antique shops, tasteful 

boutiques and, of course, countless restaurants 

serving exceptional local cuisine emphasising the 

country’s outstanding gastronomic heritage. The 

Place du Vieux-Marché is one of the city’s most 

poignant spots; a large cross marks the point where 

the ‘Maid of Orléans’ Joan of Arc was burned at the 

stake for her beliefs. 

During another superb lunch we cast off to 

navigate through yet more twists and turns, chalk 

cliffs and a landscape of forest-covered hills that are 

designated as areas of outstanding natural beauty 

and sanctuaries for diverse wildlife, including deer 

and wild boar. Another highlight of the valley soon 

greets us – the ethereal ruins of Jumièges Abbey. 

Founded in the 7th century, it was consecrated in 

the presence of William the Conqueror and was an 

important political and religious centre until it was 

sacked in the 16th century. In the late afternoon 

we moor in the pretty town of Caudebec-en-Caux, 

so after dinner why not take a stroll to explore this 

YOUR CRUISE

Les Andelys
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lovely spot, with its typical market square, richly 

decorated church and the Maison des Templiers, 

one of the oldest houses in Normandy. 

DAY 4 – BAYEUX & ARROMANCHES

After breakfast you’ll be ready for a full-day tour 

exploring two of the most important aspects of 

European history – the Bayeux Tapestry and the 

D-Day landings. (Please note lunch is not provided 

today.) Bayeux itself is a delightful town with a 

historic core that escaped the ravages of war, so 

you can marvel at its many splendid buildings 

including the grand Gothic cathedral. But, of 

course, Bayeux is most famous as the home of the 

tapestry telling the story of the Norman invasion 

of Britain in 1066 in glorious detail. Among its 75 

scenes are the coronation of Harold following the 

death of Edward the Confessor and his subsequent 

demise at the Battle of Hastings, which led to 

William of Normandy invading England and 

becoming king. The 230-foot-long tapestry is 

made up of nine panels of extremely delicate 

embroidery – gazing at its wonderful depictions of 

the battle and the period’s architecture, weapons 

and everyday life, you’ll appreciate why the 

Bayeux Tapestry is arguably the finest relic of the 

Middle Ages. 

This afternoon we drive to nearby Gold Beach, 

one of the five main landing sites on D-Day, when 

Allied forces surged into Normandy to begin the 

liberation of occupied Europe. Casting your eyes 

across the sand to the water’s edge, it’s sobering 

to consider that on 6 June 1944 around 25,000 

British troops came ashore on this one beach, 

with 400 killed by the defenders. At the western 

end of the shoreline is the village of Arromanches, 

where there is a museum dedicated to the ‘longest 

day’ and you can still see remnants of the two 

Mulberry harbours constructed for the landing 

DAY 6 – GIVERNY & VERNON

One of the great delights of river cruising is the 

magical sensation of waking up in a different 

place from where you were the night before. 

This morning the ship has moored in delightful 

Vernon, and we take the short drive to Giverny 

to visit Monet’s garden and house. The artist 

himself called his garden his ‘most beautiful 

masterpiece’, and it’s certainly one of the world’s 

most photographed and painted, ideally viewed in 

the delicate morning light. In the Japanese-inspired 

water garden, shaded by great weeping willows 

and surrounded by bamboo, rhododendrons 

and azaleas, is the lily pond where he painted his 

extraordinary Les Nymphéas (Water Lilies) series. 

There’s ample time to wander here, absorbing the 

tranquil atmosphere while marvelling at the light 

bouncing off foliage of every hue and the magical 

reflections dancing off the water.

After another leisurely lunch on board, you 

can explore Vernon’s quaint buildings before 

embarking on our cruise to Paris. As the sun 

sets on the shimmering Seine and the Norman 

countryside recedes into dusk, it’s a perfect time 

to reflect on your few days cruising among the 

creamy chalk cliffs and charming villages of this 

splendid river.

DAY 7 – PARIS

We have arrived in Paris and this morning we take 

a sightseeing tour of this amazing capital, one of 

the world’s most iconic cities. The Eiffel Tower, Arc 

de Triomphe, Champs Élysées, Sacré-Coeur – you’ll 

see all these and much more. The grand Place de 

la Concorde, the largest square in the city, shows 

off 18th-century French architecture at its best, 

and just over the Seine on the Left Bank you’ll find 

the Musée d’Orsay, home of the world’s finest 

Impressionist art collection. Then there’s the 

eccentrically modern and yet stylish Pompidou 

Centre, famous not only for its exhibits but also for 

street entertainment. Notre-Dame Cathedral and 

the delicate spire of the sublime Saint-Chapelle 

dominate the Ile de la Cité, while the exquisite 

Tuileries Gardens are perfect for a stroll.  

After lunch on board you could visit fine shops 

such as the Galeries Lafayette or those in the 

smart arcaded Rue de Rivoli, or perhaps wander 

around the café-lined streets of bohemian 

Montmartre. Paris is everything you imagine it  

to be – romantic, inspiring, vibrant – even 

outrageous – but best of all Paris is unique, and a 

fitting finale to a wonderful cruise. This evening 

is the Captain’s Dinner, hosted of course by the 

Captain himself. Featuring specialities of the 

regions through which we have travelled, it’s a 

truly memorable experience.

DAY 8 – RETURN HOME

Transfer to the airport for your return flight or the 

station for the Eurostar service home.

craft. After a day recalling such momentous events 

and the stories surrounding them, thoughts turn 

again to the culinary delights awaiting you in the 

refined comfort of the ship’s restaurant.

DAY 5 – HONFLEUR

Honfleur is often regarded as the most picturesque 

spot on the northern French coast, and after 

breakfast we make the short journey to this 

delightful town. Its old harbour, sheltering both 

fishing boats and luxurious pleasure craft, is 

beautifully preserved and surrounded by a perfect 

waterfront of pastel-coloured 16th- to 18th-

century houses, many converted to seafood 

restaurants. Watch the talented artists capturing 

the captivating views along the waterfront, while 

the intricate maze of streets behind is also well 

worth discovering. The eaves of the tall half-

timbered buildings almost touch, and on the 

streets below is an abundance of traditional shops 

selling antiques, books and fine foods. Honfleur’s 

most famous son is Eugene Boudin, one of the 

forerunners of Impressionism and a friend of 

Claude Monet, who also painted the harbour 

many times.

After returning to the ship for lunch, we slip our 

mooring and begin our passage back upstream, 

retracing the river’s winding course, its huge 

variety of wildlife, enchanting scenery and forests, 

all reflected in differing colours in the sparkling 

waters. Villages slip by, birds glide on thermals 

rising from the surrounding cliffs and, as this 

ever-changing kaleidoscope slips by, it’s an ideal 

opportunity to join new friends for a chat. Squeeze 

in a spot of reading on the Sun Deck or simply 

recline, letting the gentle breezes lull you into a 

relaxing doze. By this stage of your cruise you’ll  

be totally unwound and modern life will seem  

very distant.

Rouen Cathedral
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RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Choose to travel from regional airports or your  
local train station (a supplement may apply).

WELL-APPOINTED CABINS WITH RIVER VIEWS 
Our luxurious cabins come with an en-suite 
bathroom and offer exceptional river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home. 

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew 
and the best cruise directors.

Sacre CoeurMarvel at the City  
of Lights’ many  
wonderful sights

Notre Dame
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £109pp. Drinks packages must be 
purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

THE SEINE, PARIS & NORMANDY
The prices are per person, based on two people sharing and travelling by Eurostar from St Pancras 
International. Regional rail connections and airports are available at a supplement - please see below.

Deck Lower Upper

Cabin Type Standard Standard
01/06/19 £1,499 £1,799

08/06/19, 15/06/19, 22/06/19, 29/06/19 £1,599 £1,899
06/07/2019, 13/07/2019 £1,499 £1,799

31/08/19 £1,599 £1,899
07/09/19, 14/09/19, 21/09/19 £1,649 £1,949

28/09/19 £1,549 £1,849
05/10/19 £1,499 £1,799

MS SWISS RUBY Four-star superior

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - The price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above, less £350.

Departure Point Carrier Supplement Arrival Points (Resort)  Departure Point (Resort)
St Pancras International Eurostar Nil Paris Gare du Nord Paris Gare du Nord

Birmingham Air France £90 Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport
Bristol Easyjet £70 Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport
Dublin Aer Lingus £90 Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport

Edinburgh Easyjet £70 Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport
Glasgow Easyjet £70 Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport

London Gatwick Easyjet £70 Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport
London Heathrow British Airways £70 Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport

Manchester Air France £90 Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport

TRANSFER TIMES – Between Charles de Gaulle airport and the ship - approx 1 hr. Between Gard du Nord station and the ship - 
approx 45 mins.

PLEASE NOTE - Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and timings 
please call or check on our website.

Connecting rail to London is available at supplements from £30 - £80. In order to enjoy your Eurostar experience to the full, you 
may upgrade to Standard Premier Class for only £139 return, subject to availability. This price includes a complimentary light meal, 
offered from a selection of sweet and savoury cold snacks and includes a drink appropriate to that time of day, served at your seat 
while you relax in the spacious comfort of Standard Premier Class. 

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person.
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ENCHANTING RHINE & 
YULETIDE MARKETS 
5 days from only £499pp 
Departing December 2018

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN COLOGNE 
Fly to Düsseldorf or Cologne or take the Eurostar to Brussels and 
transfer by coach to the ship.
 
DAY 2 – RHINE GORGE & RÜDESHEIM 
Cruise through the world famous and dramatic Rhine Gorge before 
arriving in the renowned wine town of Rüdesheim. Spend the 
afternoon wandering the Christmas markets of this charming spot.
 
DAY 3 – RHINE GORGE & KOBLENZ 
Today enjoy another relaxing morning on board taking in the 
spectacular river views as we cruise back through the Rhine Gorge, 
passing the famous Loreley Rock. This afternoon explore Koblenz 
on our guided tour with free time to browse its lovely Christmas 
market.
 

DAY 4 – BONN & COLOGNE 
This morning discover Bonn on our guided tour of this interesting 
and historic former capital, then spend some time absorbing the 
festive atmosphere of its market. Later we arrive in Cologne where 
the rest of the day is free to browse the stalls of one (or all) of its 
seven markets!

DAY 5 – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the airport or train station for your return journey.
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• 4 visits and tours including guided tours of Bonn  
 and Koblenz; and visits to Rüdesheim and Cologne

• 4 nights on board in your choice of luxury cabin  
 or suite, with river views

• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of departure,  
 including welcome cocktails and the Captain’s Dinner

• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee 

• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary) 

Plus, of course...

• Return scheduled flights from 9 regional airports  
 or seats on Eurostar from London St Pancras  
 International with regional rail connections available*

• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides

• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director  
 and tour manager

• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers

• No surcharges guaranteed

• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 

* a supplement may apply

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

PERFECT FOR...
Discovering the magical ambience of Germany’s 
traditional Christmas markets with their host of  

unique, inspired gift ideas, plus the stunning  
Rhineland in its wintry splendour.

Experience the magic of Germany’s 
captivating Christmas markets

Bonn
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DAY 1 - ARRIVAL IN COLOGNE

Arrive at the airport for your flight to Düsseldorf 

or Cologne, or take the Eurostar to Brussels from 

London St Pancras International. On arrival, 

transfer by coach to your five-star cruise ship 

moored in historic Cologne, whose skyline is 

dominated by the spires of its magnificent 

cathedral. The dedicated English-speaking crew 

welcomes you on board and helps you to your 

cabin. After settling into your spacious and 

tastefully furnished accommodation, there’s time 

to familiarise yourself with this splendid ship. 

DAY 2 – RHINE GORGE & RÜDESHEIM

To really get in the Christmas mood, nothing beats 

waking up on board to find you’re already cruising 

through an entrancing winter wonderland. Enjoy a 

leisurely breakfast this morning and relax on board 

while a kaleidoscope of riverside views drifts by in 

YOUR CRUISE

Cologne

all their seasonal glory. Wrap up warm and take 

to the deck for an invigorating breath of frosty air 

as we pass through the outstandingly beautiful 

Rhine Gorge, where the river flows a little faster, 

the vineyard-covered valley sides are steeper 

and ruined castles sit atop rocky crags. Tales of 

mysterious happenings here have been passed 

down over the generations, most famously of all 

the legend of the Lorelei – the maiden said to  

have enticed sailors onto the rocks with her 

irresistible songs.

The festive period is a magical time to visit this 

picturesque part of Germany, and no country 

does it better. The historic Yuletide markets here 

are the ideal places to soak up the spellbinding 

atmosphere while seeking out unusual presents 

for friends and family back home. After lunch 

on board we arrive in Rüdesheim, whose quirky, 

crooked houses and tiny streets provide the 

perfect chocolate-box setting for its Christmas 

market. As you wander the myriad stalls, glistening 

in the glow of hundreds of fairy lights, stop 

perhaps for a slice of gingerbread or a warming 

Rüdesheim coffee with its fortifying shot of locally 

distilled Asbach brandy and a dollop of whipped 

cream. And don’t forget to pay a visit to the 

Christmas shop: open year-round, it’s a treasure 

trove of all things seasonal, from tree decorations 

and music boxes to wooden nutcrackers and 

handcrafted figurines. As the evening light fades, 

amble back on board to enjoy a sumptuous dinner 

in the ship’s excellent restaurant.

DAY 3 – RHINE GORGE & KOBLENZ

During breakfast the ship effortlessly glides out 

of port as we commence a spectacular morning’s 

cruising. One of the cruise highlights will be our 

passage through the magnificent Rhine Gorge; 

here where the swifter current sweeps between 

the narrowing valley sides that tower above, the 

river twists and turns towards the famous Loreley 

Rock, where legend has it, unsuspecting sailors 

were lured to their deaths by enchanting maidens. 

As we arrive in the historic city of Koblenz, 

dramatically located at the confluence of the rivers 

Rhine and Moselle, take in the views over another 

delicious lunch in the ship’s restaurant. Koblenz 

is a romantic’s dream; forest-covered hillsides 

dominate the skyline, whilst the lower slopes are 

strewn with the pretty, half-timbered buildings 

so typical of the Rhineland. Enjoy a guided tour, 

seeing the principal monuments, discovering 

ancient squares, admiring beautifully restored 

historic house frontages and quaint hidden 

passageways.

Located in the atmospheric old town, Koblenz’s 

Christmas market is one of the largest in the 

Rhineland. As you browse its enticing stalls, the 

aroma of hot chestnuts and mouth-watering 

sausages fills the air; don’t forget to pay a visit to 

the Christmas bakery, making the famous Stollen 

– the delicious bread made with candied and dried 

fruit, nuts and marzipan, traditionally eaten at this 

time of year. As the fairy lights glow brighter in 

the cool evening air, it’s time to head back to the 

inviting warmth of the ship’s lounge for an aperitif 

before the Captain’s Dinner is served, as we sail on 

to historic Bonn, arriving later this evening.

DAY 4 – BONN & COLOGNE

Rising refreshed, after breakfast there’s the 

opportunity to learn more about this fascinating 

city, which served as the capital of the West 

German state from 1949-1990, until the 

reunification of Germany which restored Berlin as 

the country’s capital. Whilst it lost the battle to 

retain the parliament, Bonn still holds the status  

of a secondary governmental seat, so many 

government ministries and public bodies still have 

their headquarters here. But behind its official 

facade lies a historic and fascinating city and this 

morning you will enjoy a guided tour of the main 

sights around the old town, centred around its two 

spacious squares. See the city’s most prominent 

landmark, the soaring spire of the huge Romanesque 

minster, one of the oldest churches in the country 

and the attractive pastel pink Rococo old town hall, 

with its gleaming silver and gold trim, from where 

an endless list of politicians throughout the decades 

have appeared on its sweeping staircase. Bonn is 

also famous for being the birthplace of Ludwig van 

Beethoven, and the house where he was born is one 

of the few old buildings in the city not to have been 

damaged during the war. Together with the house 

next door, it now houses a museum dedicated to 

one of the greatest composers of all time.

You’ll have some free time to wander the 

seasonal market, centred around the old town; the 

old town hall’s windows are transformed into a 

giant Advent calendar and an imposing Christmas 

tree takes centre stage. Classical music floats on  

the air, along with the delicious smells of 

gingerbread and baked apples – simply magical. 

No visit would be complete without sampling a 

glass of warming Glühwein, or mulled wine. This 

delicious concoction is usually made with red wine 

heated with citrus zest and spices such as cloves 

and cinnamon. Sometimes it’s drunk mit Schuss, 

meaning a shot of rum or brandy has been added 

for extra punch! Back on board for lunch, we make 

our return to Cologne as the ever-changing river 

scenery drifts silently by.

As the towering spires of Cologne’s cathedral 

come into view on the wintry skyline, we moor in 

the shadow of this ancient monument once again. 

Christmas creates a special atmosphere here and 

you have free time to immerse yourself in the city’s 

seven Yuletide markets, each with its own unique 

theme. Every year a huge number of visitors are 

drawn to the more than 160 tastefully decorated 

festive stalls of the Cathedral Christmas market, 

impressively set against the spectacular backdrop  

of the imposing cathedral, where the largest 

Christmas tree in the Rhineland, illuminated with 

50,000 LED lights, is a magnificent glittering sight 

to behold. There’s also plenty of live entertainment 

to enjoy. 

After browsing the market and its Aladdin’s cave 

of festive gifts and foods, return to the ship to enjoy 

a final delicious dinner this evening.

DAY 5 – RETURN HOME

Transfer to the airport for your return flight or to 

Brussels to connect with the Eurostar service to 

London St Pancras International. 
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RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Choose to travel from regional airports or your 
local train station (a supplement may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES & CABINS 
Our luxurious suites and cabins all come with  
an en-suite bathroom and offer exceptional  
river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home.  
 
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.
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PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £59pp. Drinks packages must be 
purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

ENCHANTING RHINE & YULETIDE MARKETS (2018)
The prices are per person, based on two people sharing and travelling by Eurostar from St Pancras 
International. Regional rail connections and airports are available at a supplment - please see below.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Suite Suite Superior Suite Suite Superior Suite Stern Superior Suite Deluxe Balcony Suite
01/12/18, 03/12/18, 05/12/18 £599 £749 £849 £799 £899 £849 £1,049
07/12/18, 09/12/18, 11/12/18 £599 £749 £849 £799 £899 £849 £1,049

13/12/18, 15/12/18 £549 £699 £799 £749 £849 £799 £999

MS EMILY BRONTË & MS ROBERT BURNS Five-star

MS CHARLES DICKENS Five-star

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On the lower deck there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single Supplement, subject 
to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above, less £200

Departure Point Carrier Supplement Arrival Points (Resort)  Departure Point (Resort)
St Pancras International Eurostar Nil Brussels Midi Station Brussels Midi Station

Birmingham Flybe £79 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
Bristol BMI Regional £119 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
Dublin Ryanair/Aer Lingus £99 Cologne Airport Cologne Airport

Glasgow Eurowings £119 Cologne Airport Cologne Airport
Leeds Bradford Flybe £99 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport

London Heathrow British Airways £79 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
London Stansted Ryanair/Eurowings £79 Cologne Airport Cologne Airport

Manchester Flybe £79 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport
Newcastle Eurowings £99 Dusseldorf Airport Dusseldorf Airport

TRANSFER TIMES – Between Dusseldorf airport and the ship - approx 1 hr; between Cologne airport and the ship - approx 30 mins; 
between Brussels station and the ship - approx 3 hrs 30 mins (including comfort stop).

PLEASE NOTE - Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and timings 
please call or check on our website.

Connecting rail to London is available at supplements from £30 - £80.
In order to enjoy your Eurostar experience to the full, you may upgrade to Standard Premier Class for only £139 return, subject to 
availability. This price includes a complimentary light meal, offered from a selection of sweet and savoury cold snacks and includes 
a drink appropriate to that time of day, served at your seat while you relax in the spacious comfort of Standard Premier Class. 

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Standard Standard Standard Deluxe Balcony Suite
06/12/18, 10/12/18, 14/12/18 £579 £729 £779 £1,029

18/12/18 £499 £649 £699 £949
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CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN BUDAPEST 
Fly to Budapest and transfer by coach to the ship.
 
DAY 2 – BUDAPEST 
Enjoy a guided tour of the fascinating Hungarian capital, plus 
spectacular cruising along the famous Danube Bend.
 
DAY 3 – BRATISLAVA 
Discover delightful Bratislava on our guided tour then wander the 
atmospheric markets of its lovely baroque old town.
 

DAY 4 – VIENNA 
After a guided tour of this beautiful imperial city, explore some 
of the city’s many traditional markets with their huge range of 
inspirational gift ideas.
 
DAY 5 – BUDAPEST 
Relax on board and enjoy the stunning river views on our return to 
this alluring city to explore further and soak up the lovely ambience 
of its seasonal markets. 
 
DAY 6 – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the airport for your return journey.

Vienna Town Hall

THE DANUBE’S IMPERIAL CITIES & 
YULETIDE MARKETS 
6 days from only £649pp 
Departing December 2018
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• 3 visits and tours including guided tours  
 of Budapest, Vienna and Bratislava
• 5 nights on board in your choice of luxury  
 cabin or suite
• All meals on board from dinner on your day  
 of arrival through to breakfast on your day  
 of departure, including welcome cocktails  
 and the Captain’s Dinner
• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee
• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi  
 (connection speeds may vary) 

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from 8 regional airports*
• Five-star service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides
• Services of a Riviera Travel cruise director  
 and tour manager
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas  
 transfers
• No surcharges guaranteed
• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection 
* a supplement may apply

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

PERFECT FOR...
Experiencing the grand imperial cities nestled  

along the iconic Danube and their festive seasonal  
markets at a truly magical time of year.

NEW
 FOR 2018

Budapest
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN BUDAPEST

You fly to Budapest, where a coach transfers 

you to your five-star cruise ship moored in this 

beautiful city straddling the banks of the glorious 

Danube. As you step on board you will be greeted 

by your professional, five-star crew who are 

on hand to help you settle in as you familiarise 

yourself with the layout of this splendid ship.

We are moored overnight so you may fancy a 

wander ashore to start exploring this charismatic 

city, so full of atmosphere at this special time of 

year. It won’t be long before our first excellent 

dinner is served in the ship’s restaurant, over which 

you can get acquainted with some of your fellow 

travellers. Enjoy a digestif in the welcoming  

lounge as you ponder all that the next few days 

has in store!

DAY 2 – BUDAPEST

Budapest is always an atmospheric and fascinating 

city, but at this time of the year, the muted 

colours of its magnificent archaic spires and grand 

domes are especially captivating on the wintry 

skyline. The historic and palatial buildings, the 

superb Roman ruins and exquisite Art Nouveau 

architecture provide a truly impressive backdrop 

for the city’s acclaimed Christmas markets. This 

morning we enjoy a guided tour seeing the main 

sights such as the iconic Parliament Building and 

the ancient Castle District with its winding streets 

and panoramic views. There’s free time to explore 

under your own steam, so perhaps take in one 

of the city’s fine museums or simply wander the 

markets. Soak up the traditional atmosphere as 

classical music fills the air along with the delicious 

smells of spicy gingerbread and peppery goulash 

– and don’t forget the mulled wine to stave off the 

winter chill! Back on board for lunch, excitement 

mounts as we slip our mooring and our adventure 

begins; just sit back and relax as the fairytale 

landscape glides by through the ship’s panoramic 

windows. This afternoon we witness a cruising 

highlight as we navigate the Danube Bend, where 

the river spectacularly winds its way through a 

narrow twisting valley, flanked by high mountains 

and snow covered hillsides.

Wrap up and take to the deck to enjoy this 

wonderful kaleidoscope of Christmas card scenery 

drifting by in the frosty air, then return to the 

warmth of the ship’s inviting lounge and catch up 

on some reading or write those final Christmas 

YOUR CRUISE

cards. Later head to the convivial atmosphere 

of the ship’s well-stocked bar for your favourite 

aperitif, before another excellent dinner is served.

DAY 3 – BRATISLAVA

During this morning’s breakfast, we arrive in 

Bratislava, the capital of Slovakia. Its communist 

past now firmly confined to the history books, 

the city has rediscovered its imperial heritage 

in its beautifully restored baroque old town 

whilst the grand white fortress, former seat 

of the rulers, enjoys commanding views over 

the river. This morning we will discover more 

about the city’s interesting history, seeing the 

main sights and visiting some of the churches 

to view their traditional Christmas cribs, before 

you enjoy some free time. Wander the maze 

of streets, admiring the Christmas decorations 

until you reach the main square and the market 

with its cosy atmosphere; the sweet fragrance 

of cinnamon wafts on the air and hundreds of 

fairy lights twinkle amongst the branches of 

the Christmas trees. The pretty red and white 

stalls groan with inspirational artisan gifts, from 

decorations, wooden figurines or pottery. Sample 

some local delicacies too such as potato pancakes 

or poppy seed strudel but make sure you don’t 

spoil your appetite as it won’t be long until lunch 

is served back on board. Afterwards you may wish 

to return to shore – perhaps to climb the tower 

of the Old Town Hall for a bird’s eye view of the 

city and the bustling market below. Alternatively, 

you may choose to join our optional excursion to 

Slovensky Grob, a village situated in the foothills 

of the Carpathian Mountains, famed for its geese 

rearing. We will visit a typical Slovak chalet to enjoy 

a wine tasting of some of the season’s new wines, 

accompanied by some typical local delicacies.

Later we return to the ship where another excellent 

dinner will be served.

DAY 4 – VIENNA

During the early hours, our ship has stealthily 

crept into port and you awake to find yourself in 

Vienna. There are few places that can so delightfully 

evoke the spirit of Christmas than here – where 

the elegant imperial facades, their decorations 

glittering in the glow from a thousand Christmas 

lights, the sound of classical carols floating on the 

crisp air and the irresistible smell of candyfloss and 

roasted chestnuts is truly reminiscent of Christmas 

from a bygone age. There has been a Christmas 

market here since the Middle Ages and today there 

are more than 20 markets held over the festive 

period selling a huge range of seasonal gifts and 

mouth-watering treats. Vienna’s City Hall provides 

a splendid backdrop for one of the most popular, 

its windows a giant advent calendar, reflecting the 

myriad of lights glistening in the trees below. The 

magnificent Schönbrunn Palace also hosts a superb 

market, specialising in traditional handicrafts and 

nostalgic toys. After breakfast you enjoy a guided 

tour seeing the main sights such as St Stephen’s 

Cathedral and the impressive Hofburg complex, 

former royal court, now home to a collection of 

museums, the Vienna Boys’ Choir and the world 

famous Spanish Riding School.

After lunch on board there’s plenty of time 

to explore some more of the markets, while the 

brass band plays its Christmas repertoire and the 

sweet aroma of nutmeg fills the air. When things 

turn chilly, retreat to the refined yet cosy elegance 

of a traditional Viennese café for a steaming hot 

chocolate and watch the last daylight fade away.

After tonight’s excellent dinner on board, retire 

to the lounge for a nightcap and enjoy a classical 

recital - a fitting musical finale to our day as the  

ship glides away from this captivating city.

DAY 5 – BUDAPEST

We have sailed overnight and on waking, draw back 

the curtains to see the early morning mist rising 

over this gentle pastoral landscape, draped in a 

blanket of glistening frost. After breakfast, seek out 

a good vantage spot in the lounge, sink into a comfy 

chair and watch this lovely slideshow of winter 

wonderland scenery effortlessly gliding by –  

Vienna
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what could be more relaxing! For the more 

energetic, perhaps a visit to the ship’s fitness 

centre to work off some of those delicious meals 

or head up to the sun deck to enjoy the bracing 

river breeze as the Captain skilfully navigates our 

return course to the Hungarian capital.

Our final lunch is served during which Budapest’s 

majestic skyline comes into view. This afternoon 

you are at leisure so perhaps wander to the 

Vorosmarty Square in the very heart of Pest, 

where the rustic cottage-style wooden stalls 

groan under the weight of their treasure troves of 

unique Christmas gifts. The scent of traditional 

honey cookies and mulled wine pervades the air 

as you browse the stalls, enjoying the friendly 

festive ambience or perhaps indulging in a slice of 

traditional chimney cake.

Return to the ship in time for tonight’s 

superb Captain’s Dinner, expertly served by your 

attentive crew before enjoying one last evening 

amongst newly-made friends in the convivial bar, 

recounting stories from a very magical cruise.

DAY 6 – RETURN HOME

This morning at the appropriate time, you will be 

taken to the airport for your flight home.

RETURN TRAVEL AND TRANSFERS 
Choose to travel from regional airports or your 
local train station (a supplement may apply).

SPACIOUS SUITES WITH RIVER VIEWS 
Our luxurious suites all come with an en-suite 
bathroom and offer exceptional river views.

INSIGHTFUL TOURS & EXCURSIONS 
Our thoughtfully balanced itineraries include  
many guided tours with local experts.

RELAX, ALL THIS IS INCLUDED
ALL ON-BOARD MEALS 
Enjoy buffet breakfasts, delicious lunches, delightful 
afternoon teas and sumptuous four-course dinners.

COMPLIMENTARY TEA, COFFEE & WI-FI 
Enjoy a cup of coffee or tea in your cabin at any time, 
and stay connected throughout the ship. Connection 
speeds via satellite may vary, so you may not get the 
superfast speeds you are used to at home.  
 
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE 
Expect five-star service from our hand-picked crew, 
and the best tour managers and cruise directors.

PURCHASE A DRINKS PACKAGE
Enjoy draught beer; non-alcoholic beer; soft drinks; juices; red, white and rosé house wines and wine recommendations from the menu  
by the glass with your lunch and dinner in the restaurant on board. Our drinks package is priced at £69pp. Drinks packages must be 
purchased by all guests in the same cabin or suite and do not include drinks in the bar.

Deck Lower Middle Upper

Cabin Type Suite Suite Superior Suite Suite Superior Suite Stern Superior Suite Deluxe Balcony Suite
01/12/18, 02/12/18 £699 £899 £999 £949 £1,049 £999 £1,199
06/12/18, 07/12/18 £699 £899 £999 £949 £1,049 £999 £1,199

11/12/18 £699 £899 £999 £949 £1,049 £999 £1,199
16/12/18 £649 £849 £949 £899 £999 £949 £1,149

MS THOMAS HARDY & MS OSCAR WILDE Five-star

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - On the lower deck there are a limited number of standard cabins available at No Single Supplement, subject 
to availability. For other cabins, price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin as above, less £330

Departure Point Carrier Supplement Arrival Points (Resort)  Departure Point (Resort)
Bristol Ryanair £30 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

Dublin Ryanair £50 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

East Midlands Jet2 £50 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

London Gatwick Easyjet £30 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport
London Heathrow British Airways £50 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

London Luton Wizz Air £30 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport
London Southend Flybe Nil Budapest Airport Budapest Airport
London Stansted Ryanair Nil Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

Manchester Jet2/Ryanair £50 Budapest Airport Budapest Airport

TRANSFER TIMES - Between Budapest airport and the ship - approx 45 mins.

PLEASE NOTE - Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and timings 
please call or check on our website.

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person.

THE DANUBE’S IMPERIAL CITIES & YULETIDE MARKETS (2018)
The prices are per person, based on two people sharing. Flights from some regional airports carry a 
supplement - please see below.
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FIVE-STAR 
THE MS EMILY BRONTË,  
MS THOMAS HARDY, MS OSCAR WILDE,  
MS ROBERT BURNS (NEW FOR 2018) &  
MS WILLIAM WORDSWORTH (NEW FOR 2019)
 

LAUNCH YEAR: 2017, 2018 & 2019   LENGTH: 135M   CREW: 44   GUESTS: 167   DECKS: 4   SUITES: 88

FACILITIES

DECK PLANS

DELUXE BALCONY SUITE SUPERIOR SUITE SUPERIOR STERN SUITE DIAMOND DECK SUITE RUBY DECK SUITE EMERALD DECK SUITE 
25sq.m/269sq.ft 23sq.m/247sq.ft 23sq.m/247sq.ft 17sq.m/183sq.ft 17sq.m/183sq.ft 16sq.m/172sq.ft
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RUBY DECK (MIDDLE DECK)

EMERALD DECK (LOWER DECK)

• At the very heart of the ship is the superb panoramic  
 observation lounge and bar with plenty of comfortable  
 seating.

• Watch spectacular river scenery and life ashore from the  
 comfort of a sun lounger up on the magnificent Sun Deck.

• At the Bistro with its open kitchen, large panoramic windows  
 and al fresco seating, enjoy a more intimate dining experience  
 whilst taking in the fantastic views.

• Pick up those last minute souvenirs in the on-board shop.

• Enjoy the convenience of complimentary on-board Wi-Fi.

• Experience exceptional first-class cuisine accompanied by  
 the most attentive yet discreet service from the ship’s highly  

 professional crew in the main restaurant. Beautifully laid tables  
 of just four or six guests, crisp linen, deep wool carpets and  
 warm wooden panelling create a delectable dining experience  
 of the highest order.

• Work off all those delicious meals in the fitness centre.  
 Or relax with a massage and book an appointment at the  
 on-board hairdresser’s, where manicures and pedicures  
 are offered (small additional fee).

• A lift operates to all accommodation decks.

• Laundry service is available.

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S

ALL-SUITE SHIPS

• Affording the ultimate in space and comfort, our ‘boutique  
 style’ suites are appointed to the highest specification,  
 imaginatively furnished with warm wooden furniture,  
 harmonious colour schemes and contemporary lighting to  
 put you in the most relaxed frame of mind from the very  
 first minute.

• All magnificent suites enjoy a river view and are amongst  
 the largest you will find on a cruiser gracing any European river.  
 Imaginatively designed and appointed to the highest  
 specification, for uncompromising comfort and a real home  
 from home experience.

• Beds are hotel-style and can be configured as double or twin  
 with finest cotton linen, and an evening turn-down service.

• Clever design allows for ample space in the gleaming marble  
 bathroom which features a powerful fully glazed shower,  
 contemporary lighting and complimentary cosmetics by  
 ‘Crabtree & Evelyn’.

• The chic styling of a talented designer’s eye extends to the  
 generous seating area with two chairs and a table.

• All suites feature individually-controlled air conditioning,  
 hairdryer, safe, minibar, telephone and the convenience of tea  
 and coffee-making facilities. A bow camera conveys live images  
 of the ship’s progress to your flat screen TV ensuring you don’t  
 miss a thing.

• Deluxe Balcony Suites on the Diamond Deck, measuring  
 approximately 25 square metres (269 square feet), enjoy  
 floor-to-ceiling glass doors that open out on to a private  
 balcony, complete with table and two chairs, plus additional  
 space in the seating area for extra comfort and complimentary  
 bathrobes and slippers.

• Superior Suites on the Diamond and Ruby Decks, measuring  
 approximately 23 square metres (247 square feet) and Suites  
 on the Diamond and Ruby Decks, measuring approximately  
 17 square metres (183 square feet), feature a French balcony –  
 panoramic floor-to-ceiling sliding glass doors bringing riverside  
 life just that little bit closer.

• Suites on the Emerald Deck are slightly smaller, measuring  
 approximately 16 square metres (172 square feet) and have  
 smaller fixed windows; some are available for sole occupancy  
 with no supplement (subject to availability).

Standard suite

Superior suite

Deluxe balcony suite

Standard suite 
bathroom
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E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S

DIAMOND DECK DIAMOND DECK DIAMOND DECK RUBY DECK RUBY DECK EMERALD DECK EMERALD DECK 
DELUXE BALCONY SUITE SUPERIOR SUITE CABIN SUPERIOR SUITE CABIN SUPERIOR SUITE CABIN 
23.5sq.m/253sq.ft 18sq.m/194sq.ft 16sq.m/172sq.ft 18sq.m/194sq.ft 16sq.m/172sq.ft 17sq.m/183sq.ft 15sq.m/161sq.ft

FIVE-STAR 
THE MS GEORGE ELIOT (NEW FOR 2019)

LAUNCH YEAR: 2019   LENGTH: 110M   CREW: 36   GUESTS: 132   DECKS: 4   CABIN/SUITES: 70

FACILITIES

• Sink in to a chair in the magnificent observation lounge on  
 the Diamond Deck and order your favourite cocktail from the  
 well-stocked bar.

• Take to the superb Sun Deck to watch spectacular scenery  
 drifting by from the comfort of a shaded sun lounger.

• For something a little different, we invite you to enjoy a more  
 intimate dining experience in the Bistro with its open kitchen  
 and large panoramic windows, plus a fabulous al fresco  
 seating area.

• You’ll find a handy on-board shop stocking souvenirs  
 and essentials.

• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi for your convenience.

• Dine in style in the ship’s main restaurant, where you’ll be  
 expertly served five-star cuisine by the ship’s highly professional  
 crew. Exquisitely laid tables are set for four or six guests,  
 complemented by stylish furnishings in elegant tones to create  
 a truly refined ambience.

• Book an appointment at the on-board hairdresser’s which  
 also offers manicures and pedicures (small additional fee).

• A lift operates to all accommodation decks.

• Laundry service is available.
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DECK PLANS

SIDE ELEVATION

Artist’s impressions

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S

CABINS & SUITES

• All cabins provide some of the most luxurious and spacious  
 accommodation you will find on any European river cruiser,  
 with all the elegant and thoughtfully styled facilities of a  
 boutique hotel so your comfort is assured.

• Beautiful hardwood furniture, stylish premium fittings plus  
 carefully considered lighting and quality fabrics in a cool palette  
 of colours work in harmony to provide the perfect ambience  
 in which to relax.

• Beds are hotel-style and can be configured as double or twin  
 with the finest cotton linen, and an evening turn-down service.

• Enjoy a generous seating area with two chairs and wardrobes  
 with ample storage space.

• Spacious cleverly designed marble bathrooms featuring a  
 shower with fully glazed screen, a WC and washbasin with  
 plenty of space for complimentary cosmetics ensures there’s  
 no compromise to your on-board comfort.

• All cabins and suites feature individually-controlled air- 
 conditioning, hairdryer, safe, minibar, flat screen TV with  
 satellite channels, telephone and the convenience of tea  
 and coffee-making facilities.

• Upgrade to one of our Deluxe Balcony Suites on the Diamond  
 Deck. Measuring approximately 23.5 square metres (242 square  
 feet) they allow for a generous living area with chairs and table,  
 plus soft cotton bathrobes and slippers. They feature full floor  
 to ceiling windows plus additional sliding doors which open  
 out on to a small balcony with a table for two.

• Superior Suites on the Diamond and Ruby Decks, measuring  
 approximately 18 square metres (194 square feet) benefit  
 from a larger living area plus a French balcony – panoramic  
 floor-to ceiling sliding glass doors. Superior Suites on the  
 Emerald Deck benefit from the larger living area but have  
 smaller fixed windows.

• Cabins on the Diamond and Ruby Decks, measuring  
 approximately 16 square metres (172 square feet) feature  
 full floor-to-ceiling glass doors that slide away to create a  
 French balcony to enjoy the panoramic views.

• Cabins on the Emerald Deck measure 15 square metres  
 (161 square feet) and have smaller fixed windows; some are  
 available for sole occupancy with no supplement (subject  
 to availability).

Deluxe balcony suite, 
MS George Eliot

Standard cabin, 
MS George Eliot

Standard cabin,  
MS George Eliot
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E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S

FIVE-STAR 
THE MS LORD BYRON & MS JANE AUSTEN
 

LAUNCH YEAR: 2013 & 2015   LENGTH: 110M   CREW: 36   GUESTS: 140   DECKS: 4   CABIN/SUITES: 74

FACILITIES

• At the very heart of the ship is the magnificent panoramic  
 observation lounge and marble-tiled bar with wonderful  
 views through floor-to-ceiling windows. Rich carpeting and  
 comfortable sofas create a welcoming and refined ambience,  
 further complemented by discreet, intuitive service.

• The Lido Bar at the rear of the ship, with its terrace and alfresco  
 seating, is the perfect spot to unwind whilst absorbing the  
 sights and sounds of Europe’s greatest rivers.

• The main restaurant on the Ruby Deck serves exceptional  
 first-class cuisine to tables of just four or six people against  
 an elegant backdrop of glass, marble, wool carpets and crafted  
 hardwood panelling.

• Watch spectacular river scenery and life ashore from the  
 comfort of the outdoor chairs and sun loungers up on the  
 magnificent Sun Deck with full bar service. Enjoy a round on  
 the putting green or a game of giant chess. When the  
 temperature rises there is a splash pool.

• Indulge in a little pampering in the sauna or steam room,  
 or book an appointment with the on-board hairdresser who  
 also offers manicures and pedicures (small additional fee).

• Enjoy the convenience of complimentary on-board Wi-Fi.

• A lift operates between the upper and middle decks.

• Laundry service is available.

DELUXE SUITE SUPERIOR SUITES SUPERIOR STERN SUITE DIAMOND DECK CABIN RUBY DECK CABIN EMERALD DECK CABIN 
22.5sq.m/242sq.ft 18.5sq.m/199sq.ft 18.5sq.m/199sq.ft 15sq.m/161sq.ft 15sq.m/161sq.ft 15sq.m/161sq.ft
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DECK PLANS

SIDE ELEVATION

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S

CABINS & SUITES

• All cabins are amongst the largest and most comfortable you  
 will find on any cruiser gracing any European river, luxuriously  
 appointed with all the high-quality facilities you would expect  
 from a luxury boutique hotel.

• Open the fine wooden door and the chic elegance is  
 immediately evident – an exquisite contemporary design using  
 skilfully hand-crafted tropical hardwoods and premium fittings.

• Finest pastel-coloured Italian fabrics, deep pile carpets and  
 subtle lighting combine to make your chic cabin a stylish  
 home from home.

• Beds are hotel-style and can be configured as double or twin  
 with the finest cotton linen, and an evening turn-down service.

• Enjoy a generous seating area with two chairs and cleverly- 
 designed wardrobes ensuring ample storage space.

• All cabins and suites feature individually-controlled air  
 conditioning, hairdryer, safe, minibar, telephone and the  
 convenience of tea and coffee-making facilities. 

• Deluxe suites on the Diamond Deck, measuring approximately  
 22.5 square metres (242 square feet), are 50% larger than  
 standard cabins, beautifully appointed and incredibly  
 comfortable, with soft cotton bathrobes and slippers provided.

• Superior suites on the Diamond and Ruby Decks, measuring  
 approximately 18.5 square metres (199 square feet) and cabins  
 on the Diamond and Ruby Decks,measuring approximately  
 15 square metres (161 square feet), enjoy floor-to-ceiling glass  
 doors that open out on to a private French balcony, bringing  
 riverside life just that little bit closer.

• Suites on the Emerald Deck, measuring approximately  
 18.5 square metres (199 square feet), and cabins on the  
 Emerald Deck, measuring approximately 15 square metres  
 (161 square feet), have smaller fixed windows; some are  
 available for sole occupancy with no supplement (subject  
 to availability).

Deluxe suite, MS Lord Byron

Standard cabin, MS Jane Austen

Superior suite, MS Jane Austen

Deluxe suite bathroom
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FIVE-STAR
THE MS WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE  
& MS CHARLES DICKENS
 

LAUNCH YEAR: 2014 & 2015   LENGTH: 110M   CREW: 35   GUESTS: 142   DECKS: 4   CABIN/SUITES: 76

FACILITIES

• Crowning the ship is the magnificent Sun Deck, where you  
 can enjoy fantastic views and the bar service in an informal café  
 style setting. Visit the bridge and see the state-of-the-art  
 navigation and control equipment.

• At the front of the ship is the classically appointed lounge  
 and bar with a wide selection of comfortable, elegant seating.  
 Relax and enjoy the spectacular river scenery through the  
 superb observation windows.

• To the rear is the stern bar with large panoramic windows and  
 al fresco seating. In the evenings, the chef presents his  
 personal signature dishes for only 22 diners – reserve this  
 intimate dining experience on board at no extra charge. 

• Slip away for a peaceful read in the library.

• Savour the culinary delights of the superbly elegant  
 restaurant on the middle deck, enhanced by sparkling crystal  
 and crisp, quality linen. Large tinted panoramic windows afford  
 magnificent views.

• A small but well-equipped fitness suite is available for the  
 energetic.

• Indulge in a little pampering at the sauna, or book a massage  
 treatment or appointment with the on-board hairdresser  
 (small additional fee).

• Enjoy the convenience of complimentary on-board Wi-Fi.

• A lift operates between the upper and middle decks.

• Laundry service is available.

UPPER DECK CABIN DELUXE BALCONY SUITE MIDDLE DECK CABIN LOWER DECK CABIN 
15sq.m/161sq.ft 22.8sq.m/245sq.ft 15sq.m/161sq.ft 14sq.m/151sq.ft

*Please note cabin 232 is only available on the MS William Shakespeare and cabin 233 is only available on the MS Charles Dickens
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E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S

CABINS & SUITES

• Our cabins are amongst the largest on European rivers, all very  
 tastefully appointed, featuring a wealth of mahogany, leather,  
 marble and Italian soft furnishings, blending together to create  
 an ambience of true quality and elegance.

• Spacious marble bathrooms are equipped with a WC, a  
 fully glazed shower and a washbasin with plenty of space  
 for cosmetics.

• Finest pastel-coloured Italian fabrics, deep pile carpets and  
 subtle lighting combine to make your chic cabin a stylish home  
 from home.

• Beds are hotel-style and can be configured as double or twin  
 with the finest cotton linen, and an evening turn-down service.

• All cabins and suites feature individually-controlled air  
 conditioning, hairdryer, safe, telephone and the convenience of  
 tea and coffee-making facilities. 

• Deluxe Balcony Suites on the upper deck, measuring  
 approximately 22.8 square metres (245 square feet), enjoy  
 extra living space and an outside balcony with table and  
 chairs, bringing riverside life just that little bit closer!

•  Cabins on the upper and middle decks, measuring  
 approximately 15 square metres (161 square feet), have  
 French balconies with glazed floor-to-ceiling doors that slide  
 away to create a true panoramic extension to your already  
 spacious cabin area.

•  Cabins on the lower deck, measuring approximately 14 square  
 metres (151 square feet), have smaller fixed windows; some  
 are available for sole occupancy with no supplement (subject  
 to availability).

Deluxe balcony suite, MS Charles Dickens

Standard cabin, MS Charles Dickens

Standard bathroom,  
MS William Shakespeare
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E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S

DELUXE SUITE (DOURO ELEGANCE) AND SUPERIOR SUITE (DOURO ELEGANCE) AND UPPER DECK MAIN DECK MAIN DECK             
DELUXE BALCONY SUITE (DOURO SPLENDOUR) SUPERIOR BALCONY SUITE (DOURO SPLENDOUR) CABIN STERN CABIN CABIN
29sq.m/312sq.ft 19sq.m/205sq.ft 14sq.m/151sq.ft 14sq.m/151sq.ft 14sq.m/151sq.ft           

LOWER DECK STERN CABIN (sole occupancy) LOWER DECK CABIN 
12sq.m/129sq.ft 12 sq.m/129 sq.ft

FIVE-STAR 
THE MS DOURO ELEGANCE & MS DOURO SPLENDOUR 
 

LAUNCH YEAR: 2017 & 2018   LENGTH: 80M   CREW: 36   GUESTS: 121   DECKS: 4   CABIN/SUITES: 63

FACILITIES

DECK PLANS

• Two of the most exceptional ships to grace any European  
 river, featuring all the facilities you would expect in a luxury  
 boutique hotel.

• Imaginatively designed and appointed to the highest  
 specification, for uncompromising quality and comfort.  
 Enjoy crisp, contemporary yet classically stylish décor with  
 discreet lighting, sparkling surfaces and highly polished marble  
 floors.

• Crowning the ship is the magnificent and spacious Sun Deck,  
 where you can enjoy stunning 360 degree riverside views from  
 the comfort of your sun lounger, or watch the Captain skilfully  
 negotiate the river with ease. When the temperature rises, cool  
 down in the fantastic swimming pool, a rarity on a river cruiser.

• Experience fine dining at the chic main restaurant on  
 the middle deck, serving the most exceptional Portuguese,  
 Mediterranean and international cuisine. Large panoramic  
 windows afford wonderful views.

• Indulge in a little pampering at the spa on the middle deck  
 (small additional fee), or visit the fitness room on the lower  
 deck for more energetic activities.

• Enjoy the convenience of complimentary on-board Wi-Fi.

• Shop at the tasteful boutique for all your souvenirs.

• A lift operates between all decks except the Sun Deck.

• Laundry service is available.
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E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S

CABINS & SUITES

• Our cabins are amongst the largest on European rivers, all very  
 tastefully appointed, featuring polished hardwoods, sparkling  
 marble and sumptuous fabrics.

• Spacious marble bathrooms are beautifully designed, featuring  
 a shower with fully glazed screen, a WC and a washbasin with  
 ample space for complimentary cosmetics.

• All cabins and suites feature individually-controlled air- 
 conditioning, hairdryer, safe and telephone.

• Beds are hotel-style and can be configured as double or twin  
 with the finest cotton linen, and an evening turn-down service.

• For the epitome of luxury and the ultimate in space and  
 comfort, our Deluxe Suites (measuring 29sq.m or 312sq.ft)  
 come with a walk-in wardrobe, larger living area and bathroom  
 with twin wash basins and a separate section for the WC.

• If you decide to upgrade to one of our Superior Suites instead  
 (measuring approx. 19sq.m or 205 sq.ft), you’ll enjoy the  
 benefit of a larger living area with table and chairs, plus a  
 spacious bathroom with a separate section for the WC.

• Deluxe and Superior Suites on the Douro Elegance feature  
 floor-to-ceiling windows, plus an additional full-length window,  
 which opens halfway down to create a cosy Juliet balcony  
 within your suite, complete with a table for two.

• Deluxe and Superior Balcony Suites on the Douro Splendour  
 feature floor-to-ceiling windows plus sliding doors extending  
 on to a small private balcony with table and two chairs.

• All cabins and suites on the upper and middle decks (measuring  
 14 sq.m or 151 sq.ft) feature floor-to-ceiling windows that slide  
 down halfway.

• Cabins on the lower deck (measuring approx. 12 sq.m or  
 129 sq.ft) have smaller fixed windows. Stern Cabins on this  
 deck are available for sole occupancy with no supplement.

Deluxe suite, MS Douro Elegance

Standard cabin on the main deck

The comfortable lounge
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FOUR-STAR SUPERIOR 
THE MS SWISS RUBY 
 

LAUNCH YEAR: 2002   LENGTH: 85M   CREW: 23   GUESTS: 86   DECKS: 3   CABINS: 44

FACILITIES

• Luxurious, Swiss-owned and managed, this is one of Europe’s  
 few top class vessels specially designed for the continent’s  
 smaller, more intimate rivers.

• Cruise through the very centre of Paris – an experience larger  
 vessels cannot offer.

• Originally launched in 2002, the interior has been rebuilt  
 exclusively for the luxury sector, featuring the very latest  
 equipment and exquisitely decorated with a wealth of gleaming  
 brass, wrought iron and sparkling glass and marble, creating a  
 refined ambience reminiscent of the days of classic cruising.

• Unwind with a digestif in the genteel and welcoming  
 Observation Lounge and Bar with its plush leather armchairs,  
 deep pile carpeting and fine fabrics in rich, warm colours; soak  
 up the stunning scenery through the magnificent panoramic  
 windows whilst the resident pianist entertains with a string  
 of gentle melodies.

•  An extremely high ratio of guest to crew member ensure  
 exceptional care and attention whilst a low passenger  
 complement means you’ll never feel crowded.

• Experience superb dining at the excellent restaurant on the  
 Emerald Deck – its elegant wood panelling, tasteful lighting  
 and first-class service promotes an intimate and relaxed dining  
 experience with tables for four to six persons.

• The outer Sun Deck with plenty of comfortable seating is  
 the perfect spot to read, relax and admire the ever-changing  
 kaleidoscope of stunning riverside views.

• Enjoy the convenience of complimentary on-board Wi-Fi.

• Shop at the on-board boutique for all your souvenirs.

• Laundry service is available.

RUBY DECK CABIN EMERALD DECK CABIN
12sq.m/129sq.ft 12sq.m/129sq.ft

221 219 217 215 213 211 209 207 205 203 201

222 220 218 216 214 212 210 208 206 204 202

Bar

RUBY DECK (UPPER DECK)

121 119 117 115 113 111 109 107 105 103 101

122 120 118 116 114 112 110 108 106 104 102

EMERALD DECK (LOWER DECK)

DECK PLANS
SIDE ELEVATION

E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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E U R O P E A N  R I V E R  C R U I S E S

CABINS

• All cabins enjoy river views and are extremely well-appointed  
 with all the high-quality facilities you would expect from a  
 four-star superior hotel, allowing you to unwind in total  
 comfort.

• Spacious and well-designed, all superb cabins are beautifully  
 finished with wooden furniture, tasteful lighting and quality  
 fabrics in harmonious tones to put you in the most relaxed  
 frame of mind from the very first minute.

• Spacious and sparkling marble bathrooms are cleverly designed  
 and well-equipped, featuring a shower with fully glazed screen,  
 a WC and a washbasin with ample space for complimentary  
 cosmetics.

• Beds are hotel-style and can be configured as double or twin;  
 cabins on the Emerald Deck have separate mattresses and  
 separate bed frames and cabins on the Ruby Deck have  
 separate mattresses but within one double bed frame. With  
 the finest cotton linen and an evening turn-down service, your  
 comfort is assured.

• All cabins feature individually controlled air conditioning,  
 flat-screen TV, hairdryer, safe, minibar, telephone, radio and  
 the convenience of tea and coffee-making facilities.

• Cabins on the Ruby Deck, measuring approximately 12 square  
 metres (129 square feet), feature a stunning French balcony  
 with with full floor-to-ceiling windows – the middle one slides  
 open – so you can experience the magnificent river scenery  
 drifting by without even leaving your cabin!

• Cabins on the Emerald Deck, measuring approximately  
 12 square metres (129 square feet), appointed to the same  
 high specifications and featuring all the same facilities, have  
 large fixed panoramic windows from which you can enjoy  
 the ever-changing views.

Standard cabin on  
the Ruby Deck

Reception

Sun deck
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RUSSIA’S CAPTIVATING WATERWAYS

Russia, the world’s largest country, is a land of 
superlatives matched by its epic history, monumental 
architecture, incredible culture and sweeping landscapes 
of immense beauty. Perhaps the best way to cover the 
breadth of its myriad gems and feel the might of empires 
past is on a relaxing river cruise, where every turn reveals 
a fascinating new view.

Our 11-night cruise begins in Moscow, the enigmatic 
capital and a dazzling metropolis, with a glittering array 
of Unesco-listed monuments: the magnificent 70-
acre Kremlin fortress and historic Red Square, with the 
strikingly colourful onion-domed cathedral of St Basil 
taking centre stage. 

Beyond Moscow’s glitz and glamour, we discover 
another side to this intriguing country. The mighty 
‘Mother Volga’, Europe’s longest river, entices us with 
a different landscape: swathes of ancient silver-birch 
forests, centuries-old churches and brightly painted 
timber houses in quintessential villages lost in time. We’ll 
visit the medieval Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery and the 
historic cities of Yaroslavl and Uglich on Russia’s famous 
Golden Ring.

Cruise the waters of the stunning River Svir, which flows 
between the rocky fissured shores and tranquil bays of 
Lake Onega to the wild marshlands of Lake Ladoga,  
two of Europe’s largest lakes. We call at the fairy-tale 
village of Mandrogi and also Kizhi Island to see the 
outstanding Church of the Transfiguration with its 
22 shimmering domes – a wooden masterpiece built 
without a single nail!

Our final port of call is often described as Europe’s most 
beautiful city: St Petersburg, founded by Peter the Great 
in 1703, was designed to be a showpiece of the Empire, 
with majestic architecture and breathtaking vistas 
that have inspired artists and writers throughout the 
ages. Our cruise includes a visit to the world-renowned 
Hermitage, which features an exceptional collection of 
priceless artworks housed in some of the city’s finest 
buildings, including the Tsars’ beautiful Baroque-style 
Winter Palace.

Let our experienced tour managers and insightful guides 
lift the alluring veil of mystery over this fascinating 
country and its culture on a truly unforgettable cruise.
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A RUSSIAN ODYSSEY
ABOARD THE MS ROSSIA  
12 days from £1,999pp 
Departing May to September 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN MOSCOW 
Fly to Moscow and transfer by coach to the ship.
 
DAY 2 – MOSCOW 
Enjoy a guided tour of this 
fascinating city, seeing the main 
sights such as the iconic Red 
Square, the extraordinary St Basil’s 
Cathedral and Lenin’s Mausoleum.
 
DAY 3 – MOSCOW 
Today we’ll return to the Kremlin  
for a guided tour, seeing the  
majestic Cathedral Square with its 
trio of magnificent buildings and 
historic gems, the Tsar’s Canon and 
Tsar’s Bell.
 
DAY 4 – UGLICH 
This morning cruise the mighty 
Volga, Europe’s longest river,  
before visiting picturesque Uglich, 
one of the loveliest cities of the  
‘Golden Ring’.
 

DAY 5 – YAROSLAVL 
Visit Yaroslavl, the oldest city on the Golden Ring and a Unesco 
World Heritage Site, spectacularly sited at the confluence of the 

Volga and Kotorosl Rivers.
 
DAY 6 – GORITSY 
This morning we dock in charming Goritsy, 
from where a coach will take you to the 
famous Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery, where 
we enjoy a tour of its historic grounds.
 
DAY 7 – KIZHI 
Cruise the tranquil waters of Lake Onega 
before arriving at the tiny island of Kizhi 
for a walking tour through its fascinating 
collection of restored 18th-century  
wooden buildings.
 
DAY 8 – MANDROGI 
Today enjoy cruising along the stunning 
River Svir, then visit the delightful village 
of Mandrogi with its typically colourful 
wooden houses. Tonight, the Captain  
hosts the farewell dinner.
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• 9 visits and tours including guided tours in  
 Moscow, St Petersburg, Uglich, Yaroslavl and a  
 walking tour through the Open-Air Museum of  
 Architecture in Kizhi; and visits to the Kremlin,  
 the Hermitage Museum, Mandrogi and the  
 Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery in Goritsy 
• 11 nights on board in your choice of cabin or suite,  
 with river views 
• All meals on board from dinner on your day of  
 arrival through to breakfast on your day of  
 departure (two lunches in local restaurants  
 included), welcome cocktails and the Captain’s  
 farewell dinner 
• Live entertainment every night including a  
 classical concert and a folklore show
• On-board lecture on Russian history and other  
 cultural demonstrations including Russian cooking,  
 language, handicrafts and tea-tasting
• Complimentary on-board tea and coffee 
• Complimentary on-board Wi-Fi (connection  
 speeds may vary)

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from 4 regional airports *
• Attentive service from an English-speaking crew  
 and knowledgeable local guides
• Services of a Riviera Travel tour manager
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas  
 transfers
• No surcharges guaranteed
• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection
* a supplement may apply

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
Discover Moscow, 

the fascinating 
heart of Russia

Mandrogi

Church of Elijah 
the Prophet, 
Yaroslavl

DAY 9 – ST PETERSBURG 
We enjoy a guided tour of enchanting St Petersburg, 
seeing the main sights including the spectacular 
Church of the Saviour on the Spilled Blood and  
Nevsky Prospect, the city’s elegant main thoroughfare.
 
DAY 10 – ST PETERSBURG 
Today you’ll enjoy a visit to the exceptional Hermitage 
Museum, former winter palace of the Russian Tsars, 
with one of the world’s greatest collections of art, 
antiquities, jewellery and sculpture. 
 
DAY 11 - ST PETERSBURG 
Enjoy a free day exploring this magnificent city with  
its host of exquisite palaces and churches, and wealth 
of museums.
 
DAY 12 – RETURN HOME 
Transfer to the airport for your return journey.
 
Please note: On some dates, this cruise operates in 
reverse order. You will experience the same tours and 
visits. See the Pricing & Departures page for details.

Uglich
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN MOSCOW

You fly to Moscow, where a coach will transfer 

you to the ship, moored in this unique city.  

The professional crew welcomes you on board 

and there’s time to settle in and familiarise 

yourself with the layout of the ship before dinner 

is served.

DAY 2 – MOSCOW

Our adventure has truly begun and there’s a 

real sense of excitement on board. Set yourself 

up for this morning’s tour with breakfast from 

the buffet, whilst chatting with your fellow 

passengers about what lies in store.

Churchill famously described Russia as ‘a riddle 

wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma’ and 

this still seems apt. Formerly a powerful tsarist 

empire and a Communist superpower, yet today 

having very much a cosmopolitan feel, it holds a 

real fascination. European Russia, which stretches  

from the borders of Belarus and Ukraine to 

the Urals over 600 miles east of Moscow, even 

without the vast Russian Federation, is the largest 

country in Europe. 

From humble beginnings as a small wooden 

settlement in the 12th century, despite invasions 

from the Mongols and Crimean Tatars over 

the following centuries, the city continued to 

grow and, by the 17th century, had a population 

approaching a quarter of a million. In 1712, 

Tsar Peter the Great moved the capital to St 

Petersburg and Moscow entered a period of 

decline, but by the 19th century the city was 

flourishing again until Napoleon’s invasion. The 

Industrial Revolution in the late 19th century 

once more began to transform the city until 

the Communists imposed a totalitarian regime 

in 1917 and Lenin moved his government to 

Moscow. Then came Stalin’s regime of terror, 

which lasted for a quarter of a century; he 

oversaw the war machine that helped to defeat 

Nazism, but also caused the death of tens of 

millions and the destruction of many historic 

buildings. A failed coup against Gorbachev in 

1991 marked the end of the USSR, and Moscow 

is now Russia’s richest city. On this morning’s tour 

you will learn more about its fascinating story.

At the centre of it all lies the iconic Red Square 

with its wealth of instantly recognisable buildings: 

St Basil’s Cathedral, the glorious colours of its 

cluster of onion-shaped domes, topped with 

glinting golden crucifixes, and the turrets and 

spires of the vast Kremlin fortress soaring high 

above its huge ornate walls. See the austere 

granite slabs of Lenin’s mausoleum and the 

mighty State Historical Museum, housing vast, 

priceless collections. Visit the famous GUM 

State Department Store, with its immense glass 

roof reminiscent of London’s 19th-century 

railway stations, see the dazzling white façades 

and shining domes of the Cathedral of Christ 

the Saviour, and enjoy panoramic views of this 

intriguing city from Sparrow Hills overlooking the 

mighty Moskva River.

We will enjoy lunch in a local restaurant, after 

which you’ll have free time to further explore. 

Share your stories with fellow passengers over 

dinner, before retiring to the bar for a nightcap.

DAY 3 – MOSCOW

Rise refreshed and ready to discover more of this 

historic city. On our guided tour this morning we 

return to the Kremlin, which formerly housed the 

Russian government, with stunning palaces and 

cathedrals enclosed behind its vast walls. See the 

Tsar’s Bell and Cannon and the mighty Ivan the 

Great Bell Tower, once the tallest structure in the 

country, its gold, onion-shaped domes piercing 

the sky. You’ll learn more about the history of 

this immense complex and enjoy a stroll around 

its grounds, seeing the Cathedral Square lined 

by three magnificent, gold-topped cathedrals. 

After lunch back on board, the rest of the day is 

at leisure, so why not take a trip on the famous 

marble-clad metro with its spectacular stations, 

or see the impressive university and the stunning 

Bolshoi, home to one of the world’s finest ballet 

companies. Perhaps visit Stalin’s bunker or the 

thought-provoking Gulag Museum, dedicated 

to the history of the labour camps that once 

existed in the Soviet Union, or Tolstoy’s house 

and museum, which provides a fascinating insight 

into the writer’s life. Or simply wander the grand 

arcades of Tverskaya Street and soak up the 

atmosphere.

As we set sail along the Moscow Canal, which 

connects the Moskva and Volga rivers, the 

Captain’s welcome cocktail reception is served 

before dinner, so relax in the lounge and take  

in the changing views through the ship’s 

panoramic windows.

DAY 4 – UGLICH

There’s something special about waking on board 

a river cruiser and finding yourself transported 

somewhere new. Draw back the curtains to 

reveal a hilly landscape with a scattering of 

wooden houses and quaint churches amidst the 

green slopes. Roughly three quarters of Russia’s 

population lives in its towns and cities, so much 

of the rural landscape seems deserted and almost 

unchanged since the days of the USSR. Head up 

on deck to watch some of this tranquil scenery 

slipping by as our ship glides through the calm 

waters of the Volga. 

Enjoy a leisurely lunch in the restaurant before 

we arrive in picturesque Uglich. Its name coming 

from the word for ‘corner’, this attractive city on 

a sharp bend of the Volga forms part of Russia’s 

Golden Ring, a group of ancient towns that 

played an important part in the formation of the 

Russian Orthodox Church and are now open-air 

museums, with a wealth of unique monuments 

and colourful architecture. We will enjoy a walking 

tour of the city’s Kremlin, once surrounded by 

water and now perched high on the river bank. 

It’s an impressive ensemble of seven buildings, 

including the renowned green-domed Cathedral 

of Transfiguration and the striking Church of St 

Dmitry on the Blood, a blaze of red-and-white 

façades and royal-blue domes. The latter marks 

the spot where the youngest son of Ivan the 

Terrible died in suspicious circumstances, an 

unsolved crime that changed the course of Russian 

history and precipitated the Time of Troubles, a 

dynastic and political crisis, which ended with the 

establishment of the Romanov dynasty in 1613. 

We return to the ship with time to relax  

before dinner.

DAY 5 – YAROSLAVL 

During this morning’s breakfast, our ship arrives in 

the ancient city of Yaroslavl, the largest and oldest 

YOUR CRUISE
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city of the Golden Ring. Spectacularly sited at 

the confluence of the mighty Volga and Kotorosl 

Rivers, this UNESCO Heritage site developed into 

a major commercial centre from the 11th century. 

During the 18th century, Empress Catherine the 

Great ordered urban planning reforms for the 

whole of Russia, and the city was sympathetically 

renovated in the neoclassical style of the time, 

fortunately sparing some fine historic churches. 

We will wander the charming old town, admiring 

the elegant façades of merchants’ houses, each 

more impressive than the next. See the exquisite 

17th-century church of Elijah the Prophet, known 

for its vibrant frescoes, and stroll the grounds 

of an ancient monastery with its medieval holy 

gate. The more energetic may fancy climbing 

the cathedral’s bell tower for wonderful views 

of the rivers and city below. The first woman 

to orbit Earth came from Yaroslavl – a result of 

Russia’s involvement in the ‘Space Race’, the Cold 

War rivalry between the US and the USSR for 

dominance in spaceflight capability – and a plaque 

commemorating her achievement can be seen in 

the old town. 

We return to the ship for lunch and enjoy a 

relaxed afternoon’s cruising through the Rybinsk 

Reservoir. Construction began in 1935 under 

Stalin, with historic towns and hundreds of villages 

submerged in the process, necessitating the 

resettlement of more than 150,000 people. At the 

time, it was the largest man-made body of water 

on earth and, on completion, it took three years to 

fill! As evening falls, enjoy another delicious  

dinner in the ship’s restaurant and live music in  

the bar afterwards.

DAY 6 – GORITSY

As the morning sun edges its way above the 

gentle slopes of this idyllic landscape, head to 

the ship’s restaurant for breakfast. Admire the 

Captain’s skilful handling of our vessel as we 

dock at the pretty medieval village of Goritsy, 

the centre of one of the largest accumulations 

of monasteries in Russia. From here a coach will 

take us to the magnificent Kirillo-Belozersky 

Monastery, which was founded in the 14th 

century by one of the most revered saints in the 

Russian Orthodox Church. Beautifully sited on 

the edge of a glistening lake, a cluster of soaring 

spires and onion-domed roofs nestle behind its 

austere, white walls. On our guided walk of its 

historic grounds, you will learn about its history 

and wealthy patrons, including Ivan the Terrible 

and the Romanovs.

After lunch, relax on board as we cruise the 

Volga-Baltic Waterway, part of an impressive 

229-mile network of rivers and a canal linking the 

Volga to the Baltic Sea. As we pass through the 

ever-fascinating locks, the rugged yet majestic 

landscape drifts seamlessly by: thickly forested 

riverbanks cling to the water’s edge, punctuated by 

picturesque villages of colourful wooden houses in 

a scene unchanged for centuries.

Dinner is served by your crew, after which  

take a digestif in the bar with newly made  

friends, or head up on deck to enjoy the views as 

evening descends.

DAY 7 –KIZHI 

Overnight the MS Rossia has made steady 

progress northwards and today you will enjoy 

another wonderful morning’s cruising as we enter 

the waters of Lake Onega, Europe’s second-largest 

lake. More than 50 rivers feed into it yet only one 

originates from it. Its waters appear murky due to 

its high mineral content but are, in fact, very clean, 

and home to more than 40 types of fish. The lake 

has more than 1,300 islands, some with fragrant 

pines clinging to the rocky shores, and others 

where sandy bays are fringed by lime and elm 

trees. Red squirrels, brown bears, elks and lynxes 

roam the forests – watch out for ducks, geese and 

swans amongst the marshlands.

Later we moor on the tiny island of Kizhi, an 

enchanting green sliver at the northern end of 

the lake. Thought to be a pagan site for Ugric and 

Finnish tribes, its significance grew as a centre 

on the trading route to the White Sea during 

medieval times. In 1951, an open-air museum was 

founded here, comprising a fascinating collection 

of restored 18th-century wooden structures 

brought in from nearby villages, including chapels, 

belfries, log houses, mills, bathhouses and barns. 

Impressive as these are, the main attraction of this 

UNESCO-listed site is the extraordinary Church of 

the Transfiguration. Built in 1714 without using a 

single nail, this unique structure is sure to impress 

with its 22 onion-domed cupolas, some of which 

rise to a staggering 120 feet! We enjoy a walking 

tour to learn more about the history of this 

remarkable place.

Reflect on all you have encountered today with 

your fellow travellers over tonight’s dinner as we 

slip our moorings once more.

DAY 8 – MANDROGI

We experience another highlight this morning as 

we cruise the scenic River Svir. From its source at 

Lake Onega, it runs 139 miles to the largest lake 

in Europe, Lake Ladoga, which forms part of the 

extensive canal systems to the Baltic. Head up 

Yaroslavl

Church of the 
Transfiguration, Kizhi
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on deck and enjoy this diverse and atmospheric 

landscape: steeply sided riverbanks splice the 

depths beneath, emerald-green marshes alternate 

with red rock faces and isolated villages, with 

their scattering of timber houses seemingly frozen 

in time. Before long, we moor in picturesque 

Mandrogi. This quintessential Karelian village, 

reliant on its fishing and mills, was a place 

unchanged for decades until it was completely 

destroyed during the Second World War. After 

the fall of the Soviet Union, a group of Russian 

investors bought the land and employed the 

region’s most skilled craftsmen to restore the town 

to its former glory. By 1999 the transformation 

was complete, and today it is a joy to wander 

the cobbled streets, admiring the traditional 

woodwork of the colourful ‘izbas’, gingerbread-

like buildings with masterfully carved roofs and 

window frames. Stroll through the artisans’ 

quarter and browse the traditional handicraft: 

paintings, embroidery, pottery and, of course, 

the beautifully painted ‘matryoshka’ dolls – the 

famous wooden stacking dolls in colours of  

every hue. Enjoy time at leisure absorbing the 

ambience; why not take a ride in a horse-drawn 

carriage and stop for a ‘piroshka’, a delicious 

puff pastry, or perhaps a shot of vodka. The 

most popular museum here is dedicated to this 

quintessential Russian spirit, the classic recipe 

patented in the late 19th century by the inventor 

of the periodic table.

After a barbecue lunch on shore (weather 

permitting), we’ll spend the afternoon relaxing 

on board. Tonight we’ll sample the gastronomic 

specialities of the region during the Captain’s 

Farewell Dinner.

DAY 9 – ST PETERSBURG

This morning as we reach our journey’s end, 

early risers will enjoy our stately arrival along 

the River Neva into spectacular St Petersburg. 

With a history dating back 300 years and today a 

UNESCO World Heritage site, this grand imperial 

city will enchant you with its gilded domes, 

glittering spires and magnificent architecture. 

Founded by Peter the Great, who moved the 

capital here from Moscow in 1712, Russia’s second 

city is his successful attempt to emulate the 

great Western European cities of the time. The 

most skilled architects were drafted from all over 

Europe, creating a diverse mix of architectural 

styles and stunning vistas that have inspired 

countless artists, such as Pushkin, Dostoyevsky, 

Rachmaninov, Tchaikovsky and Shostakovich. 

Following Lenin’s death and the Revolution, 

which changed the course of 20th-century world 

history, the city was renamed Leningrad. During 

the Second World War, Hitler besieged the city 

in an event that defined its history; one million 

people died from shelling, starvation and disease 

during the ‘900 days’ of the prolonged military 

blockade. The city survived and as the USSR 

crumbled during the 1990s, the city’s name was 

restored to St Petersburg. We enjoy a panoramic 

tour seeing the main sights, including bustling 

Nevsky Prospekt, the city’s most famous avenue, 

its largest department store, the National Library 

and the monument to Catherine the Great. See 

the spectacular Church of the Saviour on the 

Spilled Blood with its exquisitely colourful domes 

and glorious frescoes, and the glistening golden 

domes of Saint Isaac’s Cathedral, the fourth largest 

in the world. 

We return to the ship for lunch with free 

time after to explore. Perhaps return to the 

historic heart of St Petersburg to see the Russian 

Museum’s extensive collection, shop at the historic 

Gostiny Dvor arcade, or stroll through one of the 

many lovely parks to absorb the cosmopolitan 

ambience. By evening you’ll have worked up an 

appetite, so why not relax in the ship’s lounge with 

your favourite aperitif before dinner is served.

DAY 10 – ST PETERSBURG

Today brings another highlight with our guided 

visit to the world-renowned Hermitage Museum. 

Open to the public since 1852, it was founded 

in 1764 by Catherine the Great and its vast 

collection of over three million items, including the 

world’s largest collection of paintings, occupies an 

impressive complex of six historic buildings along 

the river embankment, including the spectacular 

Winter Palace with it pastel colonnaded façade, 

the former residence of the Tsars. See the ornate 

Great Church, the Romanovs’ private place of 

worship, and the opulent Pavilion Hall with its 

exquisite mosaic tables and extraordinary golden 

Peacock Clock, created by an English clock maker. 

There’s the Gold Rooms of the Treasure Gallery, 

containing a dazzling array of ornaments and 

jewellery plus a whole host of further galleries 

with jaw-dropping collections of artworks by 

Rembrandt, Da Vinci and Caravaggio – you’ll be 

spoilt for choice.

After lunch in a local restaurant, you may wish 

to return to the ship or remain in St Petersburg to 

further explore the historic centre. Perhaps stroll 

the fine boulevards admiring the city’s elegant 

architecture, or visit the Fabergé Museum, located 

in a superbly restored palace and home to the 

world’s largest collection of pieces by the famous 

jeweller, which includes nine imperial Easter eggs.

When dinner is served, you’ll no doubt have 

stories to recount with newly made friends before 

returning to the bar to unwind and enjoy tonight’s 

live entertainment.

DAY 11 – ST PETERSBURG

The day is at leisure so you may wish to further 

explore or relax on board. So what is it to be? 

Perhaps visit the Peter and Paul Fortress, a former 

prison founded in 1703. Its ornate cathedral, with 

beautiful marble columns and chandeliers, is the 

final resting place of many of the country’s rulers, 

including Catherine the Great and the Romanovs. 

Art aficionados may wish to visit the Museum of 

Contemporary Art or return to the Hermitage to 

visit the General Staff Building, one of the most 

famous architectural monuments in St Petersburg, 

with its impressive collection of works by Monet 

and Renoir amongst others. For lovers of history 

there is a host of palaces, such as the Stroganov 

Palace with its salmon-pink façade or the superb 

Marble Palace, constructed from 36 different kinds 

of marble. Or simply wander the city’s parks and 

stroll along the network of canals, stopping to 

admire some of the city’s countless bridges. 

As evening falls, enjoy your final dinner on  

board and reflect on what has been a truly 

memorable cruise.

DAY 12 – RETURN HOME

Transfer to the airport for your return flight.

Please note: Throughout your visit to St 

Petersburg and Moscow, the order of sightseeing is 

subject to change, depending on traffic, opening  

hours, closures for holidays and unannounced 

government functions.

On some dates, this cruise operates in reverse 

order. You will experience the same tours and 

visits. See the Pricing & Departure page for details. 

St Petersburg
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Deck Main Deck Upper Deck Boat Deck

Cabin Comfort Cabin Balcony Cabin Superior Balcony Suite Balcony Cabin

15/05/19 £1,999 £2,399 £2,599 £2,499

06/06/19 £2,199 £2,599 £2,799 £2,699

17/06/19* £2,199 £2,599 £2,799 £2,699

28/06/19 £2,199 £2,599 £2,799 £2,699

20/07/19 £2,099 £2,499 £2,699 £2,599

31/07/19* £2,099 £2,499 £2,699 £2,599

11/08/19 £1,999 £2,399 £2,599 £2,499

02/09/19 £2,299 £2,699 £2,899 £2,799

A RUSSIAN ODYSSEY ABOARD THE MS ROSSIA  
– 12 DAYS  
 
The prices are per person based on two people sharing and travelling from London Heathrow. Flights from other 
airports carry a supplement - please see below. Dates marked with an asterisk * operate a reverse itinerary.

MS ROSSIA

DEPOSIT - The deposit for this river cruise is £250 per person. 
 
SINGLE OCCUPANCY – The price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin category as above, less £640. 
Cabins for sole occupancy are on request and subject to availability.

Departure point Carrier Supplement Arrival Point (Resort) Departure Point (Resort)

Birmingham Swiss/Air France/Brussels 
Airlines/Lufthansa £70 Moscow Domodedovo Airport/ 

Moscow Sheremetyevo Airport St Petersburg Airport

Edinburgh Air France/FinnAir £90 Moscow Domodedovo Airport/ 
Moscow Sheremetyevo Airport St Petersburg Airport

London Heathrow British Airways Nil Moscow Domodedovo Airport/ 
Moscow Sheremetyevo Airport St Petersburg Airport

Manchester FinnAir/Swiss/Air France/
Brussels Airlines/Lufthansa £70 Moscow Domodedovo Airport/ 

Moscow Sheremetyevo Airport St Petersburg Airport

Flights from Birmingham, Manchester and Edinburgh will connect in a European airport on both outbound and inbound journeys. 
Flights from London Heathrow are direct. Please contact us if you would like timings and/or further information on the connecting 
flights. All details will be listed in your booking confirmation.

Not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and timings, please call us or 
check on our website.

TRANSFER TIMES – Between Moscow Domodedovo Airport and the ship is approximately 2 hours. Between Moscow Sheremetyevo 
Airport and the ship is approximately 1 hour 30 minutes. Between St Petersburg Airport and the ship is approximately 45 minutes.

PLEASE NOTE – On reverse-order itineraries, arrival and departure points are the other way around.

The Captain reserves the right to make the appropriate changes in the itinerary including deleting and adding destinations, and 
changing the sequence of the itinerary as required.

Russia Visa Application forms must initially be completed electronically at http://ru.vfsglobal.co.uk then printed and be signed by 
the applicants. All applications for UK citizens must be made in person at the Application Centres in London or Edinburgh in order 
for biometric data (fingerprints – a simple process taking 5 to 10 minutes) to be collected. Visa costs are from £50.00 plus a service 
charge of £38.40 and the option to return by post at a cost of £9.80 (total of £98.20 per person). Should you require additional help 
through an agency, please contact us for a recommendation. The granting of a visa is at the discretion of the Embassy of the Russian 
Federation in London and its Consulates. All payments made towards visa fees and service charges are non-refundable and do 
not guarantee the issuance of a visa should your application be declined. Please ensure you have at least two empty pages in your 
passport and that it is valid for a minimum of six months after the visa’s expiration. You will also need one recent passport photo, 
plus tourist vouchers that will be obtained from the shipping company through Riviera Travel – no charge applies for these vouchers. 
Please apply for your visa no more than six weeks prior to travel. Your tourist vouchers will reach you 4 to 6 weeks before departure. 
As requirements and prices may differ, non-UK passport holders should refer to: http://ru.vfsglobal.co.uk

Whilst care has been taken to ensure that the information provided relating to visa requirements is true and correct at time of 
publication, changes in requirements after the time of publication may impact on the accuracy of this information. We strongly 
suggest that you confirm requirements with the relevant embassy prior to application.
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LIFE ON BOARD MS ROSSIA

With a thoughtful programme of included shore 
excursions and guided tours, no two days are alike on 
board the MS Rossia. Built to navigate the waterways of 
Russia, your traditional river cruise ship comprises four 
generously sized decks with plenty of space for relaxing, 
dining and enjoying the views.

Admire the spectacular sunsets and ever-changing 
riverside scenery from the Sun Deck, where there are 
plenty of outdoor chairs and sun loungers for you to 
unwind in comfort. After a day’s sightseeing, why not 
enjoy an aperitif before dinner in the terrace area of the 
Tsar Bar or at the President Bar, with its magnificent 
panoramic windows, plush armchairs and relaxed, 
welcoming ambience.

Dining on board
Your days begin with a buffet-style breakfast of hot and 
cold options, including some Russian specialities. Lunch 
(buffet starter) and three-course dinner menus feature 
a mix of international and locally inspired dishes with 
vegetables and simple salads, hearty stews and sweet 
desserts, served with charming hospitality by your friendly 
and professional English-speaking crew. Tables are set for 
four to eight in a comfortable and traditional setting at 
the ship’s main restaurant located on the Upper Deck.

 

On-board activities 
To complement your great Russian odyssey, why not 
join our exciting programme of included activities? 
Enjoy a lecture on Russian history and introductions to 
Russian culture, such as tea-tasting, cooking lessons or 
language classes. The vibrant folklore concerts and live 
music performances in the President Bar will keep you 
entertained at night.

Retreat to a quiet corner of the ship’s library, located 
on the Main Deck, to catch up on some reading. This is 
where you’ll also find the main reception desk and a small 
souvenir shop. For the more energetic, there’s an on-board 
fitness room.

A lift operates to all decks to help you get around 
conveniently. Complimentary Wi-Fi is also available in 
public areas. To put your mind at ease, there is a doctor 
on board to provide free first-aid assistance, while further 
medical assistance can be provided at an additional cost.

Restaurant
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Souvenir shop Library

President Bar
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Balcony suite

Superior balcony suite

All cabins and suites are well-appointed, tastefully furnished 
and amongst the largest on Russian river cruise ships. Every 
suite features a hotel-style bed that can be configured as a 
double or twin, as well as a wardrobe, table and two chairs. 
Your en-suite bathroom features a glazed shower cubicle, 
washbasin and WC. 

And as you’d expect, all cabins and suites come with 
individually controlled air-conditioning, a hairdryer, safe, 
small fridge, telephone, flat-screen TV and radio. A laundry 
service is also available.

Superior Balcony Suites, measuring approximately 16.3 
square metres (175 square feet) on the Boat Deck, offer 
additional living space, plus an additional window and fully 
glazed French doors that open on to a private balcony with 
a table and two chairs.

Balcony Cabins, measuring approximately 14.6 square 
metres (157 square feet) on the Boat and Upper Decks, 
feature fully glazed French doors that open on to a private 
balcony with a table and two chairs.

Comfort Cabins, measuring approximately 12.4 square 
metres (133 square feet) on the Main Deck, come with a 
fixed window.

ABOUT THE MS ROSSIA
R U S S I A N  R I V E R  C R U I S I N G
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THE MS ROSSIA
LENGTH: 125M   CREW: 100   GUESTS: 224*   DECKS: 4   CABINS/SUITES: 114

SUPERIOR BALCONY SUITE         BALCONY CABIN BALCONY CABIN COMFORT CABIN  NOT 
BOAT DECK         BOAT DECK UPPER DECK  MAIN DECK AVAILABLE
16.3sq.m/175sq.ft         14.6sq.m/157sq.ft 14.6sq.m/157sq.ft 12.4sq.m/133sq.ft

DECK PLANS
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* A dedicated Riviera Travel tour manager will be on board MS Rossia throughout the cruise with our group of approximately 48 guests.

Whilst specific suite numbers cannot be guaranteed, we will do our utmost to secure any request you make at the time of booking.

ABOUT MS ROSSIA

Tsar Bar
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WONDERS OF THE NILE
THE LONG CRUISE  
FROM CAIRO 
From the Pyramids to Luxor
11 days from £2,095pp
From the Pyramids to Aswan
15 days from £2,690pp

Egypt, just the name is enough to set your 

imagination spinning back to the start of recorded 

human history – to a time when all-powerful 

Pharaohs controlled a mysterious and fabulously 

wealthy empire which lasted virtually intact for 

over 5,000 years! Our Nile cruise explores the 

mighty monuments, the intriguing history and the 

extraordinary artistic masterpieces from the greatest 

and oldest of all the ancient civilisations.

We start in Cairo, the heart of modern-day 

Egypt. The largest city on the African continent 

and much-maligned for its traffic congestion, Cairo 

remains a fascinating fusion of western, Islamic 

and Christian cultures, all mixed up with something 

a lot more ancient. The iconic symbols of these 

ancient roots are the three Great Pyramids and the 

Sphinx at Giza, on the edge of the city. Visited by 

the greatest names in history, from Alexander the 

Great, to Caesar and Napoleon, the Pyramids are 

actually the world’s oldest tourist attraction! Right in 

the centre of Cairo, the Egyptian Museum houses so 

many priceless treasures, that it would take months 

to see it all. Its Tutankhamun exhibition alone 

contains thousands of finds from the small tomb 

that Howard Carter discovered in 1922. Although 

the centre of the collection is the mesmerising solid 

gold funerary  

mask, equally impressive is the section devoted to  

the daily life of the ancient Egyptians, as are the 

touchingly realistic funerary portraits from Egypt’s 

Graeco-Roman period.

We’ll also visit the Step Pyramid of Djoser in 

Saqqara, just south of the Cairo and built over 4,600 

years ago, this is Egypt’s first proper pyramid, and is 

now considered to be the oldest stone building in  

the world.

After two days of relaxing sailing on the world’s 

longest river our tour continues with visits to the 

tombs of Beni Hassan, followed by one of the most 

imposing temples in all of Egypt, at Abydos. Our 

exploration continues with the temple of Hathor at 

Dendera, built during the time of the Ptolemies, heirs 

to Alexander the Great’s empire. This part of the tour 

is ideal for anyone who has visited Luxor and Aswan 

Cruise in luxury on the famed River Nile and 
experience the incredible ancient pyramids, 
astonishing temples and lesser-known monuments.
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before and wants to delve deeper into some of the 

rarely-visited sites mentioned above. From here  

on we continue to the well-known sights of Luxor 

and beyond.

Luxor, known as Thebes in ancient times, was 

centred around the two great temple complexes of 

ancient Egypt – Karnak and Luxor. These are both 

on the East bank of the Nile and dedicated to the 

sun god, Amun Ra, the giver of life. The West bank, 

where the sun sets, was reserved for the tombs and  

funerary temples of the Pharaohs, their families and 

high officials.

Today’s Egyptians are immensely proud of their 

ancient lineage and with typical middle-eastern 

courtesy and hospitality they are some of the  

most welcoming and friendly people you are likely 

to meet. 

YOUR SHIP – MS DARAKUM
One of the smaller ships on the Nile, with just 

52 cabins and suites, the five-star MS Darakum 

is managed by the renowned Swiss hospitality 

company, Mövenpick, and has been designed with 

a shallow draft in order to navigate the full length 

of the Nile in Egypt. It is currently the only vessel 

cruising the Nile from Cairo all the way to Aswan – 

this cruise is very much a unique experience!

Appointed to the highest specification and 

imaginatively furnished with a distinctive Moroccan 

theme, the MS Mövenpick Darakum offers extensive 

open deck space on three levels, with plenty of sun 

loungers, sofas and armchairs to relax in. The plunge 

Gaze in awe at the magnificent  
Great Sphinx of Giza

EXCLUSIVE GUEST:  
DAN CRUICKSHANK
Accomplished art historian and 
architectural consultant, Dan Cruickshank 
has presented numerous history and 
culture programmes for the BBC. Enjoy  
an insightful day and evening with Dan, 
who will make a special appearance on 
this tour only on the departure of 4 
November 2019.

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
• Visit the incredible Pyramids at Giza and get up close to the enigmatic  
 Sphinx 
• Guided tour to the lesser-known ‘Step Pyramid’, the oldest stone  
 structure in the world 
• Marvel at the Golden Mask of Tutankhamun on our visit to the  
 incomparable Egyptian Museum 
• Guided tours of amazing, yet rarely-visited sites such as the city of  
 Amarna, created by the pharaoh Akhenaten and Nefertiti 
• Visit the mysterious temple dedicated to Osiris, god of the dead,  
 at Abydos 
• Discover one of Egypt’s best preserved temples at Dendera 
Continue your cruise to Aswan for a further four nights: 
• Guided tour of the amazing temples of Karnak and Luxor 
• Visit the Pharaohs’ tombs in the Valley of the Kings & the temple of   
 Hatshepsut
• Visit Howard Carter’s house and the newly-opened replica of King  
 ‘Tut’s’ tomb 
• Explore the stunning temples at Kom Ombo and Philae in Aswan 
• Enjoy an afternoon sail on a traditional felucca to Kitchener Island 

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from the UK 
• 10 or 14 nights on board, with a choice of spacious cabins and suites,  
 all with river views 
• No single supplement on lower deck cabins, with limited availability 
• All meals included, including complimentary on-board tea & coffee 
• The services of our experienced and insightful tour manager throughout 

Luxor
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pool on the sun deck is perfect for a cooling dip. The 

spacious, yet cosy lounge bar is the social hub of the 

ship, with board games and evening entertainment 

including music, wine-tasting and a cookery lesson, a 

black & white party, the ever-popular ‘galabiya’ party 

and even a belly dancer! 

All cabins and suites feature individually-

controlled air conditioning, hairdryer, personal safe, 

fridge, TV and the convenience of tea & coffee 

making facilities. The beds are hotel-style and can 

be configured as a double or two twins, with the fine 

Egyptian cotton sheets, and an evening turn-down 

service. Clever design allows for all the wood-

panelled bathrooms to have a bath with a fixed 

shower above, along with complimentary toiletries. 

A laundry service is also available.

As in ancient times, it’s the fresh local produce 

of the lush Nile valley that is central to any meal in 

Egypt. The MS Mövenpick Darakum is known for 

its plentiful and varied buffets which feature a wide 

selection of both western and middle-eastern dishes 

– be sure to try the refreshing salads, hummus and 

falafel with hot flat bread straight from the oven.

The MS Mövenpick Darakum has five  

passenger decks: 

Lower deck – the 20sq.m cabins have two twin 

beds and smaller square windows which cannot be 

opened. They are offered for sole occupancy with 

no single supplement (limited availability). The main 

restaurant is located at this level.

Main deck – the light and airy glass-panelled 

reception allows the light to filter down to the deck 

below. All cabins from this deck and above have 

large picture-windows offering magnificent river 

views, with a panel that can be opened. There are 

two more spacious Deluxe cabins on this deck.

Upper deck – this is where you’ll find the small 

fitness room and the on-board shop, as well as the 

Senior suites (40sq.m), the forward-facing Panorama 

suites (34sq.m) and rear sun deck.

Top deck – has just two Senior suites (34sq.m), the 

main bar and lower sun deck.

Sun deck – has the pool and an open-air bar.

Please see our website for deck plans.

DAY 1 – DEPARTURE

You should arrive at the airport to take your direct 

flight to Cairo. After our late evening arrival, we 

transfer to our home for the next 10 or 14 nights, 

the MS Mövenpick Darakum.

DAY 2 – CAIRO & EGYPTIAN MUSEUM

After breakfast we’ll explore Old Cairo’s Christian 

history with a visit to the remarkable 3rd century 

‘Hanging Church’, built over a gateway to the 

Roman-era Babylon fortress. With its wooden 

barrel-roofed interior this makes for a fascinating 

introduction to Egypt’s long Coptic heritage. We 

continue to the Coptic Museum and the nearby 

Ben Ezra synagogue, said to be the place where 

the Pharaoh’s daughter found Moses in his basket 

amongst the reeds. We return to our ship for lunch.

“This day of days, the most wonderful that I 

have ever lived through…”  is how Howard Carter 

described the day in 1922 when he realised he had 

made the archaeological find of the century. King 

‘Tut’s’ tomb held so many treasures that it took 10 

years to examine, photograph, catalogue and finally 

remove all 5,398 of them. The collection forms 

the centrepiece of the Egyptian Museum, without 

question one of the world’s greatest museums, 

a treasure-house overflowing with artefacts of 

remarkable ancient craftsmanship, ranging from 

the mundane to the mystical. The famous Royal 

Mummy room may be entered, upon payment of a 

small additional fee.

DAY 3 – THE PYRAMIDS, SPHINX & SAQQARA

Today we drive out of the city towards the Giza 

plateau for our first close-up view of the Great 

Pyramids. The truly gigantic size of the three main 

pyramids only becomes fully apparent when they 

tower above you in all their majesty. For the more 

adventurous, entry into the pyramids is available at 

extra cost payable locally, but for the Great Pyramid 

of Cheops there’s a daily limit to the number of 

visitors and there’s no guarantee of an entry. A 

little further down the hill is the mighty Sphinx, the 

world’s largest free-standing sculpture, it looks out 

serenely over the suburbs of Cairo.

After our included lunch we continue south to the 

pyramids at the necropolis of Saqqara. Soon the lush 

fields give way to barren desert and we see the giant 

‘step’ pyramid looming above the palms. Built using 

smaller blocks than the Great Pyramids at Giza, it’s 

easy to see how the architecture of pyramid-building 

evolved from a simple square flat-topped mound 

upon which similar smaller mounds were added. In 

the distance, further out in the desert, we’ll be able 

to discern the famous ‘bent’ pyramid, the next stage 

in pyramid evolution, so-called because the angle 

was too steep and had to be changed half way up so 

as to avoid a catastrophic collapse.

DAY 4 – FULL-DAY SAIL

Early this morning our ship starts its long journey 

south out of Cairo. As we leave the city behind and 

pass small farms, canals and plantations of date 

palms along the way, you’ll see how productive this 

land has been for so many countless generations. 

Many farmers here still use methods that would 

Sun deck pool

MS Mövenpick Darakum 

Main/upper deck cabin, 
MS Mövenpick Darakum 
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beds as the unchanged landscape of the Nile Valley 

slips by. If you prefer to keep cool in air-conditioned 

comfort, then there are plenty of armchairs by the 

full-length windows of the bar. This afternoon we 

arrive in Minya where we will moor for two nights.

DAY 6 – BENI HASSAN TOMBS

After an early breakfast you set out with a visit 

to Tuna El Gebel, the necropolis of Hermopolis, 

sacred to the Greek god Hermes and his Egyptian 

counterpart Thoth, god of writing and wisdom. Here 

we’ll explore the tomb of Petosiris, the high priest, 

and the catacombs which once held thousands of 

mummified ibis and baboons. After lunch on board, 

we continue with a tour of the little-visited tombs 

at Beni Hassan, set high above the Nile at the foot 

of a cliff, with wonderful views across the valley. The 

tombs belong to the 11th dynasty governors of the 

region and unlike more imposing royal tombs, here 

you’ll find wall paintings showing charming glimpses 

of real daily life, with hunting scenes, farming, dancing 

and even wrestling competitions!

  

DAY 7 – AMARNA

This morning we arrive in Amarna, site of the short-

lived capital of the Pharaoh Akhenaten and his queen 

Nefertiti. Akhenaten took a brave, and possibly 

foolhardy, decision to replace the existing ancient, 

complex and powerful theology (and its priesthood!) 

with a monotheistic cult of the sun-god, the Aten. 

In order to cement the break from the past he built 

this brand-new city, with its temples and altars open 

to the sky, unlike the dark cavernous interiors of 

traditional temples. After his death his young son, 

Tutankhamun, ascended the throne and reinstated  

the old gods, leading to the abandonment of his 

father’s city. We’ll visit Akhenaten’s tomb, as well as 

those of some of his courtiers. We return to our ship in 

time for lunch and continue our journey south,  

with the opportunity to see one of Egypt’s most 

important Coptic monasteries as we sail by. We  

moor in Assyut overnight.

DAY 8 – FULL-DAY SAIL

Today we continue our journey southwards, with a 

full day’s cruising, ideal to relax after the busy last 

couple of days and before seeing the monuments and 

temples of the second part of our journey.

DAY 9 – ABYDOS

Abydos remains one of ancient Egypt’s most 

mysterious sites, with the Great Temple of Seti I as its 

centrepiece. Dedicated to the cult of Osiris, god of the 

dead, Abydos was a pilgrimage centre for thousands of 

years and was considered a sacred place to be buried. 

The temple is known for its Gallery of the Kings, 

which lists all the pharaohs, as well as some strange 

hieroglyphs which look like modern machines! We sail 

on to Qena where we moor overnight.

DAY 10 – DENDERA

The temple of Hathor is one of the most complete 

and best-preserved in all of Egypt. Hathor was the 

Egyptian goddess of love, beauty, joy and healing, 

and her temple, although only completed in Roman 

times, nevertheless follows the architecture and style 

of much older temples. Intriguingly, one of the outside 

walls has a famous relief of Cleopatra and Caesarion, 

her son by Julius Caesar, so the famous queen may 

well have visited the temple. We sail the short 

distance to Luxor where we moor overnight.

DAY 11 – RETURN FLIGHT

An early start today as anyone opting for the shorter 

eleven-day itinerary will be transferred to Luxor 

airport for the flight home, via Cairo. 

Temple of Dendera

The Nile in Aswan

be familiar to their ancestors thousands of years 

ago. Your tour manager will take this opportunity 

to invite you to the first of a couple of fascinating 

lectures on both modern and ancient Egypt. In the 

afternoon we arrive at the small town of Beni Suef 

where we moor overnight.

DAY 5 – FULL-DAY SAIL

Our second consecutive day of sailing, and by this 

time you should have settled into the rhythm of 

ship-board life. After a sumptuous breakfast buffet 

make your way to one of the three open decks and 

relax under one on one of the many comfortable 

shaded sun loungers or Balinese-style canopied day-
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On all our departures, the MS Mövenpick Darakum 

continues its journey south to Aswan for a further  

four nights. The full 15-day tour is ideal for those on 

their first visit to Egypt who want to gain the most 

complete experience and understanding of this  

unique destination. 

DAY 11 – LUXOR WEST BANK

Anyone staying on for the full itinerary to Aswan 

will continue the tour crossing the Nile to the 

West Bank for the ‘main event’ – the Valley of 

the Kings! It is simply remarkable that so much 

artistic beauty is hidden below the barren earth 

of this hot, dry, rock-strewn valley. The incredible 

state of preservation and the vividness of the 

paintings and hieroglyphics is simply astounding. 

It is tantalising to imagine what treasures all these 

tombs once held, lost to incredibly efficient grave 

robbers thousands of years ago. We will also visit 

Howard Carter’s house which has been beautifully 

preserved and is next to the newly-opened replica 

of King Tut’s tomb. Our tour ends at the mortuary 

temple of Hatshepsut, the first female pharaoh, 

with its stunning three-tiered colonnaded terraces 

reflecting the outline of the cliffs above. We return 

to our ship at lunchtime and the rest of the day is 

at leisure.

DAY 12 – KARNAK & LUXOR TEMPLES

This morning we visit the Temple of Karnak. The 

astounding Hypostyle Hall is the most awe-

inspiring part of this vast complex, said to be the 

largest religious centre of the ancient world. Its 

134 gigantic columns stretch up to 80ft high and 

are covered in hieroglyphics – look carefully and 

you’ll spot traces of the original colours still visible. 

One of the many interesting features is the first 

documented peace treaty in history, between 

Ramses II and the Hittites. Another highlight is the 

MÖVENPICK DARAKUM DECK PLAN
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great Obelisk of Hatshepsut, carved from one 97-

foot high block of polished red granite and weighing 

in at over 300 tons, it has stood here for over 3,450 

years, a testament to the amazing abilities and 

ingenuity of its creators. We also visit the smaller, 

but equally remarkable Temple of Luxor, which was 

originally connected to Karnak via the 2-mile long 

Avenue of the Sphinxes. After lunch we set sail for 

Edfu where we moor overnight.

DAY 13 – KOM OMBO

The temple at Kom Ombo is unusual in that it’s 

dedicated to two gods, Horus and Sobek, the 

crocodile. The temple had a lake with sacred 

crocodiles and many mummies of them have been 

found nearby. We sail to Aswan and moor overnight.

DAY 14 – ASWAN

This morning is our last full day in Egypt and we 

visit one of modern Egypt’s greatest achievements 

– the Aswan High Dam. We continue to the temple 

of Philae, which had to be rescued from the rising 

waters of Lake Nasser. After a visit to the Nubian 

museum, we take to the water on a felucca sail  

as the sun sets in the west to Kitchener Island,  

which the eponymous general converted to a 

botanical park.

DAY 15 – FLIGHT HOME

Early this morning we make our way to Aswan 

airport for the return flight, via Cairo, back to the UK 

after unique and truly fascinating tour.

LUXOR TO ASWAN EXTENSION

Sun deck
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WONDERS OF THE NILE

Airport 11-day upstream Nile cruise to Luxor 09/10/18 04/11/18 26/02/19 24/03/19 19/04/19 15/05/19 13/09/19 09/10/ 19
Heathrow Flight & Cruise lower deck cabin £2,280 £2,280 £2,295 £2,245 £2,195 £2,095 £2,295 £2,395

Single Supplement £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Cruise cabin 
supplements 
per person per 
cruise subject to 
availability

Main deck cabin £100 £100 £145 £145 £145 £145 £145 £145
Upper deck cabin £230 £230 £245 £245 £245 £245 £245 £245
Senior suite £1,080 £1,080 £1,000 £1,000 £1,000 £1,000 £1,000 £1,000
Panorama suite £1,430 £1,430 £1,360 £1,360 £1,360 £1,360 £1,360 £1,360
Main deck cabin single supplement £1,275 £1,275 £850 £850 £850 £850 £850 £850
Upper deck cabin single supplement £1,470 £1,470 £1,100 £1,100 £1,100 £1,100 £1,100 £1,100

All timings quoted are local. Egypt is GMT +2 hrs. Single cabin supplements are per person, limited availability & not available for suites.
Flight information: Egyptair flights to Cairo (duration 4hrs.40) depart at 15:50 from London Heathrow. On your return journey you will depart from Luxor Airport (Aswan for 15 day cruise), arriving back into 
London Heathrow (via Cairo) at 13:35.
Egyptair Business Class upgrade: with priority boarding, a 60" seat pitch and 20" width, your seat also converts into a 73" flat-bed, with a seat-back TV. Price to be confirmed after we receive your booking. 
Subject to availability & on request.

Airport 15-day upstream Nile cruise to Aswan 09/10/18 04/11/18 26/02/19 24/03/19 19/04/19 15/05/19 13/09/19 09/10/ 19
Heathrow Flight & Cruise lower deck cabin £2,890 £2,890 £2,890 £2,840 £2,790 £2,690 £2,890 £2,990

Single Supplement £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0
Cruise cabin 
supplements 
per person per 
cruise subject to 
availablity

Main deck cabin £150 £150 £185 £185 £185 £185 £185 £185
Upper deck cabin £315 £315 £340 £340 £340 £340 £340 £340
Senior suite £1,399 £1,399 £1,400 £1,400 £1,400 £1,400 £1,400 £1,400
Panorama suite £1,829 £1,829 £1,900 £1,900 £1,900 £1,900 £1,900 £1,900
Main deck cabin single supplement £1,695 £1,695 £1,300 £1,300 £1,300 £1,300 £1,300 £1,300
Upper deck cabin single supplement £1,965 £1,965 £1,700 £1,700 £1,700 £1,700 £1,700 £1,700

Flight information: Please see above.

11 - day upstream Nile cruise to Luxor

15 - day upstream Nile cruise to Aswan

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of this holiday is per person, based on two people sharing a twin cabin. Ten or 14 nights’ accommodation on the MS Movenpick Darakum, including breakfast, lunch & dinner daily, 
scheduled flights to Cairo and from Luxor or Aswan via Cairo to the UK, guided tours of Cairo, the Giza Pyramids & Sphinx, entrance to the Egyptian Museum, Beni Hassan tombs, Amarna, 
Abydos & Dendera temples. For those extending to Aswan, guided tour of Karnak and Luxor temples, the Valley of the Kings, Hatshepsut temple, Howard Carter’s house & replica King ‘Tut’s’ 
tomb, Kom Ombo temple, Philae temple, Aswan dam, Nubian museum & felucca sail and the services of a Riviera Travel tour manager.

NOT INCLUDED  
Egyptian visa, please see below. 
Note: No photography or guiding is allowed inside tombs or pyramids, as well as in museums. Entry into the Egyptian Museum’s Mummy room and into any of the Great Pyramids is payable 
extra locally. The order of visits may vary according to the season & local conditions.

VISAS & HEALTH
All British passport holders require an Egyptian visa. This is available on arrival at Cairo airport for £20 per person in cash (in UK pounds), or from the Egyptian Consulate in London prior to 
departure. You may now also obtain an e-visa online prior to departure, please visit www.visa2egypt.gov.eg. Please ensure that you have at least one empty page in your passport and that it 
is valid for at least 6 months after your return date. Visa fees are subject to change without notice and are non-refundable.
Whilst the travelling schedule shall pose no problems for people of any age in normal physical health, we would point out that in visiting a number of historical sites, paths are uneven and 
uphill and we often enjoy walking tours of the main sights. A reasonable level of fitness is required to get the best out of this tour, for example there are no lifts on board the MS Darakum 
and entry into some of the tombs in the Valley of the Kings involves steep descents with numerous narrow steps. Therefore this holiday will not be suitable for clients of greatly impaired 
mobility. Daytime temperature levels will also be high for most of the year and in summer months most excursions start early in order to avoid excessive midday desert heat. Please consult 
your GP regarding the appropriate inoculations required for Egypt at least a month before departure. Whilst care has been taken to ensure that the information provided relating to visa 
requirements is true and correct at time of publication, changes in requirements after the time of publication may impact on the accuracy of this information. Therefore, whilst we strive to 
provide the most up-to-date information, we strongly suggest that you re-confirm requirements with the relevant embassy prior to travel.

DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £250 per person.

Transfer Times

Nile Cruise to Luxor 
Cairo Airport Luxor Airport

Airport to Ship 1 hr
Ship to Airport 30 mins

Please note: Transfer times are approximate and depend on traffic.

Nile Cruise to Aswan
Cairo Airport Aswan Airport

Airport to Ship 1 hr
Ship to Airport 30 mins

Please note: Transfer times are approximate and depend on traffic.

W O N D E R S  O F  T H E  N I L E
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CRUISE THE BEAUTIFUL  
ADRIATIC COAST

Imagine yourself reclining under an azure sky, as the polished teak deck 
moves almost imperceptibly with the rhythm of the Mediterranean and  
a refreshing breeze ruffles the air. You’re relaxed aboard your very own 

yacht as it glides between the picturesque ports along the Adriatic coast 
– where there’s a blissful absence of mammoth liners boasting ever-larger 
passenger numbers. 

Our magnificent vessels carry up to just 40 guests, which means you'll 
receive more personal service from your charming crew, ready to attend 
to your every need. With so few travellers, an exclusive yet convivial 
atmosphere prevails.

The modest dimensions of our yachts allow us to visit less-accessible and 
attractive ports and islands, such as Mali Lošinj, Rab and Korčula for a much 
more intimate and authentic experience. We often sail between islands and 
the shore, affording unhindered panoramas, with the opportunity to swim in 
some breathtaking spots. The memories of a yacht cruise along the Adriatic 
will remain with you for a lifetime.

T H E  A D R I A T I C  C O A S T  B Y  Y A C H T
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Take in spectacular coastal views from the comfort of a sun 
lounger or hammock on the ship’s ample Sun Deck. On the  
deck below you will find the elegant restaurant and bar, 
beautifully furnished and fully air-conditioned. The stylish 
terrace area with its comfortable seating provides the perfect 
spot to catch up on some reading or for a chat over a coffee  
with your fellow travellers.

Each day begins with an excellent breakfast, a fine selection 
of hot and cold options, while lunch and dinner feature 
mouth-watering menus that draw attention to local cuisines. 
From hot meat and fish dishes to refreshing salads, they’re all 
freshly prepared and served with a beaming smile. No cruise is 
complete without the Captain’s Dinner, of course, when delicious 
Croatian and Mediterranean cuisines are served.

Our thoughtful itineraries include days when lunch or dinner 
is at leisure, giving you the opportunity to sample the delightful 
local restaurants ashore. Every evening, the ships remain moored 
so you can take an after-dinner stroll off the vessel, exploring the 
typically unspoilt ports of the Adriatic.

There is little formality on board – shorts and t-shirts are the 
order of the day, and as there is no seating plan, you choose your 
own table and dining companions. After just a few days of this 
extraordinary experience, you’ll be on first-name terms with 
the crew and many of your fellow guests. This is exactly how 
holidays should be.

Our thoughtfully planned itineraries allow plenty of time at 
sea, so you can fully experience the unique delights a sailing 
holiday can offer, with frequent opportunities to swim in idyllic 
locations, making for a very special and memorable cruise.

Picture a typical day on board: spend the morning sailing the 
turquoise waters of the Adriatic, taking in magnificent coastal 
vistas and the invigorating breeze. You have the opportunity to 
cool off with a swim off the back of the ship – as if it were your 
own! Relax back on board as your crew serve a delicious lunch 
in the restaurant, before we moor in our next port of call. Join 
our included excursions ashore, with free time after to explore. 
Enjoy dinner independently in a cosy restaurant and sample the 
local fare before returning for your favourite nightcap on the 
ship’s terrace.

LIFE ON BOARD

THE PERFECT BALANCE

Brac

T H E  A D R I A T I C  C O A S T  B Y  Y A C H T
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CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS

• Engaging, expert-led walking tours of cities  
 steeped in history

• Enjoy swim stops in idyllic bays and coves  
 in secluded island locations

• Perfect balance between shore excursions  
 and time to relax on board

• Return scheduled flights from a choice of  
 regional airports

• The services of our experienced tour  
 manager throughout

• Stay seven nights on the four-star MS Adriatic Sun,  
 MV Riva, MV Corona, MS Il Mare or MV Mare Blu

• Enjoy a relaxed atmosphere in a modest-sized  
 ship with a dedicated crew

• Make the most of overnight moorings – take  
 evening strolls ashore and sample the local cuisine

• Admire spectacular coastal views generally  
 inaccessible to larger cruise liners

• Daily breakfast, some lunches and dinners,  
 as well as the Captain’s Dinner

T H E  A D R I A T I C  C O A S T  B Y  Y A C H T
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Mljet
The Elaphite

Islands

Korcula

Hvar

Pucisca Makarska
Brac

BOSNIA 
& 

HERZEGOVINA

CROATIA

SLOVENIAITALY

Krka 
National Park

Vodice

Split

Venice

Dubrovnik

Zlarin
Trogir

Kornati

Zadar

Skradin

Trstenik

Telaščica

Molat

Rab

Rovinj
Bay of Lim

Umag

Pula
Cres

Krk

Mali Lošinj

Opatija

Šibenik

Split-Rab-Split on the MS Il Mare

Split-Zadar-Split on the MV Riva

Split-Dubrovnik-Split on the MS Adriatic Sun  

Venice-Pula-Opatija on the MV Mare Blu

Dubrovnik-Split-Dubrovnik on the MV Corona
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WHERE CAN WE TAKE YOU? 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 
NORTHERN COAST

on the MS Il Mare  
and MV Riva

Cruise through the spectacular 
Kornati National Park, a 
breathtaking archipelago of  
desert-like islands, plus  
guided tours of:

• Split and Emperor Diocletian’s  
 monumental palace, one of  
 the greatest structures of the  
 Roman Empire

• Trogir, a historic coastal gem  
 with one of the finest  
 cathedrals in the Adriatic

• Zadar, ancient capital of  
 Dalmatia and a delightful  
 Italianesque seaside town

• Šibenik with its delightful old  
 town and impressive cathedral

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 
SOUTHERN COAST

on the MV Corona  
and MS Adriatic Sun

Visit Mljet National Park and  
the islet of St Mary’s with its  
12th-century Benedictine 
monastery, and enjoy guided  
tours of:

• Dubrovnik, Pearl of the Adriatic,  
 with its unspoilt historic centre

• Hvar, a stunning island famed  
 for its freshwater springs, olive  
 groves and lavender fields

• Korčula, a perfectly preserved  
 medieval port and the  
 birthplace of Marco Polo

• Split and the astonishing  
 Emperor Diocletian’s Palace  
 to discover a fascinating  
 Roman legacy

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 
ISTRIAN PENINSULA

on the MV Mare Blu

Cruise around the Istrian Peninsula 
through the Kvarner archipelago 
and along the Opatija Riviera. Join 
our fascinating guided tours of:

• Venice, one of the world’s  
 most enchanting cities

• Pula, a Roman city with an  
 impressive amphitheatre

• Rovinj, a picturesque port  
 with Italianate architecture  
 and atmosphere

• Krk and its charming, medieval  
 old town

• Opatija, an elegant seaside  
 resort with fine 19th-century  
 villas lining the waterfront

Enjoy swim stops along  
the idyllic coastline

T H E  A D R I A T I C  C O A S T  B Y  Y A C H T
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CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN VENICE 
Arrive in Venice and board the superb MV Mare Blu. Relax before 
tonight’s included welcome dinner.
 
DAY 2 – VENICE 
Guided tour of iconic Venice, the only city in the world built 
entirely on water and discover its vast cultural and architectural 
heritage.
 
DAY 3 – UMAG, BAY OF LIM & ROVINJ 
Cruise to the stunning Istrian Peninsula, seeing the breathtaking 
scenery of the Bay of Lim before mooring in Rovinj for a guided 
tour of this charming town with its Mediterranean atmosphere.
 
DAY 4 – ROVINJ, PULA & CRES 
Take in glorious coastal views as we cruise to historic Pula with 
its wealth of Roman ruins. We have a guided tour including the 
magnificent amphitheatre before cruising on to the picturesque 
little town of Cres.
 
DAY 5 – MALI LOSINJ 
Have your camera at the ready today as we sail into the 
spectacular Kvarner archipelago, mooring in elegant Mali Lošinj, 
where you have free time to explore.
 
DAY 6 – RAB & KRK 
Cruise to Rab and wander its ancient streets, admiring the fine 
Romanesque architecture. Relax on board before arriving in Krk 
and explore this interesting medieval town on our guided tour 
before tonight’s Captain’s Dinner.
 

SLOVENIA

CROATIA

ITALY

Venice

Rovinj
Bay of Lim

Umag

Pula
Cres

Krk

Mali Lošinj

Opatija
Zagreb

Ljubljana

Rab

VENICE - PULA - OPATIJA  
ON THE MV MARE BLU 
8 days from only £1,399pp 
Departing May to October 2019

Key:

Route

Arrive

Depart

DAY 7 – OPATIJA  
Head up on deck for views of one of the most dramatic 
stretches of the Croatian coastline as we moor in Opatija for  
a guided tour of this historic seaside resort. 
 
DAY 8 – RETURN FLIGHT 
We disembark and transfer to the airport for your return flight.
  
PLEASE NOTE: On some dates, this cruise operates in reverse 
order. You'll experience the same tours and visits. For details 
of the MV Mare Blu, available airports, departure dates and 
prices, please see pages 142 and 143.

T H E  A D R I A T I C  C O A S T  B Y  Y A C H T
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

Rovinj

Pula

Rab

Krk

Rab

• Guided tour of Venice, one of the world’s most  
 enchanting cities

• Guided tour of the Roman city of Pula with its  
 impressive amphitheatre

• Guided tour of Rovinj, enjoying its Italianate  
 architecture and atmosphere

• Spectacular cruising around the Istrian Peninsula,  
 through the Kvarner archipelago and along the  
 Opatija Riviera, the most magnificent stretch of  
 coastline in Croatia

• Guided tour of Krk and its picturesque medieval  
 old town

• Guided tour of Opatija, elegant seaside resort, with  
 fine 19th-century villas lining the waterfront 

• Explore the harbour towns of Mali Lošinj and Rab

Plus, of course...
• Return flights from a choice of regional airports*

• 7 nights on board the four-star MV Mare Blu in  
 your choice of cabin

• Daily breakfast, 4 lunches, 2 dinners plus the  
 Captain’s Dinner

• Services of our experienced tour manager  
 throughout

• Complimentary Wi-Fi on board

• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers

• ABTA and ATOL protection

* a supplement may apply

Venice

T H E  A D R I A T I C  C O A S T  B Y  Y A C H T
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN VENICE

You’ll arrive at the airport to take your flight to 

the beautiful city of Venice where you will be 

met and taken by coach to the harbour where 

the brand-new, splendid MV Mare Blu and her 

welcoming crew are ready to greet you. They will 

ensure you settle in to your stylish cabin, superbly 

equipped with all you need for a comfortable 

stay. After familiarising yourself with the layout 

of the ship, there’s time to relax before an aperitif 

in the convivial bar, meeting your fellow travelling 

companions before tonight’s dinner. 

DAY 2 – VENICE

One of the world’s most extraordinary cities 

and on so many people’s wish lists, Venice, La 

Serenissima, is quite simply unique. Lord Byron 

described it as ‘the Queen of the Adriatic’ and as 

the only city in the world built entirely on water, 

with a huge and fascinating cultural heritage, 

Venice has been a source of inspiration for poets, 

painters and writers alike since time immemorial. 

As you wander its picturesque streets, there’s 

a view to make you stop in awe at every turn – 

from exquisite churches and striking Renaissance 

buildings, to the unmistakable Grand Canal, its 

banks lined with smart shops and atmospheric 

restaurants, their tables spilling out on to the 

quayside, where classic gondolas gently rock on 

the calm water. You can only be in Venice! 

We’ll begin to uncover some of the city’s 

treasures on our guided tour: the legendary 

and breathtaking St Mark’s Square and the 

luxuriously decorated Byzantine Basilica, with its 

shimmering mosaic-clad façade and the soaring 

Campanile tower; the vast Doge’s Palace, one of 

the finest secular Gothic buildings in the world; 

and the romantic Bridge of Sighs with its rather 

grim history. Lunch is at leisure allowing you the 

opportunity to seek out a traditional restaurant 

and enjoy one of the world’s greatest cuisines, 

after which you’ll feel recharged and ready to 

explore under your own steam. For art lovers, 

there’s the world-famous Accademia, with its 

staggering collection of Venetian masterpieces or 

discover the authentic charm of the restored and 

atmospheric Jewish Quarter. Immerse yourself in 

the lively throng of the traditional Rialto market 

or simply wander the narrow alleys away from 

the bustle of the main thoroughfares and discover 

Venice’s quieter side; traditional shops tucked 

away, with the delicious smell of their colourful 

fresh fruit and vegetables mingling with the 

rich aroma of coffee drifting from the tiny cafés 

and washing stretched high between crumbling 

buildings, in a scene unchanged for centuries.

After a truly memorable day, enjoy comparing 

notes with your fellow travellers over dinner,  

as evening falls on this iconic and truly  

irresistible city.

DAY 3 – UMAG, BAY OF LIM & ROVINJ

An air of excitement pervades the ship this 

morning and after breakfast, it’s time to set sail 

into the Adriatic. Head up on deck to watch 

Venice’s historic spires fading into the horizon as 

we take an easterly course towards the Istrian 

Peninsula. Often referred to as the ‘New Tuscany’, 

the lovely coastline of this heart-shaped peninsula 

comes into view – its striking rocky shoreline 

backed by undulating forested hills and wild 

pastureland with its ancient trellis of crumbling 

dry stone walls, and an occasional shepherd’s 

kažuni, traditional stone shelter with its typical 

conical-shaped roof. Istria’s location, on the 

borders of Italy, Croatia and Slovenia has endowed 

it with a diverse and fascinating cultural heritage. 

A succession of rulers all left their mark here: from 

the Illyians – who named it Histri – to the Romans 

who arrived in the second century BC, subsequent 

Slav tribes followed before it became a province 

of the Frankish Empire during the Middle Ages, 

but it is probably the 400 years of Venetian rule 

which have left some of its most obvious legacies, 

reflected in the Italianate architecture and place 

names, whilst Italian remains very much the 

region’s second language.

Arriving in Umag’s little harbour you’ll have 

free time to explore before it’s time to head to 

the relaxed ambience of the ship’s restaurant for 

a delicious lunch. Enjoy the fabulous views as we 

approach one of the most dramatic stretches 

of Istria’s coastline, the Lim Bay, a six-mile-long 

estuary, created during the last Ice Age when the 

coastline sank causing the water to rush into the 

newly formed valley. Protected by a conservation 

order, the tranquil waters provide a perfect 

breeding ground for many breeds of fish, and  

the local oysters grown here are a speciality of  

the region.

Arriving later in the charming port of Rovinj, we 

saunter ashore into the maze of little streets, with 

splashes of colour spilling from lofty window boxes 

and locals stopping to exchange a few words in 

the elegant piazzas. After a guided tour seeing the 

main sights including the huge cathedral and its 

impressive bell tower, inspired by St Mark’s, there’s 

time for you to explore under you own steam, 

soaking up the lovely Mediterranean atmosphere.

Dinner is at leisure so sample the local fare in a 

cosy restaurant, serving grilled catch of the day, or 

a simple risotto with delicious local Istrian truffle 

accompanied by freshly picked salad drizzled with 

the finest locally produced olive oil and a glass of 

local white wine - now what could be better!

DAY 4 – ROVINJ, PULA & CRES

Day breaks and the sun casts its rosy glow over 

the terracotta rooftops and pastel-coloured 

facades whilst the fishermen haul their catch 

into the picturesque harbour, accompanied by 

the early morning calls of gulls soaring high 

above. Rise refreshed and during breakfast, we 

set sail for the historic city of Pula. Conquered 

by the Romans in the 1st century BC, it was a 

vantage point from which to protect the bay 

and an important administrative centre. Later 

it became the largest naval port of the Austro-

Hungarian monarchy and still retains several 

working shipyards. On our guided tour we will see 

arguably the best preserved ancient monument 

in Croatia, the magnificent Roman amphitheatre 

- with a capacity for 22,000 spectators, it is 

the sixth largest in the world. Why such a vast 

amphitheatre was built in a small Roman town 

remains a mystery but its three-storey network  

of huge limestone arches are remarkable and  

one can only imagine the sights and sounds  

YOUR CRUISE

Cres
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of gladiatorial spectacles that used to unfold here. 

We’ll also see the majestic Arch of Sergius, the  

old town’s main square, once the Roman Forum, 

with the imposing Temple of Augustus and the 

town hall with its Renaissance arcade. Pula also 

has a historic cathedral with a bell tower made 

from the stones of the amphitheatre as well as 

a sprinkling of interesting little churches and a 

fascinating archaeological museum with a  

wealth of Roman exhibits.

After lunch there’s the opportunity for a 

swim-stop then plenty of time to relax before 

our arrival on the island of Cres, the largest in the 

Gulf of Kvarner. We will moor in Cres town; with 

a picturesque waterfront of ice-cream coloured 

houses and a jumble of boats moored in the pretty 

harbour, it’s reminiscent of an Italian fishing village 

and the perfect spot to while away an evening, 

enjoying dinner at leisure.

DAY 5 – MALI LOŠINJ

This morning’s cruising takes us to the very heart 

of the stunning Kvarner archipelago so have 

your camera at the ready. A seamless stream of 

wonderful island views drifts by as you recline on 

your sun lounger, book in one hand, long refreshing 

drink in the other. On Cres' eastern shores, a 

landscape of dry rocky pastureland, interspersed 

with clusters of ancient oak and pine give way to 

an endless ribbon of deserted shingle beach – keep 

an eye out for the rare griffon vulture too, Croatia’s 

most majestic bird, now a protected species here. 

There will be time for a swim stop too so you can 

work up an appetite for today’s lunch. Our passage 

brings us to the southerly most point of our cruise, 

in the elegant town on Mali Lošinj, nestling in a 

sheltered bay on the fertile island of Lošinj. Lush 

evergreen forest and tall Aleppo pines blanket the 

gently undulating backdrop and the area is home 

to many protected animal species and about 

1,200 different plant species. We will moor on the 

charming waterfront lined with tall 19th-century 

sea captains’ houses – backed by an elegant 

terrace of smart villas, fringed with glossy palms 

and vibrant bougainvilleas. After lunch, wander 

ashore to explore under your own steam. Lošinj 

is famous for its crystal-clear waters too and you 

may be lucky enough to see bottlenose dolphins 

that frequent the waters here!

Dinner is at leisure tonight – perhaps at one of 

the many waterfront restaurants as you watch the 

setting sun glistening on the sparkling water before 

heading back on board and sinking into a comfy 

chair on the terrace with your favourite digestif.

DAY 6 – RAB & KRK

This morning as the Captain skilfully steers the 

MV Mare Blu into the calm open waters of the 

archipelago, head up to the sun deck as we 

cruise past the barren rocky island of Pag, its 

desolate landscape defined by its steely mountain 

backdrop. We are closer to the mainland now and 

the coastal views are ever more dramatic. Enjoy a 

refreshing swim stop before our next port of call, 

Rab, one of the most alluring islands along this 

stretch of the Dalmatian coast. Sheltered against 

its sturdy mountainous pine, a fertile patchwork 

of vine and olive groves and verdant forests gives 

way to strips of golden beach which snake their 

way between the secret coves and secluded little 

Rovinj

Pula

bays. On our approach into the historic harbour, 

four colourful lofty bell towers rise from a blaze of 

terracotta rooftops, hiding an intricate web of shady 

streets, perfect for exploring. Step back in time and 

wander in the cool shadows of Rab’s ancient stone 

buildings, admiring the Romanesque architecture 

and the grand Italianate houses whilst absorbing the 

magical atmosphere. Lunch is at leisure.

Relax as we sail north to Krk, Croatia’s largest 

island, and enjoy views of its attractive coastline 

punctured by hidden caves and inlets. Well-

located on this important historic maritime trade 

route through the Adriatic, both the Illyians and 

Romans settled here. We will moor at Krk town, 

the island’s ‘capital’, and enjoy a guided tour of the 

picturesque medieval old town, a criss-crossing 

network of narrow streets weaving round the lovely 

Romanesque cathedral. We’ll see remains of the old 

town walls and a 15th-century castle, now used as 

an open-air theatre.

Enjoy an aperitif in the bar before tonight’s 

excellent Captain’s Dinner during which you’ll be 

served specialties of the region. 

DAY 7 – OPATIJA

As the sun comes up on our final day cruising 

these idyllic waters, we cast off into the glittering 

turquoise depths. There’s plenty of time to relax 

up on deck with a book or an indulgent snooze, so 

let your mind drift off whilst the warm sea breeze 

washes over you; recharge and unwind, this is 

exactly what a holiday should be for. Cool off with a 

swim in the refreshing water before lunch is served.

The approach to our final port of call certainly 

won’t disappoint as we sail along the Opatija 

Riviera, reputedly the most beautiful stretch in 

Croatia. Thickly forested slopes gracefully cascade 

into a 20-kilometre stretch of glorious rocky 

coastline, studded with a string of charming seaside 

resorts, their elegant waterfronts lined with fine 

19th-century villas, a legacy of a sophisticated 

bygone age.

We moor in Opatija itself, alongside the shady 

tree-lined promenade and head ashore for a guided 

tour of the main sights, including the 14th-century 

Benedictine abbey and the beautifully restored 

neoclassical Villa Angiolina, set in a carefully tended 

park of neatly clipped shrubs and exotic palms.

Enjoy dinner at leisure in perhaps one of  

Opatija’s excellent seafood restaurants, before 

enjoying one last balmy evening stroll along the 

charming waterfront.

DAY 8 – RETURN FLIGHT

After breakfast we disembark and return to the 

airport at the appropriate time for your return flight.

PLEASE NOTE: On some dates, this cruise operates 

in reverse order. You'll experience the same tours 

and visits. Please see pages 142 and 143 for details.
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The art of cruising has never looked so good with the latest addition 

to our fleet, the sensational MV Mare Blu. Set to launch in 2018 and 

defining the very epitome of yacht cruising, this brand-new vessel, 

in short, is luxury afloat. Built specifically to cruise the waters of the 

Adriatic and featuring the very latest safety innovations, at 52 metres, 

the sleek lines of this stunning vessel represent a true masterclass in ship 

design of the very highest order.

Accommodating just 38 passengers, there’s a sense of exclusivity 

aboard, but your welcoming and highly professional crew, on hand to 

look after your every requirement, ensures the ambience is informal and 

friendly, and you’ll feel at home from the very moment you arrive.

Superb attention to detail at every stage of the design process is 

evident throughout - from the light and spacious public areas, glamorous 

sun deck with shaded area, elegant air-conditioned restaurant and bar, 

and stylish terrace to the superbly equipped cabins, kitted out with all 

you need for a comfortable stay. Gleaming wood and sparkling glass, 

contemporary lighting and subtle colour schemes all combine to create 

the refined, yet relaxing holiday environment you’ll absolutely love.

Recline on a sun lounger up on the magnificent sun deck and take in 

the spectacular panoramic views whilst the attentive crew brings you a 

refreshing drink from the bar – there can be few holiday experiences as 

blissful as this.

All fully air-conditioned cabins are equipped with desk and chair, 

wardrobe, safe, hairdryer and contemporary bathroom with shower. Free 

Wi-Fi is available on the upper deck and terrace for your convenience.

CATEGORY B CABINS are located on the lower deck and accessed 

from inside the ship. They measure approximately 15 square metres  

(161 square feet) are furnished with twin or double beds and feature  

one small fixed window.

CATEGORY A CABINS are available on the main deck, accessed  

from the deck and are approximately 14 to 16 square metres  

(151 to 172 square feet). They feature comfortable fixed double  

beds and one opening window as well as one fixed porthole window  

in the entrance door.

CATEGORY A+ CABINS are found in the forward part of the main deck 

and accessed from inside the ship. Well-proportioned at approximately 

14.5 to 15 square metres (156 to 161 square feet) they feature twin or 

double beds and one opening window. 

THE MV MARE BLU

Artist's impressions
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THE ADRIATIC COAST - VENICE - PULA - OPATIJA   MV MARE BLU

CABINS 1 & 2 CATEGORY A MAIN DECK 
16sq.m/172sq.ft with fixed double bed  
and one opening window and one fixed  
porthole in door.

CABIN 3 CATEGORY A MAIN DECK 
14sq.m/151sq.ft with fixed double bed  
and one opening window and one fixed  
porthole in door.

CABINS 4 & 5 CATEGORY A MAIN DECK 
15sq.m/161sq.ft with fixed double bed  
and one opening window and one fixed  
porthole in door.

CABINS 6, 7, 13, 14 & 15  
CATEGORY A+ MAIN DECK 
14.5sq.m/156sq.ft approximately with fixed  
double bed and one opening window.

CABINS 8, 9 & 10 CATEGORY A+ MAIN DECK 
15sq.m/161sq.ft with fixed twin beds and  
one opening window.

CABIN 12 CATEGORY A+ MAIN DECK  
14.5sq.m/156sq.ft with twin beds that can  
be pushed together and one opening window.

CABINS 16 & 18 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK 
15sq.m/161sq.ft with fixed twin beds and  
one small fixed window.

CABINS 17, 19 & 20 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK 
15sq.m/161sq.ft with fixed double bed and  
one small fixed window.

CABIN 21 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK 
15sq.m/161sq.ft with twin beds that can be  
pushed together and one small fixed window.

DECK PLANS

All cabins have air-conditioning, a desk and chair, safe, hairdryer and bathroom with shower cubicle. 
The ship also has a spacious sun deck with sun loungers.

2 4 6 8 10 12 14

1 53 7 9 13 15

16 18 20

17 19 21

UPPER DECK

MAIN DECK

LOWER DECK

Deck Information

PRICE INCLUDES  The price of this holiday is per person, based on two people sharing a double or twin cabin. The price includes return flights (some airports carry a 
supplement, see table below), all transfers, breakfast, 4 lunches, 2 dinners and Captain’s dinner, tours and visits as per the itinerary and port taxes. Dates marked with an 
asterisk * operate a  
reverse itinerary.

DEPOSIT  The deposit for this tour is £250 per person.

SOLE OCCUPANCY  Double or twin cabins are available for sole occupancy on request, subject to availability. The price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the 
relevant cabin category as above, less £350.

Flight Information*

PLEASE NOTE
In the event of unsatisfactory weather conditions the Captain reserves 
the right to alter or reschedule the itinerary.Please note a reasonable 
degree of mobility is required to negotiate the stairs and overall design 
of the ship. Due to specific mooring conditions and requirements in 
some ports the ships may be moored side by side with other ships, 
making it necessary for you to cross from one to another with gaps in 
between, in order to get on board/on shore.

* Please note: not all airports are available for every departure. For 
availability from your preferred departure point and times please contact 
your preferred travel agent.

2019 Departure Dates
Lower Deck Main Deck

Cat B Cat A - 14sqm Cat A Cat A+
13/05/19 £1,499 £1,549 £1,599 £1,699
20/05/19* £1,599 £1,649 £1,699 £1,799
27/05/19 £1,649 £1,699 £1,749 £1,849

03/06/19*, 10/06/19, 17/06/19*,24/06/19 £1,749 £1,799 £1,849 £1,949
01/07/2019*, 26/08/2019 £1,699 £1,749 £1,799 £1,899

02/09/19*, 09/09/19, 16/09/19*, 23/09/19 £1,749 £1,799 £1,849 £1,949
30/09/19* £1,649 £1,699 £1,749 £1,849
07/10/19 £1,499 £1,549 £1,599 £1,699

Departure Point (UK) Carrier Supplement Arrival Point (Resort) Departure Point (Resort)
Belfast Easyjet £80 Venice Venice

Birmingham Jet2 £40 Venice Venice
Bristol Easyjet £40 Venice Venice
Dublin Aer Lingus £80 Venice Venice

East Midlands Ryanair Nil Venice Treviso Venice Treviso
Edinburgh Easyjet £60 Venice Venice

Leeds Bradford Jet2 £80 Venice Venice
London Gatwick Easyjet Nil Venice Venice

London Heathrow British Airways £40 Venice Zagreb
London Luton Easyjet Nil Venice Venice

London Stansted Ryanair/Easyjet Nil Venice Treviso Venice Treviso/
Ljubljana

Manchester Jet2 £60 Venice Venice

TRANSFER TIMES
Venice Treviso Airport to the ship in Venice - approx 45 mins;  
Venice Airport to the ship in Venice - approx 30 mins;  
Opatija to Venice Treviso Airport - approx 4 hrs (including a comfort stop);  
Opatija to Venice Airport - approx 4 hrs (including a comfort stop); 
Opatija to Ljubljana Airport - approx 3 hrs (including a comfort stop).

T H E  A D R I A T I C  C O A S T  B Y  Y A C H T
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CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 - ARRIVE IN DUBROVNIK 
Arrive in Dubrovnik and board the superb four-star MV Corona, 
your home for the next seven nights.
 
DAY 2 - THE ELAPHITE ISLANDS & MLJET 
Visit the seductive island of Mljet, where we tour the stunning 
national park and visit St Mary’s islet.
 
DAY 3 - MLJET & HVAR 
Take a swim stop in the morning. In the afternoon we have a 
guided tour of the delightfully green island of Hvar.
 
DAY 4 - HVAR & SPLIT 
Enjoy a swim stop at Brac, an unspoilt island, before we arrive 
in fascinating Split for a guided walking tour of Diocletian’s 
impressive palace.
 
DAY 5 - SPLIT & PUCIŠCA, MAKARSKA OR OMIŠ 
Visit pretty Pucišca, rugged Makarska or dramatic Omiš.  This 
evening, we enjoy the Captain’s Dinner.
 
DAY 6 - PUCIŠCA, MAKARSKA OR OMIŠ & KORCULA 
Today we enjoy a guided walking tour of historic Korcula, 
reminiscent of a smaller Dubrovnik, also the birthplace of 
explorer Marco Polo.
 

Mljet

The Elaphite
Islands

Dubrovnik

BOSNIA 
& 

HERZEGOVINA

CROATIA

Korčula

Split

Hvar

Pučišća
MakarskaBrač

Omiš

DUBROVNIK - SPLIT  
- DUBROVNIK 
ON THE MV CORONA 
8 days from only £1,499pp 
Departing May to October 2019

Key:

Route

Arrive

Depart
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DAY 7 - KORCULA & DUBROVNIK 
Enjoy a guided tour of wonderful Dubrovnik, Pearl of the 
Adriatic, with free time to explore at leisure.
 
DAY 8 - RETURN FLIGHT 
We disembark and transfer to the airport for your return flight 
to the UK.
 
For details of the MV Corona, available airports and departure 
dates and prices, please see pages 148 and 149.

Exclusive departure 
available for solo 

travellers. See page 
149 for details.

T H E  A D R I A T I C  C O A S T  B Y  Y A C H T
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
• Tour of Dubrovnik, Pearl of the Adriatic
• Tour of Split and Emperor Diocletian’s  
 monumental palace
• Explore the stunningly beautiful islands of Hvar  
 and Mljet
• Guided tour of delightfully green Hvar
• Guided tour of Korcula, a perfectly preserved  
 medieval port
• Swim stops in secluded idyllic island locations 

Plus, of course...
• Return flights from a choice of regional airports*
• 7 nights on the four-star MV Corona, cruising  
 the southern Dalmatian coast
• Daily breakfast, 5 lunches, 1 dinner plus the  
 Captain’s Dinner
• Services of our experienced tour manager
• Complimentary Wi-Fi on board
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers
• ABTA and ATOL protection 

* a supplement may apply

Discover why Dubrovnik  
is called the ‘Pearl  

of the Adriatic’

Korcula

Pucišca

Mljet
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DAY 1 - ARRIVAL IN DUBROVNIK

You’ll arrive at the airport to take your flight to 

this historic walled city. On arrival, you will be 

escorted to the harbour where the superb four-

star MV Corona awaits. The captain and crew 

will welcome you aboard and help you settle into 

your comfortable, well-equipped cabin. For the 

rest of the day it’s time to relax and get to know 

your fellow passengers – there are just 38 of you 

in total. Perhaps you’ll catch some rays on the sun 

deck or take a stroll ashore. It will soon be time 

for dinner and the ship’s restaurant awaits. After 

dinner, why not take a stroll around Dubrovnik, or 

enjoy a digestif in a local bar?

DAY 2 - THE ELAPHITE ISLANDS - MLJET

As you rise refreshed in the morning and enjoy a 

leisurely breakfast, you’ll be delighted you chose 

this holiday. The MV Corona, our home for the 

next week and every inch the private yacht, slips 

out of the harbour and out to sea. Dubrovnik 

soon fades into the distance but we will be back 

for a more in-depth visit later. It is impossible 

for large cruise liners to visit the charming and 

almost deserted hamlets accessible to the MV 

Corona. The Dalmatian coastline is legendary: 

one of Europe’s most dramatic, extending for 

hundreds of miles, where steep limestone cliffs 

plunge into sapphire-blue waters. The mirror-like 

Adriatic is studded with countless islands, some 

tiny, some large, some inhabited, some not. 

We arrive at Mljet, one of the most seductive 

of such islands, where the hillsides are clad in a 

green carpet of lush pine forests bringing that 

instantly recognisable Mediterranean aroma to 

the air. Nestling in picturesque coves are medieval 

fishing villages, refreshingly free from tasteless 

development, where the alleyways are simply 

pebbles set into the earth and overhead shutters 

sway precariously in the warm, gentle breezes. Life 

here continues much as it has for centuries. We 

go ashore to enjoy a tour of the stunning national 

park with a visit to the tiny islet of St Mary’s with 

its 12th-century former Benedictine monastery. 

With its colourful walls and altar carved from 

local stone you will already feel a long way from 

home. Gaze around you during dinner at one of 

the hospitable local restaurants and absorb the 

ambience. It’s easy to see why legend has it that 

the Greek hero Ulysses came here to contemplate.

DAY 3 - MLJET - HVAR

After breakfast, take to the deck to see the 

spectacular coast of Korcula island sliding by as 

we cruise northwards. This morning we’ll stop for 

a swim along one of the world’s most beautiful 

stretches of water, before we cruise to another 

stunning island in this enchanting archipelago, 

Hvar. Upon disembarking, we enjoy a guided 

walking tour of this bewitching little town. 

Remarkably, it’s so compact and cosy the streets 

don’t even have names. With its freshwater 

springs, the island is unusually green, its hillsides 

boasting spectacular pine forests. Elsewhere 

you’ll find olive groves, orchards and vineyards, 

the aromatic pleasures of the island exemplified 

by the delicate fragrance of abundant lavender 

fields. Hvar has been inhabited since Neolithic 

times; later, the Ancient Greeks founded a colony 

here, and during the 14th-century, as the Venetian 

Empire extended its influence, it became a major 

naval base. Also on the island’s northern shores are 

some distinctive fortified 16th-century buildings, 

built to repel pirates and assaults by the Ottoman 

Empire. After exploring Hvar’s agricultural, 

historical and cultural splendours, we transfer by 

coach to the northern side of the island, Stari Grad, 

where you can dine at leisure wherever you wish. 

The ship remains moored in Stari Grad overnight.

DAY 4 - HVAR - SPLIT

En route to Dalmatia’s capital, Split, we call for a 

swim stop at Brac, a remote and unspoilt island 

far from any madding crowd’s interruption. Split 

is principally famous for a single building, the 

Emperor Diocletian’s huge palace, one of the 

greatest structures of the Roman Empire. No 

expense was spared in its construction – the best 

Italian marble, with columns and sphinxes from 

Egypt. But what makes this palace so astonishing is 

YOUR CRUISE

Stroll along the beautiful  
harbour of Hvar
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that during medieval times it was fully integrated 

into the town’s fabric with a jumble of buildings 

grafted on and inside it. This means, for example, 

the Temple of Jupiter became a baptistry. It’s all 

the more fascinating that today 3,000 people 

still live here. You will find surprises at every turn: 

there are tall medieval buildings lining the streets, 

buttressed by unmistakably Roman columns. 

We have a guided walking tour of this fascinating 

complex which has recently been used as the 

setting of the TV spectacular Game of Thrones. 

Take dinner at your leisure whilst the ship remains 

moored in Split. Back on board enjoy a digestif on 

the sun deck, gaze into the night sky and try to 

recall the last time you felt so at ease with life.

DAY 5 - SPLIT - PUCIŠCA, MAKARSKA  

OR OMIŠ

We come ashore for an opportunity to swim in 

the crystal clear waters of one of the remote and 

unspoilt bays of either Pucišca, Makarska or Omiš, 

and then enjoy a leisurely lunch wherever you 

wish. Pucišca, perhaps the most spectacular jewel 

in the crown of Croatia’s villages, boasts dwellings 

of gleaming white stone reflecting the sun onto 

the water. From Makarska you can marvel at the 

rocky splendour of Mount Biokovo, nearly 1,828 

metres above sea level, which shelters the coast 

from less temperate climates further inland. 

During the 10th century this region was bedevilled 

by fearsome pirates preying on passing ships. A 

slightly raffish atmosphere still prevails but piracy 

has long since been replaced by more peaceful 

activities such as fishing, and the production of 

olive oil and wine. St Mark’s Baroque church and 

some palatial 18th-century Venetian style houses 

stand guard over Makarska’s main square. Omiš, 

formerly a stronghold of the formidable Corsairs of 

Almissa, is where the spectacular emerald-green 

River Cetina runs into the Adriatic. By the time 

you have breathed in the atmosphere and history 

of this glorious part of the coast, it’s time to relax 

back on board as the chef presents the Captain’s 

Dinner – a delicious selection of Croatian and 

Mediterranean specialities.

DAY 6 - PUCIŠCA, MAKARSKA OR  

OMIŠ - KORCULA

As morning breaks, we find ourselves breakfasting 

over more stunning views of this most spectacular 

coastline. After a leisurely morning and another 

tasty lunch on board, we'll have time for a 

refreshing swim stop before arriving in the historic 

town of Korcula. Ruled by the Venetians for 800 

years, it is rather reminiscent of a much smaller 

Dubrovnik, with its host of tangled lanes so typical 

of medieval Mediterranean ports. The town is a 

charming small fortress, celebrated for supplying 

timber for the wooden walls of Venice and its 

harbour was a major shelter for the Venetian fleet. 

You’ll find architectural gems at every turn in its 

narrow cobbled streets. Famous for its artistic 

and musical traditions, Korcula has its own unique 

sword dance, the ‘moreska’, and a form of a 

capella singing, but is much more famous as the 

birthplace of the explorer Marco Polo. His house 

can still be visited, as can the All Saints museum 

with its glorious collection of Byzantine icons. 

After our guided walking tour, you are free to 

explore this beautiful town further. After dinner at 

your leisure, why not take an after-dinner drink in 

one of the innumerable harbour side cafés whilst 

admiring the sleek lines of the MV Corona.

DAY 7 - KORCULA - DUBROVNIK

This morning we depart on our last stretch of this 

cruise, arriving in Dubrovnik just after lunch. We 

take a guided tour of the old town, an independent 

city state for much of its history, it has evolved 

differently to the rest of Croatia. The city threw 

off its Venetian shackles during medieval times 

founding a commercial empire trading with the 

eastern Mediterranean, France, Spain and later the 

Ottoman Empire. As so often happened, the city 

began to reflect its resultant wealth and today 

this wonderfully Baroque city proudly nestles 

behind its huge imposing ramparts in a location 

of outstanding natural beauty. The main avenue, 

lined by intimate cafés, is completely paved with 

marble, which dazzles in the sunlight and gives 

credence to the city’s description as the ‘Pearl of 

the Adriatic’. Throughout the city you will find 

a wonderful array of monasteries, beautifully 

decorated churches and civic buildings dating 

from the 14th-century. The guided walking tour 

encompasses all this and more, after which you 

are free to explore as you wish. 

This evening enjoy a final dinner at your leisure 

in this most beguiling of cities; and as you relax, 

your thoughts inevitably turn to the wonderful 

places you have experienced and the interesting 

people you have met on this most fascinating of 

maritime adventures. 

DAY 8 - RETURN FLIGHT 

After breakfast we disembark from the  

MV Corona and return to the airport at the 

appropriate time.

Split

Mljet
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Constructed in 2015 using the very finest, modern materials and designed 

specifically to sail in Croatian waters, there is an unmistakable sense of 

exclusivity about the MV Corona. Operated by three generations of family 

seafarers, and now very much a stalwart member of our fleet, immediately 

you will be struck by the yacht's cosy, intimate feel, yet there is no doubting 

her four-star pedigree: the build quality, tasteful decor and furnishings, the 

immaculate teak decking and the convenient layout are all designed to make 

your cruise memorable – for all the right reasons. Her welcoming friendly 

crew are always on hand to assist and with a maximum guest complement 

of 38, you are assured of a truly first-class service away from the crowds so 

often associated with larger, impersonal cruise ships. So too, the MV Corona 

at 44 metres, is easily small enough to berth at the quayside in some of the 

Mediterranean’s most charming little ports, providing a uniquely authentic 

experience – and you’ll feel like a VIP as you hop on and off this glamourous 

vessel elegantly berthed in some of the most picturesque harbours on the 

Dalmatian coast. There is ample deck space where you can sit with a long 

refreshing drink from the bar, whilst taking in the breathtaking panoramic 

views, and spacious, contemporary public areas, superbly designed to feel light 

and airy, all finished with quality fabrics, warm wooden panelling and those 

stylish little touches that puts this yacht-cruiser in a class of her own.

All decks provide tastefully furnished accommodation: well-appointed 

outside cabins, with elegant teak flooring, luxurious double or twin beds and 

contemporary bathroom fittings. Cabins are a minimum size of 14 square 

metres (151 square feet) all featuring individually controlled air-conditioning,  

a bathroom with shower and WC, safe, hairdryer, desk and chair.

 

CATEGORY B CABINS are the most spacious of the cabins available, with a 

generously proportioned 17 to 18 square metres (183 to 194 square feet) of 

living space. Located on the lower deck, all are furnished with a comfortable 

double bed and have two attractive porthole windows. Two cabins are 

available with an additional sofa bed.

CATEGORY A CABINS found on the Main Deck, are 14 square metres (151 

square feet) with a double bed or twin beds and have two opening windows 

to enjoy the views.

CATEGORY A+ CABINS situated on Main, Salon and Sun Decks, are a well-

proportioned 15 to 16 square metres (161 to 172 square feet) with a double 

bed and have two opening windows.

THE MV CORONA
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Spacious  
category B cabin

Comfortable 
category A cabin
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DECK PLANS
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SUN DECK

SALON DECK

MAIN DECK

LOWER DECK

CABIN 1  CATEGORY A+ SUN DECK
15sq.m/161sq.ft with double bed and opening windows
 
CABINS 2&3  CATEGORY A+ SALON DECK
15sq.m/161sq.ft with double bed and opening windows
 
CABIN 4  CATEGORY A+ MAIN DECK
16sq.m/172sq.ft with double bed and opening windows
 
CABINS 5 & 6  CATEGORY A MAIN DECK
14sq.m/151sq.ft with twin beds and opening windows 
 
CABINS 7-12  CATEGORY A MAIN DECK
14sq.m/151sq.ft with double bed and opening windows
 
CABINS 13-18  CATEGORY B LOWER DECK
17sq.m/183sq.ft with double bed and fixed porthole 
windows
 
CABINS 19 & 20  CATEGORY B LOWER DECK
17sq.m/183sq.ft with double bed and single sofa bed  
and fixed porthole windows   
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All cabins have air-conditioning, a desk and chair, safe, 
hairdryer and bathroom with shower cubicle.

THE DALMATIAN COAST - DUBROVNIK TO SPLIT   MV CORONA
Deck Information

Flight Information*

TRANSFER TIMES - Dubrovnik Airport to the ship in Dubrovnik (and vice versa) - approx 45 mins. 

PLEASE NOTE
In the event of unsatisfactory weather conditions the Captain reserves the right to alter or reschedule the itinerary. Please note due to the size of the yachts there is no lift 
between decks; therefore a reasonable degree of mobility is required to negotiate the stairs and overall design. Due to specific mooring conditions and requirements in  
some Croatian ports the ships may be moored side by side with  other ships, making it necessary for you to cross from one to another with gaps in between, in order to get  
on board/on shore.

* Please note: not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and times please contact your preferred travel agent.

2019  
Departure Dates

Lower Deck Main Deck Salon Deck Sun Deck
Cat B Cat A Cat A+ Cat A+ Cat A+

12/05/19 £1,499 £1,599 £1,699 £1,799 £1,799
19/05/19 £1,599 £1,699 £1,799 £1,899 £1,899
26/05/19 £1,649 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £1,949

02/06/19, 09/06/19, 16/06/19, 23/06/19 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £2,049 £2,049
30/06/19 £1,699 £1,799 £1,899 £1,999 £1,999

07/07/19, 14/07/19, 21/07/19, 28/07/19 £1,649 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £1,949
04/08/19, 11/08/19, 18/08/19 £1,649 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £1,949

25/08/19 £1,699 £1,799 £1,899 £1,999 £1,999
01/09/19, 08/09/19, 15/09/19, 22/09/19 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £2,049 £2,049

29/09/19 £1,649 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £1,949
06/10/19 £1,499 £1,599 £1,699 £1,799 £1,799

2019 Solo 
Departure Dates

Lower Deck Main Deck Salon Deck Sun Deck
Cat B Cat A Cat A+ Cat A+ Cat A+

05/05/19∆ £2,499 £2,599 £2,699 £2,799 £2,799

Departure Point Carrier Supplement
Belfast Jet 2 £30
Bristol Easyjet £30
Dublin Aer Lingus £30

East Midlands Jet 2 Nil
Edinburgh Jet 2 £30
Glasgow Jet 2 £30

Departure Point Carrier Supplement
Leeds Bradford Jet 2 Nil

London Gatwick Easyjet Nil
London Stansted Easyjet Nil

Manchester Jet 2 Nil (2018) / £30 (2019)
Newcastle Jet 2 £30 (2018) / Nil (2019)

T H E  A D R I A T I C  C O A S T  B Y  Y A C H T

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of this holiday is per person, based 
on two people sharing a double or twin cabin. 
The price includes return flights to Dubrovnik 
(some airports carry a supplement, see table 
below), all transfers, breakfast, 5 lunches, 1 
dinner and Captain’s dinner, tours and visits as 
per the itinerary and port taxes.

DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £250 per person.

SOLE OCCUPANCY
The price for sole occupancy is twice the per 
person rate for the relevant cabin category as 
above, less £350. Cabins for sole occupancy are 
on request and subject to availability. ∆ The 
departure on 05/05/19 is exclusively for solo 
travellers and no single supplement applies.
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CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 - ARRIVAL  IN SPLIT 
Arrive in Split and board your superb four-star ship, your  
home for the next seven nights.
 
DAY 2 - SPLIT & KORCULA 
Enjoy a guided walking tour of historic Korcula, the birthplace 
of Marco Polo.
 
DAY 3 - KORCULA, MLJET & DUBROVNIK 
Visit seductive Mljet island, the stunning national park and 
lovely St Mary’s islet. In the evening, we moor in Dubrovnik.
 
DAY 4 - DUBROVNIK 
Enjoy a guided tour of wonderful Dubrovnik, Pearl of the 
Adriatic, with free time to explore at leisure.
 
DAY 5 - DUBROVNIK & PELJEŠAC PENINSULA 
We arrive at the pretty seaside village of Trstenik on the 
Pelješac Peninsula, famed for its excellent wines.
 
DAY 6 - PELJEŠAC PENINSULA & HVAR 
Take a swim stop in one of the world’s most beautiful  
stretches of water. After lunch, we enjoy a guided walking tour 
of scenic Hvar.
 

Mljet

The Elaphite
Islands Dubrovnik

BOSNIA 
& 

HERZEGOVINA

CROATIA

Korčula

Split

Hvar

Trstenik

Brač

SPLIT - DUBROVNIK - SPLIT 
ON THE MS ADRIATIC SUN 
8 days from only £1,399pp 
Departing May to October 2019

Key:

Route

Arrive

Depart
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DAY 7 - HVAR, BRAC & SPLIT 
Enjoy a swim stop at Brac, an unspoilt island, before we 
return to historic Split for a guided walking tour of Diocletian’s 
majestic palace. This evening, we enjoy the Captain’s Dinner.
 
DAY 8 - RETURN FLIGHT 
We disembark and transfer to the airport for your return flight 
to the UK.
 
For details of the MS Adriatic Sun, available airports, departure 
dates and prices, please see pages 154 and 155.
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
• Tour of Split and Emperor Diocletian’s  
 monumental palace
• Guided tour of Korcula, a perfectly preserved  
 medieval port
• Visit the lovely seaside village of Trstenik
• Explore the stunningly beautiful islands of Hvar  
 and Mljet
• Tour of Dubrovnik, Pearl of the Adriatic
• Swim stops in secluded idyllic island locations 

Plus, of course...
• Return flights from a choice of regional airports*
• 7 nights on the four-star MS Adriatic Sun, cruising  
 the southern Dalmatian coast
• Daily breakfast, 5 lunches, 3 dinners plus the  
 Captain’s Dinner
• Services of our experienced tour manager
• Complimentary Wi-Fi on board
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers
• ABTA and ATOL protection

* a supplement may apply

Take in the superb views 
from the impressive 

fortress in Hvar

Korcula

Trstenik

Diocletian’s Palace, Split
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DAY 1 - ARRIVAL IN SPLIT

You’ll arrive at the airport to take your flight to 

the Dalmatian capital, Split. On arrival in this 

historic city, you will be escorted to the harbour 

and your superb yacht cruiser, home for the next 

seven nights. The captain and crew will be on 

hand to welcome you and then, having settled 

into your comfortable cabin and surroundings, our 

adventure begins. For the rest of the day it’s time 

to relax and get to know your fellow passengers – 

a maximum guest complement of just 39 in total. 

Perhaps you’ll catch some rays on the sun deck or 

take a stroll ashore. It will soon be time for dinner 

and the ship’s restaurant awaits. Perhaps later take 

an after-dinner stroll ashore in this most magical 

of cities.

DAY 2 - SPLIT - KORCULA

As you rise refreshed in the morning and enjoy a 

leisurely breakfast, you’ll be delighted you chose 

this holiday. Our luxurious vessel, home for the 

next week and every inch the private yacht, slips 

out of the harbour and out to sea. Split soon 

fades into the distance but we will of course 

return at the end of our cruise. It is impossible 

for large cruise liners to visit the charming and 

almost deserted hamlets accessible to our smaller 

yacht cruiser. We will have time for a swim stop 

this morning before enjoying a delicious lunch 

on board, as stunning views of this spectacular 

coastline drift by and it’s not long before we arrive 

into the historic town of Korcula. Ruled by the 

Venetians for 800 years, it is rather reminiscent of 

a much smaller Dubrovnik, with its host of tangled 

lanes so typical of medieval Mediterranean ports. 

The town is a charming small fortress, celebrated 

for supplying timber for the wooden walls of 

Venice and its harbour was a major shelter for the 

Venetian fleet. You’ll find architectural gems at 

every turn in its narrow cobbled streets. Famous 

for its artistic and musical traditions, Korcula has 

its own unique sword dance, the ‘moreska’, and 

a form of a capella singing, but is much more 

famous as the birthplace of the explorer Marco 

Polo. His house can still be visited, as can the All 

Saints museum with its glorious collection of 

Byzantine icons. After our guided walking tour, you 

are free to explore this beautiful town further. You 

take dinner at your leisure tonight.

DAY 3 - KORCULA - MLJET - DUBROVNIK

The Dalmatian coastline is legendary: one of 

Europe’s most dramatic, extending for hundreds 

of miles, where steep limestone cliffs plunge into 

sapphire-blue waters. The mirror-like Adriatic is 

studded with countless islands, some tiny,

some large, some inhabited, some not. We 

arrive at Mljet, one of the most seductive of 

such islands, where the hillsides are clad in a 

green carpet of lush pine forests bringing that 

instantly recognisable Mediterranean aroma to 

the air. Nestling in picturesque coves are medieval 

fishing villages, refreshingly free from tasteless 

development, where the alleyways are simply 

pebbles set into the earth and overhead shutters 

sway precariously in the warm, gentle breezes.

Life here continues much as it has for centuries. 

This morning we go ashore to enjoy a tour of 

the stunning national park with a visit to the 

tiny islet of St Mary’s with its 12th-century 

former Benedictine monastery. With its colourful 

walls and alter carved from local stone you will 

already feel  a long way from home in this most 

atmospheric of places – it’s easy to see why legend 

has it that the Greek hero Ulysses came here to 

contemplate. After lunch on board, there will be 

the opportunity for a swim, then sit back, relax 

and enjoy the spectacular views as we cruise into 

the magical city of Dubrovnik. During tonight’s 

dinner the ship will cruise alongside the ancient 

city walls before dropping anchor.

DAY 4 - DUBROVNIK

Awaking in this most magical of cities, after 

breakfast we take a guided tour of the old town; 

an independent city state for much of its history, it 

has evolved differently to the rest of Croatia. The 

city threw off its Venetian shackles during

medieval times founding a commercial empire 

trading with the eastern Mediterranean, France, 

Spain and later the Ottoman Empire. As so often 

happened, the city began to reflect its resultant 

wealth and today this wonderfully Baroque 

city proudly nestles behind its huge imposing 

ramparts in a situation of outstanding natural 

beauty. The main avenue, lined by intimate cafés, 

YOUR CRUISE

Explore charming Korcula,  
the birthplace of Marco Polo
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is completely paved with gleaming marble, which 

dazzles in the sunlight and gives credence to the 

city’s description as the ‘Pearl of the Adriatic’. 

Throughout the city you will find a wonderful 

array of monasteries, beautifully decorated 

churches and civic buildings dating from the 14th-

century. The guided walking tour encompasses all 

this and more, after which you are free to explore 

as you wish. Back on board this evening, enjoy 

another delicious dinner in this most beguiling  

of cities.

DAY 5 - DUBROVNIK - PELJEŠAC PENINSULA

Over breakfast this morning we say our fond 

farewells to Dubrovnik as the mighty walls of the 

old city slowly fade away into the hazy horizon. 

One of the huge delights of taking this kind of 

cruise, is that our ship can sail between the smaller

islands, normally inaccessible to the larger cruise 

liners, so you can experience fabulous coastal 

views in a much more intimate way. Sit back and 

relax over lunch on board and absorb the stunning 

coastal spectacle before you, as the sun glints on 

the crystal-clear waters. As we glide on past these 

truly beautiful seascapes, undiscovered beaches 

with secret coves and tiny traditional hamlets, 

unchanged for decades, we arrive at the pretty 

little seaside village of Trstenik on the Pelješac 

Peninsula. Nestled at the foot of the rolling hills 

behind, this picturesque, secluded spot is famed for 

its wine production where generations of families 

have produced excellent wines for hundreds of 

years. We remain moored overnight, so take 

dinner at your leisure in this charming spot, where 

you will feel like you are truly getting away from 

it all.

DAY 6 - PELJEŠAC PENINSULA - HVAR

After breakfast, you can take to the deck to 

see the spectacular coastland sliding by as this 

morning we cruise northwards. There will also be 

the opportunity for a swim stop here in one of the 

world’s most beautiful stretches of water.

We lunch on board before disembarking this 

afternoon into the delightful and bewitching 

little town of Hvar in this enchanting archipelago. 

Wandering here is pure joy and remarkably, it’s 

so compact and cosy, the streets don’t even have 

names. With its freshwater springs, the island is 

unusually green, its hillsides boasting spectacular 

pine forests. Elsewhere you’ll find olive groves, 

orchards and vineyards, the aromatic pleasures of 

the island exemplified by the delicate fragrance 

of abundant lavender fields. Hvar has been 

inhabited since Neolithic times; later, the ancient 

Greeks founded a colony here, and during the 

14th-century, as the Venetian Empire extended its 

influence, it became a major naval base. Also on 

the island’s northern shores are some distinctive 

fortified 16th-century buildings, built to repel 

pirates and assaults by the Ottoman Empire. After 

exploring Hvar’s agricultural, historical and cultural 

splendours on our guided walking tour, dine at 

leisure where you wish. The ship remains moored 

on the island overnight.

DAY 7 - HVAR - BRAC - SPLIT

This morning’s cruise brings us to Brac, the 

largest of the islands on this dramatic stretch of 

coastland; a typically Mediterranean landscape 

where its spectacular beaches give way to high 

pine forested uplands, and where a rich harvest 

of vines, olives and orange trees crowd the fertile 

valleys. Once dependent on its grape harvest, 

the island also relied heavily on the export of its 

stone – a mixture of marble and limestone – used 

in the construction of Diocletian’s Palace but 

also of buildings as diverse as the White House 

in Washington to Berlin’s Reichstag and closer 

to home, the high altar in Liverpool’s cathedral. 

We head to the picturesque town of Bol and you 

might like to take the opportunity for a swim from 

the stunning beach.

During lunch back on board we cruise back 

into historic Split, principally famous for a single 

building, the Emperor Diocletian’s huge palace, one 

of the greatest structures of the Roman Empire. 

No expense was spared in its construction - the 

best Italian marble, with columns and sphinxes 

from Egypt. But what makes this palace so 

astonishing is that during medieval times it was 

fully integrated into the town’s fabric with a 

jumble of buildings grafted on to and inside it. This 

means, for example, the Temple of Jupiter became 

a baptistry. It’s all the more fascinating that today 

3,000 people still live here. You will find surprises 

at every turn: there are tall medieval buildings 

lining the streets, buttressed by unmistakably 

Roman columns. We have a guided walking tour  

of this fascinating complex which has recently 

been used as the setting of the TV spectacular 

Game of Thrones.

By the time you have breathed in the 

atmosphere and history of this glorious part 

of the coast, it’s time to relax back on board 

as the chef presents the Captain’s Dinner – a 

delicious selection of Croatian and Mediterranean 

specialities. Later the bar awaits for a digestif and 

the chance to reflect on treasured memories of 

this wonderful journey with newly made friends.

DAY 8 - RETURN FLIGHT

After breakfast we disembark and return to the 

airport at the appropriate time.

Dubrovnik

Mljet
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We are thrilled to announce the launch of the MS Adriatic Sun; a brand-new 

ship for 2018 offering luxury, quite simply, on another level with upper deck 

cabins providing their own glamourous private balcony to take in the views. At 

47 metres, she can still access the quaint unspoilt ports along this magnificent 

coastline, yet certainly makes a statement on the quayside, attracting envious 

glances from passers-by.

Accommodating a maximum of 38 guests, you’ll feel like a VIP from the 

moment you step on board and are greeted by your professional, attentive 

crew. The contemporary interior is beautifully designed resulting in a spacious 

and airy feel throughout the ample public areas. You’ll be served delicious 

cuisine in the chic, stylish restaurant, with a well-stocked bar for your 

favourite tipple! Take in some of Europe’s most dramatic coastal views from 

the magnificent sun deck where there’s plenty of shaded areas and an inviting 

hot tub.

A total of 19 stunning guest cabins are available, measuring approximately 

14-17 square metres (150 – 183 square feet). Cleverly designed and stylishly 

furnished for your maximum comfort, in a calming palette of creamy colours 

and warm woods, with luxurious double or twin beds and contemporary 

fittings. All cabins feature wardrobe, desk and chair, TV, hairdryer and Wi-Fi, 

plus a sparkling bathroom with shower.

 

CATEGORY B CABINS located on the lower deck, enjoy a generously 

proportioned 17 square metres approximately, (183 square feet) of living 

space, with twin beds that can be pushed together or fixed double beds and 

two attractive porthole windows plus a further one in the bathroom.

 

CATEGORY A CABIN is located on the main deck and measures 

approximately 16 square metres (172 square feet) with a fixed double bed. 

There is just one guest cabin available on the main deck which benefits from 

the addition of two oval shaped windows to capture the views.

 

CATEGORY A+ CABINS Treat yourself to one of our superior upper deck 

cabins, measuring approximately 16 square metres (172 square feet) with 

double or twin beds and one window plus the luxurious addition of a small 

outside balcony (measuring approximately 2 metres x 1 metre) with two 

chairs, so you can enjoy the invigorating sea breeze and breathtaking views - 

without even leaving your cabin!

PLEASE NOTE cabins 1 and 2 (front) on the upper deck measure 

approximately 14 square metres (151 square feet) and feature twin beds  

that can be pushed together.

THE MS ADRIATIC SUN

Category B cabin

Dining area
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DECK PLANS
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THE DALMATIAN COAST - SPLIT TO DUBROVNIK   MS ADRIATIC SUN

CABINS 1 & 2 CATEGORY A+ UPPER DECK
14sq.m/151sq.ft with twin beds that can be pushed 
together, window and private balcony

CABINS 3 & 4 CATEGORY A+ UPPER DECK 
15.5sq.m/167sq.ft with fixed twin beds, window  
and private balcony

CABINS 5, 6, 9 & 10 CATEGORY A+ UPPER DECK
16sq.m/172sq.ft with twin beds that can be pushed 
together, window and private balcony

CABINS 7 & 8 CATEGORY A+ UPPER DECK
16sq.m/172sq.ft with fixed double bed, window  
and private balcony

CABIN 11 CATEGORY A MAIN DECK
16sq.m/172sq.ft with fixed double bed and two  
oval windows (one in cabin and one in bathroom)

CABINS 12, 13, 16 & 17 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK 
17sq.m/183sq.ft with fixed double bed and three 
porthole windows (two in cabin and one in bathroom)

CABINS 14, 15, 18 & 19 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK
17sq.m/183sq.ft with twin beds that can be pushed 
together and three porthole windows (two in cabin  
and one in bathroom)

All cabins have air-conditioning, a desk and chair, safe, 
hairdryer and bathroom with shower cubicle.

The ship has a spacious sun deck with sun loungers and  
a hot tub.

Deck Information

Flight Information*

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of this holiday is per person, based on two people sharing a double or twin cabin. The price includes return flights to Split (some airports carry a supplement,  
see table below), all transfers, breakfast, 5 lunches, 3 dinners and Captain’s dinner, tours and visits as per the itinerary and port taxes.

DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £250 per person.

SOLE OCCUPANCY
The price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin category as above, less £350. Cabins for sole occupancy are on request and subject  
to availability.

TRANSFER TIMES - Split Airport to ship in Split (and vice versa) - approx 45 mins. 

PLEASE NOTE
In the event of unsatisfactory weather conditions the Captain reserves the right to alter or reschedule the itinerary. Please note due to the size of the yachts there is no lift 
between decks; therefore a reasonable degree of mobility is required to negotiate the stairs and overall design. Due to specific mooring conditions and requirements in 
some Croatian ports the ships may be moored side by side with  other ships, making it necessary for you to cross from one to another with gaps in between, in order to  
get on board/on shore.

* Please note: not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and times please contact your preferred travel agent.

Departure Point Carrier Supplement
Bristol EasyJet £30

Leeds Bradford Jet2 Nil
London Gatwick EasyJet £30

Departure Point Carrier Supplement
London Luton EasyJet Nil

London Stansted EasyJet Nil
Manchester Jet2 Nil

2019 Departure Dates
Lower Deck Main Deck Upper Deck

Cat B Cat A Cat A+ 14sq.m Cat A+
11/05/19 £1,499 £1,599 £1,799 £1,899
18/05/19 £1,599 £1,699 £1,899 £1,999
25/05/19 £1,649 £1,749 £1,949 £2,049

01/06/19, 08/06/19, 15/06/19 £1,749 £1,849 £2,049 £2,149
22/06/19, 29/06/19 £1,749 £1,849 £2,049 £2,149

31/08/19 £1,699 £1,799 £1,999 £2,099
07/09/2019, 14/09/2019, 21/09/2019 £1,799 £1,899 £2,099 £2,199

28/09/19 £1,649 £1,749 £1,949 £2,049
05/10/19 £1,499 £1,599 £1,799 £1,899
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CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 - ARRIVAL IN SPLIT 
Take your flight to Split and transfer to the new four-star  
MV Riva. Relax before an included welcome dinner.
  
DAY 2 - SPLIT & ŠIBENIK 
We take a swim stop before lunch on board. Arriving in 
charming Šibenik, we enjoy a guided walking tour. Tonight, 
enjoy dinner ashore at your leisure.
  
DAY 3 - ŠIBENIK, KRKA NATIONAL PARK & VODICE 
Take a drive to the beautiful Krka Valley National Park. After 
lunch we visit coastal Vodice with free time to explore.
  
DAY 4 - VODICE, KORNATI NATIONAL PARK & ZADAR 
This morning, we take another swim stop before entering the 
Kornati archipelago to admire its national parkland. We have a 
guided tour of ancient Zadar and some free time.
  
DAY 5 - ZADAR, VRGADA & ZLARIN 
We pause for a refreshing swim around the island of Vrgada 
before lunch. We arrive in quaint Zlarin with its picturesque 
harbour. This evening, we enjoy the superb Captain’s Dinner.
  
DAY 6 - ZLARIN, FUMIJA & TROGIR 
Enjoy another relaxing morning and swim stop on the island 
of Fumija. After lunch we reach historic Trogir for a guided 
walking tour with time to explore.
  

CROATIA

BOSNIA & 
HERZEGOVINA

Krka National Park

Vodice

Split

Zlarin

Trogir

Kornati

Zadar

Skradin

Šibenik

SPLIT–ZADAR–SPLIT  
ON THE MV RIVA 
8 days from only £1,399pp 
Departing May to October 2019

Key:

Route

Arrive

Depart
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DAY 7 - TROGIR & SPLIT 
We sail back to Split and Emperor Diocletian’s extraordinary 
palace. We take a guided walking tour of this fascinating 
complex then this evening is free for you to explore and  
take dinner.
  
DAY 8 - RETURN FLIGHT 
After breakfast, we disembark and transfer to the airport for 
your return flight to the UK.
 
For details of the MV Riva, available airports, departure dates 
and prices, please see pages 160 and 161.
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
• Tour of Split and Emperor Diocletian’s  
 monumental palace
• Guided tour of Trogir, historic coastal gem 
• Guided tour of Zadar, former ancient capital  
 of Dalmatia 
• Cruise through the stunning Kornati archipelago 
• Guided tour of the medieval town of Šibenik
• Visit to beautiful Krka Valley National Park 

Plus, of course...
• Return flights from a choice of regional airports*
• 7 nights on board the four-star MV Riva  
 in your choice of cabin
• Daily breakfast, 6 lunches, 1 dinner plus the  
 Captain’s Dinner
• Services of our experienced tour manager
• Complimentary Wi-Fi on board
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers
• ABTA and ATOL protection

* a supplement may apply

Uncover beguiling Trogir’s  
secret courtyards

Vodice

Krka National Park
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DAY 1 - ARRIVAL IN SPLIT

You’ll fly to Split, where on arrival you’ll be taken 

to the brand new deluxe MV Riva, moored in 

the ancient harbour. As you step on board this 

luxurious vessel, your home for the next seven 

nights, you will be welcomed by the friendly 

captain and crew, ready to help you settle in to 

your new surroundings. The rest of the day is at 

leisure so you can start to truly unwind in the 

company of your fellow passengers – just 38 

of you. Perhaps take to the sun deck or wander 

ashore – whatever you choose it won’t be long 

before it’s time to enjoy dinner in the ship’s 

restaurant. Later perhaps head for an after-dinner 

drink in a local bar whilst soaking up the ambience 

of this historic and intriguing city.

DAY 2 - SPLIT & ŠIBENIK

Awake refreshed and draw back the curtains  

to witness the morning sun rising over the 

glistening water; now you’re really on holiday  

and home will feel a long way away. Over a 

leisurely breakfast, excitement mounts as our 

beautiful yacht-cruiser slips her moorings and  

we commence our Dalmatian adventure. 

The Dalmatian coastline is considered to be one 

of the most spectacular in Europe with mile upon 

mile of quiet beaches and calm, pretty, secluded 

bays perfect for swimming. The stark magnificence 

of the mountains sweeps dramatically into a 

fertile green landscape, studded with tiny stone-

built hamlets set amongst lush fruit groves and 

beautifully preserved medieval towns. In the 

crystal waters of the Adriatic lies a sprinkling of 

alluring unspoilt islands and mysterious coves 

inviting discovery. During our cruise this morning 

we stop for a swim before lunch back on board. 

After, why not take to the deck and catch 

up on some reading whilst a kaleidoscope of 

breathtaking coastal views drifts idly by?

Later we arrive at the port of Šibenik and enjoy 

a guided walking tour of this interesting little 

town. Wander through the delightful maze of 

its medieval old town, unchanged for centuries 

and see the remarkable cathedral, a Gothic 

masterpiece and one of the finest in the region. 

We remain moored in Šibenik overnight, so take 

dinner at your leisure in one of the many quaint 

local restaurants, whilst absorbing the infectious 

charms of this lovely area.

DAY 3 - ŠIBENIK, KRKA NATIONAL PARK  

& VODICE

After breakfast, we take a drive inland to the Krka 

Valley where the River Krka flows through a series 

of lakes, gorges and rapids before heading out to 

sea. The valley in its entirety has been awarded 

national park status and we will visit part of this 

exquisitely beautiful area on this morning’s tour. 

Due to minerals dissolved in the water, the colours 

change from turquoise to azure-blue and vibrant 

green to steel-like greys. We will witness one  

of the most dramatic stretches of the river – 

several tiers of waterfall tumble fantastically  

into a broad, shallow pool where you may swim 

should you wish. 

After lunch on board, we slip our moorings 

for an afternoon’s spectacular cruising. Enjoy the 

stunning island views from the comfort of a sun 

lounger up on deck, cool drink in hand, whilst the 

salty sea breeze invigorates you – it doesn’t get 

much better than this.

Later we moor in the lovely coastal town of 

Vodice. You have free time to wander ashore and 

explore, so why not enjoy dinner at one of the 

many waterfront restaurants? The perfect spot to 

watch the mellowing sun in a blushing sky, as it 

slowly descends on the hazy horizon.

DAY 4 - VODICE, KORNATI NATIONAL PARK 

& ZADAR

This morning we continue our journey northwards 

and after a leisurely breakfast, we stop for an 

invigorating swim in one of the many pretty bays 

along the rocky coastline. Back on board, we soon 

enter the waters of the Kornati archipelago, where 

a vast group of over 90 almost desert-like islands 

lie scattered around the central island of Kornat. 

The distinct barren landscape of these islands 

was a designated national parkland in 1980 in 

celebration of their remarkably desolate beauty. 

With striking views at every turn, enjoy another 

delicious lunch before we arrive at our mooring in 

the ancient capital of Dalmatia, Zadar.

This bustling coastal town with the style and 

charm of the Italian Riviera, was for centuries 

YOUR CRUISE

Split’s cobbled streets offer  
a surprise at every turn
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ruled by the Venetians. Home to Croatia’s oldest 

university, established by monks during the 14th 

century, sadly much of the historic centre was 

destroyed during World War II. We enjoy a guided 

tour before you are free to explore under your own 

steam. Perhaps visit the Romanesque cathedral 

with its beautifully carved stonework, or climb  

the bell tower for spectacular views over the  

city’s rooftops. 

Take a stroll on the promenade or wander the 

tangle of medieval streets, absorbing the sights 

and sounds of this cosmopolitan seaside town. 

Soon it’ll be time for dinner, so why not try one of 

the many cosy restaurants serving grilled meats 

or fresh fish dishes? You could end the evening 

with a glass of maraschino, a local cherry liqueur 

produced here since the 16th century.

DAY 5 - ZADAR, VRGADA & ZLARIN

As the sun rises above the rooftops of this historic 

port, we cast off once again and begin our journey 

southwards once more. After breakfast head up 

on deck to watch the picturesque islands of this 

enchanting archipelago. As the sun glints on the 

azure-blue depths, sit back and let this gloriously 

vivid coastal spectacle wash over you. Watch for 

the marine life in the crystal clear waters below, or 

chat with your fellow companions over a coffee – 

simply heavenly.

We find time for a refreshing swim around the 

beautiful island of Vrgada, with its deserted golden 

beaches and clear warm waters, before lunch is 

served on board. We soon arrive in the quaint 

harbour at Zlarin. Set amidst a scenic landscape 

of cypress forest and the occasional vineyard, is 

the picturesque waterfront with its cosy bars and 

cafés. Inhabited since Roman times, the island 

was once famed for harvesting the red coral that 

existed in abundance offshore. 

There is time to wander the winding backstreets 

before heading back on board for the Captain’s 

Dinner, during which a selection of regional 

specialities will be served. 

DAY 6 - ZLARIN, FUMIJA & TROGIR

Rising refreshed this morning, the relaxed pace 

of this cruise continues as we cast off from our 

picturesque mooring and set sail once more. There 

is time to enjoy another swim stop on the island 

of Fumija, where the remains of the early medieval 

church of St Fumija and crumbling farm buildings 

of the Benedictine monks of Trogir can still be seen 

amidst the landscape.

Back on board for lunch, it’s not long before we 

reach our next port of call, Trogir, a historic coastal 

gem with its imposing city walls, a wealth of 

ancient sights and classic waterfront neatly fringed 

with glossy palms.

Founded by the Greeks there followed a 

succession of rulers who all left their mark here 

amongst the stately Romanesque and Renaissance 

buildings. At the heart of the old town, you’ll find 

the majestic cathedral, one of the most impressive 

in the Adriatic. We enjoy a guided walking tour 

seeing all the main sights. Later there’s time to 

explore this fascinating city at your leisure, perhaps 

head for the hustle and bustle of the local market. 

As evening falls, head back onshore once again 

to seek out a cosy restaurant tucked away in the 

tiny secret courtyards of the old town, serving 

melt-in-the-mouth home-cured ham and local 

cheeses or the catch of the day. Be enchanted by 

this most beguiling of cities before returning to the 

ship, as the sun casts its lazy evening shadows.

DAY 7 - TROGIR & SPLIT

We enjoy a leisurely start this morning and after 

breakfast we continue our journey south. Make 

sure you make the most of this final morning on 

board, soaking up the sun on deck or enjoying a 

drink with newly-made friends in the bar. After a 

last lunch, it isn’t long before Split’s ancient skyline 

appears on the horizon once again as we begin our 

final approach into this unique and remarkable city.

Fascinating and magnificent Split is principally 

famous for a single building, the Emperor 

Diocletian’s huge palace, one of the greatest 

structures of the Roman Empire. No expense 

was spared in its construction – the finest Italian 

marble with columns and sphinxes from Egypt. 

Truly astonishing though is that during medieval 

times this extraordinary palace was fully integrated 

into the town’s fabric with a jumble of buildings 

grafted onto and inside it – for example the Temple 

of Jupiter became a baptistry. 

You will find surprises at every turn – spiralling 

medieval buildings lining the streets, but buttressed 

by unmistakably Roman columns. We enjoy a 

guided walking tour of this fascinating complex, 

recently used as the setting of the epic TV series, 

Game of Thrones.

Take dinner at your leisure whilst the ship 

remains moored in Split. Later, enjoy a final digestif 

on the sun deck and reflect on what has been a 

very special kind of holiday.

DAY 8 - RETURN FLIGHT

After breakfast, we disembark from our yacht and 

return to the airport at the appropriate time.

Zadar

Kornati National Park
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THE MV RIVA

Raising the bar once again, Riviera Travel is delighted to announce that for 2019 we 

will be introducing the newest member to our fleet of luxury yacht cruisers – the 

magnificent MV Riva. Built in 2018, designed exclusively to sail this spectacular 

coastline, the MV Riva stands a class apart; with the very latest safety features and 

measuring 48 metres, her grace in the water coupled with her stylishly chic interior 

ensures all who are lucky enough to sail in her are truly in for a treat!

We know first impressions count and the MV Riva will really wow its guests 

from the very moment they step aboard. Your attentive crew is at your service 

throughout, and their warm and friendly welcome means the atmosphere on board 

is always relaxed and sociable. But with a maximum of just 40 guests coupled with 

light and spacious public areas, you’ll never feel crowded either. The fabulous sun 

deck ensures you can experience glorious panoramic views, whilst the small gym 

area allows you to work up an appetite then cool off in the jacuzzi or enjoy a quick 

dip from the yacht’s swimming platform. Meals are served in the convivial ambience 

of the air-conditioned restaurant and bar, then unwind with an after-dinner drink on 

the smart outside terraced area with its comfortable chairs and sofas.

The sense of exclusivity continues in your cabin, finished to the highest 

specification with smart wooden furniture, sparkling glass, contemporary lighting 

and carefully selected fabrics to ensure your time on board is as relaxed and 

comfortable as a holiday should be! All fully air-conditioned cabins are equipped 

with desk and chair, wardrobe, safe, hairdryer and TV plus a cleverly designed 

bathroom with shower. Free Wi-Fi is also available on board.

CATEGORY B CABINS are located on the lower deck and measure approximately 

12-14 square metres (130 to 150 square feet) and feature either a fixed double bed 

or twin beds plus two fixed windows. There are also two cabins available on the 

lower deck with a fixed double bed and a single bed, measuring approximately 16 

square metres (172 square feet).

CATEGORY A CABINS are available on the main deck and measure approximately 

14 square metres (150 square feet), and feature a fixed double bed, one opening 

window and one or two fixed windows (see deck plan key). There is also one cabin 

which is slightly larger, measuring approximately  

17 square metres (183 square feet) with twin beds, one opening window  

and one fixed window.

CATEGORY A+ CABINS There are two A+ cabins on the upper deck and  

one on the main deck measuring approximately 17 square metres (183 square feet) 

and feature a fixed double bed, one opening window and three fixed windows. The 

VIP cabin is located on the sun deck, measuring approximately 18 square metres 

(194 square feet) with a fixed double bed and features two opening windows and 

seven fixed windows.

Artist's impressions

Category A+ VIP cabin

Category B cabin
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DECK PLANS

VIP
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SUN DECK

UPPER DECK

MAIN DECK

LOWER DECK

All cabins have air-conditioning, a desk and chair, safe, hairdryer and bathroom with shower cubicle.

VIP CABIN CATEGORY A+ SUN DECK
18sq.m/193sq.ft with fixed double bed, two opening 
windows and seven fixed windows.
 
CABINS 1 & 2 CATEGORY A+ UPPER DECK
17sq.m/183sq.ft with fixed double bed, one opening 
window and three fixed windows.
 
CABIN 3 CATEGORY A+ MAIN DECK
17sq.m/183sq.ft with fixed double bed, one opening 
window and three fixed windows.
 
CABINS 4 - 7 CATEGORY A MAIN DECK
14sq.m/150sq.ft with fixed double bed, one opening 
window and two fixed windows.
 
CABINS 8 & 9 CATEGORY A MAIN DECK
14sq.m/150sq.ft with fixed double bed, one opening 
window and one fixed window.
 
CABIN 10 CATEGORY A MAIN DECK
17sq.m/183sq.ft with twin beds, one opening window 
and one fixed window.
 
CABINS 11, 12 & 16 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK
14sq.m/150sq.ft with fixed double bed and two fixed 
windows.
 
CABIN 13 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK
14sq.m/150sq.ft with twin beds and two fixed windows.
 
CABIN 14 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK
12sq.m/130sq.ft with fixed double bed and two fixed 
windows.
 
CABIN 15 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK
12sq.m/130sq.ft with twin beds and two fixed windows.
 
CABINS 17 & 18 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK
16sq.m/172sq.ft with fixed double bed and single bed 
and two fixed windows.

THE DALMATIAN COAST - SPLIT TO ZADAR   MV RIVA

TRANSFER TIMES - Split Airport to ship in Split (and vice versa) - approx 45 mins. 

PLEASE NOTE
In the event of unsatisfactory weather conditions the Captain reserves the right to alter or reschedule the itinerary. Please note due to the size of the yachts there is no lift 
between decks; therefore a reasonable degree of mobility is required to negotiate the stairs and overall design. Due to specific mooring conditions and requirements in some 
Croatian ports the ships may be moored side by side with  other ships, making it necessary for you to cross from one to another with gaps in between, in order to get  
on board/on shore.

* Please note: not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and times please contact your preferred travel agent.

Deck Information

Flight Information*

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of this holiday is per person, based on two people sharing a double or twin cabin. The price includes return flights to Split (some airports carry a supplement,  
see table below), all transfers, breakfast, 6 lunches, 1 dinner and Captain’s dinner, tours and visits as per the itinerary and port taxes.

DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £250 per person.

SOLE OCCUPANCY
The price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin category as above, less £350. Cabins for sole occupancy are on request and subject 
to availability.

Departure Point Carrier Supplement
Bristol EasyJet Nil
Dublin Aer Lingus £30

London Gatwick EasyJet Nil

Departure Point Carrier Supplement
London Heathrow British Airways £30

London Luton EasyJet Nil
London Stansted EasyJet Nil

Manchester Jet2 £30

2019 Departure Dates
Lower Deck Main Deck Upper Deck Sun Deck

Cat B - 12sqm Cat B Cat A Cat A + Cat A+ VIP
16/05/19 £1,399 £1,499 £1,599 £1,699 £1,799 £1,899
23/05/19 £1,499 £1,599 £1,699 £1,799 £1,899 £1,999
30/05/19 £1,549 £1,649 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £2,049

06/06/19, 13/06/19, 20/06/19, 27/06/19 £1,649 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £2,049 £2,149
29/08/19 £1,599 £1,699 £1,799 £1,899 £1,999 £2,099

05/09/19, 12/09/19, 19/09/19 £1,699 £1,799 £1,899 £1,999 £2,099 £2,199
26/09/19 £1,549 £1,649 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £2,049
03/10/19 £1,399 £1,499 £1,599 £1,699 £1,799 £1,899
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CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 - ARRIVAL IN SPLIT 
Arrive in Split and board the superb four-star MS Il Mare, your 
floating home for the next seven nights.
 
DAY 2 - SPLIT, TROGIR & VODICE 
This morning enjoy a guided walk through Trogir, featuring 
winding medieval streets and imposing 15th-century walls. 
Later this afternoon we arrive in picturesque Vodice. 
 
DAY 3 -  VODICE & ZADAR 
Relax as you cruise along the Adriatic Coast to Zadar, the 
ancient capital of Dalmatia. A guided tour introduces you to its 
Roman ruins and medieval churches.  
 
DAY 4 - ZADAR & RAB 
Continue cruising north, stopping in one of the bays for a 
swim, before stepping ashore for free time in the charming 
town of Rab.  
 
DAY 5 - RAB, MOLAT & TELAŠCICA 
Enjoy a swim stop at the island of Molat. Later this afternoon 
we arrive at Telašcica, a natural harbour with sheer limestone 
cliffs and a large salt lake. This evening, take your seat for the 
Captain's Dinner.   
 
DAY 6 - TELAŠCICA, KORNATI & ŠIBENIK 
Today we cruise through Kornati National Park, an archipelago 
of desert like islands. This afternoon we arrive at Šibenik for a 
guided tour of this delightful town.
 

CROATIA

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

Vodice

SplitTrogir

Kornati National Park

Telašćica

Zadar
Molat

Rab

Šibenik

SPLIT - RAB - SPLIT 
ON THE MS IL MARE 
8 days from only £1,499pp 
Departing May to September 2019

Key:

Route

Arrive

Depart

DAY 7 - ŠIBENIK & SPLIT 
Spend a leisurely morning on-board as we return to historic 
Split. This afternoon discover the magnificent ruins of the 
Diocletian’s Palace during a guided walking tour. 
 
DAY 8 - RETURN FLIGHT 
Today we disembark and transfer to the airport for your return 
flight to the UK.
 
For details of the MS Il Mare, available airports, departure 
dates and prices, please see pages 166 and 167.
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
• Guided tour of Trogir with its maze of winding  
 medieval streets
• Guided tour of Šibenik’s delightful old town 
• Guided tour of Zadar, the ancient capital  
 of Dalmatia
• Cruise through Kornato National Park
• Guided tour of Split and the astonishing Emperor  
 Diocletian’s Palace

Plus, of course...
• Return flights from a choice of regional airports*
• 7 nights on board the four-star MS Il Mare in  
 your choice of cabin
• Daily breakfast, six lunches, one dinner plus the  
 Captain’s Dinner
• Services of our experienced tour manager
• Complimentary Wi-Fi on board
• All port charges, airport taxes and overseas transfers
• ABTA and ATOL protection

* a supplement may apply

Rab

Telašcica

Vodice
Split

Šibenik
Wander the winding,  

medieval streets of Trogir
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DAY 1 - SPLIT

You’ll arrive at the airport to take your flight to 

Split, where you’ll be met and taken by coach 

to the stunning MS Il Mare, moored in the 

picturesque, ancient harbour. The professional 

crew welcome you on board and will be on hand 

to help you settle in. The rest of the day is free to 

relax in your comfortable cabin or wander ashore 

and begin exploring this fascinating city. It’s soon 

time for dinner in the ship’s stylish restaurant 

and a chance to meet your fellow travelling 

companions; with just 40 guests in total, a relaxed, 

uncrowded ambience pervades the ship so after 

dinner, retire to a comfy armchair on the terrace 

for a nightcap and contemplate all that lies in  

store tomorrow!

DAY 2 - SPLIT, TROGIR & VODICE

As the mellow morning sun peeks above the 

northern hills and casts its sleepy early shadows 

over this intriguing city, you rise refreshed and 

ready for a first fortifying breakfast on board. 

Expectation mounts as we cast off and our 

adventure begins! Head up on deck and take in 

the glorious views; the Dalmatian coastline is said 

to be one of the most spectacular in Europe with 

its vast stretches of deserted beach, secret coves 

and pretty, secluded bays. We soon arrive in Trogir 

where we head ashore to enjoy a guided tour of 

this delightful city; behind its classic waterfront,  

an intriguing maze of winding medieval streets  

is revealed, tightly clasped by the imposing  

15th-century city walls. At the heart of the old 

town you’ll find the majestic cathedral, a Venetian 

masterpiece with its richly decorated chapel.  

We return to the ship where a lovely buffet  

lunch awaits! 

Relax in your cabin this afternoon or enjoy a 

refreshing cup of tea on the terrace as the MS Il 

Mare gracefully enters the picturesque harbour at 

Vodice. Once a fishing village, this bustling town 

offers a good choice of restaurants and cafés, 

so wander ashore this evening and take dinner 

perhaps on the waterfront, before watching  

the sun go down over a glass of fiery locally 

distilled brandy.

DAY 3 -  VODICE & ZADAR

We spend a leisurely day on board today; during 

breakfast we cast off once more heading out into 

the glistening Adriatic. This magnificent coast is 

littered with idyllic bays where the calm water is 

perfect for swimming, so during our cruising this 

morning we’ll make time for a refreshing swim 

stop, allowing you to work up an appetite for 

our on-board lunch! Later, venture up on deck 

and absorb the best panoramic views from the 

comfort of a sun lounger. As we sail northwards, 

there’s chance for a spot of reading perhaps or 

simply unwind to the sound of gulls soaring high 

above, with a long refreshing drink from the 

bar whilst the coastal views drifts by, and the 

mesmerising waters of the Adriatic dazzle under 

the warm rays of a hazy afternoon sun – now 

you’re really on holiday!

Later we arrive in the ancient capital of 

Dalmatia, Zadar. This bustling coastal town with 

the style and charm of the Italian Riviera, was for 

centuries ruled by the Venetians. There’s time for a 

fascinating guided tour around its marble streets, 

discovering Roman ruins and lovely medieval 

churches before you are free to explore under your 

own steam. Dinner is at leisure tonight so why 

not try one of the many cosy restaurants with 

simple appetising menus of grilled meats or freshly 

caught fish. Perhaps end the evening with a glass 

of maraschino, a local cherry liqueur produced 

here since the 16th century.

DAY 4 - ZADAR & RAB

This morning we continue our smooth passage 

northwards as the passing seascapes continue 

to enchant; we sail past the fascinatingly barren 

rocky island of Pag, its desolate landscape defined 

by its stark steely mountain backdrop. There’s time 

for a refreshing swim stop before a delicious lunch 

on board. Later we arrive in Rab, a real gem and 

one of the most alluring islands along this stretch 

of the Dalmatian coast. Sheltered against its 

sturdy mountainous spine, a verdant landscape of 

lush fragrant pine forest and a fertile patchwork of 

vine and olive groves gives way to golden ribbons 

of deserted beach and picturesque coves along this 

strikingly beautiful peninsula. Four colourful lofty 

bell towers rise up from the blaze of terracotta 

rooftops below. Spend some free time wandering 

in the cool shadows of Rab’s ancient stone 

buildings, admiring the Romanesque architecture, 

the grand Italianate houses - a legacy of Venetian 

YOUR CRUISE

Marvel at Kornati National Park’s 
fascinating islands
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rule, and absorbing the magical atmosphere of 

this charming town. Dinner is at leisure again this 

evening so you might opt to try one of the stylish 

seafood restaurants tucked away in the old town, 

serving the catch of the day - simply fried with 

white wine, garlic and herbs and washed down 

with a glass of local chilled white wine. What  

could be better!

DAY 5 - RAB, MOLAT & TELAŠCICA

After a relaxed breakfast, we commence our 

southerly course into the crystal waters of 

the Kvarner Gulf. Up on deck take in yet more 

spectacular vistas as we drift between these 

romantically desolate islands. We drop anchor 

at Molat, to enjoy a refreshing swim stop in this 

pretty little bay and then it’s time for a light lunch 

on board. This afternoon take to the deck once 

more for a lazy afternoon’s cruising – perhaps 

indulge in a little nap, lulled by the soft breezes of 

the maestral. 

We idle into port at Telašcica, one of the largest 

and most beautiful natural harbours in the Adriatic 

– largely uninhabited, this is a stunningly rugged 

stretch of coastline backed by sheer limestone 

cliffs that plummet into the sea, flanked by a 

scattering of pretty islets and islands, home to 

numerous plant and bird species such as rare 

peregrine falcons. It’s also possible to wander to 

the shores of Lake Mir, a natural saltlake, with its 

warm, supposedly therapeutic water that channels 

through the limestone on its way out to sea. 

As the sun begins to cast its rosy glow, thoughts 

turn to tonight’s special Captain’s Dinner, during 

which a selection of regional specialities will be 

served. Later, sink into a comfy armchair on the 

terrace, sipping your favourite digestif, and reflect 

on all that you have seen so far and what’s still  

to come.

DAY 6 - TELAŠCICA, KORNATI & ŠIBENIK

Another day dawns and you rise refreshed as 

we continue our southerly course, have your 

camera at the ready as we are soon entering the 

waters of the breathtaking Kornati archipelago; 

an explosion of numerous fascinating desert-like 

islands lie scattered around the central island of 

Kornat. George Bernard Shaw wrote that [God] 

‘created the Kornati Islands out of tears, stars and 

breath' and there is certainly something ethereal 

about their distinctive barren beauty. In fact, this 

remarkable region was designated a National 

Park in 1980, in celebration of its extraordinarily 

unusual and desolate charm. The Kornati Islands 

hide a multitude of secret caves and grottoes 

amongst the rugged cliffs. Our Captain will drop 

anchor to allow a swim stop this morning, so enjoy 

a cooling dip before lunch again on board. 

Later we arrive at the little port of Šibenik, 

where our guided tour reveals more about the 

history of this delightful town as we wander its 

medieval streets, seeing the beautifully restored 

Renaissance town hall and remarkable Gothic 

cathedral, thought to be the world’s largest church 

built without brick or wood supports. This evening 

the MS Il Mare remains moored in Šibenik. Dinner 

is at leisure tonight so wander ashore and seek out 

some traditional Croatian fare: hearty fish stew 

or mouth-wateringly tender slow cooked beef, 

simmered with wine and prunes, with fresh crusty 

bread baked ‘under the lid’ – a typical Croatian 

style of cooking. Sit back and soak in the magical 

ambience of historic Šibenik.

DAY 7 - ŠIBENIK & SPLIT

The end of our cruise is in sight so make sure you 

make the most of our last scenic morning on 

board, whilst watching the coastal views float by. 

We enjoy one last swim stop before commencing 

our journey to Split once again. Later after a final 

lunch on board, the stunning city skyline appears 

and we begin our final approach into this unique 

historic capital. 

Croatia’s second city, Split, is one of its most 

vibrant and alluring. At its core lie the huge 

ancient ruins of the Emperor Diocletian’s Palace, 

undoubtedly one of the most exceptional legacies 

from the city’s Roman past and more recently 

used as the setting for the globally successful 

television drama ‘Game of Thrones’. A building 

constructed with the finest materials, Italian 

marble, lustrous local limestone, even sphinxes 

from Egypt, the whole palace complex occupied 

over 30,000 square metres, surrounded by 

towering walls, two metres thick and over 25 

metres in places! During medieval times, other 

buildings were grafted on to it, integrating the 

palace with the rest of the town and creating 

the quirky jumble of houses, churches, chapels 

and other buildings seen today. We will have a 

guided walking tour, seeing all the major sights 

and learning more about this city’s glorious past 

before you have some free time to wander. Dinner 

is at leisure tonight so you might choose to return 

to the alluring tangle of streets in the old town for 

some delicious local cuisine whilst absorbing the 

magical ambience of this beguiling city.

DAY 8 - SPLIT

After breakfast, we disembark from the MS Il Mare 

and return to the airport at the appropriate time.

Rab

Zadar
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Welcome aboard the magnificent MS Il Mare. This superb addition to 

our Croatian fleet is sure to become a real favourite. Launched in 2017, 

incorporating the very latest design innovations, she was exclusively 

commissioned to sail the stunning waters of the Dalmatian coast. This  

most majestic of vessels, at an impressive 48 metres, causes quite a stir as  

she moors in the unspoilt little ports along this captivating stretch of the 

Adriatic. A low passenger complement of just 40 guests creates a sense 

of exclusivity, yet the gracious and friendly crew, trained to the highest 

standards, ensure a relaxed and sociable on-board atmosphere, where  

nothing is too much trouble. 

The glossy teak, gleaming decks and dazzling chrome exude the glamour 

that goes hand in hand with this type of yacht cruising and once on board, 

you’ll be wowed by the elegant contemporary interior; its subtle soothing 

colour scheme and laid back understated style, provides the perfect ambience 

in which to unwind. Take dinner in a bright, spacious restaurant, furnished 

in a simple yet elegant style, creating an informal and comfortable dining 

experience. A spectacular sun deck provides the ideal location to lie back on  

a sun lounger with a drink from the bar and soak up the glorious vistas at 

every turn.

The thoughtfully designed fully air-conditioned cabins are all equipped 

with desk and chair, wardrobe, safe, hair dryer and bathroom with shower 

and contemporary fittings so your comfort is assured. Free Wi-Fi is available 

throughout the ship for your convenience.

CATEGORY B CABINS located on the lower deck, with either double or 

twin bed, measure approximately 16-18 square metres (172-193 square feet) 

and have two attractive porthole windows. There are two cabins with an 

additional bed available within this category – each with approximately  

19 square metres (204 square feet) of living space.

CATEGORY A CABINS measure approximately 16-18 square metres  

(172-193 square feet) and are located on the main deck with double or  

twin beds and two windows (one of which opens). 

CATEGORY A+ CABINS available on the main deck with double or twin 

beds, measure approximately 16-18 metres square (172-193 square feet). 

They feature two fixed oval windows and a smaller porthole window in the 

bathroom. There are also two A+ cabins available on the upper deck  

with double bed, and these are slightly smaller at approximately 14 square 

metres (150 square feet) with two windows (one of which opens) and a small 

window in the bathroom.

THE MS IL MARE

Spacious category A+  
main deck twin cabin

Dining room
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DECK PLANS

All cabins have air-conditioning, a desk and chair, safe, hairdryer and bathroom with shower cubicle. 
 
The ship also has a spacious sun deck with sun loungers.

19

20

12
11

13 14
15 17

16 18

9751 3

10862 4

UPPER DECK

MAIN DECK

LOWER DECK

CABINS 1 & 2 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK 
19sq.m/205sq.ft with double bed and single bed  
and fixed porthole windows

CABINS 3 & 4 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK 
16sq.m/172sq.ft with double bed and fixed porthole 
windows

CABINS 5 & 7 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK 
18sq.m/194sq.ft with double bed and fixed porthole 
windows

CABINS 6 & 8 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK 
18sq.m/194sq.ft with twin beds and fixed porthole 
windows

CABINS 9 & 10 CATEGORY B LOWER DECK 
17sq.m/183sq.ft with double bed and fixed porthole 
windows

CABIN 11 CATEGORY A MAIN DECK 
18sq.m/194sq.ft with twin beds and two windows  
(one fixed and one opening)

CABIN 12 CATEGORY A MAIN DECK 
16sq.m/172sq.ft with twin beds pushed together  
and two windows (one fixed and one opening)

CABINS 13 & 14 CATEGORY A MAIN DECK 
16sq.m/172sq.ft with double bed and two windows  
(one fixed and one opening)

CABINS 15 & 16 CATEGORY A+ MAIN DECK 
16sq.m/172sq.ft with twin beds pushed together  
and two fixed windows 

CABINS 17 & 18 CATEGORY A+ MAIN DECK 
18sq.m/194sq.ft with double bed and two fixed 
windows 

CABINS 19 & 20 CATEGORY A+ UPPER DECK 
14sq.m/151sq.ft with double bed and two windows  
(one fixed and one opening)

THE DALMATIAN COAST - SPLIT TO RAB   MS IL MARE
Deck Information

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of this holiday is per person, based on two people sharing a double or twin cabin. The price includes return flights to Split (some airports carry a supplement,  
see table below), all transfers, breakfast, 6 lunches, 1 dinner and Captain’s dinner, tours and visits as per the itinerary and port taxes.

DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £250 per person.

SOLE OCCUPANCY
The price for sole occupancy is twice the per person rate for the relevant cabin category as above, less £350. Cabins for sole occupancy are on request and subject to 
availability.

Flight Information*

TRANSFER TIMES - Split Airport to ship in Split (and vice versa) - approx 45 mins. 

PLEASE NOTE
In the event of unsatisfactory weather conditions the Captain reserves the right to alter or reschedule the itinerary. Please note due to the size of the yachts there is no lift 
between decks; therefore a reasonable degree of mobility is required to negotiate the stairs and overall design. Due to specific mooring conditions and requirements in  
some Croatian ports the ships may be moored side by side with  other ships, making it necessary for you to cross from one to another with gaps in between, in order to get  
on board/on shore.

* Please note: not all airports are available for every departure. For availability from your preferred departure point and times please contact your preferred travel agent.

Departure Point Carrier Supplement
Birmingham Jet2 £30

Bristol EasyJet Nil
East Midlands Jet2 £30

Glasgow EasyJet £30

Departure Point Carrier Supplement
London Gatwick EasyJet Nil

London Heathrow British Airways £30
London Luton EasyJet Nil

London Stansted EasyJet/Jet2 Nil

2019 Departure Dates
Lower Deck Main Deck Upper Deck

Cat B Cat A Cat A+ Cat A+
12/05/19 £1,499 £1,599 £1,699 £1,799
19/05/19 £1,599 £1,699 £1,799 £1,899
26/05/19 £1,649 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949

02/06/19, 09/06/19, 16/06/19 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £2,049
23/06/19, 30/06/19 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £2,049

07/07/19 £1,649 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949
25/08/19 £1,699 £1,799 £1,899 £1,999

01/09/19, 08/09/19, 15/09/19,22/09/19 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949 £2,049
29/09/19 £1,649 £1,749 £1,849 £1,949
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COASTAL AND ISLAND CRUISING  
AT ITS FINEST

Imagine basking in the Mediterranean sunshine in the 
middle of autumn, a refreshing drink in one hand and 
the memory of the great cliffs of Santorini, rising from 

a great crescent caldera, fresh in your mind. Your mind 
races as you recall the fascinating insights shared by 
the ship’s guest speaker in his entertaining talk about 
ancient civilisations. Perhaps you’ll stop by the well-
stocked library on board later to learn more about your 
next stop, strikingly beautiful Palermo. You barely notice 
the attentive crew member slip away, but somehow 
your glass is magically refilled.

It’s still astounding how the Aegean Odyssey 
manoeuvres ever so gracefully between vast oceans and 
intimate rivers, giving you exclusive, front-row access to 
stunning views of Europe’s most exciting destinations. 
The classically elegant vessel is specially adapted for 
island and coastal cruising, so you can visit smaller, 
less-crowded harbours, sail closer to the spectacular 
coastlines of France, Italy and Spain, and navigate the 
idyllic islands of Greece, Sicily and Malta. 

Expert insights into the ancient world
Brought to you with our partners at Voyages to 
Antiquity, these small-ship cruises especially appeal 
to those with a passion for delving deeper into a 
destination’s past – the Aegean Odyssey takes you on 
an incredible journey to the historic, cultural and artistic 
heart of Europe. There are insightful talks on board by 
guest speakers who are experts in their field, selected 
for their ability to bring to life their chosen subject. As 
always, you’ll have the services of an experienced Riviera 
Travel tour manager throughout the entire journey, 
dedicated to making your cruise the best it can be.

For 2018, we enjoy autumn sunshine in the south, 
where you have a choice of four eye-opening itineraries 
cruising: the Western Mediterranean including Portugal; 
the French and Italian Rivieras; Ancient Greece to Malta; 
and Ancient Sicily to Andalucía. Combine this with 
Riviera Travel’s award-winning reputation for outstanding 
value and impeccable service, and your journey is certain 
to be exceptional.

M E D I T E R R A N E A N  C R U I S E S  B Y  S M A L L  S H I P
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MV AEGEAN ODYSSEY

The Lido Deck

Well-appointed cabins

Experience the finest traditions of cruising on board Aegean 
Odyssey, combining the best of classical grace with all the 
modern conveniences of a first-class ship. She is a superb vessel 
carrying just 350 guests, creating a unique atmosphere that is 
both relaxed and convivial – you can mingle with other guests,  
or find quiet areas for relaxation.

During the day, you may simply wish to enjoy the sun on 
the spacious teak decks, cool off in the outdoor pool refreshed 
with seawater every day, or rejuvenate yourself with a yoga 
session at the Athena Health Spa and Gym. There is an exclusive 
programme of talks held in the Ambassador Lounge, designed 
to entertain and bring to life the history of the area’s remarkable 
civilisations, and other fascinating topics. Perhaps borrow an 
interesting book from the beautifully appointed, well-stocked 
library, regularly updated by Oxford-based bookseller, Blackwells. 
Watch the sunset with a cocktail in the Lido Bar, or enjoy an 
aperitif in the Charleston Lounge while being entertained by the 
resident trio. 

A choice of fine restaurants
The gastronomic culture of using fresh, local ingredients is the 
inspiration for the restaurants on board. Start the day with a 
hearty breakfast in the Terrace Café & Grill, which replicates the 
charm and ambiance of a trattoria. For those who take pleasure 
in afternoon tea, you’ll be delighted to know you can enjoy a 
selection of refreshing teas, accompanied by freshly prepared 
sandwiches, cakes and scones.

In the evenings, Tapas on the Terrace recreates the informal 
yet sophisticated atmosphere of a Mediterranean bistro, offering 
an excellent array of authentic food. Or savour your evening 
meal at the wonderfully elegant Marco Polo restaurant serving 
Mediterranean-influenced dishes. Complimentary local wines are 
included with every dinner.  After a wonderful day of sightseeing, 
why not recall the highlights with your new friends over late-
night snacks in the lounge?

Your cabin comforts
All staterooms and cabins feature an en-suite bathroom with a 
shower, plush bedding, flat-screen TV, personal safe, hairdryer, 
telephone and are fully air-conditioned. Balcony Class cabins 
offer additional comforts and conveniences, such as a private 
balcony, complimentary champagne and petit fours, robes  
and slippers. 
 
Please see pages 186 to 187 for deck plans, dates and prices.
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enjoy a tour of Knossos, the most famous of the great Minoan 
palaces. We return to the ship in the evening.
 
DAY 6 – CHANIA 
This morning we moor in the port of Chania and visit the tomb 
of Eleftherios Venizelos, the island’s national hero. Then we 
continue to the archaeological museum in the city and later 
enjoy a walking tour of the Old Town and market.
  
DAY 7 – AT SEA 
You have an entire day to make the most of the activities on 
board the Aegean Odyssey as we sail to Malta.
 

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN ATHENS 
Fly to Athens in Greece, where we stay for two nights with 
breakfast at the four-star Metropolitan Hotel.
 
DAY 2 – DELPHI 
Today we marvel at the ruins of Delphi, seeing the magnificent 
Sanctuary of Apollo and more. After an included lunch, we 
return to Athens.
 
DAY 3 – ATHENS 
Enjoy a guided tour of Athens in the morning, including a visit 
to the outstanding Acropolis. Then travel to nearby Piraeus, 
where we embark the superb Aegean Odyssey for our five-
night cruise.
 
DAY 4 – SANTORINI 
As we arrive in Santorini this morning 
we’ll see the striking cliffs. We visit 
the incredible site of Akrotiri where a 
Minoan settlement once thrived. In 
the evening we depart for the island 
of Crete.
 
DAY 5 – HERAKLION 
Early this morning we arrive in vibrant 
Heraklion, Crete’s largest city. We 

CRUISING ANCIENT GREECE  
TO MALTA 
10 days from only £1,649pp 
Departing 28 October 2018

GREECEITALY

MALTA Heraklion

Santorini

Valletta

Sicily

Crete

Chania

Athens

Gozo
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DAY 8 – VALLETTA 
We bid farewell to the Aegean Odyssey and enjoy a sightseeing 
tour of Valletta, followed by a visit to the Malta Experience, a 
fascinating show that brings to life the island’s 7,000 years of 
history. We stay for two nights with breakfast at the four-star 
Victoria Hotel.
 
DAY 9 – GOZO 
Spend the day on Gozo island, starting in the charming medieval 
capital, Victoria. Then we drive to Dwejra Bay to see the stunning 
coastal formations. We’ll also visit astonishing Ggantija, a temple 
site that’s even older than the pyramids.
 
DAY 10 – RETURN FLIGHT 
Transfer to Malta airport for your flight home.

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
• Guided shore excursions of: Santorini; Heraklion  
 with a tour of Knossos palace; and Chania with  
 visits to the tomb of Eleftherios Venizelos and  
 the archaeological museum

• Marvel at the ruins of ancient Delphi and visit  
 its museum

• Tour Athens, visit the astonishing Acropolis

• Take a sightseeing tour of Valletta and enjoy  
 the Malta Experience

• Discover Gozo and visit Victoria, Dwejra Bay  
 and the Ggantija temple complex

• Five nights with full board on the Aegean Odyssey

• On-board activities, lectures and talks

• Complimentary wine with dinner

• Complimentary tea and coffee

Plus, of course...

• Return flights from a choice of regional airports  
 (a supplement may apply), with hotel transfers

• Two nights in a four-star hotel in Athens  
 with breakfast

• Two nights in a four-star hotel in Malta  
 with breakfast

• All port charges, airport taxes, overseas transfers  
 and daily on-board gratuities (a service charge  
 applies to additional drinks purchases)

• No surcharges guaranteed

• ABTA and ATOL protection

• Services of an experienced Riviera Travel  
 tour manager throughout 

Oia, Santorini Victoria, Gozo

Porch of Caryatides

Valletta

Cruise the Greek islands
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN ATHENS

Arrive at the airport for your flight. On arrival, we 

transfer by coach to the four-star Metropolitan 

Hotel in Athens, where we stay for two nights 

with breakfast.

DAY 2 – DELPHI

A trip to Greece would not be complete without 

a visit to Delphi, perhaps the most important 

sacred site in the ancient Greek world. Set high 

on the natural terraces of Mount Parnassos with 

birds of prey soaring overhead, Delphi was once 

considered the centre of the known world. At the 

heart is the Sanctuary of Apollo, dedicated to the 

god of light and truth and where he counselled the 

people through the Oracle. As we enter, we’ll see 

the treasuries once filled with the votive offerings 

of grateful pilgrims. Overlooking it all is the 

astonishing temple, while the adjacent museum 

exhibits some of the finest archaeological finds  

of Greece, including the spectacular ‘Charioteer’,  

a life-size bronze sculpture that dates back to  

478 BC.

Following our fascinating excursion, we sit down 

to an included lunch before returning to Athens 

later this afternoon.

DAY 3 – ATHENS

Many of Classical civilisation’s intellectual ideas 

originated in Athens, which is widely considered 

the birthplace of Western civilisation. This morning 

we’re introduced to this fascinating city on a 

walking tour. We visit the capital’s ancient citadel, 

the extraordinary Acropolis, which represents 

the glorious achievements of Athenian culture 

during its Golden Age. Among the magnificent 

monuments is the remarkable Parthenon, 

a temple dedicated to the goddess Athena, 

protector of the city. Many of the statues are now 

on display at the Acropolis Museum, which we 

also visit today. Exhibits include an incredible series 

of carved pediments from the Temple of Athena.

After a leisurely lunch, we board the superb 

Aegean Odyssey for five nights of spectacular 

cruising.

DAY 4 – SANTORINI 

Have your camera at the ready this morning  

as we witness one of the Aegean Sea’s most 

wondrous sights: the majestic red-tinged cliffs  

of Santorini rising from a massive half-moon 

caldera. Beautiful Santorini is the southernmost 

island of the Cyclades and the remaining half of  

an exploded volcano.

Once moored, we transfer by a local boat 

then drive to the northern tip of the island to the 

picturesque village of Oia, where whitewashed 

and blue-domed buildings are carved right into 

the cliffs. A highlight of today’s tour is our visit to 

Akrotiri, one of the most fascinating and significant 

archaeological sites. A Minoan settlement once 

thrived here during the Bronze Age until a series 

of natural disasters, including severe earthquakes 

and volcanic eruptions, forced the inhabitants 

to evacuate in the 17th century BC. It had been 

a crowded city that spanned 20 acres, complete 

with public roads, sanitary engineering and multi-

storey buildings.

Later we visit the medieval hilltop village of 

Pyrgos, where the ruins of a Venetian castle can 

be seen. Here we have lunch at a local taverna, 

included with the cruise. Our adventure concludes 

in Firá, the scenic capital, where you have the 

option of exploring the town or returning to the 

ship by cable car.

DAY 5 – HERAKLION

Overnight we sail to vibrant Heraklion, the largest 

city on the island of Crete. After breakfast we have 

a guided tour of the Minoan Palace of Knossos, a 

magnificent complex with flamboyant decoration 

and impressive courts. We explore the sprawling 

five acres, where everything from the throne 

room to royal living quarters is reconstructed with 

meticulous care. This may be the closest you can 

get to piecing together the intriguing puzzle of the 

Minoan civilisation.

We then visit the Heraklion Archaeological 

Museum, the best museum in the world for 

Minoan art, famous for the most notable and 

complete collection of Minoan artefacts.

YOUR CRUISE

Heraklion

Delphi
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of Chania, a small but charming attraction housed 

within the Venetian church of Saint Francis. The 

artefacts are truly fascinating and include Cretan 

pottery, sculpture and mosaics, as well as coins 

dating from the Neolithic period to the Roman era. 

Later we take a leisurely walking tour around 

the Old Town and market of Chania. You’ll have 

free time to explore under your own steam before 

returning to the ship.

DAY 7 – AT SEA

Make the most of a full day at sea as the Aegean 

Odyssey glides across the azure waters of the 

Mediterranean towards Malta. After a week of 

fascinating sightseeing, you may wish to indulge in 

some pampering treatments at the Athena Health 

Spa. Or perhaps head up to the observation deck 

for fantastic panoramic views.

DAY 8 – VALLETTA

Prepare for a breathtaking sight this morning as we 

leave the vastness of the Mediterranean Sea and 

gracefully enter the impressive Grand Harbour of 

Valletta, a fortress city founded by the Knights of 

DAY 6 – CHANIA

We moor in Chania, the former capital of Crete 

and one of the most beautiful cities in Greece. 

During our tour this morning, we first visit the 

tomb of Eleftherios Venizelos, the island’s national 

hero, who prior to becoming Prime Minister 

of Greece, played a significant role in securing 

independence from the Ottoman Empire. It was 

here that Cretan rebels raised the Greek flag in 

1897 in defiance of the Great Powers, making it a 

place of pilgrimage to this day.

We then drive to the Archaeological Museum 

Palace of Knossos

St John’s Co-Cathedral

St John in 1566. There’s a typical Mediterranean 

feel here, with restaurants lining charming squares 

and honey-coloured buildings decorated with 

colourful balconies. We enjoy a sightseeing tour 

that includes a visit to St John’s Co-Cathedral, a 

remarkable Baroque masterpiece with a gold-leaf 

ceiling and fine paintings such as Caravaggio’s 

‘The Beheading of John the Baptist’. We’ll also visit 

the Malta Experience, an engaging audio-visual 

experience that brings to life the island’s 7,000-

year history. 

This afternoon is at leisure for you to explore 

the local area or simply relax. We stay for two 

nights with breakfast at the four-star Victoria 

Hotel in the coastal town of Sliema, once the 

home of Malta’s aristocracy.

DAY 9 – GOZO

After breakfast we drive to the sleepy island of 

Gozo nearby and visit its capital, Victoria, known 

as Rabat to the locals. Visible from most of the 

island is the imposing Citadel with superbly 

preserved battlements, rising sharply above the 

surrounding countryside. The winding streets of 

this charming medieval town are wonderful to 

stroll through. Why not enjoy a drink at a local 

café and watch the world go by?

A drive to the coast takes us to Dwejra Bay, 

where dizzying cliffs plummet into deep blue 

waters and grand coastal formations surround 

an inland sea. The magnificent limestone Azure 

Window once stood here until it succumbed to a 

heavy storm in early 2017. 

We continue to Ggantija, the largest of the 

island’s prehistoric temples sites, even older than 

the pyramids. Some of the superbly preserved 

stones weigh several tonnes and stand 20 feet 

high – legend says they were brought here around 

3600 BC by a female giant!

DAY 10 – RETURN FLIGHT

Today we transfer to Malta airport for our  

return flight.
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CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN MALTA 
Fly to Malta, where we stay for one night at the four-star Victoria 
Hotel with breakfast.
 
DAY 2 – VALLETTA 
Enjoy a sightseeing tour of Valletta, followed by a visit to the Malta 
Experience, an engaging show that brings to life the island’s 7,000-
year history. Later we embark the superb Aegean Odyssey for our 
six-night cruise.
 
DAY 3 – TAORMINA 
Overnight we cruise to Catania. Art critic Andrew Graham-Dixon 
joins us on our guided tour of Taormina, renowned for its Greek 
theatre. This evening, Andrew will dine with us and you may wish 
to attend his fascinating talk in the ship’s lecture theatre.
 

CRUISING ANCIENT SICILY  
WITH ANDREW GRAHAM-DIXON,  
PLUS MALTA & ANDALUCÍA 
11 days from only £1,499pp 
Departing 3 November 2018

DAY 4 – PALERMO 
We moor in Palermo, the Sicilian capital. Andrew Graham-Dixon 
shares his insights again during our visit to Monreale Cathedral, 
which is famous for its superb mosaics and Benedictine cloisters.
 
DAY 5 – SEGESTA 
From the port of Trapani, we visit the perfectly preserved Greek 
archaeological site of Segesta and admire its astonishing temples.
 
DAYS 6 & 7 – AT SEA 
You have two entire days to make the most of the activities on 
board the Aegean Odyssey as we cruise westward to Spain.
 
DAY 8 – MÁLAGA & SEVILLE 
Disembark the ship in historic Málaga and become acquainted with 
the city our insightful tour. Later we transfer to Seville, where we 

stay for two nights with breakfast  
at the three-star superior Hotel  
Don Paco.
 
DAY 9 – SEVILLE 
After breakfast, we enjoy a guided 
tour of enchanting Seville, seeing the 
remarkable Gothic cathedral beside 
the 12th-century Giralda bell tower. 
The afternoon is at leisure.

SPAIN

MOROCCO
ALGERIA TUNISIA

ITALY

Mijas

Seville
Malaga

Ronda
Sicily

Malta

Trapani Taormina
Segesta Monreale

Palermo

Catania

Valletta
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
Stroll along the splendid 

Plaza de España of Seville

Monreale Cathedral

 
DAY 10 – RONDA & MIJAS 
Discover Ronda, dramatically located over an impressive gorge, 
then continue through the beautiful Andalusian countryside to 
Mijas, where we stay for one night with breakfast at the four-star 
Ilunion Hacienda del Sol.
 
DAY 11 – RETURN FLIGHT 
Transfer to Malaga airport for your flight home.

• Guided shore excursions of: Taormina; Palermo  
 with a visit to the Monreale Cathedral; and Segesta

• Take a sightseeing tour of Valletta and enjoy  
 the Malta Experience

• Discover Málaga and Seville with our insightful  
 guides, and explore spectacularly sited Ronda

• Six nights with full board on the Aegean Odyssey

• On-board activities, lectures and talks

• Complimentary wine with dinner

• Complimentary tea and coffee

Plus, of course...

• Return flights from a choice of regional airports  
 (a supplement may apply), with hotel transfers

• One night in a four-star hotel in Malta  
 with breakfast

• Two nights in a three-star superior hotel in  
 Seville with breakfast

• One night in a four-star hotel in Mijas  
 with breakfast

• All port charges, airport taxes, overseas transfers  
 and daily on-board gratuities (a service charge  
 applies to additional drinks purchases)

• No surcharges guaranteed

• ABTA and ATOL protection

• Services of an experienced Riviera Travel  
 tour manager throughout 

Meet art critic  
Andrew Graham-Dixon

Renowned art critic 
Andrew Graham-Dixon 
took us on a cultural 
adventure on BBC’s 
Italy Unpacked, Sicily 
Unpacked and Rome 
Unpacked, introducing 
us to Italy’s less-explored 
gems. Andrew will make a special appearance on this 
cruise during our visit to Taormina and the Monreale 
Cathedral in Palermo. He will also host a fascinating 
talk in Aegean Odyssey’s lecture theatre and join you 
for dinner on day three.
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN MALTA

Arrive at the airport for your flight. On arrival, we 

transfer by coach to the four-star Victoria Hotel 

in the coastal town of Sliema, where we stay for 

one night with breakfast.

DAY 2 – VALLETTA

Today we explore Valletta, a fortress city founded 

in the 16th century by the Knights of St John. 

The Old Town feels typically Mediterranean, 

with attractive squares, cosy restaurants and 

honey-coloured houses adorned with colourful 

balconies. Our sightseeing tour includes a visit to 

St John’s Co-Cathedral, a masterpiece of Baroque 

architecture. We then visit the Malta Experience, 

an immersive audio-visual experience that tells the 

fascinating story of the island’s 7,000-year history. 

You’re free this afternoon to continue 

discovering Valletta’s highlights. The National 

Museum of Archaeology houses an amazing 

range of artefacts, many of which date back to 

the Neolithic period. Perhaps visit the 16th-

century Grand Master’s Palace, which served as 

the Governor’s palace during the British colonial 

period. Today it’s home to the Parliament of  

Malta. Later we transfer to the port in Valetta  

and board the superb Aegean Odyssey for six 

nights of wonderful cruising.

DAY 3 – TAORMINA 

Awake this morning in Sicily, the largest island in 

the Mediterranean. We head north to Taormina, 

one of the island’s most beautiful towns, towering 

more than 800 feet above the sweeping coastline. 

As we stroll through the city with art critic 

Andrew Graham-Dixon, we’ll see the intriguing 

Palazzo Corvaia, which incorporates a 10th-

century Saracen fortress built on ancient Roman 

foundations, with extensions in Norman and 

Moorish-Gothic architectural styles. Taormina’s 

greatest claim to fame is its spectacular Greek 

theatre, which dates back to the third century BC. 

With imposing Mount Etna in the background,  

the wonderfully preserved amphitheatre provides 

an atmospheric venue today for concerts and 

theatre performances.

After our introduction to Taormina, you’ll have 

time to amble along the main street. Perhaps 

browse the many shops for local handicrafts or 

refresh yourself with a drink at a cosy café. Later 

we’ll enjoy a sightseeing drive through Via Etnea, 

Villa Bellini, Piazza Stesicoro and Piazza Duomo on 

our way back to the ship.

This evening, you may wish to attend a riveting 

talk in the ship’s lecture theatre by our special 

guest speaker, Andrew Graham-Dixon, who will 

also join you for dinner in the ship’s restaurant.

DAY 4 – MONREALE CATHEDRAL

Overnight we sail to Palermo, the capital of Sicily, 

which became one of Europe’s most important 

cities during Saracen and Norman rule. This 

morning, Andrew Graham-Dixon accompanies 

us on our visit to Monreale Cathedral, widely 

considered to be the most beautiful Norman 

church in Italy. Andrew will share fascinating 

insights into the cathedral’s glorious golden 

mosaics and its fusion of eastern and western 

influences. Beyond its austere exterior is a 

truly breathtaking interior: rows of staggering 

granite columns draw the eyes upwards to the 

resplendent mosaics that completely adorn the 

walls. As we stroll along the Benedictine cloisters, 

you’ll be greeted by double columns supporting 

Arab-style arches, intricately decorated with 

Romanesque carvings.

After our visit, we transfer back to Palermo with 

time to relax in the main square before returning 

to the ship. Experience a slice of local life and 

embrace the piazza culture with a cup of coffee as 

you watch the world go by.

DAY 5 – SEGESTA

This morning we arrive in the port of Trapani. We 

journey to Segesta, once the political centre of 

the Elymians, who inhabited the area during the 

Bronze Age and Classical antiquity. Today the 

archaeological site here is a sight to behold – the 

ruins are in an extraordinary state of preservation, 

appearing even more spectacular amid rolling hills. 

The Doric temple stands majestically, supported 

YOUR CRUISE

Valletta

Palermo Cathedral

Gaze in awe at the impressive 
Greek theatre of Taormina
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by 36 columns, while a short walk up a hill takes 

you to the open, semi-circular amphitheatre. In 

summer, the theatre is as a venue for Greek plays. 

Other highlights of Segesta are the ruins of a 

Norman castle, a small church and a mosque.

DAYS 6 & 7 – AT SEA

Make the most of your last full day at sea as the 

Aegean Odyssey glides across the cerulean waters 

of the Mediterranean towards Spain. After a week 

of fascinating sightseeing, you may wish to indulge 

in some pampering treatments at the Athena 

Health Spa. Or perhaps head up to the observation 

deck for fantastic panoramic views.

DAY 8 – MÁLAGA & SEVILLE

Today we arrive in the Spanish port city of Málaga, 

one of the oldest cities in Europe. It was founded 

by the Phoenicians who used it as a harbour for 

salting fish. Since then, it’s been ruled by the 

Greeks, Romans, Visigoths, Byzantines and Moors. 

This morning, our tour of the city takes us past 

some of Málaga’s most significant monuments. 

We’ll see the cathedral, the Roman theatre, Arab 

castles and more.

Later we transfer to Seville, where we stay 

for two nights with breakfast at the three-star 

superior Hotel Don Paco. Just a 15-minute walk 

from the cathedral, the hotel features a rooftop 

swimming pool and sun terrace with excellent 

views of Seville.

DAY 9 – SEVILLE

After breakfast, we enjoy a guided tour of 

captivating Seville, through which the River 

Guadalquivir flows. Founded by the Romans, the 

city in the eighth century was captured by the 

Moors, who left a fascinating legacy, as evidenced 

by the spectacular monuments we’ll see on 

our tour. Admire the outstanding 15th-century 

cathedral, the third largest in Europe and one of 

the last built in the Gothic style. It stands on the 

site of the great 12th-century Almohad mosque, 

whose minaret, the Giralda, still towers beside it.

There’s free time this afternoon for you to 

explore Seville at your leisure. Why not take a 

relaxing stroll through the beautiful Maria Luisa 

Park? The Alcázar, the grand, fortified palace of the 

Moors, will astound you. Perhaps wander around 

Barrio Santa Cruz, the old Jewish quarter of the 

medieval city.

DAY 10 – RONDA & MIJAS

This morning we travel to Ronda, widely regarded 

as one of the most spectacularly located cities 

in Spain. Set on a ridge and divided by an 

impressive gorge below, Ronda was one of the last 

Moorish bastions of power owing to its almost 

impregnable position, only falling to the Christians 

in 1485. Connecting the two halves of the town 

is a colossal, 18th-century stone bridge. One of 

Ronda’s highlights is the Mondragón Palace with 

its beautiful Moorish gardens and courtyards that 

evoke memories of past rulers, including King 

Ferdinand and Queen Isabella.

We then drive through scenic Andalusian 

countryside to Mijas, where we stay for one night 

with breakfast at the four-star Ilunion Hacienda 

del Sol.

DAY 11 – RETURN FLIGHT

Today we transfer to Malaga airport for our  

return flight.
Ronda
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CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN ROME 
Fly to Rome, where we stay for two nights at the four-star 
Welcome Piram Hotel, with breakfast.
 
DAY 2 – ROME  
Discover the Eternal City on a coach tour. The afternoon is at 
leisure – perhaps ‘Personalise Your Holiday’ with a priority-
entry visit to the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel.
 
DAY 3 – ROME 
Visit the Colosseum this morning before we embark the 
Aegean Odyssey for our spectacular seven-night 
cruise.
 
DAY 4 – FLORENCE 
Begin your discovery of Florence with a visit to 
the Accademia, then enjoy a guided walking tour 
through the old town. After free time for lunch, 
we visit the renowned Uffizi Gallery.
 
DAY 5 – LUCCA & PISA 
Explore Lucca on a fascinating walking tour 
before time for lunch at leisure. We drive to 
Pisa and visit its magnificent cathedral before 
returning to Livorno.
 

ITALY

FRANCE

SPAIN

Livorno
Florence

Civitavecchia

Corsica Elba

SardiniaMenorca
Mallorca

Pisa
Lucca

Portoferraio

Rome

Bonifacio

Ajaccio

Mahon

Palma

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

CRUISING RENAISSANCE ITALY, 
CORSICA & HISTORIC ISLANDS
12 days from only £1,999pp
Departing 23 May 2019

DAY 6 – ELBA 
Spend the day discovering the idyllic island where Napoleon 
spent his days in exile. Our coastal drive takes us to the 
island’s most charming spots before we return to Portoferraio 
for a tour of the old town and a visit to Napoleon’s former 
residence.
 
DAY 7 – BONIFACIO 
Enjoy a relaxing morning cruising the stunning islands of 
Lavezzi and Maddalena en route to an afternoon at leisure in 
Bonifacio on the French island of Corsica.

Key:
Route

Arrive

Depart

Arrival/Departure
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
• Guided shore excursions of: Florence’s Uffizi and  
 Academia galleries, Lucca, Pisa with a visit to the  
 magnificent cathedral, Elba with a visit to  
 Napoleon’s former residence, Ajaccio and Mahón

• Explore Rome’s highlights and visit the astounding  
 Colosseum. Optional visit to the Vatican Museums  
 & the Sistine Chapel

• Stroll through Palma’s historic old town, home to  
 a magnificent cathedral

• Seven nights with full board on the Aegean Odyssey

• On-board activities, lectures and talks

• Complimentary wine with dinner

• Complimentary tea and coffee

Plus, of course…

• Return flights from a choice of regional airports  
 (a supplement may apply), with hotel transfers

• Two nights in a four-star hotel in Rome, with  
 breakfast

• Two nights in a four-star hotel in Palma, with  
 breakfast

• All port charges, airport taxes, overseas transfers  
 and daily on-board gratuities (a service charge  
 applies to additional drinks purchases)

• No surcharges guaranteed

• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection

• Services of an experienced Riviera Travel tour  
 manager throughout

Explore the idyllic Italian  
island of Elba

Colosseum, Rome

 
DAY 8 – AJACCIO 
Follow in Napoleon’s footsteps on a tour of Ajaccio, his birthplace, 
or take a scenic drive exploring the area’s fascinating history and 
dramatic scenery.
 
DAY 9 – MAHÓN 
Discover the picture-postcard Spanish city of Mahón on a guided 
walking tour, or enjoy a scenic drive that takes us to Menorca’s 
loveliest villages and its highest peak, Monte Toro.
 
DAY 10 – PALMA 
Disembark in Palma and transfer to the four-star hotel Palma 
Bellver. This afternoon we take a walking tour through the  
old town.
 
DAY 11 – FREE DAY IN PALMA 
Spend the day at your leisure. Perhaps explore the old town, 
visit Bellver castle or take the vintage train to the quintessential 
Mediterranean town of Sóller.
 
DAY 12 – RETURN FLIGHT 
Transfer to Palma airport for your flight home.

Napoleon’s Grotto, 
Ajaccio

Duomo 
cathedral, 

Florence
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN ROME

Arrive at the airport for your flight to Rome. On 

arrival we transfer to the four-star Welcome 

Piram Hotel, where we stay for two nights,  

with breakfast.

DAY 2 – ROME 

This morning we discover the Eternal City on a 

coach tour. So much history is concentrated in 

one small area, it’s simply staggering. Imagine the 

chaos and colour of a chariot race in the Circus 

Maximus, marvel at the marble Victor Emmanuel 

II memorial, see the Vatican with St Peter’s 

Basilica at its heart, and Palatine Hill where the 

city’s elite resided in their opulent villas. Amidst 

the monumental are cosy piazzas, lively bars and 

friendly restaurants waiting to be explored.

This afternoon you’re free to wander as you 

wish. Why not ‘Personalise Your Holiday’ with a 

guided tour of the Vatican Museums and Sistine 

Chapel? Skip the queues and discover some of 

the world’s greatest art collections, marvel at the 

frescoed chambers painted by Raphael and gaze in 

awe at the beautiful Sistine Chapel. Call us to pre-

book this optional experience from £42 per person.

DAY 3 – ROME

One of the best-known monuments of the Roman 

Empire is the astounding Colosseum. Although 

it was built in the 1st-century, it remains the 

largest and most imposing stadium of the ancient 

Roman world. Don’t miss your chance to visit this 

engineering marvel this morning and retrace the 

footsteps of Rome’s once-mighty gladiators.

Later we transfer to the port town of 

Civitavecchia, where we embark the superb 

Aegean Odyssey for seven nights of spectacular 

cruising.

DAY 4 – FLORENCE

This morning we find ourselves in the Tuscan 

port city of Livorno. From here we drive through 

the beautiful countryside to Florence, the ‘Pearl 

of the Renaissance’ and once one of the world’s 

richest cities, home to powerful families such as 

the famous Medici. We begin our discovery of 

Florence with a visit to the Accademia gallery, 

where you can get up close to Michelangelo’s 

flawless ‘David’, which towers over a rich collection 

of art. Afterwards during our guided walk, we’ll see 

the tangible results of the city’s wealth in glorious 

landmarks such as the 10th-century Ponte 

Vecchio spanning the River Arno, the magnificent 

Duomo cathedral with Giotto’s bell tower, and 

the octagonal Baptistery with stunning bronze 

doors designed by Ghiberti, who was chosen over 

Donatello and Brunelleschi for the honour.

You have free time for lunch, so why not 

sample the local cuisine at one of Florence’s many 

excellent restaurants. Later we visit the renowned 

Uffizi, Italy’s most important art gallery with 

masterpieces by every major Florentine painter.

This evening we return to the ship, which 

remains moored overnight in Livorno. You may 

wish to explore the city, home to an imposing 

medieval fort and an enchanting Venetian-style 

quarter of canals.

DAY 5 – LUCCA & PISA 

After breakfast on board we leave for the delightful 

walled city of Lucca, the capital of Tuscany in 

the Middle Ages. During our walking tour, we’ll 

discover its ancient cobbled streets and handsome 

piazzas, as well as religious Romanesque gems, the 

Cathedral of San Martino and the Church of San 

Frediano, and the remains of the ancient Roman 

amphitheatre that once graced the town centre. 

There’s free time after to explore and perhaps 

enjoy a hearty Tuscan lunch.

We continue to Pisa, renowned for its unusual 

symbol, the Leaning Tower. Construction began 

in 1173 and took more than 200 years to reach 

completion, due to interruptions by wars and 

attempts by engineers to correct the lean. We 

now know that without these disruptions, which 

allowed the shifting soil to compress, the tower 

would have toppled over! The structure is part of 

Pisa’s cathedral complex, situated on the Campo 

dei Miracoli or ‘Field of Miracles’, named so as it 

was spared destruction during the Second World 

War. We visit the magnificent Romanesque 

cathedral of gleaming marble to see its intricately 

carved pulpit and panels portraying the life of 

YOUR CRUISE

Ponte Vecchio, Florence

Portoferraio
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Christ. The remarkable Gothic baptistery boasts 

an impressive dome adorned with sculptures 

attributed to Nicola and Giovanni Pisano.

Afterwards, reflect on the day’s wonderful 

sights as we return to our ship in air-conditioned 

comfort.

DAY 6 – ELBA

This morning we arrive in stunning Elba, forever 

linked with Napoleon’s exile. Many may not 

consider it punishment to be banished to this 

paradise island fringed with sandy white coves 

and dazzlingly blue water! Our adventure begins 

with a scenic drive from Portoferraio, where the 

ship is moored, to the idyllic fishing harbour of 

Porto Azzurro, dominated by a medieval fortress. 

There’s time to stroll the winding cobbled streets 

and browse its little terracotta-roofed shops full of 

tempting items.

We continue to Punta delle Grotte, where the 

ruins of a Roman villa lie, to take in the spectacular 

panoramic views over the sweeping harbour, 

with green hills to one side and azure waters to 

the other stretching as far as the eye can see. We 

return to Portoferraio for a walking tour of the 

old town and follow in the footsteps of Napoleon 

with a visit to his official residence, Villa dei Mulini, 

which houses many of his personal items, as well 

as art and furniture of the period. We’ll also see 

Cosimo de’ Medici’s star-shaped Fort Stella and 

Napoleon’s Theatre of the Vigilant.

 

DAY 7 – BONIFACIO

Enjoy a relaxing morning on board as we cruise 

the unspoilt granite islands of Lavezzi and 

Maddalena. Head up to the observation deck 

to take in incredible views of turquoise lagoons 

and fine-sand beaches, and perhaps spot native 

birds, such as the crested cormorant. Beneath 

the surface of the waters is a colourful seabed 

teeming with marine life. Soon we’re greeted by 

the grand approach to the French island of Corsica: 

rising dramatically from the sparkling waters are 

soaring white limestone cliffs, topped by much-

photographed Bonifacio.

The afternoon is free for you to explore Italian-

influenced Bonifacio at your own pace. Wander 

the narrow streets flanked by Genoese tenements, 

stroll along the glittering harbour and listen closely 

for the local dialect, a legacy of the days when 

Corsica was under Genoese control.

Overnight we cruise northward to Ajaccio, the 

capital of Corsica and birthplace of Napoleon.

DAY 8 – AJACCIO

Today you have a choice of two incredible 

experiences. Firstly, a guided tour of Ajaccio takes 

us to Napoleon’s cave where he used to play, 

overlooked by a bronze statue of the military 

general. A short drive takes us to Pointe de la 

Parata, which offers breathtaking views over the 

Iles Sanguinaires. We return to Ajaccio for a stroll 

through the historic quarter, where the vestiges of 

the past mingle with modernity, seeing the pink-

hued town hall and the house where Napoleon 

was born.

Alternatively, you may prefer to take a scenic 

coastal drive discovering the area’s intriguing 

history and dramatic landscape. Look out for the 

remains of towers erected along the coastline 

to defend against pirate attacks. The stunning 

coastline grows ever more rugged before we turn 

inland and begin our tortuous ascent through cork 

forests to the ridgetops for some of the most awe-

inspiring views of the region. We drive through the 

picturesque village of Côti-Chiavari, where lush 

hillside terraces face the sea, and continue along 

the coast back to our ship.

This afternoon as we cruise towards the 

Balearic islands, perhaps cool off in the Aegean 

Odyssey’s pool or catch up on some reading in  

the on-board library.

DAY 9 – MAHÓN

It’s our first day in Spain and you have another 

choice between two wonderful excursions. Enjoy  

a guided walking tour to discover charming 

Mahón, which became the capital of Menorca 

during the island’s brief period as a British 

dependency. Set on a ridge above the expansive 

harbour, the old town is a picturesque maze of 

pastel-hued lanes, attractive piazzas and fine 

architecture. The distinctive town hall, which 

stands on the site of an ancient Moorish fortress, 

echoes the design of its predecessor with grand 

arches and crenulations.

Otherwise, take a scenic drive to the island’s 

highest peak, Monte Toro, for truly breathtaking 

views. It has been a significant pilgrimage site 

since the 13th century when a bull was said to 

have led a group of monks to an image of Virgin 

Mary in a cave. We continue to the pretty fishing 

village of Fornells, whose superbly preserved 

tower was built by the British in the 19th century 

to repel invasion. We also visit Binibeca, an elegant 

village characterised by whitewashed villas, 

cobbled streets and lively eateries.

Tonight we cruise to dazzling Palma in Mallorca, 

the largest of the Balearic Islands.

DAY 10 – PALMA

After breakfast, we disembark the Aegean 

Odyssey in Palma and transfer to the four-star 

Palma Bellver by Meliá, where we stay two 

nights, with breakfast. Well-located on the 

promenade, the hotel is perfect for enjoying fine 

views of the marina and Palma Bay.

This afternoon you may wish to join a guided 

walk through the lively old town, passing the 

magnificent sandstone cathedral, whose towering 

walls and soaring buttresses appear to rise out 

of the sea. Also known as ‘La Seu’, its beautiful 

Catalan-Gothic style was inspired by the Notre-

Dame in Paris and its 12-metre rose window, 

which comprises 1,236 pieces of stained glass, 

is one of the world’s largest. In the early 20th 

century, the Spanish architect Gaudi famously 

updated the cathedral, brightening its interior and 

designing the ‘baldachin’ hanging over the altar.

DAY 11 – FREE DAY IN PALMA

You have the entire day at leisure to do as you 

wish. Perhaps explore the old town or visit the 

Gothic-style Bellver castle, Spain’s only circular 

castle. Looking at this impeccably preserved royal 

fortress perched on a hill, it’s astonishing to think 

it’s been standing for more than 700 years! Amble 

along the yacht-filled marina and pause for a fresh 

catch of the day at one of the many sea-facing 

restaurants, or simply relax in your hotel. You 

could also catch the mahogany-and-brass vintage 

train, journeying through lovely countryside, to 

Sóller, a quintessential Mediterranean town set in 

a lush valley of orange groves nestled between the 

mountains and the sea.

DAY 12 – RETURN FLIGHT

Transfer to Palma airport for your flight home.

La Seu cathedral, Palma
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CRUISE SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN PALMA 
Fly to Palma. On arrival we transfer to the four-star Palma 
Bellver by Meliá for a one-night stay, with breakfast.
 
DAY 2 – PALMA  
Begin your Mediterranean adventure with a guided walk 
through Palma’s old town, passing the magnificent Catalan-
Gothic cathedral. This afternoon we embark the superb 
Aegean Odyssey for five nights of spectacular cruising.
 
DAY 3 – AT SEA 
Enjoy a relaxing day at sea and make 
use of the Aegean Odyssey’s excellent 
facilities. 
 
DAY 4 – MÁLAGA 
Our introduction to Andalucía begins in 
beautifully transformed Málaga. After a 
panoramic drive through the city and a 
visit to the Picasso Museum, the rest of 
the day is at leisure.
 
DAY 5 – GIBRALTAR 
Discover Gibraltar’s stunning landscape, 
dominated by the Rock, plus its rich 
history with a cable car ride to Top 

CRUISING THE SOUTHERN  
SPANISH COAST & GIBRALTAR
10 days from only £1,499pp
Departing 31 May 2019

Station, a drive through the nature reserve and a visit to  
the museum. Tonight we cruise through the narrow Strait  
of Gibraltar.
 
DAY 6 – CÁDIZ 
Explore ancient Cádiz at leisure and explore its wealth of historic 
buildings and monuments, such as its Baroque cathedral. This 
afternoon we continue cruising along the Guadalquivir River. 
Later today the Aegean Odyssey has the chance to really shine 
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
Admire views of the  

breathtaking Spanish  
coast and Gibraltar

Picasso’s House  
Museum

Mijas

Cadiz

as she makes her graceful entrance into the port of Seville, 
where we moor overnight.
 
DAY 7 – SEVILLE 
We disembark Aegean Odyssey this morning and take a tour 
of Seville with a local guide.  This afternoon, transfer to the 
three-star superior Hotel Don Paco for a two-night stay,  
with breakfast.
 
DAY 8 – FREE DAY IN SEVILLE 
You have the entire day to explore captivating Seville. Perhaps 
discover the beautiful Moorish Alcázar palace and visit the 
outstanding Gothic cathedral, where the tomb of Christopher 
Columbus is housed.
 
DAY 9 – RONDA & MIJAS 
We drive through Andalucía’s picturesque countryside to 
discover dramatically sited Ronda, set on a ridge over a gorge. 
We continue to Mijas for our final night, with breakfast, at  
the four-star Ilunion Hacienda del Sol.
 
DAY 10 – RETURN FLIGHT 
Transfer to Málaga airport for your flight home.

• Explore lively Málaga’s artistic side and visit the  
 Picasso Museum

• Discover Gibraltar’s historic wonders and visit the  
 fascinating museum 

• Wander the charming port city of Cádiz

• Take in the impressive sights of Palma

• Be awed by flamboyant Seville’s many captivating  
 charms with an expert guide

• Explore spectacularly situated Ronda, set atop an  
 impressive gorge

• Cruise the great Guadalquivir, Spain’s historic river

• Five nights with full board on the Aegean Odyssey

• On-board activities, lectures and talks

• Complimentary wine with dinner

• Complimentary tea and coffee

Plus, of course...

• Return flights from a choice of regional airports  
 (a supplement may apply), with hotel transfers

• One night in a four-star hotel in Palma, with  
 breakfast

• Two nights in a three-star superior hotel in Seville,  
 with breakfast

• One night in a four-star hotel in Mijas, with  
 breakfast

• All port charges, airport taxes, overseas transfers  
 and daily on-board gratuities (a service charge  
 applies to additional drinks purchases)

• No surcharges guaranteed

• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection

• Services of an experienced Riviera Travel tour  
 manager throughout
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DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN PALMA

Arrive at the airport for your flight to Palma. On 

arrival we transfer to the four-star Palma Bellver 

by Meliá for a one-night stay, with breakfast. 

Well-located on the promenade, the hotel has 

a restaurant, lobby bar and outdoor pool with a 

spacious terrace.

DAY 2 – PALMA 

Start your Mediterranean discovery with a guided 

walk through the vibrant old quarter of Palma to 

its landmark Catalan-Gothic cathedral, whose 

towering sandstone walls and spear-like buttresses 

appear to rise out of the sea. ‘La Seu’, as it’s 

affectionately known to locals, boasts a 12-metre 

rose window made with 1,236 pieces of colourful 

stained glass. Architecture enthusiasts may be 

interested in observing the early 20th-century 

additions by Spanish architect Gaudí, who had the 

cathedral’s interior brightened and designed the 

ornate ‘baldachin’ that hangs over the altar.

Lunch is at leisure, so take your pick from the 

many lively restaurants in this bustling city. Later 

we embark the superb Aegean Odyssey for five 

nights of spectacular cruising.

DAY 3 – AT SEA

As we cruise towards the continent, you have an 

entire day to relax and make use of the Aegean 

Odyssey’s excellent facilities. Take a dip in the pool 

on the Lido Deck, watch the spectacular sunset 

with your favourite cocktail at the bar, or find out 

more about the region at the ship’s cosy library. 

Perhaps listen to a thought-provoking talk by a 

celebrated guest speaker to get under the skin of 

the Mediterranean.

DAY 4 – MÁLAGA

This morning we find ourselves in glorious 

Andalucía, where the ceaseless glitter of the sun 

and the undimmed azure of the skies beautifully 

enhance the region’s fertile plains and jagged 

peaks. Our first port of call is Málaga, an eclectic 

city whose character is reflected in the skyline: 

church spires jostle for space with russet roofs, 

while Moorish hilltop fortifications stand 

sentinel over the harbour. The city is a master of 

reinvention with its wealth of fascinating new 

museums and galleries. 

During our panoramic drive, the city’s rich 

heritage is revealed through outstanding examples 

of ‘Mudejar’ architecture, such as magnificent 

Gibralfaro castle, the 19th-century bullring and the 

Alcazaba military fortification. We also visit the 

museum dedicated to Málaga’s most famous son, 

Picasso. Housed in a grand 16th-century building 

are over 200 of his paintings, sculptures, drawings 

and ceramics, while the museum’s basement hides 

a delightful surprise – archaeological remains 

from Phoenician, Roman, Islamic and Renaissance 

periods were discovered here during construction.

The rest of the day is at leisure. Perhaps visit 

the colourful Pompidou Centre, the only branch of 

Paris’ modern art museum outside France, or stroll 

the palm-lined walkways of the city’s beautiful 

park. Overnight we cruise to Gibraltar, a sliver on 

the Iberian Peninsula between the Mediterranean 

and the Atlantic.

DAY 5 – GIBRALTAR 

The day is devoted to discovering sunny Gibraltar, 

reassuringly familiar with its red-pillar boxes 

yet curiously different. English, Spanish and an 

unofficial dialect that’s a mix of both are widely 

spoken here. Gibraltar is best-known for the 

imposing Rock, one of the Pillars of Hercules in 

Greek myth but more astonishing is the fact 

that, towering at 1,400 feet, it’s made of Jurassic 

limestone some 200 million years old!

We ride the cable car to Top Station at 412 

metres above sea level for marvellous views 

over Europe and across to Africa. As we drive 

towards the nature reserve, we see Europa Point, 

a beacon for ancient mariners with the red-and-

white Trinity lighthouse, and its predecessor, the 

Shrine of Our Lady of Europe. We discover the 

Rock’s evolution through the famous Apes’ Den, 

home to Europe’s only free-roaming monkeys, 

and the Upper Galleries, which form part of the 

honeycombed interior and the defence during the 

Great Siege.

Later we return to the town centre to visit 

the Gibraltar Museum, the perfect place to trace 

Gibraltar’s colourful history, from 127,000 years 

ago to the present day. Meet ‘Nana and Flint’, two 

accurate reconstructions of a Neanderthal woman 

and child based on the skulls found in Gibraltar. 

The museum itself was built on the site of 14th-

century Moorish baths.

YOUR CRUISE

Alcazaba of Malaga

Ronda

Gibraltar
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Tonight we cruise through the narrow Strait of 

Gibraltar with Spain to the right and Morocco to 

the left.

DAY 6 – CÁDIZ

Today we arrive in the ancient port city of Cádiz, 

long considered a bridge between Europe and 

Africa. Clinging to the Atlantic coast, it was once 

the gateway to the Americas during the thrilling 

Age of Discovery. There’s plenty of time to stroll 

through the narrow lanes of the historic core while 

enjoying splendid views over the bay. See the Plaza 

de España and its impressive monument to Spain’s 

first national assembly, visit the Baroque cathedral 

and be awed by its towering domes dominating 

the skyline, or stroll through the Moorish-style 

Alameda de Apodaca Gardens, a reminder of their 

long-lived legacy.

We return to the ship this afternoon to continue 

our passage along the Guadalquivir River to Spain’s 

only inland port, Seville, retracing the voyage of 

ancient mariners. Later today the Aegean Odyssey 

has the chance to really shine – her modest size 

enables her to sail gracefully into the impressive 

port of Seville.

 

DAY 7 – SEVILLE

This morning, we disembark the Aegean Odyssey 

and enjoy a guided tour of captivating Seville. 

Founded by the Romans, the city was captured 

in the eighth century by the Moors, who left a 

fascinating legacy evidenced by the spectacular 

monuments we’ll see. Much of the city was built 

following the discovery of the New World and it 

seems to have changed little in the last 500 years. 

Admire the outstanding 15th-century Gothic 

cathedral, the third-largest in Europe and built 

on the site of the great 12th-century Almohad 

mosque whose minaret, the Giralda, still towers 

beside it. Gaze up at the Tower of Gold, so named 

as it was used to store plunder from the Americas.

After our insightful tour, we transfer to the 

three-star superior Hotel Don Paco for a two-

night stay, with breakfast.

DAY 8 – FREE DAY IN SEVILLE

Today is free for you to explore the city’s wealth of 

historic buildings, colourful side-streets and lovely 

parks. Perhaps visit the Alcázar, the enchanting 

fortified palace of the Moors with a richness of 

decoration that will astound you. Or wander 

around the Barrio Santa Cruz, the former Jewish 

quarter, and stroll through the beautiful Maria 

Luisa Park to the semi-circular Plaza de España, 

which was famously featured in several films 

including ‘Lawrence of Arabia’.

DAY 9 – RONDA & MIJAS

This morning we drive into the hills through  

quiet countryside, where it’s not unusual to see 

eagles and vultures soaring above or ibex roaming. 

We stop in Ronda, which enjoys a setting so 

naturally dramatic it could be in a fairy tale. Built 

on a ridge and split by a most impressive gorge 

plunging hundreds of feet, the city’s two halves  

are joined by its iconic stone bridge. With plenty  

of good restaurants and a Moorish maze of 

cobbled alleys, Ronda is a splendid spot to spend  

a few hours.

Later we continue through more of Andalucía’s 

scenic countryside to Mijas for an overnight  

stay, with breakfast, at the four-star Ilunion 

Hacienda del Sol. Once a modest village, Mijas  

has blossomed into a wealthy town spread across 

the rolling hills and the stunning coast, yet it 

retains an undeniable charm with its jumble of 

whitewashed houses adorned with pretty flowers. 

DAY 10 – RETURN FLIGHT

Transfer to Málaga airport for your return flight.

Seville cathedral
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LIDO DECK

BRIDGE DECK

PROMENADE DECK

BELVEDERE DECK

COLUMBUS DECK

MARCO POLO DECK

OBSERVATION DECK

CATEGORY C: 
Deluxe Balcony Staterooms

CATEGORY F: 
Deluxe Outside Staterooms

CATEGORY H: 
Premium Outside Cabins

Cabin not available Whilst specific cabin numbers cannot be guaranteed, we will do our utmost to secure any 
request you make at the time of booking.

CATEGORY HH: 
Premium Outside Single Cabins

CATEGORY J: 
Standard Outside Cabins

CATEGORY JJ: 
Standard Outside Single Cabins 

CATEGORY L: 
Premium Inside Cabins

CATEGORY M: 
Standard Inside Cabins

CATEGORY MM: 
Standard Inside Single Cabins
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M E D I T E R R A N E A N  C R U I S E S  B Y  S M A L L  S H I P

CRUISING RENAISSANCE ITALY, 
CORSICA & HISTORIC ISLANDS

Departing 23 May 2019 Departing 31 May 2019

CRUISING THE SOUTHERN 
SPANISH COAST & GIBRALTAR

Cabin Information

Flight Information

Cabin Information

Flight Information

CRUISING ANCIENT GREECE  
TO MALTA

Departing 28 October 2018
Cabin Information

Flight Information

CRUISING ANCIENT SICILY  
WITH ANDREW GRAHAM-DIXON,  
PLUS MALTA & ANDALUCÍA

Departing 3 November 2018
Cabin Information

Flight Information

Airport Airline Supplement
Gatwick easyJet £0

Heathrow Aegean/Air Mailta £20
Manchester easyJet £30

Glasgow* British Airways/Jet2 £60
*Outbound flight travels via Heathrow

Category Cabin Type Price
C Deluxe with Balcony £3,129
F Deluxe Outside £2,399
H Premium Outside Twin £2,159
J Standard Outside Twin £1,939
L Premium Inside Twin £1,729
M Standard Inside Twin £1,649

HH Single Premium Outside * £2,509
JJ Single Standard Outside £2,259

MM Single Standard Inside £1,929
* Please note cabin has restricted view

PRICE INCLUDES 
The price of the holiday is per person based on two people sharing a cabin/room. The price 
includes return flights, overseas transfers,  five nights aboard the Aegean Odyssey including 
all meals, two nights in a hotel in Athens and two nights in Malta including breakfast, all tours 
and visits as detailed in the itinerary and includes the services of a Riviera Travel tour manager 
throughout. 

TRANSFER TIMES 
Between Athens airport and the ship is approx. 30 minutes; between the ship and Malta airport is 
approx. 30 minutes.

SOLE OCCUPANCY 
Single prices shown are based on a single bedded cabin aboard the Aegean Odyssey and a twin 
room for sole occupancy in hotels.

DEPOSIT 
The deposit for this tour is £300 per person.

Airport Airline Supplement
Stansted Ryanair £0
Gatwick easyJet £50

Manchester Ryanair £20
Newcastle easyJet £40

Category Cabin Type Price
C Deluxe with Balcony £3,199
F Deluxe Outside £2,409
H Premium Outside Twin £2,129
J Standard Outside Twin £1,879
L Premium Inside Twin £1,649
M Standard Inside Twin £1,499

HH Single Premium Outside * £2,379
JJ Single Standard Outside £2,099

MM Single Standard Inside £1,739
* Please note cabin has restricted view

PRICE INCLUDES 
The price of the holiday is per person based on two people sharing a cabin/room. The price 
includes return flights, overseas transfers,  six nights aboard the Aegean Odyssey including all 
meals, three nights in hotels in Andalucía including breakfast, all tours and visits as detailed in the 
itinerary and includes the services of a Riviera Travel tour manager throughout.

TRANSFER TIMES 
Between Rome airport and the ship is approx. 30 minutes; between the ship and Malaga airport is 
approx. 30 minutes.

SOLE OCCUPANCY 
Single prices shown are based on a single bedded cabin aboard the Aegean Odyssey and a twin 
room for sole occupancy in hotels.

DEPOSIT 
The deposit for this tour is £300 per person.

Airport Airline Supplement
London Gatwick British Airways £30

Manchester Ryanair £0

Category Cabin Type Price
C Deluxe with Balcony £3,399
F Deluxe Outside £2,929
H Premium Outside Twin £2,619
J Standard Outside Twin £2,349
L Premium Inside Twin £2,099
M Standard Inside Twin £1,999

HH Single Premium Outside * £3,139
JJ Single Standard Outside £2,819

MM Single Standard Inside £2,419
* Please note cabin has restricted view

PRICE INCLUDES 
The price of the holiday is per person based on two people sharing a cabin/room. The price 
includes return flights, overseas transfers,  five nights aboard the Aegean Odyssey including all 
meals, four nights in hotels including breakfast, all tours and visits as detailed in the itinerary and 
the services of a Riviera Travel tour manager throughout.

TRANSFER TIMES 
Transfer times: between Rome airport and the ship is approx. 45 minutes; between the ship and 
Palma airport is approx. 30 minutes.

SOLE OCCUPANCY 
Single prices shown are based on a single bedded cabin aboard the Aegean Odyssey and a twin 
room for sole occupancy in hotels.

DEPOSIT 
The deposit for this tour is £300 per person.

Airport Airline Supplement
London Heathrow British Airways £0

Manchester Ryanair £50

Category Cabin Type Price
C Deluxe with Balcony £2,499
F Deluxe Outside £2,159
H Premium Outside Twin £1,949
J Standard Outside Twin £1,749
L Premium Inside Twin £1,569
M Standard Inside Twin £1,499

HH Single Premium Outside * £2,289
JJ Single Standard Outside £2,069

MM Single Standard Inside £1,779
* Please note cabin has restricted view

PRICE INCLUDES 
The price of the holiday is per person based on two people sharing a cabin/room. The price 
includes return flights, overseas transfers,  seven nights aboard the Aegean Odyssey including all 
meals, four nights in hotels including breakfast, all tours and visits as detailed in the itinerary and 
the services of a Riviera Travel tour manager throughout.

TRANSFER TIMES 
Between Palma airport and the ship is approx. 30 minutes; between the ship and Malaga airport is 
approx. 30 minutes.

SOLE OCCUPANCY 
Single prices shown are based on a single bedded cabin aboard the Aegean Odyssey and a twin 
room for sole occupancy in hotels.

DEPOSIT 
The deposit for this tour is £300 per person.
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REDISCOVER A  
MARITIME TRADITION

Imagine this: gentle waves lapping rhythmically against 
a wind-driven hull, the scent of the salty sea spray on 
the freshening breeze, taut sails towering majestically 

overhead, a pod of young dolphins dancing in the bow 
wave of the azure waters – all against a backdrop of 
some of Europe’s most breathtaking coastlines.

Nothing beats the romance of being at sea on a 
tall ship, so join us aboard the magnificent SPV Royal 
Clipper, where ultimate relaxation and true pampering 
await you. Within this evocative tall ship is a luxurious 
world for those who seek a genuine sailing experience 
and wish to rediscover a maritime tradition without 
sacrificing creature comforts.

Just as her predecessors did a century and a half 
ago, the Royal Clipper glides effortlessly through the 
waves; but nowadays, the sails are unfurled using the 
latest technology, the hammocks have been replaced 
by sumptuously appointed cabins and ‘hard tack’ by 
exquisite cuisine.

The outstanding ship is proof that craftsmanship 
is very much alive: rich hardwoods, polished brass, 
wrought-iron fittings and marble are beautifully 
complemented by deep-pile carpets and tasteful 
furnishings, which together, have created a unique ship 
of outstanding harmony, beauty and luxury.

Far from being a typical cruise ship, the Royal Clipper 
is of a sufficiently intimate size, so as to sail close to 
the shore and visit smaller, fascinating ports. Not only 
do we enjoy more stunning views, but we also have a 
wonderful seafaring experience and you’re able to learn  
much more about the areas through which we journey.
 

A  V O Y A G E  O F  A  L I F E T I M E  B Y  T A L L  S H I P
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You will love the informality of life on board and be amazed that 
even within the confines of the ship, you can always find places 
to be alone if you wish. Perhaps catch up on some reading or as 
the sun sets, just lean over the teak rail, drink in hand, and reflect 
on how good life can be. 

The inspiration for the luxurious Royal Clipper was the 
1902-built Preussen and this is now the largest, and only, five-
masted sailing ship conceived since that time. With her 42 sails 
fully deployed, she is truly an awesome sight. With state-of-the-
art navigation systems, all the comforts you could wish for and 
106 crew attending just 222 guests, service levels on board are 
truly impeccable. 

The 1,760 square metres of open deck and three swimming 
pools create a wonderfully spacious outdoor environment, and 
the open-air bar is the ideal place to chat with your like-minded 
travelling companions, discussing how the ancient Romans lived 
in Pompeii, why Dubrovnik is called the ‘Pearl of the Adriatic’ 
and if the Amalfi coast really is Europe’s most beautiful. As the 
sun slips gently below the horizon in an explosion of reds and 
oranges, unwind, sip an aperitif and acknowledge that life really 
doesn’t get much better than this.

The ship is constructed to the highest standards and comprises 
three accommodation decks: Commodore, Clipper and Main 
– all air-conditioned throughout and topped by an extensive 
Sun Deck. In an imaginative design, a three-deck atrium allows 
natural light to penetrate into the elegantly furnished dining 
room, which tastefully reflects the first-class nautical heritage 
of yesteryear. Also leading on to the atrium is the piano bar, 
again tastefully furnished with beautiful carpets and comfortable 

FINE DINING ON BOARD

Dining room

THE ROYAL CLIPPER

For early risers, tea, coffee and fruit juices await at the bar. 
Breakfast is a sumptuous international buffet with hot and cold 
choices, fruits and freshly baked bread and pastries. There’s also 
an omelette station that will serve eggs just the way you like 
them. Lunch is a splendid buffet with plenty of options including 
divine desserts, so you may eat as much or as little as you wish. 
To top it all off, complimentary tea and coffee are available 
throughout the day.

The highlight of the day’s dining is your delicious dinner. 
Choose from a wonderful selection of superbly created dishes, 
featuring local specialities and international classics. 

All this is served in a comfortable and elegant setting, featuring 
tasteful wood furniture and crisp table linen with fine tableware, 
crowned by excellent yet unobtrusive service. This is much more 
akin to on-shore fine dining than regimented cruise-ship catering. 
And with the open-seating policy on board, you’ll enjoy a more 
relaxed ambience.

armchairs, wonderful to relax in after dinner with a digestif. 
If you feel like pampering yourself, you can visit the spa for 

a variety of treatments, or to keep trim there is a gym too, 
featuring under-sea portholes. On the Sun Deck you can relax, 
catch up on some reading, take a dip in one of the three small 
pools or for the more adventurous, perhaps lie in the netting 
around the bowsprit and be mesmerised by the bow slicing 
though the waves below you.

Ships are nothing without their crew and as you would expect 
on this prestigious craft, from the Stewards to the Captain –  
all are commensurate professionals. Indeed the Captain of the 
Royal Clipper once told us he gets to know every one of his 
passengers during a voyage, and absolutely loves questions –  
he cares that much.

Category 2 cabin
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A MEDITERRANEAN ODYSSEY 
13 days from only £2,699pp
Departing 25 June 2019

Rome

Venice
Rovinj

Hvar

Dubrovnik

Kotor

Corfu

Taormina

Stromboli

Sorrento/Capri

ITALY

JOURNEY SUMMARY
DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN VENICE 
Fly to Venice and stay for one night in Mestre on the mainland.
  
DAY 2 – EMBARK THE SPV ROYAL CLIPPER 
Enjoy a guided tour of Venice this morning seeing its most famous 
sights, with free time to explore after. Your tall-ship adventure 
begins this afternoon when we board the SPV Royal Clipper for an 
evening departure.
 
DAY 3 – ROVINJ 
As the morning unfurls, we approach the stunning Croatian coast 
and dramatic Istrian peninsula. We disembark at the pretty fishing 
port of Rovinj. Later we sail south for Hvar.
 
DAY 4 – HVAR & THE DALMATIAN COAST 
Spend the day in the beautiful island of Hvar, one of the most 
enchanting spots in the Mediterranean. Our journey continues 
south along the breathtaking Dalmatian coast as you enjoy dinner 
on board.
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See the 16th-century 
Rialto Bridge over 

Venice’s Grand Canal SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

• 10 nights aboard the superb SPV Royal Clipper  
 in your choice of suite or cabin
• Enjoy fine dining on board throughout the cruise,  
 prepared by inspired chefs
• Tour romantic Venice with a guide
• Sail along the breathtaking Dalmatian and  
 Amalfi coasts
• Explore Rovinj, one of the Adriatic’s most  
 picturesque ports
• Take a guided walking tour of Dubrovnik and  
 discover the Pearl of the Adriatic
• Visit the stunning island of Capri
• Discover historic Kotor, set in a stunning bay  
 sheltered by rugged mountains
• Visit charming Taormina and admire its ancient  
 Greek amphitheatre
• Journey back in time on a tour of Corfu’s  
 atmospheric Old Town
• Sail past the Aeolian Islands and Stromboli with  
 its infamous volcano
• Visit beautiful Sorrento and tour remarkable  
 Pompeii with a guide
• Enjoy a guided tour of fascinating Rome, the  
 Eternal City

Plus, of course...
• Flight from a selection of regional airports* to  
 Venice and return flight from Rome
• Stay in hand-picked four-star hotels in Venice  
 and Rome. Hotel upgrades are available
• The services of our experienced tour manager  
 throughout

* a supplement may apply

DAY 5 – DUBROVNIK 
Awake this morning to wonderful views of the coast. We arrive 
in Dubrovnik for a guided tour of the city on foot. You’ll have free 
time for further discovery before re-joining the ship for dinner.
  
DAY 6 – MONTENEGRO 
By morning we’ll have crossed into outstanding Montenegro.  
We moor in mountainside Kotor, nestled in a dramatic setting  
and a delight to explore. In the late afternoon, we continue our 
voyage southward.
 
DAY 7 – CORFU 
We arrive in Corfu where you have a choice of two included 
experiences: a visit to Achilleion Palace, designed with the  
mythical hero Achilles as its central theme, or a drive towards 
Paleokastritsa bay, the Amalfi coast of Greece, followed by a  
tour of Corfu town. After dinner we set sail again.
 
DAY 8 – AT SEA 
You have a full day at sea to enjoy the magnificent Royal  
Clipper.
 

DAY 9 – TAORMINA & THE AEOLIAN ISLANDS 
Awake this morning in the bay of Taormina, a wonderful spot in 
which to spend the day. Early this evening, we sail northwards past 
the Aeolian Islands and Stromboli.
 
DAY 10 – AMALFI COAST & CAPRI 
We sail along the breathtaking Amalfi coast this morning, passing 
exclusive Positano and arriving in the isle of Capri. Return to the 
Royal Clipper this evening to continue our journey.
 
DAY 11 – SORRENTO & POMPEII 
This morning we moor in Sorrento, where you can wander the 
town or choose a guided tour of Pompeii nearby. In the afternoon 
the Royal Clipper sets sail northwards.
  
DAY 12 – ROME 
We disembark this morning at Civitavecchia near Rome. Enjoy a 
guided tour of Rome, one of the world’s most compelling cities.  
We stay one night in the Eternal City.
 
DAY 13 – RETURN FLIGHT  
Transfer to the airport for your flight home.
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DAY 1 - ARRIVAL IN VENICE

Fly to Venice where we stay one night with 

breakfast at the four-star Hotel Plaza in Mestre. 

Alternatively, you may upgrade to the wonderfully 

luxurious four-star Hotel Splendid Venice. 

DAY 2 - EMBARK THE SPV ROYAL CLIPPER 

We begin the morning with a tour of Venice that 

reveals the city’s most famous sights, including the 

glorious Doge’s Palace, the grand St Mark’s square 

with its magnificent basilica, the legendary Bridge of 

Sighs, the Rialto and many other fascinating gems. 

After this you’ll have free time to explore as you 

wish. Perhaps take a gondola ride or a trip on the 

vaporetto water bus along the Grand Canal. For art 

lovers, the Accademia houses a world-class collection 

of masterpieces. Away from the bustle is another 

fascinating side to Venice – waiting to be discovered 

are quiet corners, washing stretched high across 

narrow canals between crumbling yet charming 

buildings, curious shops dotted here and there, 

and locals enjoying the day in tucked-away bars. 

This afternoon, we board the SPV Royal 

Clipper and the crew will help you settle in and 

familiarise yourself with the ship, your first-class 

floating hotel. As the sun dips below the rooftops 

of Venice, the Royal Clipper slips its moorings 

and glides majestically through the city.

DAY 3 - ROVINJ 

The first morning on board is always a thrill. As 

the morning unfurls we approach the stunning 

Croatian coast and dramatic Istrian peninsula. 

Part of the Roman Empire, Croatia was then 

ruled in medieval times by the Venetians. 

Subsequently, it became part of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire and finally Italian. Latterly it 

was incorporated into Yugoslavia before eventually 

becoming independent. Croatia today is how the 

Mediterranean was perhaps a generation ago: the 

town is still very traditional with little unsightly 

development spoiling the wonderful coastline. 

You disembark at the pretty fishing port of 

Rovinj, where a maze of Italianate waterside 

buildings perches above the Adriatic. It’s satisfying 

to simply lose yourself in the medieval lanes 

spreading out from the waterfront. From the 

splendid Baroque church enjoy the views across 

the 22 small islands that form a natural park, or 

stroll along the steps of Grisia Street lined with art 

galleries, before resting for a drink in one of the 

charming harbourside cafés. We set sail once again, 

heading south to the beautiful island of Hvar. 

DAY 4 - HVAR & THE DALMATIAN COAST 

A stunning island in the Dalmatian archipelago, 

Hvar is one of the most enchanting spots in the 

entire Mediterranean. You disembark in this 

YOUR JOURNEY  
IN DETAIL
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bewitching little town where wandering is a 

joy. Should you wish to explore the island, there 

is a jeep safari that you can purchase locally, 

which visits the legacies left by the Romans and 

Greeks and drives through medieval villages. 

Later you enjoy another excellent dinner as we 

continue our southward journey along one of the 

world’s most beautiful stretches of water – the 

amazing Dalmatian coast. This archipelago has to 

be seen to be believed: a series of islands, some with 

tiny fishing villages clinging to the seashore, covered 

by a green carpet of lush Mediterranean forest that 

exudes a pine scent. This evening nothing will beat 

the exhilaration of a ‘sundowner’ on deck, as the sun 

sets and the stars twinkle above in the clear night sky. 

DAY 5 - DUBROVNIK 

We sail along the Dalmatian coast this morning 

and round the headland before stunning Dubrovnik 

makes its astonishing debut. An independent 

city-state for much of its history, it threw off its 

Venetian masters in medieval times and founded 

a commercial empire trading with the eastern 

Mediterranean, France, Spain and later the Ottoman 

Empire. Today this picture-postcard city proudly 

nestles behind its imposing ramparts in a situation 

of outstanding natural beauty. The main avenue, 

lined with charming cafés, is paved with marble, 

which dazzles in the sunlight and gives credence to 

its description, the ‘Pearl of the Adriatic’. Throughout 

the city you will find beautiful monasteries, churches 

and civic buildings dating from the 14th century, 

reflecting Dubrovnik’s outstanding artistic heritage. 

We have an included guided walking tour seeing 

this and more, after which you are free to explore at 

leisure before rejoining the Royal Clipper for dinner.

DAY 6 - MONTENEGRO 

By morning we’ll have crossed into outstandingly 

beautiful Montenegro with its sapphire-blue coastline 

– prepare to be amazed by the views! We sail into 

a huge inland sea with a topography reminiscent 

of Switzerland. Reflections of the surrounding 

mountains dance on the water whilst sleepy fishing 

villages hug the shoreline. We anchor and visit the 

walled town of Kotor, nestling below a mountainside 

in perhaps Montenegro’s most dramatic setting. 

Surrounding the cathedral is a labyrinth of cobbled 

streets, which radiate out to intimate squares. Its 

bustling market really is from yesteryear, offering 

up homemade cheese, cured hams, honey and 

Mediterranean vegetables of every colour, shape 

and size in a refreshingly chaotic manner. The 

local wine too, despite its lack of international 

exposure, is rather good. We weigh anchor late 

afternoon and continue our southward voyage. 

DAY 7 - CORFU 

You arrive in Corfu around lunchtime at the mouth 

of the Adriatic. Between Italy and mainland Greece, 

with just a narrow channel of sea separating it from 

Albania, this is Greece’s emerald isle, renowned for 

its spectacular coastline. The island has a chequered 

past: colonised by the Corinthians, the Romans, the 

Byzantines, the Venetians, the French and finally 

the British, before joining modern Greece in 1864. 

All have influenced picturesque Corfu town, one 

of the best-preserved medieval towns in Europe. 

You have a choice of two included tours. First, 

our Achilleion & Corfu Town trip visits the splendid 

palace built by the Empress Elizabeth of Austria, 

also used by the Greek royal family. We return to 

Corfu Town for a walking tour through its charming 

narrow lanes, ending with some free time around the 

‘Spianada’, the town’s main square, lined with cafés. 

Our second option is a drive towards the famous 

bays of Paleokastritsa, known as the Amalfi coast of 

Greece. As you cross the countryside, you’ll see how 

little things have changed: in the villages black-robed 

women carrying firewood still ride side-saddle on 

their mules! We visit the Byzantine Monastery 

of the Virgin – still inhabited by a community of 

monks – and its small museum, housing a unique 

collection of Byzantine icons. From the gardens you 

can admire breathtaking views over the beautiful 

bays of Paleokastritsa below. Opposite is the 13th-

Dubrovnik
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century fort of Angelokastro, perched high on a 

rocky pillar, rising a thousand feet from the sea. 

We return to the Old Town of Corfu for a 

walking tour and some free time. The Royal 

Clipper sets sail from Corfu after dinner. 

DAY 8 - AT SEA 

As the wind fills the sails today we head west across 

the Adriatic to the southernmost point of Italy and 

the enchanting island of Sicily. You are at sea today, so 

what is it to be? Top up your tan on the Sun Deck or 

have a dip in one of the pools. You are most welcome 

to visit the bridge too, but for the most outstanding 

view, why not ascend to the ‘crow’s nest’ (with 

harness!) or perhaps just catch up on some reading. 

DAY 9 - TAORMINA & THE AEOLIAN ISLANDS 

This morning we find ourselves on the eastern 

shore of Sicily in the bay of Taormina, one of 

the smartest and most exclusive towns in Italy. 

Retaining much of its medieval charm, facing Etna 

and overlooking the sea, it is renowned for its 

beautiful gardens and relaxing atmosphere. Today 

its short main street is lined by designer boutiques 

and exclusive jewellers. Tiny side streets lead to 

intimate piazzas lined with family-run restaurants. 

As you would expect in a country so famous for 

its cuisine, speciality food shops selling fresh pasta, 

olives, Sicilian wine and the local Marsala abound. 

Taormina’s greatest claim to fame is its 

amazing theatre, a legacy of the ancient Greeks. 

Wonderfully preserved and still in use today, it 

has a panoramic view of Etna, Europe’s highest 

volcano, as its awesome natural backdrop. 

Early this evening, we sail northwards past 

the volcanic Aeolian Islands and Stromboli while 

enjoying another magnificent sunset to port. 

DAY 10 - AMALFI COAST & CAPRI 

This morning feast your eyes on the legendary 

Amalfi coast. Cited by most guidebooks as 

Europe’s most beautiful, a claim, once seen, it is 

difficult to refute. Deep ochre-coloured mountains, 

covered with thick forest plunge dramatically 

into the calm Mediterranean. We sail along the 

coast past headlands diving almost sheer into 

the sea and the air filled with the scent of pine. 

We soon pass exclusive Positano with its tangle 

of houses tumbling down the steep cliffs to the 

picturesque harbour below, eventually arriving 

at today’s destination, the isle of Capri. 

It is easy to see why it is so adored: as we 

approach the island, you can see fishing boats 

at anchor rising and falling with the waves and 

pretty shops lining the quaint quayside. The 

picturesque main town is perched high above 

and you may wish to visit the ‘Blue Grotto’ 

whilst you are here, a large cavern bathed in an 

iridescent blue light, reachable only by boat. In the 

early evening we return to the Royal Clipper. 

DAY 11 - SORRENTO & POMPEII 

We moor this morning below the multi-hued 

villas and houses of Sorrento, which gained fame 

during the late 18th century when it became 

part of the ‘Grand Tour’ for Europe’s aristocracy. 

Observe the cobbled streets and quaint squares, 

bright flowers decorating pastel-coloured buildings, 

the stylish young astride their ‘vespas’, and the 

aroma of fresh coffee drifting from the pavement 

cafés that grace almost every street corner. 

Or you can visit nearby Pompeii for our included 

guided tour of this amazing site. The state of 

preservation is remarkable and it’s impossible to not 

be moved by the scale of the city, the construction of 

which puts many of our modern structures to shame. 

Much of our knowledge of the life of the ordinary 

Roman comes from the excavations at Pompeii. You 

will be moved by the simultaneously fascinating 

yet eerie, pained expressions of the victims of 

Vesuvius, preserved as a monument for all time. 

This afternoon the Royal Clipper sets sail on 

the final leg of our odyssey northwards towards 

Rome. This is the final opportunity to relax on 

board, so take a dip in the pool and watch the 

sun set one more time before enjoying your 

last dinner on board this spectacular ship. 

DAY 12 - ROME 

This morning we disembark at Civitavecchia near 

Rome, which is one of the world’s most compelling 

cities. Boasting an uninterrupted recorded history 

for upwards of 2,500 years, it combines a heritage 

of classical antiquities and medieval buildings from 

Renaissance palaces to intricate Baroque piazzas. 

The grandeur of the Colosseum, scene of some of 

the cruellest acts ever committed; the Appian Way 

where Spartacus was crucified; the magnificence 

of St Peter’s; the grandeur of the Vatican; the sheer 

brilliance of the Sistine Chapel; the Trevi Fountain 

and flamboyant Baroque buildings are all here. 

But Rome is much more than monuments alone, 

incredible though they are! A city is nothing without 

people and Rome’s citizens have been amongst the 

most colourful in history with probably nowhere 

having been visited by so many of the world’s famous 

for so long: Julius Caesar, Cleopatra, Nero, Atilla the 

Hun, St Peter, the Medici, Michelangelo, Napoleon 

and Byron - all captivated by its magnificence. There 

is a host of other things to experience too. Take a 

coffee in the famous Caffè Greco, once the haunt of 

Keats, Byron and Wagner. You could shop along the 

Via Condotti for some of the finest clothes you will 

find anywhere – fashion straight from the catwalk. 

Perhaps the most satisfying activity though, is simply 

to wander where your feet take you and explore this 

wonderful city at your leisure stopping off where 

you wish. Rome will not fail to captivate you. 

You have a tour of the city before checking 

into our hotel, the four-star Rome Marriott 

Park Hotel staying one night with breakfast. 

Alternatively, you may upgrade to the comfortable 

and wonderfully luxurious five-star Bernini 

Bristol Hotel, located closer to the city centre. 

DAY 13 - RETURN FLIGHT 

Transfer to the airport for your flight home.
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DECK PLANS

D= Fixed double bed (these cabins are usually slightly  
smaller than the average for that category)  ∆ = Third berth.  
Average cabin dimensions: 
Owner’s Suite: 40m2, Deluxe suite: 26m2 incl. balcony, 
Categories 1: 14.5m2, Categories 2, 3 and 4: 13.5m2, Category 5: 11m2

OWNERS
SUITE

OWNERS
SUITE

OWNERS
SUITE

OWNERS
SUITE

OWNERS
SUITE

OWNERS
SUITE

OWNERS
SUITE

OWNERS
SUITEOWNERS
SUITE

OWNERS
SUITE

  SUN DECK
  MAIN DECK
  CLIPPER DECK
  COMMODORE DECK

CLIPPER DECK

COMMODORE DECK
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MAIN DECK

SUN DECK
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KEY
OWNER’S SUITES CLIPPER DECK
Deluxe outside suite (no private verandah), two double beds, separate sitting area, 
minibar, marble bathroom with whirlpool, room service 
 
DELUXE SUITES MAIN DECK
Deluxe outside suite, private verandah, twin/double beds, sitting area, minibar, marble 
bathroom with whirlpool and room service 
 
CATEGORY 1 MAIN DECK
Deluxe deck cabin, double beds, minibar, marble bathroom with whirlpool, cabin doors 
open onto deck 
 
CATEGORY 2 CLIPPER DECK
Superior outside cabin, twin/double/triple beds, marble bathroom with shower

CATEGORY 3 CLIPPER DECK & COMMODORE DECK
Outside cabin, twin/double/triple beds, marble bathroom with shower 
 
CATEGORY 4 CLIPPER DECK & COMMODORE DECK
Outside cabin, twin/double/triple beds, marble bathroom with shower 
 
CATEGORY 5 COMMODORE DECK
Outside cabin, double bed, marble bathroom with shower

THE ROYAL CLIPPER - A MEDITERRANEAN ODYSSEY 
13 DAYS DEPARTING ON 25 JUNE 2019

Prices & Cabin Information

Flight Information

Airport Airline Via Flight Out  
25 June 2019

Return Flight – Arrival in UK 
7 July 2019

Supplement Per Person 
Return

London Gatwick easyJet Direct 08:35 15:05 NA

London Gatwick easyJet Direct 12:30 15:05 NA

London Gatwick British Airways Direct 12:25 14:45 NA

London Heathrow British Airways Direct 08:55 19:05 £50

Manchester KLM Amsterdam 11:10 16:40 £55

Birmingham KLM Amsterdam 11:20 21:20 £55

Bristol KLM Amsterdam 09:20 21:55 £120

Norwich KLM Amsterdam 09:20 21:10 £100

Newcastle KLM Amsterdam 10:55 22:25 £100

Edinburgh KLM Amsterdam 21:10 21:35 £100

Flight details are based on 2018 schedules and subject to change.

 Cabin Category Deck Price Per Person Solo Traveller Price
Flight, Tour & Cruise Category 5 Commodore deck £2,699 £4,969

Cabin Supplement Single Supplement
Cruise cabin supplement,  
per person per cruise,  
subject to availability.

Category 4 Commodore deck £300 £600

Category 4 Clipper deck £300 £600

Category 3 Commodore deck £600 £1,200

Category 3 Clipper deck £600 £1,200

Category 2 Clipper deck £900 £1,800

Category 1 Main deck £1,220 £2,440

Deluxe Suites Main deck £1,620 £3,240

Owner's Suites Clipper deck £2,320 £4,640

Triple cabins/rooms: A £999 supplement applies for the third occupant in any cabin or room.

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of this holiday is per person, based on two people sharing a twin room or cabin. The price includes flights to Venice, returning from Rome; one night at the Plaza in 
Mestre with breakfast; guided sightseeing tours of Venice, Dubrovnik, Corfu, Taormina, Pompeii and Rome, and visits to Rovinj, Hvar, Kotor, Capri and Sorrento; one night at 
the Hotel Crowne Plaza St Peter’s in Rome with breakfast; full breakfast, buffet lunch and à la carte dinner daily whilst on Royal Clipper (lunch excluded on shore excursions); 
all port taxes (worth £215); porterage of one item of luggage per person and all transfers. 

PLEASE NOTE
Guests in the Owners’ Suites, Deluxe Suites and Category 1 cabins will be allocated pool-view rooms, with a complimentary minibar, at the Hotel Crowne Plaza St Peter’s 
in Rome. In the event of unsatisfactory weather or wind conditions, Royal Clipper reserves the right to proceed under motor power or reschedule itinerary. Availability of 
watersports is subject to weather and local authority regulations. Single rooms/cabins are subject to availability at the above supplements.

TRANSFER TIMES
Transfer times: between Venice airport and the ship is approx. 45 mins; and between the ship and Rome airport is approx. 45 mins (depending on traffic).

NOT INCLUDED
Cruise gratuities €8 per person per day (recommended).

VENICE & ROME HOTEL UPGRADES
We can offer the 4-star Hotel Splendid in Venice and the 5-star Bernini Bristol Hotel in Rome on a bed-and-breakfast basis at a supplement of £269pp in a twin room for  
both nights (single price £538).

DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £500 per person.
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QUEEN MARY 2 
TRANSATLANTIC CROSSINGS

Steeped in history, romance and elegance, a 
Transatlantic Crossing is an iconic voyage that 
should be experienced at least once in a lifetime. 

Today only the magnificent Queen Mary 2 regularly 
makes this journey. The world’s only transatlantic ocean 
liner and Cunard’s flagship vessel, she continues this 
marvellous tradition started by the original Queen Mary 
in the 1930s. 

Many famous personalities throughout history have 
revelled in this celebrated voyage, from Hollywood 
celebrities including Audrey Hepburn and Elizabeth 
Taylor, to political figures such as Sir Winston Churchill 
and even Queen Elizabeth II.

It is a welcome opportunity to leave the everyday 
world behind, to escape into a new world of pleasure 
and exhilaration, and yet feel utterly relaxed. Sailing 
across time zones means you gain an additional hour 
in the day to unwind and there is no worry of jet lag. 
There are seven leisurely days for you to take in Queen 
Mary 2’s countless charms, including the finest dining 
options, a library with more than 8,000 books and the 
first planetarium at sea.

Most of all, a Transatlantic Crossing is an invitation 
to make a unique and dramatic arrival into the world’s 
most exciting city, New York. As you approach, you 
have a fantastic close-up view of the impressive Statue 
of Liberty and instantly recognisable Manhattan skyline. 
The Big Apple is absolutely the perfect place to continue 
your exceptional journey and begin your onward 
escorted tour.

Choose from three remarkable itineraries, filled with 
memorable highlights hand-picked by Riviera Travel 
exclusively for you, spanning the most extraordinary 
destinations across North America. Experience the  
sheer magnificence of Niagara Falls up close, or set off 
on one of the world’s greatest train journeys on the 
Rocky Mountaineer. 

Or visit the incredible Grand Canyon, thrilling Las 
Vegas and glamorous Los Angeles, where you have the 
opportunity to visit the original Queen Mary, now a 
floating hotel moored in Long Beach Harbour and a 
splendid attraction in her own right.

The beauty of a Transatlantic Crossing is that every 
moment is yours to do exactly as you wish. Ahead lies 
uninterrupted ocean and days to be filled with music, 
dancing and priceless moments that will stay with you 
for years to come.

T R A N S A T L A N T I C  C R O S S I N G S  &  T O U R S
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A Transatlantic Crossing on Queen Mary 2 is as timeless and 
luxurious as ever. More than a million man hours have gone into 
her refurbishment, updating her with new contemporary interior 
designs and exclusive guest experiences, and you have seven 
leisurely days to lose yourself to complete indulgence.

Exceptional dining
Queen Mary 2 plays host to some of the finest chefs at 
sea and the most elegant restaurants, where grandeur and 
occasion combine with exceptional service. Savour fresh 
dining experiences, designed to pamper the palate and spark 
conversations. Your table reservation is at the formal Britannia 
Restaurant, and whether you choose to take your seat for dinner 
at 6pm or 8.30pm, you can arrive with a flourish down the steps 
of the curved staircase. The timeless tradition of afternoon tea 
is brought to you by white-gloved waiters in the Queens Room, 
and there is even an authentic pub serving traditional lunch 
every day. With six restaurants plus six bars and lounges, you are 
absolutely spoiled for choice. 

World-class entertainment
From early morning until late into the night, a world of 
entertainment awaits. West End-style shows, string quartets 
and RADA performers make each evening more unforgettable 
than the last, with performances taking place in venues ranging 
from the grand Royal Court Theatre to intimate bars. Dance the 
night away in the Queens Room, the largest dance floor at sea, 
whilst Illuminations is a luxury 3D cinema, full-scale planetarium 
and classical music venue all in one. Fine boutiques provide a 
range of products from tempting souvenirs to exquisite jewellery 
and designer clothing.

Larger than life experiences
Queen Mary 2 is wonderfully grand, boasting many firsts at sea 
– a planetarium, a Veuve Cliquot Champagne bar, and Canyon 
Ranch SpaClub®. On board you will find the largest ballroom 
at sea hosting sumptuous balls, cocktail evenings and special 
events, the perfect excuse to get dressed up. For some quiet 
relaxation, visit the biggest library at sea with more  
than 8,000 books.

Guest speakers
Be entertained by Cunard’s specially selected panel of famous 
guest speakers, from actors and politicians to academics and 
industry leaders, as they deliver lively presentations and debates 
on board.

White Star Service
Cunard prides itself on standards of service that go above and 
beyond. The moment you step on board, the white-gloved 
officers and crew greet you with a smile and the warmest of 
welcomes. Every detail has been considered to ensure you have 
the most luxurious experience possible.

Britannia stateroom

Britannia restaurant

SEVEN LUXURIOUS 
DAYS AND NIGHTS

T R A N S A T L A N T I C  C R O S S I N G S  &  T O U R S
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QUEEN MARY 2 
NEW YORK & NIAGARA FALLS 
14 days from only £2,199pp 
Departing 28 April 2019 and 25 August 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAYS 1 TO 7 – QUEEN MARY 2 
Embark the superb Queen Mary 2 in Southampton and enjoy 
her countless charms for seven leisurely days. You’ll be greeted 
by your tour manager aboard the ship.
 
DAYS 8 TO 10 – NEW YORK CITY 
Sail into New York City harbour, passing the Statue of Liberty. 
After a guided tour of New York City’s most famous sights, 
we check in to the four-star Marriot Marquis. You’ll have 
free time for the rest of the day – visit the many fascinating 
museums, shops and neighbourhoods. One of the simplest 
pleasures is a stroll through Central Park, the setting for 
countless films.
 
DAY 11 – BUFFALO & 
CANADA 
This morning, we board our flight 
to Buffalo. A short drive takes us 
over the border to Canada, where 
we check in to the four-star 
Sheraton on the Falls with 
views of Niagara Falls.
 
DAY 12 – NIAGARA FALLS 
Today we see Niagara Falls  
up close on the famous 
Hornblower cruise.  

 

DAY 13 – TORONTO & RETURN FLIGHT 
We visit the small community of Niagara-on-the-Lake, often 
cited as the prettiest town in Ontario. We head along the 
shore of Lake Ontario to Toronto, Canada’s largest city.  
     You’ll have time to ascend the 553-metre CN Tower, the 
tallest freestanding structure in the western hemisphere, for 
stunning views of the city.  Later we transfer to Toronto airport 
for our flight home.
 
DAY 14 – ARRIVE HOME 
We arrive back in the UK after a once-in-a-lifetime journey.

CANADA

Bu�alo

NE W YORK

PENNSYLVANIA

CONNEC TICUT
R. I .

N .J .

MASSACHUSE T TS

VERMONT MAINE

NE W 
HAMPSHIRE

Lake Ontario

Lake Erie

Toronto

Niagara Falls

New York
Queen Mary II

from Southampton
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• Seven nights on Queen Mary 2 from  
 Southampton to New York, including all meals  
 and traditional afternoon tea
• Enjoy a sightseeing tour of New York City
• Experience the sheer power of Niagara Falls
• Discover the picturesque town of Niagara-on- 
 the-Lake
• Visit Toronto and ascend the CN Tower

Plus, of course...
• Three nights in a centrally located hotel in New  
 York City and two nights in a Niagara hotel in a  
 Fallsview room
• Scheduled flight to Buffalo to visit Niagara Falls
• Flight home from Toronto to a choice of UK airports*
• All port and airport taxes, overseas porterage  
 and transfers
• No surcharges guaranteed
• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection
• The services of our experienced tour manager  
 throughout 
* a supplement may apply

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
Marvel at the iconic 

Niagara Falls

Times Square

Central Park

Empire State Building

Greenwich  
Village

T R A N S A T L A N T I C  C R O S S I N G S  &  T O U R S
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DAYS 1 TO 7 – QUEEN MARY 2

You should arrive in Southampton, where you 

will be greeted by your dedicated tour manager 

when you embark the newly refurbished and 

spectacularly sophisticated Queen Mary 2 for your 

unforgettable Transatlantic Crossing to New York. 

As she glides westbound, make the most of your 

seven leisurely days on board arguably the most 

extraordinary and luxurious vessel on the seas. 

Attend one of many insightful talks by experts and 

celebrity speakers, or catch up with friends in the 

brand new Carinthia Lounge. When night falls, get 

dressed up and attend a glamorous black-tie gala 

ball in the elegant Queens Room.

 

DAYS 8 TO 10 – NEW YORK CITY 

Early this morning Queen Mary 2 arrives in New 

York harbour. Nothing quite prepares you for the 

towering Statue of Liberty and the panoramic view 

of the iconic Manhattan skyline, reflecting the very 

essence of the USA to be the biggest and the best. 

Upon disembarking, we will enjoy a fascinating tour 

of New York City, taking in the most amazing sights, 

including bustling Times Square, famous Rockefeller 

Centre, and the landmark Empire State Building. 

Then check in to your hotel for the next three 

nights, the iconic four-star Marriott Marquis, one 

of the first hotels in Times Square.

You have three glorious days to explore the Big 

Apple and its multitude of world-class attractions. 

See more than 5,000 years of art from around 

the world at the Metropolitan Museum through 

its intriguing exhibitions and events. Or visit the 

Guggenheim, as famous for its landmark building 

designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, as it is for its 

impressive collection and daring shows. An unusual 

yet welcome highlight is High Line Park, a lovely 

1.5-mile-long stretch of green space built on an 

elevated section of an old railroad. Take a walk 

through colourful Chinatown and explore its streets 

lined with shops selling exotic foods, jewellery and 

various gifts. Here you’ll find some of the best 

restaurants representing the cuisine of not only 

the numerous provinces of China, but also of Hong 

Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam and more. 

Then there is St Patrick’s Cathedral, a breathtaking 

masterpiece of Neo-Gothic architecture and 

significant landmark that stands out amidst the 

city’s many contemporary buildings.

Why not take a helicopter flight over this most 

photogenic of cities to see it all? Or visit the 

impressive Statue of Liberty on Liberty Island. In the 

evening, find out why this is the City that Never 

Sleeps – soak up the atmosphere in Times Square or 

simply relax in Greenwich Village’s intimate bars.

DAY 11 – ONTARIO

This morning, we board our domestic flight to Buffalo 

in upstate New York, located on the shores of Lake 

Erie. A short drive takes us across the Rainbow Bridge 

over the border to Ontario, Canada, where we stay 

two nights in the four-star Sheraton on the Falls 

with lovely views of Niagara Falls.

 

DAY 12 – NIAGARA FALLS &  

HORNBLOWER CRUISE

Niagara Falls has long been a magnet for daredevils, 

sightseers and honeymooners, but there are few 

superlatives that can describe the sheer spectacle in 

front of you, as the equivalent of more than a million 

bathtubs full of water cascade every minute over a 

61-metre-high cliff, crashing in a deafening  

roar below.

You will see this incredible natural phenomenon 

from all angles to really experience its sheer power 

and beauty. Included with your tour is a thrilling boat 

ride on the famous Hornblower Cruise to get you as 

close as possible to the thundering waters at the base 

of the Falls.  

There’s free time to further explore the Falls this 

afternoon. The tunnels behind the waterfall offer 

an astonishing view of the massive wall of water 

YOUR CRUISE

Niagara falls

T R A N S A T L A N T I C  C R O S S I N G S  &  T O U R S
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but from the inside. Perhaps take a lift, walking 

along the bottom of the Niagara Gorge for a truly 

spectacular close-up view of some amazing white-

water rapids.

 

DAY 13 – TORONTO & RETURN FLIGHT

This morning, we bid farewell to Niagara Falls 

and head to the small community of Niagara-on-

the-Lake, located at the heart of Ontario’s wine 

region. Often cited as the prettiest town in Ontario, 

it is a fascinating insight into a well-preserved 

19th-century village with its charming Victorian 

architecture. This wonderfully lovely town is home 

to the world-class theatre, the Shaw Festival, and 

many historical sites.

We then head along the scenic shore of Lake 

Ontario, one of the five Great Lakes, to Canada’s 

largest city, Toronto. Its soaring glass skyscrapers 

contrast with the verdant parks and lakefront 

boardwalks of a host of communities. 

Dominating the skyline is the 553-metre CN 

Tower, the tallest freestanding structure in the 

western hemisphere. You will take an exhilarating 

ride in its exterior glass lifts to the observation deck, 

where you will be rewarded with stunning views 

and a glass floor reveals a jaw-dropping perspective 

of the city.

Later, we continue to Toronto airport for your 

overnight flight home.

 

DAY 14 – ARRIVE HOME

We arrive back in the UK after a once-in-a-lifetime 

journey across land and sea.

Toronto

Brooklyn Bridge

Niagara-on-the-Lake

T R A N S A T L A N T I C  C R O S S I N G S  &  T O U R S
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QUEEN MARY 2,  
NEW YORK &  
WASHINGTON, DC 
14 days from only £2,299pp 
Departing 31 May 2019 and 11 August 2019

CRUISE SUMMARY
DAYS 1 TO 7 – QUEEN MARY 2  
Embark the luxurious Queen Mary 2 in Southampton and 
enjoy her countless charms for seven leisurely days. You’ll be 
greeted by your tour manager aboard the ship.
 
DAYS 8 TO 10 – NEW YORK CITY 
Sail into New York City harbour past the Statue of Liberty. 
After a guided tour of New York City’s most famous sights, we 
check in to the iconic four-star Marriott Marquis. Days eight 
to 10 are at leisure to relax or explore as you wish. Visit the  
many fascinating museums or enjoy a stroll 
through Central Park, the beautiful setting for 
countless films.
 
DAY 11 – AMTRAK TRAIN TO 
WASHINGTON, DC 
This morning we take the Amtrak rail service 
from New York City to Washington, DC. On 
arrival, a local guide takes us on a sightseeing 
tour of the US capital’s key monuments. We stay 
two nights at the historic four-star Marriott 
Wardman Park.
 
DAY 12 – FREE DAY IN WASHINGTON, DC  
You have a full day at leisure, so perhaps discover 
the world-famous Smithsonian Institution, an 
outstanding collection of museums and galleries.
 

DAY 13 – ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY &  
RETURN FLIGHT 
We take a short drive to the neighbouring state of Virginia 
to visit the Arlington National Cemetery, where many of the 
nation’s greatest heroes are buried. Then we transfer to the 
airport for our return flight.
 
DAY 14 – ARRIVE HOME 
We arrive back in the UK after a once-in-a-lifetime journey.

NE W YORK

PENNSYLVANIA

MARYLAND

DELAWAREVIRGINIA  
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Washington

New York
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See the Capitol Building, 
home of the US Congress Arlington National 

Cemetery

T R A N S A T L A N T I C  C R O S S I N G S  &  T O U R S

• Seven nights on Queen Mary 2 from Southampton  
 to New York, including all meals and traditional  
 afternoon tea 
• Enjoy a sightseeing tour of New York City, perhaps  
 the most exciting city in the world, with countless  
 gems to see and experience
• Discover Washington, DC, the nation’s capital, home  
 to historic monuments, world-class museums and  
 eclectic neighbourhoods
• Visit Arlington National Cemetery, the US’ most  
 famous final resting place for many of its greatest  
 heroes

Plus, of course...
• Amtrak train journey from New York City to  
 Washington, DC
• Flight home to a choice of UK airports 
• Two nights in a historic four-star hotel in  
 Washington, DC 
• Three nights in a centrally located four-star hotel in  
 New York City 
• All port and airport taxes, overseas porterage and  
 transfers 
• No surcharges guaranteed 
• ABTA, ATOL and IATA protection
• The services of our experienced tour manager  
 throughout

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

Brooklyn Bridge

Lincoln Memorial

High Line Park

Times Square
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DAYS 1 TO 7 – QUEEN MARY 2 

You should arrive in Southampton, where you 

will be greeted by your dedicated tour manager 

when you embark the spectacularly sophisticated 

Queen Mary 2 for your unforgettable Transatlantic 

Crossing to New York. As she glides westbound, 

make the most of your seven leisurely days on 

board arguably the most iconic and luxurious 

vessel in travel. Start your mornings with a brisk 

walk around the promenade deck, or take to deck 

13 for a game of paddle tennis. When night falls, 

get dressed up and attend a glamorous black-tie 

gala ball in the Queens Room. Or for a more 

relaxing way to spend the day, visit the spa for the 

ultimate pampering experience.

DAYS 8 TO 10 – NEW YORK CITY

Early this morning Queen Mary 2 arrives in New 

York harbour. Nothing quite prepares you for the 

towering Statue of Liberty and the panoramic view 

of the iconic Manhattan skyline, reflecting the very 

essence of the USA to be the biggest and the best. 

Upon disembarking, we will enjoy a fascinating 

tour of New York City, taking in the most amazing 

sights, including bustling Times Square, famous 

Rockefeller Centre, and the landmark Empire 

State Building. Then check in to your hotel for the 

next three nights, the iconic four-star Marriott 

Marquis, one of the first hotels in Times Square. 

You have three incredible days to explore 

the Big Apple and its numerous world-class 

attractions. Exhilarating Manhattan is abuzz with 

big-name highlights, such as the wonderfully 

restored Meatpacking District, Central Park, St 

Patrick’s Cathedral and the dazzling lights of 

Times Square, but further exploration will reveal 

charming areas and quiet green spaces. Visit 

the instantly recognisable Statue of Liberty, a 

national monument and a universal symbol of 

freedom and democracy. Another highlight is the 

September 11 Memorial, a tribute to the victims 

of the terror attacks at the World Trade Centre 

and the Pentagon. For some of the best shopping, 

head to Fifth Avenue and to Macy’s in the heart of 

Herald Square, the USA’s largest department store 

spanning an entire city block.

Why not take a helicopter flight over this most 

photogenic of cities to see it all? Of course, there 

is no shortage of outstanding dining options, with 

cuisines to suit every palate in a smorgasbord 

of restaurants, bars, diners, pubs and more. In 

the evening, catch a live performance at the 

Metropolitan Opera, a vibrant home for the 

world’s most creative musical talent, or at Radio 

City Music Hall, home of the Rockettes.

DAY 11 – AMTRAK TRAIN JOURNEY TO 

WASHINGTON, DC

This morning we transfer to Penn Station, one of 

North America’s liveliest transit hubs, to board 

the Amtrak service to Washington, DC’s Union 

Station. This classic American rail journey has 

its share of notable sights, such as sweeping 

Chesapeake Bay, the largest estuary in the US, and 

the impressive Philadelphia skyline.

After a journey of approximately 3.5 hours, 

we arrive in Washington, DC. Nestling serenely 

on the Potomac River, the US capital is home to 

a magnificent selection of landmarks, as seen in 

political dramas like ‘All the President’s Men’. Yet, 

away from fiction, the reality is that the globally 

significant decisions taken here make ‘the District’ 

simply the most powerful city in the world. During 

the illuminating tour, an expert local guide shows 

us numerous world-famous buildings, memorials 

and museums, including the White House, Capitol 

Building, Vietnam Veterans and Lincoln Memorials, 

Washington Monument and many more. The rest 

of the day is at your leisure.

We stay two nights at the four-star Marriott 

Wardman Park, located in the affluent Woodley 

YOUR CRUISE

T R A N S A T L A N T I C  C R O S S I N G S  &  T O U R S
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Park neighbourhood, just a short metro ride away 

from the White House and Renwick Gallery. The 

historic Wardman Tower section of the hotel has 

been home to many notable figures, including US 

presidents Lyndon Johnson and Dwight Eisenhower, 

and Hollywood legend Marlene Dietrich.

DAY 12 – FREE DAY IN WASHINGTON, DC

You have the entire day to do as you wish. 

Washington, DC is home to the renowned 

Smithsonian Institution, comprising 17 superb 

T R A N S A T L A N T I C  C R O S S I N G S  &  T O U R S

Central Park

Smithsonian Institution Building

The White House

museums, galleries and a zoo – admission is free 

to all of them. Enhance your knowledge of every 

subject imaginable, from the origins of man at 

the National Museum of Natural History to the 

future of flight at the Air and Space Museum. 

Take a comprehensive look at US history at the 

American History Museum, and see America’s 

presidents immortalised in paintings at the 

National Portrait Gallery. Perhaps visit the 

National Zoo, whose star residents include 

adorable giant pandas. Why not explore the 

colourful Adams Morgan neighbourhood? This 

culturally diverse neighbourhood is a 15-minute 

walk from your hotel, and home to vibrant bars 

and restaurants.

DAY 13 – ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY 

& RETURN FLIGHT 

This morning, we cross the Potomac River into 

the neighbouring state of Virginia and pay a 

poignant visit to Arlington National Cemetery, 

where more than 400,000 US service personnel 

and their families lie in rest. The 624-acre site is 

also the burial place of three Kennedy brothers 

– John, Robert and Edward – and features many 

monuments, including memorials to those who 

died in two space shuttle disasters. Later we 

transfer to the airport for our return flight.

DAY 14 – ARRIVE HOME

Arrive back in the UK after a memorable tour.
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QUEEN MARY 2 - NEW YORK & NIAGARA FALLS

QUEEN MARY 2 - NEW YORK & WASHINGTON, DC

Flight Information

Flight Information

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of the holiday is per person, based on two people sharing a stateroom/room.  The price 
includes seven nights aboard Queen Mary 2 including all meals, five nights in hotels on a room only 
basis, hotel porterage of one item of luggage per person, return flight from Toronto to Heathrow 
and all tours and visits as detailed in the itinerary and the services of a Riviera Travel tour manager.

TRANSFER TIMES
From the ship to the hotel – approx. 30 mins, plus sightseeing tour of New York before arriving at 
the hotel mid-afternoon; from the final hotel to Toronto airport – approx. 1 hr 45 mins*. Please 
note: Transfer times are approximate and depend on traffic. * On the return journey, we spend the 
day touring Toronto before travelling to the airport.

VISAS & HEALTH
British passport holders do not require a visa under the USA Visa Waiver Programme.  Passengers 
need to apply for the US Visa Waiver online at https//esta.cbp.dhs.gov with a fee of US$14 and 
registration must be at least 72 hours prior to departure.
ETA for Canada is not required as the clients are entering by land and not by air. 
 
DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £300 per person.
 
SOLE OCCUPANCY
Single supplements shown are to be added to the relevant twin price and are based on twin room/
stateroom for sole occupancy.
 
GRATUITIES
Daily gratuities of US$11.50 per person will be added to your on-board account.

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of the holiday is per person, based on two sharing a stateroom/room. The price includes
seven nights aboard Queen Mary 2 including all meals, five nights in hotels on a room-only basis,
hotel porterage of one item per person, return flight from Washington and all tours and
visits as detailed in the itinerary and the services of a Riviera Travel tour manager.

TRANSFER TIMES
From the ship to the hotel – approx. 30 mins, plus sightseeing tour of New York before arriving at 
the hotel mid-afternoon; from the final hotel to Washington airport – approx. 45 mins*. Please 
note: Transfer times are approximate and depend on traffic. * On the return journey, we stop at the 
Arlington cemetery for a visit.

VISAS & HEALTH
British passport holders do not require a visa under the USA Visa Waiver Programme.  Passengers 
need to apply for the US Visa Waiver online at https//esta.cbp.dhs.gov with a fee of US$14 and 
registration must be at least 72 hours prior to departure
 
DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £300 per person.
 
SOLE OCCUPANCY
Single supplements shown are to be added to the relevant twin price and are based on twin room/
stateroom for sole occupancy.
 
GRATUITIES
Daily gratuities of US$11.50 per person will be added to your on-board account.

T R A N S A T L A N T I C  C R O S S I N G S  &  T O U R S

Stateroom type Grade Description 28/04/19 25/08/19

Twin/Double Single supplement Twin/Double Single supplement

Inside IF Standard Inside Forward - low & high decks £2,199 from £1,194 £2,299 from £1,387

Outside EF Oceanview Forward/Aft - low decks £2,458 £2,509

Balcony BF Balcony Forward - high deck £2,851 £2,957

Balcony BC Balcony Midship - high deck £2,937 £3,167

Airport Airline Arrival Time Flight Duration Supplement

Heathrow Jet Blue/Air 
Canada

08:35 7hrs.05 £0

Manchester Jet Blue/
Icelandair

11:45 8hrs £80

Air Canada Premium Economy upgrades are available on request,  
please enquire at the time of booking for price.

Stateroom type Grade Description 31/05/19 11/08/19

Twin/Double Single supplement Twin/Double Single supplement

Inside IF Standard Inside Forward - low & high decks £2,299 from £1,299 £2,399 from £1,387

Outside EF Oceanview Forward/Aft - low decks £2,558 £2,609

Balcony BF Balcony Forward - high deck £3,045 £3,057

Balcony BC Balcony Midship - high deck £3,143 £3,267

Airport Airline Arrival Time Flight Duration Supplement

Heathrow Virgin Atlantic 06:45 7hrs.25 £0

Manchester Icelandair 11:45 8hrs.35 £20

Upgrades from Virgin Atlantic Economy to Premium Economy are available  
on request.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

HOW BIG IS THE SHIP?

Queen Mary 2 weighs 150,000 tonnes and 

measures 345 metres (1,132 feet) in length. She 

has 13 decks, 1,300 staterooms and suites, and a 

passenger capacity of 2,620.

HOW MUCH ARE GRATUITIES?

A daily gratuity of US$11.50 per person will 

be charged; Grill suites daily gratuities are an 

additional US$2 per day. A 15% gratuity will be 

added to any drinks purchased on board.

HOW DO I PAY FOR PURCHASES  

ON BOARD?

All purchases on board are made in US dollars and 

charged to your account, which can be settled on 

the final evening of your stay. Upon embarking 

the ship, you will be requested to pre-authorise a 

payment of US$100 on your credit card.

WHAT IS THE DRESS CODE?

During the day, stylish casual wear is ideal 

but shorts are acceptable in the Kings Court 

restaurant. In the evening, there are formal nights 

and themed balls with formal dress codes, where 

jackets and evening wear are required. You will be 

advised of this in your Daily Programme. 

 

WHAT TIME CAN I BOARD THE SHIP?

Guests usually board Queen Mary 2 between 1pm 

and 4pm depending on the stateroom booked. 

You will be advised of the exact time about four 

weeks before your departure date. You can wait at 

the terminal building where there’s ample seating 

and a small café.

WHAT ARE THE DINING ARRANGEMENTS?

There is fixed seating for dinner in the Britannia 

Restaurant – you have a choice of dining at 6pm 

or 8.30pm. Guests can also dine in the King’s 

Court for buffet dinner at no extra charge. There 

is a selection of speciality restaurants bookable on 

board for an additional charge.

CAN I ACCESS THE INTERNET?

Wi-Fi is available at a charge in certain areas of 

the ship. There is also an Internet lounge with 

computer terminals.

CAN I CHOOSE MY STATEROOM NUMBER?

Stateroom numbers can be requested at the time 

of booking. We’ll do our best to accommodate 

your request as closely as possible. However, in 

order to secure the best possible rates for our 

allocation, specific stateroom numbers may not be 

confirmed until a time closer to departure. Should 

you wish to guarantee a specific stateroom or 

request a different room category, we can arrange 

that for you, but please note that prices will vary 

from those published in our brochure.

DO I NEED A VISA TO TRAVEL?

If you plan to visit the USA, British passport holders 

do not require a visa for stays up to 90 days under 

the USA Visa Waiver Programme (VWP). British 

passport holders qualifying for the VWP must 

apply online for authorisation to enter the USA at 

USD14 per person. Holders of non-British passports 

will need to contact the American Embassy in 

London for details at least three months prior 

to departure. Details can be found at https://

uk.usembassy.gov/visas/tourism-visitor/

how-to-apply/

 

British passport holders travelling to Canada by 

air must obtain an Electronic Travel Authorisation 

(eTA) prior to travelling. Applying for an eTA is a 

simple process online that takes just a few minutes. 

It costs CAD7, is valid for up to 5 years, and is 

electronically linked to your passport, which means 

you will need to travel with the same passport 

used in your application. Non-British passport 

holders should check with their relevant embassy. 

Details can be found at http://www.cic.gc.ca/

english/visit/apply-how.asp

 

Whilst care has been taken to ensure the 

information provided is true and correct at time 

of print, we recommend you check online or 

reconfirm requirements with the relevant embassy.

T R A N S A T L A N T I C  C R O S S I N G S  &  T O U R S
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Cruise along the mighty 
Mekong River through the 
heart of South East Asia and 

explore fascinating water-borne 
worlds, from floating villages to 
colourful markets. Step back in 
time as our journey unfolds through 
stunning countryside: farmers with 
conical hats work in fields that 
disappear into the distance, whilst 
water buffalo plough the paddies 
until the sun sets in a blood-
red explosion of colour. Observe 
riverside life and the wooden houses 
balancing on stilts, as giggling 
children watch us go by.

We visit Cambodia and Siem 
Reap, gateway to one of the great 
wonders of the world – Angkor, 
once the world’s largest city with a 
staggering one million inhabitants 
and an incredible 200 temples. 
We also stay in Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia’s capital, beautifully 
located at the confluence of 
the Mekong and Tonle Sap and 
considered the most beautiful of the 
‘French’ colonial cities of Indochina.

In Vietnam, the people and 
landscape are different, and the 
pace of life is faster. See the legacies 
of past rulers – the Chinese, 

Khmers, Portuguese, Japanese and 
French – in an eclectic mix of temples 
and pagodas, along with palaces, 
mansions and neo-classical buildings. 
Today, the motorcycles and western 
dress of the industrious youth happily 
co-exist with orange-clad Buddhist 
monks and political posters from a 
bygone era.

Now is the time to visit these 
captivating and colourful destinations 
while so much of this distinctive 
heritage remains; and the best way to 
experience them is from the beautiful 
arterial waterway, the stunning  
Mekong River.

A JOURNEY ON THE MEKONG 
PLUS PHNOM PENH, SAIGON  
& THE TEMPLES OF ANGKOR 

15 DAYS FROM ONLY £2,799PP

A JOURNEY ON THE GANGES 
PLUS DELHI, TAJ MAHAL,  
CALCUTTA & VARANASI 

13 DAYS FROM ONLY £2,799PP

A S I A  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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At the break of dawn, as mist 
gently settles above the 
waters, the horizon fuses 

with an azure-blue sky above. In 
the distance, you’ll see people 
performing their morning ablutions; 
ladies washing clothes as they have 
for centuries, their saris draped 
on rocks to dry. In many respects, 
daily life along this great waterway 
remains unchanged for centuries. 

This is the Ganges, a name 
redolent of Indian exoticism and 
spirituality, a river all of us know but 
very few have actually experienced 
– until now. 

Our ship, the RV Bengal Ganga, is 
based on a traditional 19th-century 
design, blending beautifully with 
the timeless landscape. Recent 
navigational improvements coupled 
with 21st-century technology enable 
us to explore this extraordinary  
river on a truly unforgettable small-
group journey. 

On board, your every need is 
attended to by a charming crew 
who represent the best of Indian 
hospitality. Our cruise explores 
the lower Ganges, known as the 
Hooghly River, which very few ships 
can access. We will pass regions 

fought over for generations, occupied 
by French, Dutch, Portuguese and 
even Danish outposts, until 1757 
when Britain finally cemented its  
hold over Bengal and the entire Indian 
sub-continent.

Our cruise and subsequent land 
tour visits four sublime cities: Delhi, 
Agra, Varanasi and Calcutta. Witness 
the jewel in the crown, the Taj Mahal, 
in the rosy glow of the early morning 
light at its most astonishing. See the 
grand monuments of the British Raj in 
Delhi and Calcutta, as well as India’s 
holiest city, Varanasi, spectacularly 
located on the Ganges.

A JOURNEY ON THE GANGES 
PLUS DELHI, TAJ MAHAL,  
CALCUTTA & VARANASI 

13 DAYS FROM ONLY £2,799PP
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JOURNEY ON THE MEKONG UPSTREAM 

CRUISE FROM SAIGON TO SIEM REAP 
15 days from only £3,149pp 

DAY 1 – DEPARTURE  
Take your overnight flight to Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon).
 
DAY 2 – ARRIVAL IN SAIGON 
Arrive this morning in Saigon where we stay for two nights. 
Take an introductory tour of Ho Chi Minh City seeing its 
highlights, including the Reunification Palace, the War 
Remnants Museum and the Ben Thanh market. The rest of the 
day is at leisure.
 
DAY 3 – SAIGON 
Visit the famous Cu Chi tunnels which provided a base for 
the Vietcong. Passing through rural farming communities, 
we return to Saigon. This afternoon, perhaps visit bustling 
Chinatown and Thien Hau Temple, one of the oldest and most 
beautiful Chinese pagodas in the city.
 
DAY 4 – BOARD THE SHIP 
A drive to the Mekong Delta offers further glimpses into 
rural life here. After a stop at Cholon market and a lacquer 
workshop, we board the superb four-star ship. For tonight’s 
dinner, you have a choice of Vietnamese or Cambodian cuisine, 
or international classics. Mooring at Cai Be, we end the day 
with a traditional music performance.
 
DAY 5 – CAO DAI TEMPLE 
We sail along Cai Be’s waterfront in the morning before visiting 
the remarkable French Gothic cathedral, a poignant reminder 

of Vietnam’s colonial past. This afternoon we have a guided 
stroll through the colourful market. Today’s highlight is the Cao 
Dai Temple, centre of a unique indigenous religion. 
 
DAY 6 – TAN CHAU 
This morning we explore Tan Chau, Vietnam’s leading silk 
centre. Later we slip our moorings and cross into Cambodia 
towards Phnom Penh.
 
DAY 7 – PHNOM PENH 
In Phnom Penh, we take an exciting cycle-rickshaw ride to the 
dazzling Royal 
Palace and the 
Silver Pagoda, 
followed by a 
chance to see 
Khmer craft in 
the National 
Museum. You 
can either visit 
the haunting 
Tuol Sleng 
Genocide 
museum or 
spend time 
at the city’s 
excellent 
markets. This 

Phnom Penh

Saigon

Siem Reap

Tonlé Sap

Tan Chau

Kampong
Chhnang

Oudong

Cai Be
Sadec My Tho

VIE TNAM

CAMBODIA

M
ekong River

Mekong River

JOURNEY SUMMARY
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evening, enjoy a traditional Apsara dance performance. The 
ship is moored overnight, giving you plenty of time to explore. 
 
DAY 8 – PHNOM PENH 
After breakfast, we arrive at Koh Chong, a delightful silk-
weaving village, and visit a particularly impressive pagoda 
before returning to Phnom Penh for an afternoon at leisure.
 
DAY 9 – OUDONG 
This morning we cruise on the Tonle River before visiting 
Oudong, the country’s former capital at the foot of a hill 
with impressive Buddhist monuments towering above. This 
afternoon we visit the Vipassana Dhura Pagoda, a revered 
place of meditation, followed by the Wat Kampong Leu 
monastery with its extraordinary wall paintings. Later we 
return by traditional local ox cart.
 
DAY 10 – FLOATING VILLAGES 
Boarding traditional long-tail boats, we visit the floating village 

• Seven nights aboard the four-star RV Mekong  
 Adventurer or RV Prestige II in your choice of  
 stateroom, all with private balconies and river views  
• All shore excursions, meals and selected drinks  
 whilst on the cruise 
• Gaze in awe at the magnificent city and temples of  
 Angkor, one of Asia’s greatest ancient sights
• Stay in the heart of Saigon with its bustling  
 waterfront and French colonial architecture 
• Tour Phnom Penh, the ‘Paris of the East’, with its  
 golden temples and palaces 
• See the fascinating Cu Chi tunnels, a poignant  
 reminder of the US-Vietnam conflict 
• Visit the teeming floating markets of Kampong  
 Chhnang and Cai Be 
• Visit local communities to discover their unique way  
 of life, unchanged in centuries 
• Experience the delights of exquisitely presented  
 Vietnamese and Cambodian cuisine 

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from London Heathrow.  
 Premium economy flight upgrades are available at  
 a supplement 
• Stay in hand-picked four-star hotels with breakfast 
• The services of our experienced tour manager  
 throughout

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

of Kampong Chnang, famous for its remarkable canal network, 
before taking a stroll through the vibrant market. This afternoon 
we cross the Tonle Sap, South East Asia’s largest lake, where you 
may see crocodiles and turtles. 
 
DAY 11 – SIEM REAP 
This morning we disembark in Siem Reap, where we stay for the 
next three nights. The rest of the day is at leisure.
 
DAY 12 – ANGKOR WAT 
Today we visit the temples of Angkor including Angkor Thom city, 
Bayon, Ta Prohm and finally Angkor Wat, one of the world’s largest 
religious structures.
 
DAY 13 – FREE DAY 
Our last full day in Cambodia is at leisure.
 
DAY 14 – RETURN FLIGHT 
Fly to Ho Chi Minh City, from where you connect with your return 
flight home.
 
DAY 15 – ARRIVE HOME
 
PLEASE NOTE: The itinerary from days 9 to 11 may vary, 
depending on water levels of the Mekong and the Tonle Sap Lake. 
This itinerary is based on high water levels. See pages 219 and 221  
for more information.

The resplendent Royal 
Palace dominates the  

Phnom Penh skyline

Saigon

Oudong
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DAY 1 - DEPARTURE 

You should arrive at the airport for your overnight 

flight to Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon).

DAY 2 - ARRIVAL IN SAIGON

After your morning arrival, we’ll take an 

introductory tour of the city. Highlights include 

the Reunification Palace where famously in 1975, 

a tank burst through its gates in the final defining 

moment of the Vietnam War. We also see the 

War Remnants Museum and the lively Ben Thanh 

market – a fascinating insight into Saigon’s daily 

life, you can find anything here, all at extremely 

good prices! The Notre Dame Cathedral and the 

colonial-style central post office are marvellous 

photo opportunities. The rest of the day is at leisure. 

We stay two nights with breakfast at the four-star 

superior Pullman Saigon Centre Hotel.

 

DAY 3 - SAIGON

This will be a day to remember. We visit the famous 

Cu Chi tunnels, a complex underground network 

stretching for 124 miles, which included hospitals, 

meeting rooms, sleeping quarters and kitchens. 

Begun during the last years of French rule and vastly 

expanded during the 1960s, the tunnels provided 

a base for the Vietcong from which to attack US 

forces within just 30 miles of Saigon. Our visit here 

is a fascinating insight into these troubled times: 

we see the tunnels themselves and examples of 

the many mantraps and stake pits which protected 

them. Despite being carpet-bombed, the tunnels 

were never really penetrated and should you wish, 

you may even try out real period weapons on a 

firing range. We continue through rural farming 

communities back to Saigon in the afternoon. 

DAY 4 - BOARD THE SHIP

Expectations rise during our drive to the Mekong 

Delta, its coconut groves swaying with the breeze, 

the countryside studded with pagodas and an 

amazing network of paddy fields, tended by farmers 

bent double and almost completely covered by their 

iconic conical hats; these are some of Vietnam’s 

most enduring images.

Originally called Mae Khong, ‘Mother of all 

Rivers’, huge volumes of water drain from the 

hinterland plains and the snow-clad Chinese 

Himalayas, surging along an epic 3,000-mile 

journey. Life here revolves around its waterways: the 

imposing sampans so typical of South East Asia for 

hundreds of years and the quintessential floating 

markets of longboats, which almost sink under the 

groaning weight of colourful vegetables. Your cruise 

is the perfect way to discover and understand this 

fascinating and rapidly emerging corner of the world 

– a serene experience immersing you in its people 

and customs at a wonderfully gentle pace. 

 After a stop at the picturesque Cholon market 

and a lacquer workshop, you board the superb four-

riot of colour and noisy bartering. We visit the 

remarkable French Gothic cathedral, a poignant 

reminder of Vietnam’s colonial past.

This afternoon we cruise through Vinh Long to 

Sa Dec with a guided stroll through the colourful 

local market – an interesting comparison with 

this morning. The highlight of the day is the 

intriguing Cao Dai Temple, centre of a unique 

indigenous religion, a fascinating combination of 

Taoism, Buddhism and Chinese Confucianism plus 

elements of Christianity, Islam and spiritualism. 

Bizarrely, its saints include Joan of Arc, Napoleon, 

Shakespeare and Winston Churchill! The temple 

itself is a striking combination of western and 

oriental architectural styles and mesmerising 

brightly coloured statues, overlooked by the 

religion’s all-seeing Divine Eye – it’s sure to leave 

you something to ponder after your visit.

 Another tropical night atmospherically falls 

as we cruise upstream whilst enjoying another 

superb dinner and the kaleidoscope of truly 

amazing sights, sounds and scents, accompanied 

by the gentle waters lapping peacefully against 

the hull.

 

star RV Mekong Prestige II. Your highly professional 

crew, imbibed by the unique service ethic you 

find everywhere here, ensure you settle in to your 

spacious and beautifully appointed cabin. After an 

excellent lunch, your journey begins. A wonderful 

reality soon sinks in with your first glimpses of 

the amazing stilted villages and teeming river 

traffic animating the scene seemingly at every 

turn. As darkness gently falls, take your seat in the 

restaurant for your first dinner, offering a choice 

of superbly executed Vietnamese or Cambodian 

cuisine or international classics. The excellent 

cuisine is accompanied by tasty and included local 

wines, beers or soft drinks. Mooring at Cai Be, the 

day ends with a lovely performance of traditional 

Mekong music and perhaps a nightcap in the 

balmy late evening air, bathed by the unmistakable 

sounds of the East. 

 

DAY 5 - CAO DAI TEMPLE

This morning we sail by local junk along Cai 

Be’s waterfront and amazing floating market, 

where wily sellers dangle their wares from long 

poles to the myriad of smaller boats in a vibrant 

YOUR JOURNEY IN DETAIL
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DAY 6 - TAN CHAU

One of the great pleasures of river cruising is 

waking up somewhere completely different, and as 

dawn breaks, we are berthed in remote Tan Chau 

near Cambodia. One of the delights of Vietnam 

is that so many cottage industries still thrive, 

offering a fascinating insight into the past. This 

morning we explore Tan Chau, Vietnam’s leading 

silk centre producing extremely high quality and 

truly beautiful naturally dyed clothes. Slipping our 

moorings, Vietnam slowly recedes as we cross into 

Cambodia and continue into the evening with a 

chance to enjoy pre-dinner drinks in the lounge, 

before another tasty dinner. Take a stroll outside, 

look above and be dazzled by the luminosity of an 

amazing night sky, unfettered by streetlights and 

advertising as we cruise to Phnom Penh.

 

DAY 7 - PHNOM PENH

Called the ‘Paris of the East’ during colonial 

times, Phnom Penh has preserved much of its 

wonderful rustic charm, elegance and French allure. 

Sightseeing includes an exciting cycle-rickshaw ride 

to the dazzling Royal Palace and the Silver Pagoda, 

followed by a chance to witness exceptionally 

beautiful Khmer craft in the National Museum. 

In homage to Cambodia’s tragic recent history, 

we next visit the haunting Tuol Sleng Genocide 

museum. Phnom Penh has some excellent markets 

offering fine silks, spices and high quality lacquer 

work, providing the perfect opportunity to hone 

your bargaining skills. This evening you will be 

entertained by a traditional Apsara performance, 

where talented silk-clad dancers will dazzle you with 

their graceful poise and intricate hand movements, 

originally designed to entertain the gods. We moor 

overnight, enabling easy exploration of the city 

late into the evening, where the bustling markets, 

teeming street restaurants and hawkers sell literally 

anything, enhancing the electric ambience so 

typical of the emerging Far East.

 

in the rainy season South East Asia’s largest lake 

and critical to Cambodia’s biodiversity, with its 

fish staggeringly supporting 3 million people. You 

may see crocodiles and turtles plus a huge variety 

of birdlife. Adapting to the seasonal climate, 

fascinating floating villages have evolved where 

homes and markets plus workshops, schools and 

surgeries amazingly rise and fall with the water 

level. Because of these changes our own itinerary 

from day 9 to 11 may vary (the cruise described 

above is based on a high-water itinerary).

DAY 11 - SIEM REAP

Early this morning our river cruiser glides to a 

final halt, berthed in Siem Reap at the head of 

this stunningly beautiful lake. We say our fond 

farewells to the splendid crew as you continue 

your exploration of Cambodia where you stay 

for three nights at the four-star superior Borei 

Angkor Hotel with breakfast. It’s extremely 

comfortable with two restaurants, a large pool and 

spa. The rest of the day is at leisure.

DAY 12 - ANGKOR WAT

Today we see the haunting soft morning light over 

the eerie temples of Angkor. Encircled by verdant 

steamy jungle, shrouded in mist and with a 

tropical dawn chorus reverberating in the air, this is 

something you will never forget. We visit the huge, 

fortified 13th-century city of Angkor Thom with 

its five monumental gates and 91-metre wide 

moat; its centre contains one of Angkor’s most 

astonishing sites, the temple of Bayon. Crowned 

by over 50 towers, each with four colossal carved 

heads looking out in every direction, this is an 

extraordinary masterpiece of Khmer art. 

One of the most intriguing sites is the smaller 

temple of Ta Prohm which has been left in its 

natural, unrestored state, with giant tropical trees 

bursting through the ruins, their roots entwined 

like vast tentacles across the moss-covered, 

weathered walls and roofs. Late in the afternoon 

we see the immense temple of Angkor Wat, one  

of the largest religious structures in the world.  

The main entrance faces west to catch the rose-

red glow of the setting sun, a truly magical time 

of day.

DAY 13 - FREE DAY

Our last full day in Cambodia is at leisure for you 

to enjoy the swimming pool and facilities of your 

hotel, or simply explore the excellent markets and 

restaurants of Siem Reap. 

DAY 14 - RETURN FLIGHT

At the appropriate time you transfer to the  

airport for your flight to Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon) 

from where you connect with your return flight 

to the UK.

DAY 15 - ARRIVE HOME

You arrive home.

DAY 8 - PHNOM PENH

After another delightful breakfast, we arrive at  

Koh Chong, a delightful silk weaving village visiting 

a particularly impressive pagoda before returning 

to Phnom Penh for an afternoon at leisure. You  

can explore its intriguing corners such as 

Wat Phnom, symbol of the city, perhaps the 

remarkable Russian market, or just relax and 

absorb the teeming river life. 

DAY 9 - OUDONG

This morning we cruise into the heart of Cambodia 

on the Tonle River, a Mekong tributary which 

astonishingly changes its direction of flow 

between wet and dry seasons. A remarkable 

ecosystem here is home to 20,000 plants species, 

1,200 birds, 800 reptiles and amphibians plus 

430 mammals, with 1,300 new species having 

been discovered since 1997. Next we visit historic 

Oudong, the country’s former capital nestling 

at the foot of Phnom Udong, a wooded hill with 

impressive Buddhist spiritual monuments towering 

above the trees, marking the final resting place 

of the Khmer kings. This afternoon we visit the 

peaceful Vipassana Dhura Pagoda, a revered 

place of meditation, followed by the charming 

monastery of Wat Kampong Leu, renowned for 

its extraordinary wall paintings. We return by 

traditional local ox cart, experiencing the leisurely 

pace of life still pervading this wonderful country.

 

DAY 10 - FLOATING VILLAGES

Kampong Chnang is a busy, rural port town noted 

for its bustling markets and mesmerising canal 

network. Boarding traditional long-tail boats we 

visit its picturesque floating village where life is 

conducted entirely astride the river, before a stroll 

through the picturesque market, a cacophony of 

sounds, smells and vibrant colours. This afternoon, 

our final cruise crosses the Tonle Sap (Great Lake), 

Ta Prohm Temple

Angkor Wat
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JOURNEY SUMMARY
DAY 1 – DEPARTURE  
Take your overnight flight to Siem Reap via Bangkok.
 
DAY 2 – ARRIVAL IN SIEM REAP 
Arrive in the late afternoon in Siem Reap, where we stay for 
three nights.
 
DAY 3 – ANGKOR WAT 
This morning we visit the magnificent Angkor temples 
including Angkor Thom, Bayon and Ta Prohm. In the late 
afternoon, we visit the immense temple of Angkor Wat – an 
unforgettable sight.
 
DAY 4 – ARRIVAL IN SIEM REAP 
You have the day at leisure to enjoy the facilities of your hotel 
or explore Siem Reap.
 
DAY 5 – BOARD THE SHIP 
This morning we board the superb four-star RV Mekong 
Adventurer. After an excellent lunch, the journey begins with 
an afternoon crossing the Tonle Sap, Southeast Asia’s largest 
lake in the rainy season.
 
DAY 6 – OUDONG 
Cruise into the heart of Cambodia on the Tonle River, 
home to numerous flora and fauna. We arrive in Kampong 
Chnang, where we board traditional long-tail boats to visit its 
picturesque floating village. After lunch on board, we travel 

by traditional ox cart to discover the charming monastery of 
Wat Kampong Leu. Taking a bus, we visit historic Oudong, the 
former capital. Then we visit the peaceful Vipassana Dhura 
Pagoda, a revered place of meditation.
 
DAY 7 – PHNOM PENH 
After breakfast we arrive at Chong Koh, a delightful silk-weaving 
village, and view an impressive pagoda. This afternoon we sail 
to Phnom Penh with the afternoon at leisure. In the evening we 
enjoy a traditional Apsara performance. We moor overnight, so 
there’s time to explore the city late into the evening.
 
DAY 8 – 
PHNOM PENH 
Today’s 
sightseeing 
includes a visit 
to the dazzling 
Royal Palace, the 
Silver Pagoda 
and the National 
Museum. This 
afternoon you 
may join us on 
a visit to the 
haunting Tuol 
Sleng Genocide 
museum.

Phnom Penh

Saigon

Siem Reap

Tonlé Sap

Tan Chau

Kampong
Chhnang

Oudong

Cai Be
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JOURNEY ON THE MEKONG DOWNSTREAM 

CRUISE FROM SIEM REAP TO SAIGON 
15 days from only £2,799pp 
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• Seven nights aboard the four-star RV Mekong  
 Adventurer in your choice of stateroom, all with  
 private balconies and river views  
• All shore excursions, meals and selected drinks  
 whilst on the cruise 
• Gaze in awe at the magnificent city and temples of  
 Angkor, one of Asia’s greatest ancient sights
• Stay in the heart of Saigon with its bustling  
 waterfront and French colonial architecture 
• Tour Phnom Penh, the ‘Paris of the East’, with its  
 golden temples and palaces 
• See the fascinating Cu Chi tunnels, a poignant  
 reminder of the US-Vietnam conflict 
• Visit the teeming floating markets of Kampong  
 Chhnang and Cai Be 
• Visit local communities to discover their unique way  
 of life, unchanged in centuries 
• Experience the delights of exquisitely presented  
 Vietnamese and Cambodian cuisine 

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from London Heathrow
• Stay in hand-picked four-star hotels with breakfast 
• The services of our experienced tour manager  
 throughout

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

DAY 11 – CAO DAI TEMPLE 
Today we visit the intriguing Cao Dai Temple, centre of a unique 
indigenous religion, with brightly coloured statues overlooked by 
the all-seeing Divine Eye.
 
DAY 12 – SAIGON 
After breakfast we disembark RV Mekong Adventurer and begin 
exploring Vietnam. Following a stop at Cholon market and a 
lacquer workshop, we journey to Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon), where 
we stay for two nights.
 
DAY 13 – SAIGON 
Visit the famous Cu Chi tunnels, a complex underground network 
and Vietcong base – should you wish, you may try out real period 
weapons on a firing range. Afterwards we continue through rural 
farming communities back to Saigon, where the rest of the day is 
at leisure.
 
DAY 14 – RETURN FLIGHT 
Arrive at the airport for your overnight flight home.
 
DAY 15 – ARRIVE HOME 
Today you arrive home.
 
PLEASE NOTE: The itinerary from days 5 to 7 may vary, 
depending on water levels of the Mekong and the Tonle Sap  
Lake. This itinerary is based on high water levels. See page 221 for 
more information.

Visit the awe-inspiring 
Angkor Wat temple 

complex

 
DAY 9 – CROSSING INTO VIETNAM 
We cross into Vietnam, passing timeless villages and river life.
 
DAY 10 – TAN CHAU 
This morning we explore Tan Chau, Vietnam’s leading silk 
centre. After an exciting rickshaw ride around town, we are 
taken back to lunch on board.
 

Tonle Sap
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DAY 1 – DEPARTURE

You should arrive at the airport for your overnight 

flight to Siem Reap via Bangkok.

DAY 2 – ARRIVAL IN SIEM REAP

After your late afternoon arrival, you check into 

the four-star superior Borei Angkor Resort & 

Spa Hotel for three nights with breakfast. Relax in 

your extremely comfortable hotel, take a refreshing 

swim in the large pool or satisfy your palate with a 

quick bite at one of the hotel’s two restaurants.

DAY 3 – ANGKOR WAT

Today we see the haunting, soft morning light 

over the eerie temples of Angkor. Encircled by 

verdant steamy jungle, shrouded in mist and with 

a tropical dawn chorus reverberating in the air, this 

is something you will never forget. We visit the 

huge, fortified 13th-century city of Angkor Thom, 

with its five monumental gates and 91-metre-wide 

moat. Its centre contains one of Angkor’s most 

astonishing sites, the temple of Bayon – crowned 

by over 50 towers, each with four colossal carved 

heads looking out in every direction, this is an 

extraordinary masterpiece of Khmer art. One of 

the most intriguing sites is the smaller temple of 

Ta Prohm which has been left in its natural, un-

restored state, with giant tropical trees bursting 

through the ruins, their roots entwined like vast 

tentacles across the moss-covered, weathered 

walls and roofs. 

Late in the afternoon we see the immense 

temple of Angkor Wat, one of the largest religious 

structures in the world. The main entrance faces 

due west to catch the rose-red glow of the setting 

sun – a truly magical time of day.

DAY 4 – FREE DAY IN SIEM REAP

The day is at leisure for you to enjoy the swimming 

pool and facilities of your hotel, or simply  

explore the excellent markets and restaurants  

of Siem Reap. 

DAY 5 – BOARD THE SHIP

Expectations rise during our morning drive to the 

pier at Phnom Krom, where you board the superb 

four-star RV Mekong Adventurer. Your highly 

professional crew, imbibed by the unique service 

ethic you find everywhere here, ensure you settle 

in to your spacious and beautifully appointed 

cabin. After an excellent lunch, the journey begins 

with an afternoon crossing the Tonle Sap (Great 

Lake), in the rainy season South East Asia’s largest 

lake and critical to Cambodia’s biodiversity, with 

its fish staggeringly supporting three million 

people. You may see crocodiles and turtles plus a 

huge variety of birdlife. Adapting to the seasonal 

climate, fascinating ‘floating villages’ have evolved, 

where homes, markets, workshops, schools and 

surgeries amazingly rise and fall with the water 

level. Because of these water level changes, our 

own itinerary from days 5 to 7 may vary according 

to the date of travel. This description is based on a 

high-water itinerary.

DAY 6 – OUDONG

Today we cruise into the heart of Cambodia 

on the Tonle River, a Mekong tributary, which 

astonishingly changes its direction of flow 

between wet and dry seasons. A remarkable 

ecosystem here is home to 20,000 plants species, 

1,200 birds, 800 of reptiles and amphibians, plus 

430 mammals – with 1,300 new species having 

been discovered since 1997. We arrive in Kampong 

Chnang, a busy rural port town noted for its 

bustling markets and mesmerising canal network. 

Boarding traditional long-tail boats, we visit its 

picturesque floating village, where life is conducted 

entirely astride the river before we stroll through 

the picturesque market, a cacophony of sounds, 

smells and vibrant colours sailing towards 

Kampong Tralach. After lunch on board, we travel 

by traditional local ox cart, experiencing the 

leisurely pace of life still pervading this wonderfully 

beautiful country to discover the charming 

monastery of Wat Kampong Leu, renowned for its 

extraordinarily beautiful wall paintings. Taking a 

bus, we visit historic Oudong, the country’s former 

capital. We then visit the peaceful Vipassana 

Dhura Pagoda, a revered place of meditation, 

nestling at the foot of Phnom Udong, a wooded 

hill with impressive Buddhist spiritual monuments 

towering above the trees, marking the final resting 

place of the Khmer kings. 

DAY 7 – PHNOM PENH

After another delightful breakfast, we arrive at 

Chong Koh or Oknathey, a delightful silk-weaving 

YOUR JOURNEY IN DETAIL
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village, walking at leisure, and view a particularly 

impressive pagoda. This afternoon we set sail to 

Phnom Penh. Called the ‘Paris of the East’ during 

colonial times, Phnom Penh has preserved much 

of its wonderful rustic charm, elegance and French 

allure. Take the afternoon at leisure to explore its 

intriguing corners such as Wat Phnom, symbol of 

the city after which the city was named. 

This evening you will be entertained by a 

traditional Apsara performance, where talented 

silk-clad dancers dazzle you with their graceful 

poise and intricate hand movements, originally 

designed to entertain the gods. Phnom Penh has 

some excellent markets offering fine silks, spices 

and high-quality lacquer work, providing the 

perfect opportunity to hone your bargaining skills. 

We moor overnight, enabling easy exploration of 

the city where late into the evening, the bustling 

markets, teeming street restaurants and hawkers 

selling literally anything, enhance the vibrant and 

electric ambience so typical of the emerging  

Far East.

DAY 8 – PHNOM PENH

Today’s sightseeing includes an exciting visit to 

the dazzling, white-and-gold Royal Palace and the 

Silver Pagoda, followed by a chance to witness 

exceptionally beautiful Khmer craft in the National 

Museum. In homage to Cambodia’s tragic recent 

history, this afternoon we visit the haunting Tuol 

Sleng Genocide museum. Alternatively, perhaps 

visit the remarkable Russian market, or just relax 

and catch up on some reading or simply absorb 

the teeming river life. 

DAY 9 – CROSSING INTO VIETNAM

Slipping our moorings, Cambodia slowly recedes 

as we cross into Vietnam, passing timeless villages 

and river life with extensive fishing activities.

DAY 10 – TAN CHAU

One of the great pleasures of river cruising is 

waking up somewhere completely different and  

as dawn breaks, we are berthed in remote Tan 

Chau. One of the delights of Vietnam is that so 

many cottage industries still thrive, offering a 

fascinating insight into the past. This morning 

we explore Tan Chau, Vietnam’s leading silk 

centre producing extremely high quality and 

truly beautiful, naturally dyed clothes. Following 

an exciting rickshaw ride around the town, we 

are taken back to lunch on board as our leisurely 

navigation continues.

DAY 11 – CAO DAI TEMPLE

Awake in Sa Dec, where we take a guided stroll 

through the colourful local market. The highlight 

of the day though, is the intriguing Cao Dai 

Temple, centre of a unique indigenous religion, 

a fascinating combination of Taoism, Buddhism 

and Chinese Confucianism plus elements of 

Christianity, Islam and spiritualism. Bizarrely, its 

saints include Joan of Arc, Napoleon, Shakespeare 

and Winston Churchill! The temple itself is a 

striking combination of western and oriental 

architectural styles and mesmerising brightly 

coloured statues, overlooked by the religion’s 

all-seeing Divine Eye – it’s sure to leave you 

something to ponder after your visit.

This afternoon we cruise through Vinh Long, 

arriving at Cai Be, and sail by local junk ships along 

the waterfront to see the amazing floating market, 

where wily sellers tantalisingly dangle their wares 

from long poles to the myriad of smaller boats in a 

vibrant riot of colour and noisy bartering. We also 

visit the remarkable French Gothic cathedral, a 

poignant reminder of Vietnam’s colonial past.

Another tropical night atmospherically falls 

as we cruise downstream and enjoy our last 

another superb dinner, an experience enhanced 

by traditional music, the kaleidoscope of amazing 

sights, sounds and scents, and the gentle waters 

lapping peacefully against the hull.

DAY 12 – SAIGON 

Early this morning the Mekong Adventurer glides 

to a final halt, berthing in My Tho. After breakfast, 

we say our fond farewells to the splendid crew 

and continue our exploration of Vietnam. After 

a stop at the picturesque Cholon market and a 

lacquer workshop, we journey to Ho Chi Minh City 

(Saigon) where we stay for two nights at the four-

star Saigon Prince Hotel with breakfast. 2019 

dates will stay at the four-star superior Pullman 

Saigon Centre Hotel.

We take an introductory tour of the city, seeing 

highlights including the Reunification Palace where 

famously in 1975, a tank burst through its gates 

in the final defining moment of the Vietnam War. 

We also see the War Remnants Museum and 

get a glimpse into daily Saigon life at the lively 

Ben Thanh market, where you can find anything 

here at extremely good prices. The Notre Dame 

Cathedral and the colonial-style central post office 

here provide marvellous photo opportunities. The 

rest of the day is at leisure.

DAY 13 – SAIGON 

This will be a day to remember – we visit the 

famous Cu Chi tunnels, a complex underground 

network stretching for 124 miles which included 

hospitals, meeting rooms, sleeping quarters and 

kitchens. Begun during the last years of French rule 

and vastly expanded during the 1960s, the tunnels 

provided a base for the Vietcong from which to 

attack US forces within just 30 miles of Saigon. 

Our visit here is a fascinating insight into these 

troubled times: we see the tunnels themselves 

and examples of the many mantraps and stake 

pits which protected them. Despite being carpet-

bombed, the tunnels were never penetrated, and 

should you wish, you may try out real period 

weapons on a firing range. We continue through 

rural farming communities back to Saigon, where 

the rest of the day is at leisure. 

DAY 14 – RETURN FLIGHT

You should arrive at the airport for your overnight 

flight home.

DAY 15 – ARRIVE HOME

You arrive home.

National Museum 
of Cambodia
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RV MEKONG PRESTIGE II

Launched in 2011, the RV Mekong Prestige II is operated by a French-

Vietnamese joint venture and features 32 spacious staterooms. The décor is a 

fusion of contemporary Asian design with lots of polished teak, coupled with 

the intimate ambience and service of a boutique hotel. Just imagine yourself 

relaxing in the large plunge pool as the ever-changing scenery of the Mekong 

slips by all around you.

Your accommodation

Each stateroom features full-length panoramic sliding glass doors leading to 

your own private balcony. There is a luxury en-suite bathroom with shower, 

hairdryer and bathrobes, plus a writing desk, two armchairs with coffee 

table, personal safe and individually controlled air-conditioning.

All staterooms are very spacious at 20 square metres (215 square feet) 

including the French balcony, and feature twin beds which may be pushed 

together to create a double bed. You have a choice of Upper Deck  

staterooms and Main Deck staterooms, as well as a small selection of suites  

as described below.

Suites on the Mekong Prestige II

Junior Suites are 24 square metres (258 square feet) including a larger 

balcony, and are beautifully decorated. Located at the bow of the ship  

on the Main Deck, they feature a queen-size bed, full bathtub and  

separate shower.

Terrace Suites are 27 square metres (290 square feet) with the same 

facilities as the Junior Suites and are located on the Upper Deck.

The ship

With three decks, there is plenty of outdoor and indoor space in which 

to relax. At the very top of the ship is the spacious Sun Deck with a large 

plunge pool and plenty of sun loungers where you can relax under the 

awning or in the sun. Here you’ll find the best views of river life around the 

ship. The bar and comfortable, air-conditioned lounge are also on the same 

deck, as is the ship’s small spa and fitness room. The restaurant located on 

the Upper Deck is bright and airy with fine linen and excellent service, and 

can accommodate all guests in one sitting.

Dining on board

Early risers can enjoy morning coffee or tea on the Sun Deck. Breakfast is 

a splendid array of tropical fruit, pastries, cereals, eggs from an omelette 

station and hot food, plus some exotic Asian options. Lunch is always a 

generous and informal buffet, while dinner is mostly a table d’hôte menu 

with a choice of starter and main course, and house wine included. 

Complimentary tea and coffee are available all day, as are non-alcoholic 

soft drinks, local beer and local wines with dinner. Dinners on board feature 

a variety of freshly prepared, mouth-watering Cambodian and Vietnamese 

regional specialties plus international options, all extremely well-executed.

Deluxe Stateroom

Sun Deck
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DECK PLANS

RV MEKONG PRESTIGE II

IMPORTANT NOTE ON MEKONG RIVER CRUISING
The itinerary, timings and the places visited en-route may vary depending on whether you travel upstream or downstream and on the water levels in the upper reaches of the Mekong and the Tonle 
Sap Lake. At the peak of high water, normally at some point between end of August to mid-December, the level of the lake may rise by up to ten metres, so ships will be able to sail all the way across 
the Tonle Sap Lake to or from Siem Reap. During the low water period, generally between late December to mid-August, sections of the river within Cambodia and the Tonle Sap Lake may be un-
navigable and the ships will moor on the Mekong itself and travel to or from Siem Reap will be by coach or speed boat. The RV Mekong Prestige II and the Mekong Adventurer itinerary are based on 
the high water period. We may not always be able to advise you in advance of any itinerary changes as decisions to amend any part of the cruise could be made by the ship’s captain during the cruise 
itself. However, we will always endeavour to ensure that equally interesting visits and stops are substituted – it’s all part of the adventure of river cruising in South East Asia.

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of this holiday is per person, based on two people sharing a twin room/cabin, five nights’ 
bed and breakfast in four-star hotels and seven nights full board, including non-alcoholic soft 
drinks, local beer and local wine at mealtimes on the RV Mekong Adventurer or Mekong Prestige 
II, all flights as mentioned, all transfers, porterage, guided tours of Saigon and Cu Chi tunnels, 
one-day entrance and guided tour of Angkor, all shore excursions as described whilst on the cruise, 
gratuities for the ship’s crew and the services of a Riviera Travel tour manager. 
Not included: Vietnam & Cambodia visas. 
 
TRANSFER TIMES
Downstream itinerary: From Siem Reap airport to 1st hotel – approx 30 mins; from final hotel to 
Saigon airport – approx 45 mins.
Upstream itinerary: From Saigon airport to 1st hotel – approx 45 mins; from final hotel to Siem 
Reap airport – approx 30 mins.

VISAS & HEALTH
Vietnam visas: British passport holders no longer require a visa to enter Vietnam for arrivals up to 
1 July 2021, for a stay no longer than 15 days. 

Cambodia visa: If you are cruising DOWNSTREAM, the Cambodian visa is available on arrival 
at the airport in Siem Reap. A simple application form needs to be completed and payment of 
$35USD per person is required. Alternatively, you can apply for an e-visa prior to departure. The 
cost of an e-visa is $36USD. Please visit https://www.evisa.gov.kh/ for details. Here you will find all 
the information to assist you with the completion of your application.

If you are cruising UPSTREAM, you can apply for your visa online. The visa is also available to 
you at the Vietnam/Cambodian border on board the ship. Here, there is a simple application form 
to complete, and a payment of $40USD per person is required.

Whilst the travelling schedule shall pose no problems for people of any age in normal physical 
health, we would point out that in visiting a number of historical sites, paths may be uneven and 
we often enjoy walking tours of the main sights, therefore this holiday may not be suitable for 
clients of greatly impaired mobility. In the tropics temperatures and humidity levels are quite high 
for most of the year. Please consult your GP regarding the appropriate inoculations required for 
Vietnam & Cambodia at least a month before departure.  

DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £500 per person.
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Airport Airline Date Departure Time Arrival in UK Flight Duration Main Deck  
Stateroom

Main Deck  
Single Supplement

Upper Deck  
Stateroom Junior Suite Terrace Suite

Heathrow Vietnam 
Airlines

04/03/19 11:00 07:15 11hrs.30 £3,359 £1,629 £3,559 £3,859 £4,259

30/09/19 11:00 07:15 11hrs.30 £3,199 £1,699 £3,399 £3,699 £4,099

14/10/19 11:00 07:15 11hrs.30 £3,299 £1,699 £3,499 £3,799 £4,199

28/10/19 11:00 07:15 11hrs.30 £3,359 £1,699 £3,559 £3,859 £4,259

11/11/19 11:00 07:15 11hrs.30 £3,359 £1,699 £3,559 £3,859 £4,259

Note: All Mekong Prestige II tours are upstream itineraries: starting with two nights in Saigon, seven nights’ cruising and finally three nights in Siem Reap.

All timings quoted are local. Vietnam is GMT +6 hrs. Single room/cabin supplements are per person, subject to availability.

Flight information: Vietnam Airlines B787 flights to/from London Heathrow to/from Saigon have generous 32” seat pitch, seat-back TVs and 30kg baggage allowance.

Vietnam Airlines Economy Deluxe Class: Enjoy a 38” seat pitch and 35 degree recline and 40kg baggage allowance. Please call for further information.
Vietnam Airlines Business Class: Enjoy a dedicated check-in desk, 60” seat pitch, flat bed and excellent 3-course meals. Please call for further information. Aircraft types may be changed without notice. All upgrade classes 
subject to availability.
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RV MEKONG ADVENTURER

Operated by a French-Vietnamese joint venture, the RV Mekong Adventurer 

was launched in 2012 and features 30 spacious staterooms. The décor is a 

fusion of contemporary Asian design with lots of polished teak, coupled with 

the intimate ambience and service of a boutique hotel. Imagine yourself 

sipping a refreshing drink on the Sun Deck, as you lean over the rail and 

observe the fascinating riverside life of the Mekong.

Your accommodation

Each stateroom features full-length panoramic sliding glass doors leading to 

your own private balcony. There is a luxury en-suite bathroom with shower, 

hairdryer and bathrobes, plus a writing desk, two armchairs with coffee table, 

personal safe and individually controlled air-conditioning.

All staterooms are very spacious at 20 square metres (215 square feet) 

including the French balcony, and feature twin beds which may be pushed 

together to create a double bed. You have a choice of Upper Deck  

staterooms and Main Deck staterooms, as well as a small selection of suites  

as described below.

Suites on the Mekong Adventurer

Junior Suites are 27 square metres (290 square feet) including a larger 

balcony, and are beautifully decorated. Located at the bow of the ship on  

the Upper Deck, they feature a queen-size or twin bed, full bathtub and 

separate shower.

Deluxe Suites are 47 square metres (505 square feet) with the same facilities 

as the Junior Suites and are located on the Main Deck. Every Deluxe Suite is 

equipped with two bathrooms: one en-suite off the main bedroom and the 

other off a separate living area which has a sofa bed. Additional amenities 

include a flat-screen LCD TV with DVD player.

The ship

There is plenty of space in which to relax across the ship’s three decks. At 

the very top of the ship is the spacious Sun Deck with a large plunge pool 

and plenty of sun loungers where you can relax under the awning or in the 

sun. Here you’ll find the best views of river life around the ship. The bar and 

comfortable, air-conditioned lounge are also on the same deck, as is the ship’s 

small spa and fitness room. The restaurant located on the Upper Deck is 

bright and airy with fine linen and excellent service, and can accommodate all 

guests in one sitting.

Dining on board

Early risers can enjoy morning coffee or tea on the Sun Deck. Breakfast is a 

superb spread of tropical fruit, pastries, cereals, eggs from an omelette station 

and hot food, plus some exotic Asian options. Lunch is always a generous and 

informal buffet, while dinner is mostly a table d’hôte menu with a choice of 

starter and main course, and house wine included. 

Complimentary tea and coffee are available all day, as are non-alcoholic 

soft drinks, local beer and local wines with dinner. Dinners on board feature 

a variety of freshly prepared, mouth-watering Cambodian and Vietnamese 

regional specialties plus international options, all extremely well executed.

Deluxe Suite

Sun Deck
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RV MEKONG ADVENTURER

IMPORTANT NOTE ON MEKONG RIVER CRUISING
The itinerary, timings and the places visited en-route may vary depending on whether you travel upstream or downstream and on the water levels in the upper reaches of the Mekong and the Tonle 
Sap Lake. At the peak of high water, normally at some point between end of August to mid-December, the level of the lake may rise by up to ten metres, so ships will be able to sail all the way across 
the Tonle Sap Lake to or from Siem Reap. During the low water period, generally between late December to mid-August, sections of the river within Cambodia and the Tonle Sap Lake may be un-
navigable and the ships will moor on the Mekong itself and travel to or from Siem Reap will be by coach or speed boat. The RV Mekong Prestige II and the Mekong Adventurer itinerary are based on 
the high water period. We may not always be able to advise you in advance of any itinerary changes as decisions to amend any part of the cruise could be made by the ship’s captain during the cruise 
itself. However, we will always endeavour to ensure that equally interesting visits and stops are substituted – it’s all part of the adventure of river cruising in South East Asia.

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of this holiday is per person, based on two people sharing a twin room/cabin, five nights 
bed and breakfast in four-star hotels and seven nights full board, including non-alcoholic soft 
drinks, local beer and local wine at mealtimes on the RV Mekong Adventurer or Mekong Prestige 
II, all flights as mentioned, all transfers, porterage, guided tours of Saigon & Cu Chi tunnels, one-
day entrance and guided tour of Angkor, all shore excursions as described whilst on the cruise, 
gratuities for the ship’s crew and the services of a Riviera Travel tour manager. 
Not included: Vietnam & Cambodia visas. 
 
TRANSFER TIMES
Downstream itinerary: From Siem Reap airport to 1st hotel – approx 30 mins; from final hotel to 
Saigon airport – approx 45 mins.
Upstream itinerary: From Saigon airport to 1st hotel – approx 45 mins; from final hotel to Siem 
Reap airport – approx 30 mins.

VISAS & HEALTH
Vietnam visas: British passport holders no longer require a visa to enter Vietnam for arrivals up to 
1 July 2021, for a stay no longer than 15 days.  

Cambodia visa: If you are cruising DOWNSTREAM, the Cambodian visa is available on arrival 
at the airport in Siem Reap. A simple application form needs to be completed and payment of 
$35USD per person is required. Alternatively, you can apply for an e-visa prior to departure. The 
cost of an e-visa is $36USD. Please visit  https://www.evisa.gov.kh/ for details. Here you will find  
all the information to assist you with the completion of your application.

If you are cruising UPSTREAM, you can apply for your visa online. The visa is also available to 
you at the Vietnam/Cambodian border on board the ship. Here, there is a simple application form 
to complete, and a payment of $40USD per person is required.

Whilst the travelling schedule shall pose no problems for people of any age in normal physical 
health, we would point out that in visiting a number of historical sites, paths may be uneven and 
we often enjoy walking tours of the main sights, therefore this holiday may not be suitable for 
clients of greatly impaired mobility. In the tropics temperatures and humidity levels are quite high 
for most of the year. Please consult your GP regarding the appropriate inoculations required for 
Vietnam & Cambodia at least a month before departure.  

DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £500 per person.

Airport Airline Date Departure Time Via Arrival in UK Flight Duration Main Deck  
Stateroom

Main Deck  
Single Supplement

Upper Deck  
Stateroom Junior Suite Deluxe Suite

Heathrow Vietnam Airlines 12/01/19* 11:00 Direct 07:15 11hrs.30 £3,149 £1,459 £3,349 £3,649 £4,049

Thai Airways 18/01/19 21:35 Bangkok 06:20 15hrs.10 £2,999 £1,579 £3,199 £3,499 £3,899

Vietnam Airlines 09/03/19* 11:00 Direct 07:15 11hrs.30 £3,359 £1,629 £3,559 £3,859 £4,259

Thai Airways 29/03/19 21:35 Bangkok 06:20 15hrs.10 £2,799 £1,579 £2,999 £3,299 £3,699

All dates follow the downstream itinerary, starting with three nights in Siem Reap, seven nights of cruising, and two nights in Saigon. Dates marked with an asterisk *  follow the upstream itinerary.

All timings quoted are local. Vietnam is GMT +6 hrs. Single room/cabin supplements are per person, subject to availability.

Note: All ship facilities and rooms on Mekong Adventurer are the same as on the Mekong Prestige II, with the exception that Junior Suites are on the upper deck. Deluxe suites are on the main deck, have a seating area and 
are double the size of a normal stateroom.

Flight information: Thai Airways Boeing 777-300 flights to/from London Heathrow via Bangkok have a generous 32-34” seat pitch, seat back TVs with video on demand and 30kg baggage allowance. All flight times quoted 
are local, the inbound flights are 45 minutes longer and exclude the transfer time in Bangkok. Aircraft types may be changed without notice. 

Vietnam Airlines Economy Deluxe Class: Enjoy a 38” seat pitch and 35 degree recline and 40kg baggage allowance. Please call for further information.
Vietnam Airlines Business Class: Enjoy a dedicated check-in desk, 60” seat pitch, flat bed and excellent 3-course meals. Please call for further information. Aircraft types may be changed without notice. All upgrade classes 
subject to availability.
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JOURNEY SUMMARY
DAY 1 – DEPARTURE  
Take your overnight flight to Mumbai. 
 
DAY 2 - ARRIVAL & EMBARKATION 
In Mumbai connect with your flight to Kolkata (Calcutta). On 
arrival, transfer to your home for the next seven nights, the RV 
Bengal Ganga.
 
DAY 3 - KALNA  
Experience a wonderful rickshaw ride to the Rajbari temple 
complex, with its remarkable 108 temples dedicated to Shiva. 
We moor in Matiari for the night.
 
DAY 4 - MATIARI  
You’ll be able to see the many traditional brass and 
copper workshops for which Matiari is renowned.  
We cruise past Plassey, where Clive of India defeated 
the ruler of Bengal, establishing East India Company 
rule over the entire continent. We moor overnight  
in Murshidabad. 
 
DAY 5 - MURSHIDABAD  
In Murshidabad, the former capital of Bengal, we visit 
the remains of the Katra Mosque and Hazarduari 
Palace Museum, known as the ‘palace of a thousand 
doors’. We moor overnight in Murshidabad.
 

DAY 6 – MAYAPUR 
We sail to the town of Mayapur, the worldwide centre of the 
Hare Krishna sect of Hinduism. A vast temple the size of St 
Paul’s and a planetarium are nearing completion and you’ll be 
able to learn about fascinating aspects of this religion.  
 
DAY 7 – CHANDERNAGORE 
We stop at the French colonial enclave of Chandernagore 
dating from 1673, where there are many French colonial 
buildings, including the former Governor’s Residence. This 
afternoon, we arrive back in Kolkata, where we moor for  
the night.
 

A JOURNEY ON THE GANGES 
PLUS DELHI, TAJ MAHAL, CALCUTTA & VARANASI 
13 days from only £2,799pp 

INDIA

CHINA

NEPAL

BANGLA-
DESH

BHUTAN

MYANMAR

Delhi

Murshidabad
Matiari

Varanasi

Agra

Kalna
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DAY 8 - KOLKATA  
Enjoy a city tour of Kolkata, seeing Dalhousie Square, the 
General Post Office, the High Court and the Writer’s  
Building, as well as St John’s church and the grand Victoria 
Memorial, amongst the many beautiful examples of Victorian 
colonial architecture. 
 
DAY 9 - DISEMBARK & FLY TO VARANASI  
Fly to Varanasi and stay the night at the four-star Taj Gateway, 
with breakfast. We take a rickshaw ride to the river, lined by 
centuries-old palaces, with ‘ghats’ leading to the water below. 
This evening we witness the impressive Aarti ceremony and 
perhaps see several of Varanasi’s famous funeral pyres.
 

SO MUCH IS INCLUDED

DAY 10 - FLY TO DELHI & AGRA 
Enjoy an early morning boat trip on the river – a wonderful time  
of day. Later we catch a flight to Delhi, from where we drive to 
Agra for a two-night stay at the four-star Courtyard by Marriot, 
with breakfast.
 
DAY 11 - TAJ MAHAL & AGRA FORT  
Early this morning we visit the Taj Mahal at sunrise and then the 
red sandstone Agra Fort. This evening there’s the option to return 
to the Taj at sunset.
 
DAY 12 - DELHI  
We drive to Delhi and explore the old city by rickshaw through 
Chadni Chowk. We see the Presidential Palace, the Parliament 
Building and India Gate. We also visit the Qutub Minaret, India’s 
tallest stone-built tower. We stay at the five-star Taj Diplomatic 
Enclave Hotel, with breakfast.
 
DAY 13 - RETURN FLIGHT  
Depart Delhi and arrive back later the same day.

xxx

Red Fort, Delhi

Kalna

Taj Mahal

Holy Varanasi is one of 
the most fascinating 

places on earth

• Seven nights aboard the four-star RV Bengal Ganga  
 in your choice of stateroom
• Visit the major sights of Old and New Delhi 
• See the breathtaking Taj Mahal bathed in soft  
 morning light 
• Stay in Varanasi, visit its colourful bathing ghats and  
 enjoy a rickshaw ride through its teeming streets 
• Be astounded at Kolkata’s (Calcutta) imposing  
 colonial architecture
• Visit small towns and villages with fascinating  
 ancient temples, markets and palaces 
• Full touring programme, full board and selected  
 drinks included whilst cruising

Plus, of course...
• Return scheduled flights from London Heathrow 
• Stay in hand-picked five-star and four-star hotels  
 with breakfast 
• The services of our experienced tour manager
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DAY 1 – DEPARTURE 

You should arrive at the airport for your overnight 

flight to Mumbai. 

 

DAY 2 - ARRIVAL & EMBARKATION

After our morning arrival in Mumbai, you connect 

with your flight to Kolkata (Calcutta). On arrival, 

you will be transferred to your ship, the superb RV 

Bengal Ganga, and we’ll cast off in the afternoon 

towards Kalna.  

 

DAY 3 - KALNA 

This afternoon we arrive in Kalna and experience 

a wonderful rickshaw ride, the ideal way to truly 

experience all the sights and sounds of India with all 

your senses! Our destination is the Rajbari temple 

complex, with its remarkable 108 temples built in 

two concentric circles dedicated to Shiva. 

We return to the ship in the afternoon and 

continue our cruise towards Matiari, arriving in the 

evening and mooring for the night.

 

DAY  4 - MATIARI 

The village of Matiari is renowned for its traditional 

brass and copper work, a skill passed from 

generation to generation. Walking through the 

village you’ll hear loud noises of metal beating 

emanating from almost every house – plus you’ll 

have the opportunity to see the brassware process 

from conception to finished article. 

Continuing our cruise upstream we pass Plassey, 

site of the decisive battle that changed Indian and 

indeed British history in 1757. Clive of India defeated 

the Moghul Nawab, ruler of Bengal, and his French 

allies, thus establishing East India Company rule 

over the entire continent for the next 190 years.  

We moor overnight in Murshidabad. 

 

DAY 5 - MURSHIDABAD 

Murshidabad was the former capital of Bengal 

before the establishment of Calcutta. After 

breakfast, we visit the remains of the Katra Mosque, 

with its two huge defensive towers. You’ll also 

visit the Hazarduari Palace Museum, built in an 

incongruous grand Palladian style by the British 

architect Duncan McLeod. Known as the ‘palace 

of a thousand doors’, most of which are false, 

it houses an amazing armour, porcelain and 

palanquin collection. Next, you may wish to join 

your guide for a fascinating walk through the 

local market – a great opportunity to experience 

a real Indian bazaar in all its incredible sound and 

colour, providing fabulous photo opportunities 

way off the tourist trail. The ship remains moored 

overnight in Murshidabad.

 

DAY 6 – MAYAPUR

We set sail for the town of Mayapur, best known 

as the worldwide centre of the Hare Krishna 

sect of Hinduism. A vast temple the size of St 

Paul’s and a planetarium by the riverside are 

nearing completion. You’ll be able to learn about 

fascinating aspects of this religion and see the 

parts of the large temple complex.    

 

DAY 7 – CHANDERNAGORE

We continue downstream, stopping at the little-

known French colonial enclave of Chandernagore, 

originally established as a trading post in 1673. 

There are still numerous French colonial buildings 

to see along the town’s promenade, including the 

former Governor’s Residence, now a museum. 

In the afternoon, we arrive back in Kolkata, 

sailing under the vast span of the iconic Howrah 

Bridge, right into the heart of the city, where we 

moor for the night.

 

DAY 8 - KOLKATA 

Kolkata was the capital of British India until 1911. 

Our guided tour includes all the major sights, 

including Dalhousie Square, still the political and 

commercial centre of the city, around which all the 

major administrative buildings were located. We’ll 

admire the General Post Office, the High Court, 

Town Hall and the Writer’s Building, amongst 

the many beautiful examples of grand Victorian 

colonial architecture. St John’s Church, previously 

the city’s cathedral, was modelled after St 

Martin-in-the-Fields in London, whilst the Victoria 

Memorial was based on the Taj Mahal. 

Tonight, we spend our last night on the ship.

 

DAY 9 - DISEMBARK & FLY TO VARANASI 

This morning we fly to Varanasi, staying one night 

at the four-star Taj Gateway Hotel Ganges, 

with breakfast. Founded in the sixth century BC 

and one of the oldest cities in the world, Hindus 

believe Varanasi to be the centre of their universe. 

Nestling on the holy River Ganges, Varanasi’s 

old city is a labyrinth of tangled alleys, shops 

and workshops. We take a rickshaw ride through 

this atmospheric area to the river. Buzzing with 

pilgrims, the banks are lined by high, centuries-old 

palaces, with descending steps or ‘ghats’ leading 

to the water below. Here, the faithful wash 
Victoria Memorial,Kolkata

YOUR JOURNEY IN DETAIL
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themselves in the holy waters while brightly clad 

Brahmin priests practise yoga and meditation. 

This evening you’ll witness the Aarti, one of 

the most impressive Hindu ceremonies, as large 

crowds chant and pray, setting small candles adrift 

on the water in memory of loved ones. You will 

also likely see several of Varanasi’s famous funeral 

pyres on the riverbank, where mourners gather 

and the entire area glows a flickering yellow as the 

deceased receive instant liberation.

 

DAY 10 - FLY TO DELHI & AGRA

This morning we experience the early morning 

atmosphere along Varanasi’s ghats, enjoying a 

boat trip on the river, just as the town is waking 

up – a wonderful time of day. Later this morning 

we catch a flight to Delhi, from where we drive 

straight to Agra for a two-night stay with 

breakfast at the new and excellent four-star 

Courtyard by Marriot. All rooms are stylishly 

furnished and air-conditioned with flat-screen TVs, 

personal safe, mini-bar, and complimentary tea 

and coffee.

 

DAY 11 - TAJ MAHAL & AGRA FORT 

We rise early for one of the world’s finest travel 

experiences – the sun rising over the Taj Mahal. 

In the soft morning light, as the mist rises from 

the Yamuna River beyond, the Taj seems to float, 

mirage-like, above the surrounding landscape. A 

combination of extraordinary beauty, symmetry 

and history truly makes this one of the planet’s 

most amazing monuments. Have your camera at 

the ready, as there’s ample time to admire the Taj 

from all angles. 

Afterwards we continue to the vast Agra Fort, 

a mammoth red-sandstone monument that 

can be better described as a palace than a fort. 

Completed in 1573, this UNESCO World Heritage 

site was once the centre of the Moghul Empire.

Taj Mahal

The ghats of Varanasi

This evening you have the opportunity to return 

to the Taj Mahal at sunset. 

 

DAY 12 - DELHI 

After a leisurely drive to Delhi, we explore the 

bustling heart of Old Delhi in the afternoon with 

an exciting traditional rickshaw ride through 

Chadni Chowk. We continue with a guided tour 

of Delhi. The city centre, designed by Sir Edwin 

Lutyens in 1911, is bisected by wide, tree-lined 

avenues, which clearly reflect the legacy of the 

Raj. Continuing along the imposing Rajpath, we 

pass the symbols of modern India, including the 

Presidential Palace, the Parliament Building and 

India Gate. We’ll also visit one of Delhi’s older 

monuments, the Qutub Minaret, India’s tallest 

stone-built tower dating from 1199. 

On our final evening, we stay at one of Delhi’s 

finest hotels, the sumptuous five-star Taj 

Diplomatic Enclave Hotel (previously the Taj 

Palace), with breakfast.

 

DAY 13 - RETURN FLIGHT 

Depart Delhi and take your direct flight to London, 

arriving back later the same day. 

 

Please note: The itinerary differs on certain 

departure dates to ensure a smoother experience. 

Refer to page 227 for details.

A S I A  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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RV BENGAL GANGA

Built in 2004, the RV Bengal Ganga was modelled after the river ships of 

colonial times. This intimate vessel carries modern navigational and safety 

equipment, and features just 28 comfortable cabins. Excellent use is made of 

gleaming teak and brass fittings throughout – it’s the perfect way to discover 

a relatively unexplored part of India in style. 

Our seven-night Ganges river cruise visits parts of India where you’re still 

treated as a guest rather than a tourist. The crew are supremely hospitable 

and will go out of their way to ensure your stay is exceptional. You’ll 

experience something many of us have lost touch with: a much slower and 

simpler pace of life. This is reflected in the rhythm of your days on board – 

there’s ample time to relax as most days include several hours’ sailing. 

Shipboard activities include the chef’s cooking demonstrations, fascinating 

lectures on contemporary Indian life, religion and culture, and compelling 

documentaries in the evenings. Life on board is informal and there’s always 

time to get to know your fellow travellers over a refreshing drink on deck.

 

Your accommodation 

All fully air-conditioned Main Deck and Upper Deck staterooms measure 13.5 

square metres (145 square feet) and feature local textiles, panelled teak walls 

and floors. All have twin beds with bathroom, shower, hairdryer, personal safe, 

plus ample storage. They lead out on to the deck where you can enjoy the 

river views in comfortable rattan chairs. 

Premier staterooms are more spacious at 20.8 square metres (224 square 

feet) on the Upper Deck at the aft of the vessel. They feature upgraded 

interior décor, a double bed and full-length sliding glass doors.

 

The ship 

The RV Bengal Ganga’s three passenger decks include a light, airy and air-

conditioned dining room on the Main Deck. There’s a separate spacious bar 

and lounge area at the front of the ship on the Upper Deck, with comfortable 

rattan armchairs to relax in. The Sun Deck offers both shaded and open-air 

areas with hardwood ‘steamer’ chairs from which to sip a cold drink while 

enjoying the ever-changing views and riverside life. A small shop sells local 

handicrafts and there is an Ayurvedic spa to soothe tired limbs at the end of 

the day.

 

Dining on board 

Early-morning yoga is followed by an excellent breakfast spread with freshly 

baked pastries, tropical fruit and hot options to set you fair for the day. 

Lunch is an informal buffet featuring Indian, Western and vegetarian cuisine, 

made with locally sourced ingredients. Superb dinners feature a variety 

of freshly prepared, mouth-watering Indian and Bengali specialities, plus 

international favourites, beautifully presented as a buffet or table d’hôte 

menu. Complimentary bottled mineral water, tea and coffee are available 

throughout the day. 

Genuine Indian cuisine is far more varied and interesting than what we are 

used to at home. From a simple chapatti fresh from the oven, to the delicate 

spices of Kheer, a sweet rice pudding, a trip to India will change your view of 

Indian cuisine. 

Standard Stateroom

Sun Deck

A S I A  R I V E R  C R U I S E S
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DECK PLANS
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UPPER DECK

MAIN DECK

Please note the Sun Deck plan is not shown above.

JOURNEY ON THE GANGES

IMPORTANT NOTE ON GANGES RIVER CRUISING
The itinerary, timings and the places visited during your cruise may vary depending on prevailing weather conditions, water levels and whether you are travelling downstream or upstream. Your 
ship may not always be able to dock at each place visited - In these cases you will need to board a smaller accompanying boat which will ferry you to shore. Please note that excesive rainfall or low 
water during the dry season may also impact on the itinerary and we may not always be able to advise you in advance of any changes as decisions could be made by the ship’s captain during the 
cruise itself. The lack of tourist infrastructure in some locations visited does mean you need to have a slightly more adventurous attitude for this cruise.

A NOTE ON THE ITINERARY
The itinerary differs on days 3 to 8 on certain departure dates to ensure a smoother experience.

* Day 3-Kolkata, Day 4-Chandernagore, Day 5-Mayapur, Day 6-Matiari, Day 7-Murshidabad, Day 8-Kalna & Kolkata

† Day 3-Chandernagore, Day 4-Kalna, Day 5-Matiari, Day 6-Murshidabad, Day 7-Mayapur & Kolkata Bally Bridge, Day 8-Kolkata

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of this holiday is per person, based on two people sharing a twin room/cabin. Four nights 
in four and five-star hotels with breakfast on the ‘land’ portion of this tour, seven nights on full 
board, including local bottled mineral water & all-day tea/coffee on the RV Bengal Ganga, all flights 
as mentioned including two domestic flights within India, all transfers & porterarge of one item of 
luggage per person, guided tours of New and Old Delhi, Agra and the Taj Mahal, Kolkata, rickshaw 
and boat tour in Varanasi, all shore excursions as mentioned on the RV Bengal Ganga; gratuities for 
ship’s crew (excluding local guides) and the services of a Riviera Travel tour manager.

Note: cruise itinerary is subject to change according to local weather conditions, changes in 
navigation channels and water levels. 
 
TRANSFER TIMES
From Calcutta airport to ship – approx 45 mins; from hotel to Delhi airport – approx 1 hr.

VISAS & HEALTH
All British passport holders will require a visa for India. Please ensure that you have at least two 
empty pages in your passport and that your passport is valid for a minimum of 190 days from the 
time of submitting your visa application. At the time of departure you will be able to travel as long 
as both the passport and the visa are valid.
India visas: Personal applications: to apply for an Indian visa please visit http://in.vfsglobal.co.uk 
where you can apply, pay online and schedule an appointment to submit your application in person 
at your nearest centre, dependent on your home address. 
Online applications: British Passport holders are now eligible to apply for an e-visa online, you 
must ensure your passport is machine readable and has a biometric chip (without this you may be 
denied entry into India). The cost of a single entry tourist e-visa is US$75.00 and will be converted 

into pounds by your bank. The website to apply for the e-visa is: indianvisaonline.gov.in. Here you 
will find all the information to assist you with the completion of your application.
Postal applications: you must either apply and pay online, print off the completed application 
form, payment confirmation and submit by post, or alternatively, you must apply online, print off 
the completed application and submit along with payment by postal order. Personal cheques are 
NOT accepted. In both cases you must submit your passport along with a self addressed stamped 
envelope and two, 2x2” passport photos to: India Visa Application Centre (West London), The Vista 
Centre, First Floor – Part A Block, 50 Salisbury Road, Hounslow, TW4 6JQ. 
Whilst care has been taken to ensure that the information provided relating to visa requirements 
is true and correct at time of publication, changes in requirements after the time of publication 
may impact on the accuracy of this information. Therefore, whilst we strive to provide the most 
up-to-date information, we strongly suggest that you re-confirm requirements with the relevant 
embassy prior to application. Full details of costs, application form and addresses can be found on 
http://in.vfsglobal.co.uk, email: info.in@vfshelpline.com or tel: 0905 7570045 (calls cost 95p per 
minute). Visa fees are subject to change without notice and non-refundable.

Whilst the travelling schedule shall pose no problems for people of any age in normal physical 
health, we would point out that in visiting a number of historical sites, paths may be uneven and 
uphill and we often enjoy walking tours of the main sights. Therefore this holiday may not be 
suitable for clients of greatly impaired mobility. In the tropics temperatures and humidity levels 
will also be quite high for most of the year. Please consult your GP regarding the appropriate 
inoculations required for India at least a month before departure. 

DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £500 per person.

Airport Date Airline Flight 
Out

Arrival 
in UK

Flight 
Duration

Main Deck 
Stateroom

Main Deck 
Single Supplement

Upper Deck  
Stateroom

Upper Deck 
Single Supplement

Upper Deck  
Premier Stateroom

Heathrow 03/02/19* Jet 
Airways

21.20 18.20 11hrs.50* £3,199 £1,390 £3,389 £2,180 £3,889

01/03/19† 21.20 18.20 11hrs.50* £3,199 £1,390 £3,389 £2,180 £3,889

20/03/19 21.20 18.20 11hrs.50* £3,199 £1,390 £3,389 £2,180 £3,889

12/04/19† 21.20 18.20 11hrs.50* £2,799 £1,080 £2,969 £1,650 £3,349

All timings quoted are local. India is GMT +5.30 hrs. Single room/cabin supplements are per person, subject to availability.

Flight information: *Flight durations shown are outbound via Mumbai and exclude approx. 2hrs transit time for the connecting flight to Kolkata. Inbound flights from Delhi are direct to the UK with 9hrs.20 flying time.

Jet Airways Business Class: subject to availability, please call for details.

Please note the luggage allowance for internal flights is limited to 1 bag per person weighing no more than 20kg.
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VOYAGE TO ANTARCTICA –  
THE GREAT WHITE CONTINENT 
14 days from only £6,999pp 
Departing 22 January 2019 and 3 January 2020

A N T A R C T I C A  C R U I S E

Get up close to incredible numbers of penguins,  
seals and whales, stunning mountain scenery and 
gigantic icebergs on a trip of a lifetime to the Great 

White Continent. 
Aboard our strong, ice-class expedition vessel, the four-

star MV Ocean Atlantic, we’ll get as close as possible to 
the dramatic coastline, full of rocky mountain peaks and 
immense glaciers breaking off into iceberg-filled bays and 
fjords. Our shore landings and cruises in sturdy Zodiac 
dinghies are a highlight and an integral part of the itinerary, 
enabling all our expedition guests to set foot several times 
on the Antarctic continent, as well as the many fascinating 
subantarctic islands. We travel at the peak of the Antarctic 
summer, when temperatures edge up above freezing and 
the days are long. It is the perfect time to enjoy the vast, 
almost other-worldly landscapes and outstanding wildlife. 

Embarking in Ushuaia in Argentina’s Tierra del Fuego, 
we cross the mighty Drake Passage en-route for the 
South Shetland Islands and the 1,300-milelong Antarctic 
Peninsula. Here, we’ll follow in the wake of the great 
pioneering explorers such as Scott, Shackleton and 
Amundsen, sailing deep into the ice-filled channels, inlets 
and bays of Antarctica. We’ll make Zodiac landings at vast 
penguin rookeries, historic research stations and fascinating 
lookouts along the way. 

Continuing southward, we’ll pass the famous Gerlache 
Strait, where 3,000-foot ice cliffs rise straight out of the 
still water. On no other journey can you experience so 
much pristine nature and varied wildlife in so few days. 
When the Ocean Atlantic returns to Ushuaia, we pass close 
to the mythical Cape Horn – the southernmost point in 
South America and a celebrated maritime landmark. Any 
voyage to Antarctica is one of life’s great adventures, and 
with a maximum capacity of just 103 cabins aboard the 
Ocean Atlantic, this cruise offers the perfect balance of 
extraordinary polar experiences and a comfortable first-
class vessel. All shore landings, excursions, lectures and 
meals on board, plus your flights and pre- and post-cruise 
stays in Ushuaia and Buenos Aires are included, leaving you 
free to enjoy a magnificent expedition experience.
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SO MUCH IS INCLUDED
• Experience the incredible sights of calving glaciers,  
 vast ice sheets and iceberg-filled bays amongst the  
 mountainous terrain of the Antarctic Peninsula and  
 South Shetland Islands

• Step ashore on the world’s least-visited continent

• Wonder at the diversity and abundance of wildlife  
 in the icy wilderness

• All shore excursions on the MV Ocean Atlantic’s  
 fleet of Zodiac dinghies

• A programme of fascinating lectures by the  
 on-board team of enthusiastic and knowledgeable  
 expedition guides

• Photography advice from our specialist tour  
 manager

• A polar expedition parka

Plus, of course...
• Return direct flights from the UK to Buenos Aires

• Return domestic flights to Ushuaia in Tierra  
 del Fuego

• A nine-night cruise on the ice-strengthened  
 four-star MV Ocean Atlantic, including all meals

• Stay in four-star hotels in Ushuaia and Buenos Aires

• The services of our experienced and insightful  
 tour manager throughout

A N T A R C T I C A  C R U I S E

JOURNEY SUMMARY
DAY 1 – DEPARTURE 
Take your overnight direct flight with British Airways to  
Buenos Aires.
 
DAY 2 – ARRIVAL IN BUENOS AIRES & USHUAIA 
Upon arrival in Buenos Aires, we have a short coach tour of the  
city before we transfer to the Jorge Newbery airport for our flight 
to Ushuaia.
 
DAY 3 – USHUAIA & EMBARKATION 
Explore the Tierra del Fuego National Park, covered in beech 
forests, lakes and mountains. In the afternoon, we board the MV 
Ocean Atlantic.
 
DAYS 4 TO 5 – DRAKE PASSAGE 
Cross the famed Drake Passage, a 500-mile long body of water 
that marks the intersection of the cold Antarctic with the warmer 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
 
DAYS 6 TO 9 – SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS & 
ANTARCTIC PENINSULA 
We’ll explore the sub-Antarctic islands of the South Shetland 
chain and the Antarctic Peninsula itself, with multiple daily Zodiac 
excursions and landings.
 
DAYS 10 TO 11 – DRAKE PASSAGE 
We set sail northwards and spend two days at sea on our way 
back to the Beagle Channel and Ushuaia. En-route, we cross Drake 
Passage and cruise past Cape Horn.
 
DAY 12 – DISEMBARKATION 
This morning we disembark and catch our flight back to  
Buenos Aires.
 
DAY 13 – RETURN FLIGHT 
Take your overnight direct flight with British Airways back to 
London Heathrow.
 
DAY 14 – ARRIVE HOME

xxx

MEET YOUR  2019 
TOUR MANAGER, 
GEORGE BAREHAM

Raised in Yorkshire, George’s 
photography and tour leading 
career began in South America 
30 years ago. George says: ‘I’ve 
always loved the natural world 
and other cultures and it’s my 
absolute passion to photograph 
them. I’m proud to say I’ve won a few awards for my work! I have 
led many photography tours and there’s nothing I love more than 
getting out into the wilds with my camera in hand.’
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DAY 1 – DEPARTURE

Arrive at London Heathrow for your overnight 

direct flight with British Airways to Buenos Aires.

DAY 2 – ARRIVAL IN BUENOS AIRES & 

USHUAIA

Upon arrival in Buenos Aires, we have a short 

coach tour of the city. We then transfer to the 

Jorge Newbery airport, the city’s second airport, 

for our domestic flight to Ushuaia, the world’s 

southernmost city. We stay one night here at the 

four-star Los Acebos Hotel, with breakfast. 

DAY 3 – USHUAIA & EMBARKATION

Wake early and enjoy some magical views over 

Ushuaia and the Beagle Channel from our hotel, 

located in a peaceful setting on a forested hill 

above the town. After breakfast, we set off 

to explore the Tierra del Fuego National Park. 

Covered in beech forests, lakes and mountains, 

this is the southernmost national park in the 

world and the terminus of the famed Pan-

American Highway. In the afternoon, we board 

our ship, the MV Ocean Atlantic, and settle into 

our cabins. Our journey begins this evening as we 

navigate through the calm waters of the famous 

Beagle Channel, with the coastline and mountains 

of Argentina on one side and Chile on the other.

 

DAYS 4 TO 5 – DRAKE PASSAGE

Sailing ever southwards, we cross the famed 

Drake Passage, a 500-mile long body of water 

that marks the intersection of the cold Antarctic 

with the warmer Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The 

Drake Passage is known for rollicking conditions 

and its strong westerly winds, known as the 

Furious Fifties. While this passage may sometimes 

be challenging, you can rest confidently aboard 

our expedition vessel, which is purpose-built  

with stabilisers, powerful engines and a highly 

qualified crew.

You’ll feel the excitement begin to build as 

Antarctic wildlife start to come into view. The 

area is well-known for its abundance of seabirds, 

which follow the ship, sweeping low, their wing 

feathers almost touching the tops of the waves. 

Take your position on the aft deck and look out 

for storm petrels, shearwaters, arctic terns and 

perhaps even a few albatrosses! As the white 

shimmer of Antarctica looms on our horizon,  

you may also spot humpback whales, dolphins 

and your first iceberg.

DAYS 6 TO 9 – SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS 

& ANTARCTIC PENINSULA

Over the next four days, we’ll explore the sub-

Antarctic islands of the South Shetland chain and 

the Antarctic Peninsula itself. As we sail into these 

calmer, protected waters, the ship will be a hive 

of activity as the expedition team come into their 

YOUR JOURNEY IN DETAIL

own, organising multiple daily Zodiac excursions 

and landings.

Most days will start early to take advantage of 

the Antarctic’s long summer days. After breakfast, 

we head downstairs to the ship’s mud room to 

don your boots, waterproof trousers and parka 

before walking down the short steps to your 

waiting Zodiac dinghy. With just 10 people per 

dinghy, you are assured of a highly personal 

experience each time. We then cruise around 

the area, gazing in awe at the amazing blue hues 

of icebergs and glaciers, and getting up close 

to seals and penguins in the water. We have a 

shore landing to explore penguin rookeries or 

historic research stations. During lunch, the ship 

will navigate to the next landfall and we’ll have 

another Zodiac excursion and shore landing in  

the afternoon. 

Projected landfalls include: Greenwich Island; 

Deception Island, an extinct volcano with waters 

warm enough for a polar swim; and the old British 

research base at Port Lockroy. Wildlife abounds 

along our projected route along the Antarctic 

Peninsula: the leopard, fur and crab-eater seals 

resting on ice floes around Cuverville Island; the 

humpback whales of Gerlache Strait; and the 

dramatic Lemaire Channel’s orcas.

If conditions allow, the ship may be able, for a 

short time, to fill and heat the open-air pool on 

the aft deck, and also organise a ‘Polar plunge’ 

for anyone brave enough to jump into the icy 

Southern Ocean! 

The itinerary and all activities over these days 

depend on the notoriously changeable Antarctic 

weather and ice conditions. The route and shore 

landings will be determined by the captain and 

expedition leader and communicated to guests 

through regular briefings.

DAYS 10 TO 11 – DRAKE PASSAGE

We set sail northwards and spend two days at 

sea on our way back to the calm of the Beagle 

Channel and Ushuaia. En-route, we cross Drake 

Passage and cruise past Cape Horn, the legendary 

maritime landmark at the southern tip of South 

America.

During our time at sea, a variety of activities 

will be arranged on board, providing the perfect 

opportunity to compare experiences and photos 

with your fellow travellers.

DAY 12 – DISEMBARKATION

This morning we disembark and catch our flight 

back to Buenos Aires, where we stay for one 

night at the centrally located four-star 725 

Continental Hotel, with breakfast. This evening 

you may wish to round off your trip with a visit  

to one of the city’s famed tango shows.

DAY 13 – RETURN FLIGHT

This afternoon we board our overnight direct 

flight with British Airways back to London 

Heathrow.

DAY 14 – ARRIVE HOME

A N T A R C T I C A  C R U I S E
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Ocean Atlantic  
lecture theatre

Ocean Atlantic  
Vinland restaurant

Ocean Atlantic Category D cabin

Ocean Atlantic Category A cabin

The excellent four-star MV Ocean Atlantic 

is the perfect vessel for expedition cruising in 

Antarctic waters. Newly renovated in 2016 and 

with an international ice class rating of 1B, she is 

one of the strongest ships operating in Antarctica. 

Her high maneuverability, shallow draft and 

strong engines allow for extended voyages into 

isolated channels and fjords, creating exciting and 

unique adventures for any Antarctic traveller.

Originally launched in 1986, the ship 

underwent an extensive rebuild in 2010 before 

being completely refurbished in 2016 when 

she was purchased by the Copenhagen-based 

Albatros Expeditions. This 30-year-old family-

owned company has long experience in operating 

expedition ships in polar regions. Measuring a 

generous 140m, the ship has ample space across 

multiple decks for spacious public areas, a relaxed 

restaurant serving four-star international cuisine, 

professionally staffed bars and observation 

platforms – and even an outdoor pool.

Life on board is relaxed and cosy, and the 

dress code is informal. Although this is a ship-

based trip, it’s not a typical cruise – the evening 

‘entertainment’ is fascinating lectures by the 

expedition team on their specialist subjects; 

biology, geology, ornithology, the life cycle of 

penguins and seals, the history of whaling in the 

region or the enthralling journeys of discovery 

 by great polar explorers. Our Riviera Travel  

tour manager is also an expert wildlife 

photographer and will be on hand to offer 

valuable tips and advice.

The lecture theatre located on the Erickson 

deck affords excellent views through floor-to-

ceiling windows and is the main meeting place 

on board. This is where our expedition leader and 

guides provide their daily informative briefings 

and lectures. Just next door, the Nordic coffee 

bar has comfortable armchairs and provides 

complimentary all-day coffee and a good 

selection of teas. Daily afternoon tea is also 

served here with freshly made sandwiches and 

cakes. There’s also a small lending library with 

numerous fascinating books on Antarctica.

The attractive Vinland restaurant seats all 

guests in a single sitting in sociable four- and six-

person tables and you are free to sit where you 

wish. The delicious meals are a mixture of buffet 

service for breakfast and lunch, and table service 

for dinner. The day starts with an impressive 

breakfast spread, including fresh juices, a wide 

selection of freshly baked breads (with gluten-free 

options), Danish pastries, fruit, muesli and cereals, 

cold cuts, cheese, an assortment of yoghurt, as 

well as porridge, eggs, bacon and sausages.

Lunch usually consists of an excellent and 

varied buffet selection, whilst for dinner there’s 

usually a choice of two soups and salads to start 

with, followed by a selection of four main courses 

(one is always a vegetarian option) and a choice  

of two desserts, plus fruit or ice-cream.

The Hudson and Sun decks have a large area  

of open deck space, offering the best possible 

views in all directions. The ship’s bridge is open  

to passengers and there’s also a small gym, sauna 

and shop (open at specified times), as well as a 

small infirmary and doctor on board.

CABINS & SUITES

There are 103 passenger cabins located across 

four decks and priced according to their location 

and size. Most have outside views with either a 

porthole or windows (porthole covers may be 

closed during rough weather). There are also a 

very small number of inside and single cabins on 

request. All cabins have been recently refurbished 

with light, colourful carpets and fabrics, and have 

compact en-suite bathrooms with shampoo 

dispensers, razor sockets and hairdryer. There is  

a cupboard with hanging and shelf space, as well 

as a personal safe, TV (on-board channels only) 

and bedside table.

LIFE ON BOARD MV OCEAN ATLANTIC

A N T A R C T I C A  C R U I S E
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Deck Plans

Lounge

Veranda

Veranda

Bistro
Medical Area

Lecture
Theatre Restaurant

Co�ee Bar & Library

Pool

Lift LiftBar

Shop
Reception

Lift LiftInternet Café551

Lift Lift

Columbus deck (4)

Marco Polo deck (5)

Erickson deck (6)

Hudson deck (7)

Magellan deck (8)

Premium Suites (35sqm) – Marco Polo deck, the largest 
accommodation on board with windows, a separate elegant 
sitting room with sofa bed, spacious bathroom and twin beds, 
which can be joined together as a double. 

Category A (19-24sqm) – Marco Polo deck, with a window,  
a sitting area with sofa bed, bath/shower and twin beds, which 
can be joined together as a double.

Category B (20-23sqm) – Magellan deck, with window 
(some with slightly restricted view), a sitting area with sofa 
bed, rain shower and twin beds, which can be joined together 
as a double.

Category C (12-13sqm) – Marco Polo deck, with window, 
shower and twin beds. 

Category D (11-12sqm) – Columbus deck, with porthole, 
shower and twin beds.

Category E (12-13sqm) – Marco Polo deck, inside cabin  
with shower and double bed.

Category G (9-10sqm) – Columbus deck, with porthole, 
shower and single bed.

Sun Deck (9) not shown

A N T A R C T I C A  C R U I S E
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PRICES & CABIN INFORMATION

PRICE INCLUDES
The price of this holiday is per person, based on two people sharing a twin room/cabin and 
includes: return scheduled flights to Buenos Aires, return domestic flights to Ushuaia, one 
night’s stay at a four-star hotel in Ushuaia and one night’s stay at a four-star hotel in Buenos 
Aires, both with breakfast, nine nights’ cruise on the four-star MV Ocean Atlantic, with 
daily breakfast, lunch, afternoon tea and dinner, all shore excursions by Zodiac dinghies, 
lectures by the on-board expedition team, port charges, all transfers, porterage of one item 
of luggage per person and the services of a Riviera Travel tour manager. Cruise itinerary is 
subject to change depending on weather conditions. On-board currency is the US dollar.
Not Included: US$13.50 per person daily for cruise staff gratuities, all drinks on board, 
including speciality coffees, Wi-Fi, phone charges and laundry.

TRANSFER TIMES
Transfer times: between Ushuaia airport and the hotel is approx. 15 mins; and between the airport and  Buenos Aires airport is approx. 45 mins (depending on traffic).

VISAS & HEALTH
UK and Irish passport holders do not currently require a visa to enter Argentina; however, your passport should have at least six months’ validity after your return 
date. Please consult your GP regarding any inoculations required at least a month before departure.

Whilst the travelling schedule should not pose problems for people of any age in normal physical health, we should point out that shore excursions are always 
over uneven, sometimes snow-covered ground and involve sitting on the side of an inflatable Zodiac dinghy. Also, the top three decks on the ship are not served 
by lifts. For these reasons, this holiday is not suitable for clients of impaired mobility. Please note the expedition leader reserves the right to deny participation in 
shore excursions to anyone deemed to pose a risk to themselves or others. As you will be travelling in remote areas without easy access to medical facilities, we 
recommend that you do not join this cruise if you have any life-threatening conditions or require regular medical treatment or supervision.

DEPOSIT
The deposit for this tour is £1,200 per person.
 
TRAVEL INSURANCE
Travel insurance is mandatory with this holiday. Please ensure your insurance provides adequate cover in case of cancellation/curtailment with loss of deposit, any 
applicable cancellation fees and a minimum of US$5,000,000 worth of medical evacuation or repatriation cover. Please note it is your responsibility to fully inform 
your insurer of the type of travel, your destination and planned activities, and to fully disclose any pre-existing medical conditions. Travel insurance must be in place 
from the time of booking this holiday. 

To assist you, we have arranged competitive travel insurance through Travel & General Insurance Services Limited to specifically meet the needs of this Riviera 
Travel tour.  Our insurance premiums (per person, inclusive of insurance premium tax) are as follows: £79 (up to 64 years of age), £157 (65 to 70 years of age), £234 
(71 to 85 years of age). Premiums include cancellation up to £10,000, medical cover up to £10,000,000 and deposit up to £1,200. Please note: you should ensure that 
any camera or video equipment is adequately covered through your home insurance policy. 

BOOKING CONDITIONS 
Our standard booking conditions apply, except for the following terms:
Payment: If booking within 14 weeks of departure, full payment must be made at the time of booking. 
For full booking conditions, please visit www.rivieratravel.co.uk/docs/terms

Launched:  1986 in Poland
Registered:  Bahamas
Ice class:  1B
Speed:  cruising 12 kn,  
 max 15kn (17 mph)
Length:  140m/459ft
Beam:  21m/69ft
Draft:  5.8m/18ft
Gross tonnage:  12,798gt
Propulsion:  4 marine diesels,  
 total 14,400kw

Stabilisers:  2
Zodiacs:  20
Passengers:  198
Crew:  105 plus  
 20 expedition leaders
Decks:  8
Passenger decks:  5
Passenger cabins:  103
Refurbished:  2016
Owner & operator:  Albatros Expeditions,  
 Copenhagen

MV Ocean Atlantic - Ship specifications

A N T A R C T I C A  C R U I S E

22 January 2019 departure 3 January 2020 departure

Cabin Category Deck Price per person Solo traveller price Price per person Solo traveller price

Category E Inside 5 £6,999 £7,699

Category G Outside 4 £8,499 £9,199

Cabin supplement per 
person

Single supplement Cabin supplement per 
person

Single supplement

Category D Outside 4 £1,000 Cabin supplements for single 
and triple occupancy are 

available on request

£1,300 Cabin supplements for single 
and triple occupancy are 

available on requestCategory C Outside 5 £1,500 £1,600

Category B Outside 7&8 £2,200 £2,200

Category A Outside 5 £2,400 £2,600

Premium Suite 5 £3,400 £3,500

FLIGHT INFORMATION

Airport Airline Outbound 
flight  

Inbound flight 
arriving in 

the UK 
Flight  

duration

London 
Heathrow 

British 
Airways 22:10 06:05 13 hrs. 55

Flight upgrades with British Airways are available on request.
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BOOKING CONDITIONS
These booking conditions set out the terms of your contract with 
Riviera Tours Limited trading as Riviera Travel (Riviera). Please 
read them carefully as you will be bound by them. References to 
“you” and “your” and “passenger(s)” means all persons named 
on the booking (Booking Party) (including those added at a later 
date) “We”, “us”, “our” means Riviera. For cruises, we will be the 
contracting carrier.

1. Making your booking
Subject to availability, we will confirm your holiday by issuing a 
confirmation invoice to the party leader who confirms they have 
authority on behalf of the Booking Party including minors (under 
the age of 18) and are responsible for obtaining and providing all 
information and payments required by us in accordance with these 
booking conditions.
Please check your documents carefully and contact us immediately 
if any information on any document is incorrect. We cannot 
accept any liability if we are not notified of any inaccuracies in any 
document within 10 days of our sending it out (5 days for tickets). 
You may contact us by e-mail at info@rivieratravel.co.uk or call us 
on 01283 742300.

2. Payment
The relevant deposit and insurance premium (if purchased) must 
be paid to confirm your booking. The balance of the holiday cost 
is due 8 weeks* prior to the departure. If full payment is not made 
on time, we will cancel your booking and keep all payments paid 
at that date and levy the cancellation charges shown in clause 7. 
If booking within 8 weeks* of departure, full payment must be 
made at the time of booking.  * 13 weeks for cruises aboard Aegean 
Odyssey and Queen Mary 2 departing from 2018 onwards, and all 
European river cruises, yacht cruises and tall-ship cruises departing 
from 2019 onwards.

3. Your contract
A binding contract comes into existence when we issue the 
confirmation invoice.

4. The cost of your holiday
Please note, advertised prices may have changed by the time you 
book your holiday and errors occasionally occur. You must check  
the price of your chosen holiday at the time of booking.
The prices in our brochure are based on exchange rates published 
on 14/09/2018. We reserve the right to change prices and correct 
errors in advertised prices at any time before or after your holiday 
is confirmed. Subject to the correction of errors or amendment 
costs, once your booking is confirmed we guarantee the price will 
not change.

5. Special requests
Special requests, must be advised at the time of booking. Unless 
specifically confirmed by us in writing, all special requests are 
subject to availability.

‘No flight’ option
Tour or cruise-only options are offered subject to availability. 
Please call for details. Your tour or cruise will begin at the hotel 
or ship as stated in the itinerary. You must make your own travel 
arrangements, including any flight or rail travel, plus transfers to the 
first hotel or ship, and onwards from the final hotel or ship. Riviera 
Travel is not liable for the cost of any travel arrangements you 
put in place if the tour or cruise is cancelled or the mooring point 
changed. You must send us details of your travel arrangements at 
least eight weeks prior to your departure.

6. Changes by you
Any amendments we agree after issue of the confirmation invoice 
will cost £15 per person plus any costs incurred by us and or 
charged by our suppliers. A change of holiday dates is a cancellation 
of the original booking and the cancellation charges in clause 7 
apply. Name changes are allowed 2 weeks or more prior to travel if 
you are prevented from travelling. All costs must be paid before the 
amendment can be effected.

7. Cancellation by you
Cancellation of the booking must be requested in writing (letter 
or email) to us which will be effective when received by us. Where 
the cancellation charge below is shown as a percentage, this is the 
holiday cost.
Insurance premiums and amendment charges are not included in 
the holiday cost below and are not refundable.

All 2018 European river cruises, yacht cruises and  
tall-ship cruises
Period before departure within Cancellation charge
which written notification of per person cancelling
cancellation is received by us
More than 56 days  deposit
56 – 31 days  80%
30 – 15 days  95%
14 days or less  100%
All Aegean Odyssey and Queen Mary 2 cruises, plus all  
2019 European river cruises, yacht and tall-ship cruises.
Period before departure within Cancellation charge
which written notification of per person cancelling
cancellation is received by us   
More than 91 days deposit
90-61 days 50%
60-31 days 75%

30-16 days 85%
15 days or less 100% 
All other holidays and cruises
Period before departure within  Cancellation charge
which written notification of per person cancelling
cancellation is received by us   
More than 56 days deposit  
56-31 days 50%
30-15 days 95%
14 days or less 100% 

In addition, change or cancellation of flights and other transport 
costs can result in 100% cancellation charges irrespective of the 
date of cancellation. Part cancellation will require recalculation of 
the holiday price and we will re-invoice you accordingly. A single 
person supplement will be payable if a cabin or hotel room is 
occupied by only one person except where 100% cancellation 
charges have been paid by the person cancelling. See clause 6.

8. Insurance
It is a requirement of booking that you have valid and appropriate 
travel insurance for the full duration of your trip. You should ensure 
that your policy provides at least comparable cover to that provided 
by the policy we offer as shown on our website and brochures.

9. Changes or cancellations by us
We plan holidays many months in advance. Occasionally for 
reasons of force majeure or other circumstances beyond our control 
it is necessary to make alterations to the arrangements. We reserve 
the right to alter itineraries, accommodation or other arrangements 
at any time. Additionally, we reserve the right to cancel your holiday 
where the number of booked passengers is 35 or below.
Significant changes to your booking before departure include; 
change of accommodation to a lower official classification or a 
change of outward departure time of 12 or more hours. We will tell 
you as soon as possible of any significant alteration. If there is time 
before departure, we will offer you the choice of the following: (a) 
accepting the changes, (b) purchasing an alternative holiday offered 
by us of similar standard to that originally booked, if available or (c) 
cancelling the booking for full refund of all monies you have paid to 
us. We will, where appropriate, pay you compensation set out in the 
table below. Compensation will not be payable where we are forced 
to make a change or cancel as a result of unusual and unforeseeable 
circumstances beyond our control, the consequences of which 
we could not have avoided even with all due care or we have to 
cancel because the minimum number of bookings necessary for 
us to operate your holiday has not been reached. When we have 
to cancel or significantly change your holiday, we cannot accept 
liability for the cost or cancellation of any unused service (such as, 
but not limited to, flights, hotels, rail travel and car parking) which 
does not form part of the arrangements contracted with us. No 
compensation is payable for minor changes. This includes a change 
to a similar ship, flight or Eurostar departure time of less than 12 
hours, accommodation to that of a similar standard, airline (except 
as specified in clause 20 “Flights”), London airport to another 
London airport, type of aircraft (if advised) or destination
airport. 

Period before departure a   Compensation 
significant change or cancellation  per person
is notified to you 
More than 56 days   Nil
56 - 15 days    £10
14 days or less   £25

Please also see clause 20.
If there is a significant alteration of the holiday after departure, 
we will make suitable alternative arrangements at no extra cost to 
you for the continuation of the holiday. If you do not accept these 
for good reason or it is impossible to make suitable alternative 
arrangements, we will where possible return you to the place of 
departure or to another place to which you have agreed with us. 
Compensation will not be payable if the alteration is minor or if 
due to an event of force majeure or is not our fault. We cannot 
guarantee that cruises will call at every port on the itinerary. 
Cancellation of part of the itinerary, substitution of ports or 
unavailability of some services will not amount to a significant 
alteration.

10. Force majeure
We cannot accept liability or pay any compensation where the 
performance of our obligations are prevented or affected, as a result 
of force majeure. Force majeure includes any event which we or 
the supplier of the service(s) in question could not, even with all 
due care, foresee or avoid. Such events will usually include (whether 
actual or threatened) war, riot, civil strife, terrorist activity, industrial 
dispute, natural or nuclear disaster, adverse weather conditions, 
epidemics, fire, closure, restriction or congestion of airspace, airports 
and ports and all other events outside our control or the UK Foreign 
Office advice.

11. Our liability to you
(1) Subject to clauses 11(6), 11(7) and 11(8), we promise to make 
sure that the holiday arrangements we have agreed to provide as 
part of our contract with you are performed with reasonable skill 
and care.
(2) We are not responsible for any failure in performance which 
is wholly attributable to your fault or the unforeseeable or 

unavoidable act or omission of a third party unconnected with 
the supply of any service to be provided under the contract or by 
force majeure.
(3) We are not responsible for any services which do not form part 
of our contract with you.
(4) The services we have agreed to provide or arrange as part of our 
contract will be subject to the laws and applicable standards of the 
country in which they are provided.
(5) Subject to clauses 11(6) and 11(7), where we are found liable 
to you for loss of, delay and/or damage to property (including 
money), the maximum amount we will have to pay you is £1,000 
per person. For all other claims excluding property and or death 
or personal injury, the maximum amount we will pay is twice 
the holiday price (excluding insurance premiums, amendment/
cancellation charges and any service charge paid by you).
(6) Our liability to you will never exceed that of any transport 
carrier or supplier and we shall have the benefit of all and any 
applicable international conventions, rules and regulations. In 
respect of carriage by air the Warsaw Convention as amended 
or unamended and the Montreal Convention for international 
travel by air and/or for airlines with an operating licence granted 
by an EU country, the EC Regulation on Air Carrier Liability No 
889/2002 for national and international travel by air and COTIF, the 
Convention on International Travel by Rail). Copies of the applicable 
international conventions and EU regulations are available from us 
on request.
(7) Where carriage is performed on inland waterways the liability of 
the carrier to all passengers shall be determined in accordance with 
the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims. The 
limit for claims involving death or personal injury is 175,000 SDR 
per passenger per carriage. The Strasbourg Convention as amended 
applies to vessels navigating on waterways located in the territory 
of a state party which limits passenger claims involving death or 
personal injury to 60,000 SDR per person subject to a maximum 
of 6,000,000 SDR.
(8) In the event of international carriage by sea the provisions of 
EC Regulation 392/2009 on the liability of carriers of passengers 
in the event of accidents (“Regulation“) will apply. The Regulation 
limits the liability of the carrier in respect of passengers and their 
luggage in the event of accidents. A summary of the Regulation 
may be found at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
TXT/HTML/?uri=URISERV:tr0018&from=EN. This applies strict 
liability for shipping incidents as defined and requires compulsory 
insurance.
The Regulation limits the maximum amount we may have to pay 
if found liable in the event of death or personal injury occurring 
during the course of carriage to a maximum of 400,000 SDR or in 
the event of terrorism 250,000 SDR. Damages can be reduced for 
any contributory negligence of the passenger.
The maximum amount payable for loss or damage to luggage is 
2,250 SDR subject to a deductible of 149 SDR per person. There is 
no liability for money or valuables except when deposited with the 
ship in which case the liability is limited to 3,375 SDR. Provision of 
safes in cabins is not a deposit with the ship whether a charge is 
levied or not.
The daily conversion rates for Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) can  
be found on the International Monetary Fund website at  
www.imf.org .
(9) We will not be liable for consequential losses including loss  
of profits.

12. Complaints and problems
All complaints and any problems must be made at the time in 
resort and confirmed in writing. If you remain dissatisfied you must 
write to us within 28 days of your return to the UK with booking 
reference and full details of your complaint.
In respect of cruises which commence in the EU complaints 
pursuant to EU Regulation 1177/2010 must be sent to us as soon 
as possible. We will respond within 28 days. If you are not happy 
with our final decision you can refer your complaint to the Cruise 
Line International Association which is the voluntary complaints 
body authorised by the Department of Transport to deal with 
complaints at Passengerrights@cruising.org.

13. Arbitration
Disputes arising out of, or in connection with your booking which 
cannot be amicably settled may be referred to arbitration under a 
special independent scheme arranged by ABTA which provides for 
a simple arbitration on documents alone with restricted liability 
on the customer in respect of costs. Full details will be provided 
on request or obtained from www.abta.com. Your application for 
arbitration and other required documents must be received by 
ABTA within 18 months of your return from the holiday. For injury 
and illness claims, you can request the ABTA mediation procedure 
and we have the option to agree to this.

14. Behaviour and damage
You are responsible for any damage or loss caused by you. Full 
payment for any such damage or loss must be made on demand 
as soon as possible. If in our or in the reasonable opinion of 
any other person in authority, you behave in such a way as to 
cause or be likely to cause danger, upset or distress to any third 
party or damage to property, we are entitled to terminate the 
holiday of the person(s) concerned and or require you to leave 
the accommodation or other service. We will have no further 
responsibility to you. No refunds will be made. You must not solicit 
other persons for commercial purposes or advertise goods or 
services without our prior written permission.
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15. Conditions of suppliers.
You are bound by the terms and conditions and conditions of 
carriage of our suppliers and independent contractors which we 
incorporate into these booking conditions which may limit or 
exclude liability to you. Copies are available on request or online on 
www.rivieratravel.co.uk/conditionsofsuppliers.

16. Passports, visas and health requirements
For guidance we have details on our website of passport and visa 
requirement for British citizens booking our holidays, together with 
details of any compulsory health requirements. It is, however, your 
responsibility to ensure you have and comply with passport and visa 
requirements, and you are aware of all recommended vaccinations 
and health precautions. We cannot accept any liability if you are 
refused entry onto any transport or into any country due to failure 
on your part to comply with these requirements.

17. Foreign Office advice
The Foreign and Commonwealth Office publishes regularly updated 
travel information on its website www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice 
which we recommend you consult.

18. Financial security and ABTA membership
We hold an Air Travel Organiser's Licence issued by the Civil Aviation 
Authority (ATOL number 3430). When you buy an ATOL protected 
flight or flight inclusive holiday* from us, you will receive an ATOL 
Certificate. This lists what is financially protected, where you can 
get information on what this means for you and who to contact 
if things go wrong. We, or the suppliers identified on your ATOL 
Certificate, will provide you with the services listed on the ATOL 
Certificate (or a suitable alternative). In some cases, where neither 
we nor the supplier are able to do so for reasons of insolvency, 
an alternative ATOL holder may provide you with services you 
have bought or a suitable alternative (at no extra cost to you). You 
agree to accept that in those circumstances the alternative ATOL 
holder will perform those obligations and you agree to pay any 
money outstanding to be paid by you under your contract to that 
alternative ATOL holder. However, you also agree that in some cases 
it will not be possible to appoint an alternative ATOL holder, in which 
case you will be entitled to make a claim under the ATOL scheme 
(or your credit card issuer where applicable). If we, or the suppliers 
identified on your ATOL certificate, are unable to provide the services 
listed (or a suitable alternative, through an alternative ATOL holder 
or otherwise) for reasons of insolvency, the Trustees of the Air Travel 
Trust may make a payment to (or confer a benefit on) you under 
the ATOL scheme. You agree that in return for such a payment or 
benefit, you assign absolutely to those Trustees any claims which 
you have or may have arising out of or relating to the non-provision 
of the services, including any claim against us, the travel agent or 
your credit card issuer where applicable. You also agree that any such 
claims may be re-assigned to another body, if that other body has 
paid sums you have claimed under the ATOL scheme.
*The flights and flight- inclusive holidays we arrange are ATOL 
protected providing they are made available in the UK. For further 
information visit the ATOL website at www.atol.org.uk.
We are a member of ABTA (ABTA number V4744). If your holiday 
does not include flights, ABTA will financially protect your holiday 
by ensuring you receive a refund or, if your arrangements include 
return travel to the UK (other than flights) you are returned to the 
UK in the event that your holiday cannot be provided as a result of 
our insolvency. Please go to www.abta.com. For further information 
about ABTA, the Code of Conduct and the arbitration scheme 
contact ABTA at 30 Park Street, London, SE1 9EQ  
www.abta.com.

19. Flights
In accordance with EU Directive (EC) No 2111/2005, we are 
required to bring to your attention the existence of a “Community 
list” which contains details of air carriers who are subject to an 
operating ban within the EU. The Community list is available for 
inspection at http://ec.europa.eu/transport/air-ban/list_en.htm. We 
are required to advise you of the actual carrier(s) (or, if the actual 
carrier(s) is not known, the likely carrier(s)) that will operate your 
flight(s) at the time of booking. Where we are only able to inform 
you of the likely carrier(s) at the time of booking, we shall inform 
you of the identity of the actual carrier(s) as soon as we become 
aware of this. Any change to the operating carrier(s) after your 
booking has been confirmed will be notified to you as soon as 
possible. If the carrier becomes subject to an operating ban as above 
as a result of which we/the carrier are unable to offer you a suitable 
alternative the provisions of clause 9 Changes and cancellation by 
us will apply. We are not always in a position at the time of booking 
to confirm the flight timings which will be used in connection with 
your flight. The flight timings shown in our brochure, website and/or 
on your confirmation invoice are for guidance only and are subject 
to alteration and confirmation. Flight timings are outside our control. 
They are set by airlines and are subject to various factors including 
air traffic control restrictions, weather conditions and the ability of 
passengers to check in on time.
Specific instructions relating to departure and travel arrangements 
will be sent with your travel documents approximately 2 weeks 
before departure. Please check your tickets very carefully to ensure 
you have the correct flight times. Flight times may be changed even 
after tickets have been despatched - we will contact you as soon as 
possible if this occurs. Any change in the identity of the carrier, flight 
timings, and/or aircraft type (if advised) will not entitle you to cancel 
or change to other arrangements.

20. Delay and Denied Boarding Regulations
For cruises which begin in the EU, EU Regulation 1177/2010 applies. 
Any liability we have for providing accommodation is limited to €80 
per passenger for a maximum of 3 nights.

If your flight is cancelled or delayed, your flight ticket is 
downgraded or boarding is denied by your airline, depending 
on the circumstances, the airline may be required to pay you 
compensation, refund the cost of your flight and/or provide you 
with accommodation and/or refreshments under EC Regulation 
No 261/2004 - the Denied Boarding Regulations 2004. Where 
applicable, you must pursue the airline for the compensation 
or other payment due to you. We are not the carrier and have 
no liability to you under this Regulation. If your airline does not 
comply with these rules you may use the CAA Passenger Advice 
and Complaints Service. See www.caa.co.uk

21. Brochure / website / advertising material accuracy
The information contained in our brochure, website and other 
advertising material is believed correct to the best of our 
knowledge at the time of publication. However, errors may 
occasionally occur and information may subsequently change. You 
must therefore ensure you check all details of your chosen holiday 
(including the price) with us at the time of booking.

22. Children
For holidays other than cruises, we are unable to accommodate 
children under 9 years old at the date of departure. For cruises, the 
minimum age limit is 12 years old at the date of departure. We 
reserve the right to limit the number of children on any particular 
cruise. Any minor must be accompanied by and share a cabin with 
an adult aged 21 or over. If the adult is not the minor’s parent, a 
“Parental Consent Guardianship Form” must be signed by a parent 
or legal guardian prior to sailing.

23. Health and safety
You must attend all mandatory safety briefings and drills at the 
commencement of the holiday and any subsequent briefings or 
drills required during the holiday by any carrier or supplier.
You must at all times comply with rules and regulations and the 
orders and directions of carriers and our suppliers and warrant that 
your conduct will not impair the safety of others.
We, carriers, our suppliers and/or the relevant authorities are 
entitled to administer a public health questionnaire at any time. You 
must complete the questionnaire and supply accurate information 
regarding any symptoms of illness. We may deny boarding to any 
passenger who has symptoms of any viral or bacterial illness. You 
must report illness and you may be required to remain in your 
cabin or hotel room as required by the ship’s captain or the hotel 
manager. Refusal to comply with any of these procedures may 
result in your holiday being terminated. We have no liability to you 
in the event that we cancel or curtail your holiday as referred to 
in this clause.
In respect of cruises which commence in an EU Member State 
and where necessary in order to meet applicable international, 
European and national safety requirements and/or where the 
design or structure of the ship or port infrastructure and equipment, 
including port terminals, makes it impossible to carry out the 
embarkation, disembarkation or carriage of a passenger suffering 
from a disability of reduced mobility in a safe or operationally 
feasible manner, we and the carrier are entitled to refuse a booking 
from the person concerned. Passengers must be fully mobile to 
travel on any cruise. We cannot provide individual assistance to 
any passenger for walking, embarking or disembarking or travelling 
on other forms of transportation. In the event that you require 
assistance with embarking or disembarking from the ship at the 
first or last port as a result of your reduced mobility or disability, 
please advise us at the time of booking but in any event no later 
than 48 hours before the assistance is required. Some ships may 
not have elevators. You must check at the time of booking. Some 
excursions require a good level of physical fitness and do not 
have vehicles and/or there are restrictions re access. Regulation 
1177/2010 may be viewed at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32010R1177&from=EN and 
the DFT Guidance at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
draft-guidance-notes-relating-to-regulation-eu-no-1177-2010.
The carrier, acting via the captain, reserves the right to refuse 
passage, disembark or confine to a cabin any passenger whose 
physical or mental condition or behaviour is considered in the 
sole opinion of the captain to constitute a risk to the passenger’s 
own well-being or that of any other passenger or crew member. 
The carrier and the captain reserve the right to disembark any 
passenger whose behaviour affects the comfort, enjoyment, safety 
or well-being of other passengers or of any crew.
During passage through locks or under low bridges or in the event 
of adverse weather conditions, it may be necessary to close the 
sundeck to passengers. Sundeck closures are rigidly enforced in the 
interests of safety. Ships may be required to moor alongside one 
another in some ports. This may result in your view being blocked. 
It may also result in your having to cross other ships in order to 
go ashore. While we take reasonable steps to minimise noise and 
vibrations on the cruise ships, you acknowledge and accept that 
some noise and vibration may be experienced on vessels and that 
we will not be liable to you in relation to such noise and vibration.

24. Food allergies
If you have any food allergies which may cause significant health 
issues, you must report this in writing at the time of booking or 
as soon as convenient. It is your responsibility to ensure that you 
actively avoid any food you are allergic to and make all appropriate 
enquiries to establish the ingredients of any food. The supplier is not 
under any obligation to prepare or provide special meals.

25. Smoking
Passengers must observe the non-smoking policy on board the 
ships, hotels and other transport provided. If smoke is detected in 
any accommodation, a cleaning fee of £165.00 per occurrence will 

be billed to the passenger's account. Smoking restrictions include 
e-cigarette smoking. If there is violation of the non-smoking 
policy, then passengers may be disembarked from the ship or 
asked to leave the hotel without refund.

26. Indemnity
You must indemnify us and the carrier for all penalties, fines, 
charges, losses or expenses incurred or imposed upon us, the 
carrier or our suppliers by virtue of an act or violation of law 
by you and or any breach of these terms and conditions or 
any carrier’s or suppliers terms and conditions of conditions of 
carriage.

27. Pregnancy
The river cruise ships, yachts and Star Clipper ships do not have 
doctors or facilities to deliver babies or provide-natal treatment. 
We recommend that women who are less than 12 weeks 
pregnant seek medical advice prior to travel.
For safety reasons women past their 24th week of pregnancy at 
any stage of the cruise cannot be carried on board. Airlines also 
have restrictions.
Pregnant women are required to produce a fitness to travel 
certificate based on the proposed holiday itinerary and transport 
provider’s requirements. The carrier expressly reserves the right 
to refuse passage to board to any passenger who appears to be 
in an advanced state of pregnancy and the carrier shall have no 
liability whatsoever in respect of either such refusal and/or the 
carriage.

28. Medical facilities/treatment on board and ashore
There are no doctors on board any of the river cruise ships, yachts 
and Star Clipper ships in our programme. Should you require 
medical attention during your holiday then local medical services 
can be contacted for emergency treatment. The cost of such 
treatment is your sole responsibility. We are not be liable for any 
aspect of medical treatment provided to you ashore or in resort.
If you have any medical condition which may need treatment 
during a cruise, this must be disclosed at the time of booking 
in order for a risk assessment to be undertaken as to whether 
you can be safely carried. You may be asked to provide medical 
evidence for this purpose. Carriage is dependent on the nature 
and extent of the medical condition, the itinerary and length of 
cruise. In relation to other holidays please notify us in writing 
of any medical or reduced mobility needs at the resort or on 
transport provided by us. This includes adapted hotel rooms and 
assistance at airports.
In relation to your own medical equipment, there are limited 
storage facilities on board ships and in hotels. You must check 
prior to booking if the equipment is allowed on board aircraft, 
ships or hotels. Scooters cannot be carried on board ships due to 
space limitations and reasons of safety.

29. Disability/wheelchairs/service animals
During our holidays, we visit many historical sites and often 
enjoy walking tours of various places of interest. Some holidays, 
therefore, may not be suitable for clients of impaired mobility.
Our priority is always the comfort and safety of passengers as 
well as complying with the strict legal requirements relating to 
safety of life at sea and inland waterways. In order to achieve 
these objectives, passengers with reduced mobility or disability 
or who need assistance dogs should at the time of booking 
provide as much detail as possible of the matters set out on our 
website at www.rivieratravel.co.uk/reducedmobilityinformation. 
Passengers may be required to be accompanied or may be 
refused carriage. You warrant that you have considered the 
INFORMATION TO PASSENGERS FOR REDUCED MOBILITY 
AND DISABILITIES and that you have made all relevant 
notifications to us.
Please be aware that there are no wheelchair accessible cabins on 
any of the river cruise ships, yachts and Star Clipper ships used on 
our cruises. Disabled rooms in hotels are limited in number and 
so must be prebooked and subject to availability.

30. Security
Weapons, ammunition, explosives, substances that are hazardous, 
disabling, or illegal, or any other article that in the sole opinion of 
the captain may be considered dangerous, are strictly prohibited 
aboard the ship or carried on any form of transport or hotels.
You consent to a reasonable search being made of your person, 
property, cabin, hotel room and to the removal and confiscation 
or destruction of any object which may, in our opinion or that 
of any carrier or supplier will impair the safety of others or of 
property or be illegal or inconvenience others.

31. Data Protection
Personal data relating to individuals shall be collected, processed, 
stored and used securely and in accordance with relevant data 
protection laws. You consent to the collection, processing, storing 
and use of your personal data to enable us to perform the 
holiday. This may include providing your details to Governments, 
immigration, port state control, police, flag state and other 
competent authorities and / or as may be required by law. In 
the case of emergencies you consent to our providing personal 
data to doctors, next of kin, our insurers and advisors and your 
medical insurers. Personal Data shall only be kept for as long as is 
necessary or required by law.

32. Law and Jurisdiction
Save as provided by law and subject to the provisions of the 
Regulation all claims must be brought in the English courts 
which shall have exclusive jurisdiction and shall be subject to 
English law.

235Contact your preferred travel agent to book
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Code   AGENT

Riviera Travel, New Manor, 328 Wetmore Road, Burton-on-Trent DE14 1SP  
Tel: 01283 744 370   

www.rivieratravel.co.uk/agents

Prices and availability correct at time of print.
All rights reserved.Published 9/18

The world. Within reach.

ABTA  Number  V4744

At Riviera Travel, we bring the heartbeat of our destinations closer.  

We plan it all around you, including what’s essential and leaving the  
unnecessary out, so experiencing the world doesn’t cost the earth. 

For more information and to book, contact your preferred travel agent.

The world. Within reach.
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